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ABSTRACT 44 
This dissertation study investigated motivation as related to goal-directed activity and 45 
gesture awareness as well as their interplay in second and foreign language development in 46 
different English as a foreign language (EFL) and English as a second language (ESL) contexts. 47 
This study included four groups of Chinese learners of English. The first EFL group consisted of 48 
college students in China learning English without intention of studying abroad (G1) and the 49 
second EFL group in China included Chinese learners of English who were learning English to 50 
prepare to study abroad (G2). Participants in the first ESL group were living and studying abroad 51 
(G3) while the second group consisted of students who had returned to China after completing 52 
their study abroad experience but continued to use English for academic studies and work (G4). 53 
This explanatory sequential mixed methods research design involved quantitative data of 54 
motivation and gesture awareness surveys and then further explained the quantitative results with 55 
qualitative data of video recorded gesture tasks and semi-structured interviews.  56 
The quantitative analysis of motivation tested mean differences of motivation constructs 57 
(ideal L2 self, ought-to L2 self, and attitudes toward learning English) based on the second 58 
language motivational self-system (L2MSS) (Dörnyei, 2005; 2009) as well as intended effort as 59 
a measurement criterion. In the results, participants in the EFL context intended to put in more 60 
effort and had lower ideal L2 self than participants in the ESL context. Results found no 61 
difference between the EFL and ESL contexts with regard to ought-to L2 self and attitudes 62 
toward learning English. In the EFL context, G2 were highly motivated than G1 in terms of ideal 63 
L2 self, attitudes toward learning English, and intended to put into more effort. Additionally, the 64 
expectation that G3 would have the highest level of motivation was not supported. In fact, 65 
attitudes toward learning English were lower for G3 than G4. No statistical differences were 66 
 iv 
found on ought-to L2 self across groups. These quantitative results were supported and clarified 67 
by the qualitative findings in phase 2. Motivation as related to goal-directed activity was found to 68 
be affected by the orientation of participants in each group toward learning English in association 69 
with their particular contexts. Overall findings of motivation as related to goal-directed activity 70 
proved highly coherent with the qualitative dimension supporting the quantitative results and 71 
providing nuanced and in-depth information on what motivated participants and why, how 72 
motivation shaped experience and how experience shaped motivation in each context. 73 
This study also created and validated the first usable scale of gesture awareness, and 74 
measurement and structural invariance tests showed that G3 had the lowest scores in terms of 75 
comprehension and production across the four groups. Interestingly, no difference was found 76 
between G2 and G4. Later, qualitative findings showed that G3 were more aware of their 77 
gesture, and their gesture production was more pragmatic than other groups. G1, in particular, 78 
were less conscious of gestural differences between Chinese and English than other groups. 79 
Quantitative results of gesture awareness were incongruent with qualitative findings, and specific 80 
investigation among each individual revealed the importance of conscious awareness of gesture 81 
and gesturing for pragmatics. 82 
This study is the first effort to examine the relationship between motivation and gesture 83 
awareness and found that the relationship was individual specific in the situated context for 84 
communicative needs. The integration of individual and contextual factors constituted the 85 
plasticity of second and foreign language development and showed the diversity of individual 86 
motivation and gesture awareness in different contexts. This dissertation study brings attention to 87 
agency, goals, goal-directed activity, and conscious awareness in EFL and ESL contexts for 88 
second and foreign language development. 89 
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 318 
First language (L1): Individuals’ native language that they learn from birth. 319 
 320 
Second language (L2): This is a non-native language; a language that individuals learn in 321 
addition to their first language and learn it outside the home country settings. 322 
 323 
Foreign language (FL): This is a non-native language; a language that individuals learn in 324 
addition to their first language and learn it in their home country.  325 
 326 
English as a Foreign Language (EFL): English that is learned in individuals’ home country. 327 
English learners have fewer chances to interact with English native speakers. 328 
 329 
English as a Second Language (ESL): English that is learned in native English countries and is 330 
used for daily communication. 331 
 332 
Languaculture: This term covers language plus culture (Agar, 1994). Language and culture are 333 
inseparable. Language can be understood as both a social and cultural phenomenon. 334 
 335 
Second language development (SLD): It focuses on the dynamic nature of second language and 336 
regards language as a complex system. 337 
 338 
Foreign language development (FLD): It focuses on the dynamic nature of foreign language and 339 
regards language as a complex system. 340 
 1 
CHAPTER ONE  1 
INTRODUCTION 2 
Overview and Statement of the Problem 3 
Individuals use language as an essential tool to learn and as an effective vehicle to 4 
communicate for social and personal development. Almost 7,000 languages and 200 countries 5 
are evident in the world (Lewis, Simons & Fennig, 2009). For individuals to excel in academic 6 
studies and in the global market, they must be able to communicate effectively across languages 7 
and cultures. Thus, the demand for strengthening individuals’ second language (L2) skills and 8 
cultural awareness is increasing. English is the dominant language in the world. Over one billion 9 
people are currently learning English worldwide as an L2 or foreign language (FL), and the 10 
number will double by the year 2020 (Beare, 2017, May 30).  11 
Different activities in various learning settings are a springboard for learners to inhabit a 12 
second languaculture (Agar, 1994), a term meaning that language and culture are inseparable. 13 
The increasing number of English learners are driven by different goals to learn English as a 14 
foreign language (EFL) or as a second language (ESL). Additionally, EFL and ESL learners have 15 
different opportunities to interact with native English speakers in their learning communities, and 16 
their available teaching and learning resources vary due to different social and cultural 17 
exposures. Specifically, most EFL learners learn English in their home country and do not 18 
receive much natural exposure to the native language and culture of English speakers, whereas 19 
most ESL students have wider access to the language and more interactions with native speakers 20 
in the target culture.  21 
Contextual differences influence motivation in goal-directed activity (Lantolf, 2000; 22 
Leontiev, 1978), which emphasized the engagement in the activity with specific learning goals 23 
 2 
for second language development (SLD) and foreign language development (FLD). How 24 
language learners perceive their self-images, attitudes toward learning, and their intended efforts 25 
vary from context to context. Available learning resources and support in their surroundings also 26 
affect how L2 and FL learners are motivated to learn English. Different goals that have been set 27 
or enforced by parents or teachers lead to various motivational dispositions toward learning 28 
English. Language learners perceive their motivation for English learning based on potential 29 
outcomes they project for their future development. Some may be motivated to learn English to 30 
be prepared for studying abroad and others may learn English to increase opportunities in their 31 
careers. Different goal-directed activity within specific learning contexts influence the 32 
motivation for learning English. Additionally, intended effort in the learning process may or may 33 
not correspond to learners’ actual engagement in the goal-directed activity within specific 34 
contexts.  35 
Individuals infer an interlocutor’s meaning not only from what is said but also from what 36 
is observed nonverbally. A body of studies has suggested that it is insufficient to understand each 37 
other’s meaning in terms of speech alone (Goldin-Meadow, 2016; McNeill, 2015). Gesture is a 38 
form of nonverbal behavior (Kendon, 2004) that provides supplementary information for speech 39 
and helps to reveal the thinking processes in intercultural communication (Gullberg & 40 
McCafferty, 2008; McNeill, 2000). Many researchers have been preoccupied with the verbal 41 
aspects and have neglected co-speech gesture studies in SLD and FLD (McCafferty, 1998; 42 
Gullberg, Bot, & Volterra, 2008).  43 
Gesture awareness is an important aspect of SLD and FLD. English language learners in 44 
different contexts are exposed to different languaculture which may influence their adaptation 45 
and imitation of gesture to enact as a native speaker. Cross-cultural and cross-linguistic 46 
 3 
variations influence gesture awareness and use which may cause difficulty in intercultural 47 
communication. Despite its importance, research into the role of gesture in SLD and FLD is still 48 
in its initial stage. Researchers have conducted experimental studies to observe participants’ use 49 
of gesture (Choi & Lantolf, 2008; Gullberg, 2006; Morett, Gibbs & MacWhinney, 2012; 50 
Kellerman & Hoof, 2003; Stam, 2010, 2015), but the analyses have been mainly focused on 51 
gesture rate (Smithson, Nicoladis & Marentette, 2011) or on the various functions of gesture 52 
(Feyereisen, 2006; Negueruela, Lantolf, Jordan, & Gelabert, 2004; Macedonia & Knösche, 53 
2011). Studies of co-speech gesture based on learners’ reflective thinking of gesture production 54 
in specific contexts and comparisons of gesture awareness and use in different contexts are rare.  55 
In summary, EFL and ESL learners’ motivation as linked to goal-directed activity as well 56 
as their gesture awareness are issues that influence their SLD and FLD. Additionally, how 57 
different learning contexts affect motivation and gesture for SLD and FLD is an important 58 
question for further investigation.  59 
Research Rationale and Purpose 60 
This study examines how Chinese learners of English perceive their motivation and 61 
gesture in learning English as an L2 and FL from a sociocultural perspective. I will focus on 62 
Chinese learners of English, the largest population of English learners in the world. The 63 
dominant role of English in intercultural communication and Chinese governmental advocacy for 64 
English language learning have resulted in a boom of Chinese learners of English, numbering 65 
over 400 million or one quarter of the Chinese population (Wei & Su, 2012), more than the total 66 
population of the United States and the United Kingdom. The result of survey of English 67 
language use across China, however, showed that only 30% of Chinese learners of English use 68 
English often in their daily life and the self-reported reading proficiency levels are relatively 69 
 4 
higher than the speaking levels (Wei & Su, 2008; Wei & Su, 2015; Zhu, 2007). 70 
China has the largest number of students studying abroad in the world. Approximately 71 
5.2 million Chinese students have studied abroad in more than 100 countries in the last four 72 
decades. The number continues to increase, exceeding 608,400 study-abroad students in 2017 73 
(Shi, 2018, April 1). In the United States, Chinese students comprise 30% of all foreign students, 74 
numbering approximately 340,000 (Homeland Security, 2018, July). Most of the Chinese 75 
international students studying abroad, 88.97%, are privately funded and 83.73% of the students 76 
return to China after finishing their study abroad (Shi, 2018, April 1). 77 
Contextual differences influence the motivation of Chinese learners of English in second 78 
and foreign language development. Exam and certificate-oriented motivation is an important 79 
factor (Chen, Warden & Chang, 2005; Warden & Lin, 2000). Chinese learners of English at 80 
higher academic levels are more motivated to learn English because they have more specific 81 
goals of career advancement for their future (Xu & Yang, 2015). In addition, social practices 82 
imprint the struggle and paradoxes as Chinese learners of English study abroad in different 83 
languaculture and navigate the process of acculturation and gaining language awareness in SLD 84 
and FLD. Different activities in various learning settings afford a springboard toward inhabiting 85 
the second languaculture. 86 
Gesture awareness for Chinese learners of English is worthy of further exploration. 87 
Existing studies of gesture awareness focus on learners of Spanish, English, Turkish, and Italian 88 
(e.g. Lewis, 2009; Özyürek, Kita, Allen, Brown, Furman, & Ishizuka, 2008; Peltier & 89 
McCafferty, 2010). Co-speech gestures of Chinese learners of English have rarely been analyzed 90 
in the domain of SLD and gesture studies (Duncan, 2002; McNeil, 2000). In addition, gesture 91 
carries culture-specific meanings. The gesture of Chinese learners of English is deeply rooted in 92 
 5 
Chinese culture, a relatively low-gesture culture when compared with the high-gesture culture in 93 
the United States (Duncan, 2005; So, 2010; So, Sim, & Low, 2012). Thus, gesture perception 94 
and production might be influenced by various EFL and ESL contexts. Therefore, it is necessary 95 
to explore gesture awareness for Chinese learners of English in different contexts.  96 
Although increasing number of Chinese English learners are engaged in foreign and 97 
second language learning, until now, little attention has been paid to how their learning 98 
experiences in different EFL and ESL contexts affect their motivation and gesture. In addition, 99 
studies on the relationship between motivation and gesture awareness in SLD and FLD are rare. 100 
When L2 and FL learners are more motivated to learn the language, they may be aware of the 101 
static language learning process as well the dynamic communicative processes, including both 102 
speech and gesture. The interplay between motivation and gesture awareness in the learning 103 
process may or may not be correlated within different contexts. Accordingly, I explore 104 
motivation and gesture as well as their interplay in this study. Participants are Chinese learners of 105 
English as they reflect on their learning experiences in different natural contexts from a 106 
sociocultural perspective. I examine motivation from a social dynamic perspective regarding 107 
English learning as a goal-directed activity. Specific motivational dispositions include English 108 
learners’ understanding of ideal L2 self, ought-to L2 self (what learners want and should do in 109 
their English learning), attitudes toward learning English based on the second language 110 
motivational self system (L2MSS) theory (Dörnyei, 2005; 2009) as well as intended effort. In 111 
addition, I explicitly explore gesture awareness in terms of gesture production, comprehension, 112 
and cross-linguistic and cross-cultural variations.  113 
In this study, I focus on four different groups of Chinese English learners to compare 114 
contextual differences of motivation and gesture awareness in different EFL and ESL contexts. 115 
 6 
These four groups include college students in China with no intention of studying abroad (group 116 
1); English learners in China who are preparing to study abroad (group 2); Chinese international 117 
students who are currently studying abroad (group 3); and returnees after studying abroad (group 118 
4). These groups differ in learning experiences and exposure to the target languaculture which 119 
may influence differences of motivation and gesture awareness. Chinese learners of English in 120 
group 1 (G1) are at the lowest level of English proficiency based on their standard test scores. 121 
Students in group 2 (G2) are expected to be motivated to learn English to be prepared for living 122 
and studying overseas. Students in group 3 (G3), currently studying in the L2 languaculture, are 123 
expected to have a higher level of English proficiency and motivation and to demonstrate greater 124 
gesture awareness. Participants in group 4 (G4) have finished their studying abroad experience. 125 
Their motivation for learning English and gesture awareness may be lower than G3 because they 126 
do not have immediate exposure to the target languaculture. 127 
This study includes three forms of data collection in order to discuss the overall purpose, 128 
including motivation and gesture surveys, tasks on descriptive and narrative interpretation to 129 
elicit specific gesture production, and interviews about how gestures affect participants’ SLD 130 
and FLD and their motivation to learn English. Multi-group comparisons across four different 131 
contexts were examined based on mean differences in the surveys of motivation and gesture 132 
awareness. The tasks and interviews in the qualitative phase provide selected participants’ 133 
information in each group and a thick description of their learning experiences. The tasks offer 134 
empirical evidence of gesture production while participants describe different scenarios. 135 
Interviews about motivation and gesture across the four groups cross validated results of the 136 
surveys or show linkages between motivation and gesture. Different forms of data offer 137 
triangulations to increase the trustworthiness of the study (Glesne, 2010). 138 
 7 
Research Questions 139 
This study examines motivation and gesture awareness of Chinese learners of English as 140 
well as their interplay in foreign and second language development. This study focuses on 141 
Chinese English learners in four groups with varying learning experiences in different EFL and 142 
ESL contexts. This study attempts to answer the following questions:  143 
1. Are there differences in motivation as related to goal-directed activity and gesture 144 
awareness as well as their interplay for Chinese learners of English in EFL and ESL 145 
contexts?  146 
 2.  In what ways do motivation as related to goal-directed activity and gesture awareness 147 
as well as their interplay for Chinese learners of English differ in EFL and ESL contexts?  148 
 3. What are the differences for co-speech gesture production in the L1 and L2 for Chinese 149 
learners of English in EFL and ESL contexts?  150 
Organization of Dissertation 151 
The dissertation includes seven chapters. Chapter one provides an overview of the 152 
research, which introduces the research problem, purpose, questions, and organization of the 153 
dissertation. Chapter two presents theoretical frameworks and offers reviews of motivation and 154 
gesture literature in SLD and FLD. This chapter includes major components of sociocultural 155 
theory and discusses how each of these constructs contribute to motivation and gesture for SLD 156 
and FLD. Chapter three provides the methodology of the study, which includes the rationale for 157 
a mixed methods research design and discusses the process of participant selection, data 158 
collection, and data analysis. Chapter four presents the findings on motivation as related to goal- 159 
directed activity in quantitative and qualitative phases. Chapter five shows findings on gesture 160 
awareness. Chapter six offers the discussion of findings. Last, chapter seven covers conclusions, 161 
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implications, and recommendations for future research.  162 
Summary 163 
The overarching goal of this dissertation is to examine motivation as connected to goal-
directed activity and gesture awareness from a sociocultural perspective in SLD and FLD. This 
study focuses on Chinese learners of English of varying English proficiency levels in different 
EFL and ESL contexts from a sociocultural perspective. This chapter presents the research 
problem, research questions, and the organization of my dissertation. The next chapter discusses 
important theoretical concepts in sociocultural theory and a literature review related to 
motivation and gesture in SLD and FLD. 
 164 
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CHAPTER TWO  165 
LITERATURE REVIEW  166 
This chapter outlines the constructs of sociocultural theory and discusses how these 167 
conceptual constructs inform the study of motivation and gesture in second and foreign language 168 
development. This chapter has three sections. The first section presents major tenets of 169 
Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory in SLD and FLD. The second section describes literature 170 
relevant to motivation as related to goal-directed activity. The third section presents literature 171 
concerning gesture studies in SLD and FLD. The chapter ends with a summary of the existing 172 
knowledge base on motivation and gesture. 173 
Introduction to Second and Foreign Language Development 174 
The term SLD instead of second language acquisition (SLA) is used to consider the 175 
complex and dynamic quality of languages. An introduction of SLA research is necessary at the 176 
beginning to understand SLD. SLA focuses on second language learners and the process of 177 
learning other languages in addition to the native language or mother tongue. Research on SLA 178 
met the demand of intercultural communication and international immigration because of 179 
globalization, transportation mobility, and technology development. SLA rooted in the 1950’s, 180 
and research was mainly based on comparative analysis between L1 and L2 to predict language 181 
difficulties (Cook, 2016, p.7). SLA research started in 1970s, which increased the interest of 182 
language teachers, psychologists, and linguists. Studies on SLA had been explored from multiple 183 
perspectives since the 1980s. Research on SLA had developed and made progress within 50 184 
years. Early researchers focused on language leaners’ grammar based on psycholinguistics. 185 
Later, researchers explored SLA in terms of phonology, semantics, syntax, and pragmatics, and 186 
they were interested in the quality of SLA, the choice learners made in the process of learning, 187 
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and the context where learners studied. Nowadays, research has extended to the application of 188 
the language in different disciplines with a broad scope, which include studies on socio- 189 
psychology, neuro-cognitive and social perspectives (Hulstijn, 2013), and different subjects in 190 
linguistics, psychology, sociology, and education. Reaching-oriented SLA research have 191 
developed to usage-based learning (Tomasello, 2003) with knowledge from cognitive 192 
psychology and education (Cook, 2016).  193 
In addition, SLA serves as a testing ground for theories of language and cognition, and 194 
researchers have proposed and developed different systematic theories to support studies in SLA 195 
from behaviorist, innatist, and interactionist perspective. Behaviorism (Greeno, Collins, & 196 
Resnick,1996; Skinner, 1957; Thorndike, 1927) implied that language teachers should provide 197 
models of correct language use and adult feedback/correction, emphasizing practice, 198 
memorization repetition pronunciation, and error correction. Individuals learned language 199 
innately and got language input from the environment from the innatist perspective (Chomsky, 200 
1967). Errors were viewed as part of natural learning process, and L2 learners should figure out 201 
grammar rules on their own. Additionally, language learning was highly dependent on the social 202 
and cultural environment from an interactionist perspective (Vygotsky, 1987). Children learned 203 
language with practice through their daily interactions with others. The interaction between 204 
native and non-native speakers in certain social and cultural environment was important. L2 205 
learners imitated native speaker’s speech in social interactions. Many researchers also have 206 
applied Vygotsky’s idea of sociocultural theory to conversational analysis (Mondada & Doehler, 207 
2004), identity theory (Norton, 2012), and complexity theory (Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 208 
2008) to SLA.  209 
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The terms of SLD and FLD are used to regard language as a complex and dynamic 210 
system (De Bot, 2008; Larsen-Freeman, 1997). Larsen-Freeman (2015) explained twelve 211 
specific reasons to use the term SLD to focus on learning and learners. The reasons included 212 
“avoiding the commodification of language; acknowledging regress and progress; acquiring a 213 
language implies there is an endpoint”; creating new patterns; making meaning instead of merely 214 
acquiring forms; participating as much as acquiring; discouraging comparisons with 215 
monolinguals; recognizing the sensitivity of a complex dynamic system; acknowledging 216 
variations; acquiring a language is not a homogeneous activity either; recognizing the bi- 217 
directionality of transfer; and remembering the learner” (Larsen-Freeman, 2015). Scholars 218 
discussed language from the perspective of a dynamic system and regarded the process of 219 
language development as dynamic to investigate language changes on different time scale based 220 
on complexity theory (Lewin, 1999) and dynamic system theory (van Gelder & Port, 1995). 221 
SLD and FLD were a dynamic process, among which developing components interacted 222 
and yielded various growth patterns in different contexts (De Bot, Lowie & Verspoor, 2007; 223 
Caspi, 2010). Development was related to change, which took place in real time and depended 224 
on the availability of resources (De Bot et.al, 2007) in situated activity. Acquisition and attrition, 225 
growth and decline (progress or regress) were both aspects of development in SLD (De Bot, 226 
2008). L2 and FL learners were active learners in various learning experiences and exerted their 227 
agency to adapt to specific contexts to realize their goals in the process of learning.  228 
Development was highly context dependent. The contexts for SLD and FLD were 229 
different. EFL students were those who learned English in their home country, and did not 230 
receive naturalistic exposure to the L2. ESL students were those with access to the L2 language 231 
and culture in the target culture. English learners appropriated their available resources 232 
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differently in EFL or ESL contexts, which influenced their goal-directed activity of English 233 
learning. EFL and ESL contexts also provided different scaffolding for English learners to 234 
socialize with native speakers and gain language and gesture awareness. 235 
Empirical studies have been conducted to examine EFL and ESL contextual differences 236 
in second and foreign language development. Yang (2012) focused on doctorates’ writing styles 237 
of dissertation acknowledgement in ESL and EFL contexts. Although the structure was similar, 238 
the dissertation acknowledgement differed in the choice of linguistic elements, which was 239 
closely associated with contextualized values and English learning contexts. EFL learners 240 
preferred to speak with native speakers but learned effectively with non-native teachers by 241 
providing safe and caring learning environment in the EFL context (Lee, 2018).  242 
Moreover, Schauer (2006) compared students’ pragmatic awareness in EFL and ESL 243 
contexts, and found learning environment was important for priming linguistic awareness as 244 
evidenced from German ESL learners’ increased pragmatic awareness in the target country. In 245 
terms of pragmatic performance of routine formulae, ESL learners had more advantages of 246 
acquiring specific routines through contextualized exposure of L2 discourse (Roever, 2011) even 247 
if for a short term. Students in ESL and EFL context also evaluated teachers and classroom 248 
activities differently (Saito & Ebsworth, 2004): ESL students participated in class actively, spent 249 
more time in class, had physical proximity to English teachers, and enjoyed the student-centered 250 
approach; EFL students benefited for native language support and protected their face without 251 
challenging and unexpected questions. In addition, Song (2005) compared Korean mother’s 252 
beliefs in EFL and ESL contexts and showed that different daily life contexts affected English 253 
use and interaction with native speakers. Students studying abroad have more chances to interact 254 
with others in L2 culture and higher integrative motivation (Hernández, 2010).  255 
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Sociocultural Theory and Second and Foreign Language Development 256 
Vygotskian sociocultural theory had established its major role in the field of SLD and 257 
FLD. Based on sociocultural theory, knowledge was stored in society, and individuals learned in 258 
the process of interacting with the social and cultural environment, highlighting the dynamic 259 
interdependence of individuals and society (John-Steiner & Mahn, 1996). Within the SCT 260 
framework, human beings were situated in social, cultural, and historical contexts that influenced 261 
their cognitive development.  262 
In addition, Vygotsky (1986) regarded language as an essential cognitive tool for thought. 263 
Thought and language are interdependent. From a monist approach, both thought and speech 264 
were integral part of the environment (Roth & Jornet, 2016a). Social interaction and language 265 
were important to promote development, and individuals used languages to describe their 266 
understanding in the process of development. Language learning was highly dependent on social 267 
and cultural environment from the interactionist perspective (Vygotsky, 1987). According to 268 
Vygotsky, “language is the key to consciousness,” through which consciousness exists in 269 
practice for others and oneself (as cited in Roth & Jornet, 2016a, p. 285). 270 
Language was socially and culturally constructed in the process of SLD and FLD. 271 
Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory started to be applied in SLD research in the 1980s and gained 272 
popularity in the mid 1990s. The social interaction was important for developing higher order 273 
mental functions (Fahim & Haghani, 2012). In addition, language was a tool not only to interact 274 
with others but also for thinking. Social interaction was important to affect language learners’ 275 
thinking in L1 and L2. 276 
Vygotsky emphasized the importance of environment in development (Vygotsky, 1994). 277 
Instead of regarding environment as the setting of development, Vygotsky attributed 278 
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environment as the source of development, particularly the meaning and influence of 279 
environment on development. Additionally, the final form of development resulted from the 280 
whole course of development, which was “not only present, but determining and guiding the first 281 
steps which learners took along the road of development of this form” (Vygotsky, 1994). The 282 
environment was changing, as well as the process of development. Development “consisted of a 283 
gradual broadening of the environment” (Vygotsky, 1994).  284 
Mediation  285 
Mediation is one of the central constructs of sociocultural theory. The focus was that 286 
human mind was mediated. Human created tools and artifacts to mediate individuals’ cognition 287 
and interaction in the world, which afforded their ability to control or inhibit automatic 288 
biological processes (Thorne & Tasker, 2011). The higher cognitive processes of human mind 289 
emerged through interactions in mediated activities. Humans interacted with the world through 290 
mediated means (van Compernolle, 2014; Wertsch, 1998), which transferred the psychological 291 
operation to a higher level.  292 
Individuals used technical tools to manipulate the environment and psychological tools 293 
(as gesture, language, sign system, decision-making strategies) to direct and control their 294 
physical and mental behavior, leading to a culturally-based psychological process. Gredler 295 
(2009) argued that learners should undergo the cognitive operation of redirecting and 296 
reconstructing their thinking to integrate cultural symbols into signs for communicative needs. 297 
The communicative surroundings, combining the language of public signs of roads, shops, and 298 
building, formed the educational landscape (Scarvaglieri, 2017).  299 
Activities mediated human behaviors as well. Individuals participated in activities, which 300 
comprised of rules, divisions of labor, and mediating artifacts, and gained the knowledge of 301 
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activities to mediate their future development. Concepts mediated human activities to associate 302 
meaning and relations among objects and other concepts (van Compernolle, 2013, p.13). The 303 
fundamental cultural factors of human activities, artifacts, and concepts mediated human 304 
psychological processes, serving as a buffer (Lantolf, Thorne, & Poehner, 2015) or an amplifier 305 
(Bruner, 1966) to mediate the relationships between individuals and the world.  306 
Sociocultural theory also discussed that language was a powerful cultural artifact to 307 
mediate people’s connection to the world. The meaning-making capacity was the power of 308 
language (Lantolf, 2011). FL and L2 learners deployed the language to mediate their 309 
psychological activity in the developmental process (Lantolf, 2006). The way of acquiring L2 310 
was different from acquiring L1. Necessary coaching and explicit instruction were necessary for 311 
FL or L2 learners to appropriate fundamental skills and participate in socially-mediated 312 
activities. The immersion of target culture and interaction with native speakers affected FL and 313 
L2 learning outcomes.  314 
Regulation. Regulation was an important form of mediation in sociocultural theory. SCT 315 
researchers described human activity as object-regulation, other-regulation, and self-regulation in 316 
a sequenced developmental order (Lantolf & Appel, 1994). Object-regulation described 317 
mediation with artifacts in the environment to make cognition/activity possible. For example, a 318 
teacher used a grammar worksheet to check a learner’s understanding of grammar in a tutoring 319 
session (Churchill, Okada, Nishino, & Atkinson, 2010). Other-regulation described others’ 320 
mediation, like teacher’s feedback on assignments. Self-regulation described individual’ 321 
mediation, such as private speech or inner speech, functioning as self-regulation in SLD. The 322 
object- or other-regulation was not necessary because individuals had internalized the external 323 
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forms of mediation (Lantolf et al., 2015). The transition from other-regulation to self-regulation 324 
manifested the mediation process (Frawley & Lantolf, 1985).  325 
Private speech. Private speech, which referred to self-directed use of language for 326 
cognitive regulation (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006), played a mediational role in development. Private 327 
speech functioned as self-regulation in the learning process (Day & Smith, 2013; Diaz & Berk, 328 
2014) to inquire the intellectual mind. Private speech was the speech individuals talked to 329 
themselves to ask or answer themselves questions, interrupt a particular activity, make 330 
judgments, and completed a task (Lantolf, 2000, p.15). 331 
Private speech guided thinking and action. Vygotsky (1986) argued that children’s early 332 
language was directed at a listener from the beginning and regarded egocentric speech as 333 
thinking aloud, because young children were socially adapted. After children acquired language 334 
skills and learned their culture, they began to engage in private speech to talk to themselves out 335 
loud, and self-talk became inner speech as they grew older. Private speech prepared learners for 336 
social speech later (Ellis, 2008). In addition, the production of private speech was influenced by 337 
contexts. Sawyer (2017) observed preschoolers’ private speech and motivation and found that 338 
preschoolers in playful conditions had higher mastery motivation than those in non-playful 339 
contexts, emphasizing the importance of different contexts on private speech in dynamic ways.  340 
Private speech offered cognitive affordance for L2 learners to develop self-regulation. L2 341 
learners externalized private speech to mediate their mental activity (Lantolf &Yanez, 2003; 342 
McCafferty, 1994, 1998; Ohta, 2001). DiCamilla and Antón (2004) examined private speech 343 
among English-speaking college students of Spanish while working on composition production 344 
in pairs and found that private speech was helpful to focus attention and create psychological 345 
distance to control in the performance. Moreover, Sarab, Reza, and Gordani (2014) found that 346 
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EFL learners used L2 private speech while solving riddles to plan, manage thought, and control 347 
anxiety. Private speech mediated L2 learners’ performance and thinking as a social and 348 
psychological tool for online dynamic assessment (Ebadi, 2014). Sönmez (2011) investigated the 349 
interaction between native and nonnative speakers of English and examined the cognitive 350 
regulation of private speech, finding no major differences of frequency, form, and content.  351 
In addition, private speech influenced L2 and FL learners’ ability of reasoning and 352 
problem solving. Mirzaee and Maftoon (2016) pointed out that EFL learners, receiving higher 353 
order thinking enhancing techniques, produced more private speech for self-regulation. This was 354 
in line with McCafferty’s study (1994) that the probability of producing private speech was 355 
higher as the tasks became more difficult. Additionally, Centeno-Cortes and Jimenez (2004) 356 
explored private speech while solving problems among intermediate, advanced Spanish learners, 357 
and native speakers of Spanish, revealing the effect of L1 in the process of reasoning and 358 
providing instances that private speech did not contribute to task completion.  359 
Internalization  360 
Internalization is another important concept in sociocultural theory. Vygotsky described 361 
that any function in the child’s cultural development first appeared on the social plane as an 362 
interpsychological category and then on the psychological plane as an intrapsychological 363 
category (1981, p. 163). The central idea of internalization was to transform things into one’s 364 
own, starting from socialization (other-regulation) in social and cultural activities and resulted in 365 
self-inward growth. Individuals internalized things personally meaningful through their 366 
interaction with the environment (van Compernolle, 2014).  367 
Imitation. The key to internalization was the capacity of imitation, which referred to 368 
flexible and intentional copping of others (Lantolf et al., 2015). Evidence from brain research of 369 
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the mirror neuron system and Mead’s loop supported the imitation of human manipulation and 370 
gesturing (Mead, 1967, 1974; Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004). Imitation of nonverbal forms also 371 
functioned as a way of intrapersonal mediation in different activities. Interlocutors shared social, 372 
symbolic, physical, and mental space in the process of communication. Mimesis was an imitative 373 
action with the whole body for expressive devices, through pantomime, gesture, shared attention, 374 
and ritualized behaviors (Donald, 2001, p. 240). Imitation was important and necessary in SLD 375 
and FLD (Lantolf et al., 2015). Mimesis worked as a materializer to create meaning for both 376 
thinking and communication and offered a material plan to preserve and construct identity 377 
(McCafferty, 2004, 2008) in a L2 languaculture.  378 
Zone of proximal development. Internalization occurred in collective activity within 379 
one’s zone of proximal development (ZPD), which referred to the distance between the actual 380 
and potential developmental level with the guidance or collaboration from more capable others 381 
(Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86). The interaction between the learner and more knowledgeable others 382 
was important to promote ZPD (Vygotsky, 1987). Both collaborations and challenges of solving 383 
problems promoted the development. ZPD-oriented assessments presented development 384 
achievement and developmental potential (Lantolf et al., 2015).  385 
The concept of ZPD has been widely applied in education and SLD to develop learners’ 386 
potential. L2 and FL learners learned the language with practice through their daily interactions 387 
with others. Aljaafreh and Lantolf (1994) examined how negative feedback promoted learning in 388 
ZPD as students in the ESL writing and reading courses developed gradually from depending on 389 
the teacher’s direct and explicate feedback to self-regulating their writing. Later, Lantolf and 390 
Aljaafreh (1995) investigated the joint negotiation between the teacher and student and presented 391 
the regression process of SLD. Those two studies implied teachers’ evaluation of students’ 392 
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performance and specific feedback to foster students’ ZPD for dynamic and irregular 393 
development. Additionally, computer-mediated communication (CMC) created the ZPD to foster 394 
social interaction for L2 and FL learners and helped them master a more and collaborative 395 
autonomous learning experience (Cheon,2008; Lawrence & Wah, 2017)  396 
Perezhivanie  397 
Perezhivanie, an important concept in SCT, have been neglected for a number of years 398 
and aroused much attention recently, which was complex and difficult to translate this Russian 399 
word into English to capture its core content. Vygotsky defined Perezhivanie as a unit of 400 
consciousness (1998, p. 294). Vygotsky (1994) explained perezhivanie as follows:  401 
“an emotional experience in a unit where, on the one hand, in an indivisible state, the 402 
environment is represented… and on the other hand what is represented is how I, myself, am 403 
experiencing this… So in an emotional experience (Perezhivanie) we are always dealing with an 404 
indivisible unity of personal characteristics and situational characteristics, which are 405 
represented in the emotional experience (Perezhivanie) (p. 342). 406 
The idea of perezhivanie was useful to explore how language learners perceived their 407 
environment and living experiences in different languaculture. Blunden (2016) offered an 408 
English explanation of perezhivanie, incorporating aspects of emotion, personality, motivation, 409 
and fantasy. Ferholt and Nilsson (2016) summarized components and characteristics of 410 
perezhivaniya: cognition and emotion were dynamically related within perezhivaniya; the 411 
relationship between individual and environment was the events; and individuals imitating 412 
other’s or their own past physical actions would revitalize autobiographical emotional memories.  413 
Perezhivanie was lived-through experience. The transition to pass through the critical life 414 
phases were perezhivaniya, which were dramatic experiences and meaningful for the 415 
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development of personality. Individuals’ capacity to process and resolve perezhivaniya 416 
developed as they exerted their agency to appropriate social resources in order to transform 417 
critical experiences and remake their life in the process of development (Blunden, 2016). This 418 
was like the process for L2 learners who were subjected to the forces of enculturation in the 419 
target languaculture and went through the process of adaptation and accommodation.   420 
Perezhivanie was the dynamic person-environment unity/unit. Individuals perceived the 421 
environment differently and changed their perceptions dynamically in the developmental 422 
trajectory. Perezhivaniya were also associated with socioculturally constructed leading activities 423 
(Kozulin, 2016). Veresov and Fleer (2016) used the analogy of a molecule of water (including 424 
oxygen and hydrogen) to describe the integral unit of person and environment in perezhivaniya. 425 
Perezhivaniya manifested the social environment where subjects lived and that constituted 426 
individuals’ personality (González Rey, 2016; Roth & Jornet, 2016b). Vygotsky talked about the 427 
example of different perezhivaniya of three children who were living in the same house with 428 
their drinking mother and showed different developmental trajectories of those children. The 429 
oldest child was mature and serious, the second had inner conflicts, and the youngest had a 430 
defensive nature. Additionally, Roth & Jornet (2016b) displayed two episodes in a second-grade 431 
mathematics classroom and discussed perezhivanie as a monist unit. The teacher-student 432 
interaction was constantly changing with the flow of communication, resulting in transactional 433 
consequences of the interaction. Students also changed intellectually and affectively to explicate 434 
the math learning process and master the content, developing their understanding of mathematics 435 
in this perezhivanie.  436 
Perezhivanie was an emotion-imagination unity. Individuals reflected on their 437 
experiences that evoked emotional responses. Emotion was a driving force to stimulate 438 
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developmental processes of consciousness (Dema, 2015). Blunden (2016) gave an example that a 439 
perezhivanie may continue for years after the death of a loved one, that elicited strong emotions. 440 
Scholars used different words, such as imagination and fantasy, to talk about the symbolic- 441 
emotion unit. Clarà (2016) argued that the word of fantasy added special and interesting 442 
connotations to describe the experience-as-struggle. Blunden (2016) used the word “catharsis” to 443 
share the similar meaning of fantasy, which was the experience of working over or processing an 444 
experience. Language learning was fraught with emotions (Swain, 2013), and the role of emotion 445 
was important in L2 and FL teaching and learning. In addition, human consciousness was closely 446 
connected with imagination (Vygotsky, 1987). Adults’ and children’s imagination differed in 447 
terms of degrees, because children did not have enough prior experience or life projects to bring 448 
into imagination. In terms of SLD and FLD, L2 and FL learners regarded the learning process as 449 
goal-directed activity and had imaginations or vision of their development.  450 
Perezhivanie in second and foreign language development. Perezhivanie (lived- 451 
through-emotional-experience) was an important indicator of individual development. Vygotsky 452 
was concerned with the transformation of consciousness as an aspect of human psychological 453 
growth and development within certain languaculture (McCafferty, 2018). The changing 454 
situations and individual characteristics made L2 and FL learners reflect or reevaluate their self- 455 
worth and goals of learning in the surroundings. In addition, individuals affiliated with 456 
communities in the imagination, and the imagined communities was important on L2 learners’ 457 
investment in language learning (Kanno & Norton, 2003; Norton, 2009, 2016).  458 
Empirical studies on perezhivanie in education were limited in numbers (Quiñones & 459 
Fleer, 2011). Chen (2015) examined how parents support the development of children’s emotion 460 
regulation with perezhivanie and found that children’s emotional experience was the unity of 461 
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their personal and situational characteristics. Dema (2015) conducted the first study on L2 462 
identity development based on the concept of perezhivanie. In her qualitative study, Russian 463 
doctoral students reflected on their experience in the United States and kept journals of their 464 
academic and daily life experience. Those doctoral students navigated between different cultures, 465 
academic practices, and personal life in the American culture, encountered challenges in their 466 
academic and daily language in L2, and struggled to navigate between cultures and their 467 
academic activity. This study showed different aspects of participants’ experience, whether they 468 
wanted to preserve their Russian cultural identity or tried to adapt to the American identity in 469 
different situated activities.  470 
Activity Theory  471 
Activity theory was a unified account of Vygotsky’s theory. It addressed that “human 472 
behaviors resulted from the integration of socially and culturally constructed forms of mediation 473 
into human activity” (Lantolf, 2000, p.8). Actions and goals were the dominant features in 474 
consciousness through individuals’ active interaction with the environment (Roth & Lee, 2007). 475 
Individuals considered their goals and motives for cognitive, emotional, or physical activities 476 
that they were engaged. According to activity theory, three distinct level of analysis were 477 
mentioned, including activity, action, and operation (Lantolf & Appel, 1994; Lantolf et al., 478 
2015). Activity was linked to the concept of motives, which specified what was maximized in a 479 
setting and how individuals kept a relationship with others and the world. Action activities were 480 
always directed towards goals, functioning as a kind of regulator. The same action could be 481 
performed differently to result in different outcomes because of diverse goals and motives. 482 
Operation referred to the means through which actions could be carried out under the restriction 483 
of the actual situations. Motive was about the reason to do things; goal was about what things 484 
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were done; and operation was about how to do things. Motives were socially produced in 485 
collaborative practices and shifted with one’s goals (Stetsenko & Arievitch, 2004). 486 
Goal-directed activity and integrated artifacts (including language and gesture) should be 487 
understood together in SLD and FLD from the conceptual lens of activity theory. Language was 488 
a useful cultural tool to carry out concrete goal-directed activity (Lantolf et al., 2015). Human 489 
activities were mediated by social formations and tools in the interaction between individuals 490 
and the environment. L2 learning “is about developing, or failing to develop, new ways of 491 
mediating ourselves and our relationships” (Lantolf & Pavlenko, 2001, p.145). 492 
Empirical studies in L2 and FL learning contexts focused on activity theory. Coughlan 493 
and Duff (1994) analyzed tasks from an activity perspective and found that English learners did 494 
the same task, but their production was shaped differently in various activities, attributing to 495 
various learning processes and language exposure. This study also implied the caution of 496 
generalizing data from similar but distinct activities. Additionally, Park (2009) explored how 497 
three students invested in a task of producing short documentary-style videos in English. These 498 
students had a positive orientation to L2 learning, but they valued the tasks differently, resulting 499 
in different learning outcomes, which was influenced by classroom language learning, task 500 
preferences, and attitude to group work. Students’ motivation of fulfilling the task was 501 
socioculturally constructed based on their previous learning experience.  502 
In summary, the above literature had outlined major constructs of mediation, 503 
internalization, perezhivanie, and activity theory in Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory. Empirical 504 
studies under certain constructs were offered as related to SLD and FLD. These theoretical 505 
constructs emphasized the importance of contextual influences on SLD and FLD and provided 506 
theoretical lens to examine motivation and gesture in the following sections.  507 
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Motivation and Goals in Second and Foreign Language Development 508 
Researchers on motivation in SLD and FLD have proposed different theories from social 509 
psychology, cognitive and educational psychology, and contextual and dynamic aspects (see 510 
Boo, Dörnyei and Ryan, 2015, for a comprehensive review). The first phase of motivational 511 
theory in social approach dates back to 1960-80s, represented by Gardner's (1985) socio- 512 
educational theory of SLA including integrative and instrumental motivation. Integrative 513 
motivation includes integrativeness (the desire of inclusiveness in the community as part of the 514 
members), attitudes toward the learning situation and motivation. The combination of 515 
instrumental factors, which was concerned with pragmatic reasons of learning the language, was 516 
labelled as instrumental motivation (Gardner, 2001). Gardner’s model was developed in the 517 
context of Canada, which might not be applicable to all different contexts.  518 
Later, cognitive and educational theories on motivation were utilized in the 1990s on L2 519 
motivation research. These theories included Bandura’s (1997) self-efficacy theory (learners’ 520 
self-constructed judgment about their ability to reach goals in certain kinds of activities),  self- 521 
determination theory (learners act on and control their environment to realize their goals as 522 
mentioned by Ryan & Deci, 2000), and Weiner’s (2010) attribution theory (self-constructed 523 
causal explanation for the success or failure of the event). The third phase was the social 524 
dynamic period on L2 motivation. Researchers emphasized the importance of process in SLD 525 
and FLD. Many studies examined the dynamic interaction with multiple internal, social, and 526 
contextual factors (Dörnyei, MacIntyre, & Henry, 2015). Major theories in this period included 527 
the L2MSS (Dörnyei, 2005, 2009), examining motivation from the perspective of complex 528 
dynamic systems, which aligned with the SCT perspective in this dissertation. 529 
The directed motivational currents (DMC) was a relative new theory to look at 530 
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motivation from a complex system approach. This theory was developed based on dynamic 531 
system theory, which emphasized that different types of components in a complex system 532 
interacted and changed over time dynamically to influence each other and develop for the next 533 
level of complexity (Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008). The main components included goal or 534 
vision orientedness, salient and facilitative structure, participant ownership and “perceived 535 
behavioral control, clear perception of progress, and positive emotional loading” (Dörnyei, 536 
Ibrahim, & Muir, 2015). This theory was applicable in L2 classrooms, which included design of 537 
teaching tasks, projects, and studying abroad experiences (Muir & Dörnyei, 2013). Henry, 538 
Davydenko and Dörnyei (2015) had conducted the first systematic empirical investigation of the 539 
goal-directed motivational process based on DMC, explored motivational trajectories, and 540 
identified particular periods of unusual intense motivational experience to highlight and validate 541 
major components in the theoretical construct.  542 
L2 Motivational Self System 543 
The L2 Motivational Self System theory (Dörnyei, 2005; 2009) emphasized the analysis 544 
of a person-in-context approach by looking at the person as a whole. Dörnyei realized a need to 545 
reinterpret integrativeness (Gardner, 2001), and put forward the theory of L2MSS based on self 546 
theory from psychology, which included possible selves (see Markus & Nurius, 1986; Oyserman 547 
et. al, 2006) and self-discrepancy theory (Higgins, 1987). The three major components of the 548 
L2MSS include ideal L2 self, ought-to L2 self, and attitudes toward learning English (Dörnyei, 549 
2005, 2009). Ideal L2 self refers to a motivator, that L2 speakers hope to decrease the 550 
discrepancy between their current developmental level and that of their ideal self. The driving 551 
motivation behind the second component, ought-to L2 self, is a desire to meet realistic 552 
expectations as determined by both self and others, and includes a desire to avoid negative 553 
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outcomes. The third component, attitudes toward learning English, is related to situated 554 
motivation and signifies how learners are experiencing their study and use of the language as 555 
found in their immediate contexts of exposure.  556 
Application of the L2MSS. 557 
Validity of the L2MSS model. The L2MSS model has been tested and validated in 558 
different geographical/cultural settings: Chile (Kormos et al., 2011); China (Magid, 2009; Li, 559 
2014; Peng, 2015; You et al., 2016); Iran (Ghanizadeh & Rostami, 2015; Papi, 2010; Taguchi et 560 
al., 2009); Hungary (Csizér & Kormos, 2009; Kormos & Csizér, 2008); Japan ( Ryan, 2009; 561 
Taguchi et al., 2009); New Zealand (Li, 2011, 2014; Olsen, 2017); Saudi Arabia (Moskovsky, 562 
Assulaimani, Racheva, & Harkins, 2016); and South Korea (Kim & Kim, 2014; Kong et al., 563 
2018). Although including other motivational factors (e.g., instrumentality-promotion, 564 
instrumentality-prevention, family influence, attitudes toward L2 culture and community), the 565 
core factors were present in most of the studies above and were found reliable (Kim & Kim, 566 
2014; Kong et al., 2018; Li, 2014; Peng, 2015; You & Dörnyei, 2014). L2MSS studies have 567 
emphasized the dynamic interrelationship among the factors, theorizing that the interplay among 568 
them advances the understanding L2 motivation.  569 
Measurement Criteria. Researchers have used intended effort as a measurement criterion 570 
as related to each of the three L2MSS constructs (Csizér & Lukács 2010; Magid, 2009; Papi 571 
2010; You, Dörnyei, & Csizér, 2016). Studies have found correlations between ideal L2 self, 572 
ought-to self, attitudes toward learning English, and intended effort (Csizér & Kormos, 2009; 573 
Khany & Amiri, 2018; Papi 2010; You et al., 2016). The impact of ideal L2 self and attitudes on 574 
intended effort has been found to be significantly higher than for ought-to L2 self (Csizér & 575 
Kormos, 2009; Khany & Amiri, 2018; Kim & Kim, 2014; Kormos & Csizér, 2008; Kormos et 576 
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al., 2011; Magid, 2009; Olsen, 2017; Papi, 2010; Taguchi et al., 2009; You et al., 2016). 577 
Findings for the path from ought-to L2 self to intended effort have been inconclusive. Studies 578 
have found that ought-to L2 self has the least explanatory power (e.g. Magid, 2009; Kim & Kim, 579 
2012; Taguchi et al., 2009), and other studies have not shown a significant impact for ought-to 580 
L2 self on intended effort (Csizér & Kormos, 2009; Kormos et al., 2011). Moskovsky, 581 
Assulaimani, Racheva, and Harkins (2016) criticized previous researchers that took intended 582 
learning as the relevant criterion measure, but did not demonstrate the L2 achievement as related 583 
to intended learning efforts. Researchers also critiqued the link between self guides and intended 584 
learning behaviors and the intention-behavior discrepancies (Alqahtani, 2015; Godin & Conner, 585 
2008; Ryan, 2008; Sheeran, 2002) 586 
L2MSS and diverse learning environment. L2MSS was a useful instrument to explore 587 
L2 motivation in different learning environments (Busse, 2013; Henry, 2009; Lamb, 2012; 588 
Taguchi et al., 2009). Taguchi, Magid and Papi (2009) compared motivational characteristics 589 
among English learners in Japan, China, and Iran, and emphasized the influence of family and 590 
job promotion in learning English in China. Segalowitz, Gatbonton, and Trofimovich (2009) 591 
talked about the relationship between language identity and L2 proficiency. The ethnolinguistic 592 
affiliation (language identity) affected learning experience in the target culture. With the ideal 593 
self in mind, L2 learners operationalized their learning practice to enhance their imagery and 594 
practiced speaking L2 to improve their proficiency. The researchers also pointed out the need to 595 
understand specific language-learning context to examine different facets of ethnolinguistic 596 
language identity and the L2MSS, and check whether there were universal facets in the 597 
relationship. Lamb (2009) contrasted two learners who fed their imagination and appropriated 598 
the language for their use to act differently, emphasizing the importance of dynamic contexts. 599 
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L2MSS and Chinese Learners of English. The L2MSS has been applied to studies on 600 
Chinese learners of English as well. Magid (2009) conducted a mixed method study using a 601 
multi-group structural equation modelling approach and case studies on Chinese middle school 602 
and university students. The results revealed that gaining and losing face, the degree of 603 
responsibility a student felt to succeed, and pressure to perform, were all significantly related to 604 
Chinese family expectations in addition to the L2MSS constructs. In another study, Taguchi, 605 
Magid and Papi (2009) compared motivational characteristics among English learners in Japan, 606 
China, and Iran. They found that ideal L2 self had a strong impact on intended effort, followed 607 
by attitudes toward learning English, and ought-to L2 self. The authors specifically noted the 608 
influence of family and job promotion on motivation for Chinese participants.  609 
You and Dörnyei (2014) also examined L2 motivation in China, focusing on the 610 
influence of region and gender and comparing teaching contexts. Socio-economic East-West 611 
disparities resulted in modest geographical differences; participants in the eastern part of the 612 
country proved more motivated than their western counterparts. Moreover, English majors were 613 
significantly more motivated when they had English languaculture exposure, and students with 614 
advanced or specialized education had a stronger ideal L2 self image. Regional and English 615 
major differences in this study emphasized the importance of contextual exposure in learning 616 
English. Furthermore, attitudes toward learning English proved highly related to intended effort 617 
in this study, which also highlighted the Chinese achievement mindset and the concept of “face” 618 
as a strong feature of L2 motivation.  619 
You, Dörnyei, and Csizér (2016) reported the second phase of their study by focusing on 620 
the role of vision and imagery. This study explored the phenomenon of a motivational process in 621 
FLD. This was the first study to examine how vision contributed to motivational in a language 622 
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learning community from a large scale. The authors examined imagery-related variables for 623 
Chinese secondary and university students with gender differences and also tracked changes of 624 
imagery capacity over time to examine the impact of changes in vision on the development of 625 
motivation. Results found that capacity for imagery contributed to motivation and that ideal L2 626 
self was strongly linked to the vividness of imagery.  627 
Additionally, findings emphasized the role of “visualization experiences” and “dynamic 628 
mental imagery” on motivation as related to positive learning trajectories. The contextual 629 
differences affected L2 learners’ self-vision as well. The findings of the ought-to L2 self domain 630 
went against the stereotype that Chinese learners of English are dispositioned to be more 631 
societally determined instead of individualistic. In terms of geographical regions, a distinct East- 632 
West disparity was found because of the medium effect of economic stratification. In addition, 633 
international development fueled English learning motivation, apparently for English majors. 634 
Students with advanced or specialized educational levels had stronger ideal language image.  635 
Other L2MSS studies have examined EFL and ESL motivational differences for Chinese 636 
learners in China and New Zealand (Li, 2011; 2014). Li (2011) focused on motivation of 637 
Chinese EFL and ESL learners. Li adapted Taguchi, Magid and Papi’s (2009) instrument based 638 
on L2MSS theory. The result presented notable differences in the motivation of Chinese EFL 639 
and ESL learners in terms of differences of ideal L2 self, ought-to L2 self, attitudes toward L2 640 
community and culture, instrumentality, attitudes toward learning English, and criterion 641 
measures. In addition, Li (2011) also conducted an intervention study to provide motivational 642 
strategy training in three months and the effect of the motivational strategy training varied with 643 
the EFL learners’ motivation type. ESL learners were found to have higher motivational 644 
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dispositions related to ideal L2 self, more positive attitudes toward learning English, higher 645 
levels of intended effort, and were less exam oriented than EFL students (Li, 2014).  646 
  Qin and Dai (2013) created a variant of the L2MSS model to analyze the motivation of 647 
Chinese college students in an EFL context, which included Engeström’s (1987) model of 648 
activity theory in addition to the main constructs of the L2MSS model. They argued that ideal L2 649 
self was connected to agency, that ought-to L2 self included outside demands, and that L2 650 
learning outcomes were achieved through setting specific goals in relation to goal-directed 651 
activity. Qin and Dai also contended that when students found the goals they set for themselves 652 
were attainable through goal-directed activity, the level of intended effort rose. The forming of 653 
explicit goals based on past performance and subsequent outcomes was considered essential for 654 
intended effort and learning to take place in their model. The study, however, did not collect data 655 
specific to goal-directed activity or agency apart from the L2MSS questionnaire. As such, 656 
changes in motivation, goals, and goal-directed activity across contexts were not considered in 657 
the EFL context. 658 
Additional Studies on Motivation of Chinese Learners of English 659 
More and more Chinese learners of English are engaged in learning English and their L2 660 
motivation or beliefs of English learning aroused researchers’ attention, although not specifically 661 
within the lens of L2MSS (Chen, Warden, & Chang, 2005; Chen & Wu, 2011; Liu, 2007; Shi, 662 
2004; Wu, 2001). Li and Ruan (2015) conducted a mixed method research on changes in beliefs 663 
about English learning among Chinese learners of English, and found that the content subjects, 664 
extracurricular activities, assessments, and teachers all attributed to the changes in an academic 665 
year. Heying and Kennedy (2016) investigated the intercultural competence and L2 motivation 666 
among Chinese and Irish students and showed that L2 learning promoted intercultural 667 
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competence. Although this study focused on integration, the authors found that instrumental 668 
motivation was high among Chinese and Irish students, and Chinese students were more socio- 669 
cultural orientated than Irish students. 670 
Warden and Lin (2000) examined integrative and instrumental motivation of a population 671 
of Taiwan in an EFL context. Asian EFL settings precluded meaningful opportunities for 672 
interaction with native speakers of English. Cultural background oriented students to be sensitive 673 
to the requirements, especially when it was associated with entrance or employment exams. This 674 
study provided pedagogical implications that teachers, who got training in the west, should not 675 
overlook their students’ central motivation. In a sequential study, Chen, Warden, and Chang 676 
(2005) explored motivation in Taiwan as a Chinese cultural setting and examined factors of 677 
motivation orientation, expectancy, and self-evaluated skills. They found a strong link between 678 
expectancy and required motivation, but no significant correlation between expectancy and 679 
integrative motivation. They discussed the findings with the concept of Chinese imperative, 680 
which meant that the society or the institutional structure expected product and exam results, and 681 
emphasized the importance of examination preparation and memorization on English learning. 682 
Xu and Yang (2015) examined Chinese students’ English learning motivation among 307 683 
college students. The result showed seven categories of English learning motivations in a 684 
descending order: “personal development, social responsibility, information media, inherent 685 
interest, achievement, going abroad, and learning situation”. The major motivation was the 686 
avoidance of the disadvantage of English learning for personal development, which was aligned 687 
with Shi’s (2000) finding of certificate motives. That is, Chinese English learners were oriented 688 
to get certificates to pass English exams. In addition, junior college students were more 689 
motivated because they had a clear direction of employment and education associated with 690 
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English use in the future. Students with part-time working experience were more motivated to 691 
learn English because they realized the importance of English learning in the process of working.   692 
In summary, the L2MSS studies on Chinese learners of English accorded with other L2 693 
studies of this population not using the model, which indicated that doing well on exams and 694 
reaching career and social goals and aspirations were important factors affecting L2 learning 695 
efforts and outcomes (Chen et al.,2005; Chen & Wu, 2011; Heying & Kennedy; 2016; Gao et al., 696 
2004; Li & Ruan, 2015; Liu, 2007; Warden & Lin, 2000; Wu, 2001). Those studies were focused 697 
on Chinese learners of English in EFL context, but did not discuss specific motivational 698 
dispositions in ESL contexts or the comparison between EFL and ESL contexts.  699 
Motivation as Related to Goal-Directed Activity  700 
Actions and goals are dominant features in human consciousness when interacting with 701 
an environment (Roth & Lee, 2007). According to the activity theory, researchers need to 702 
consider individual goals as critical to cognitive, emotional, and physical activity. In this sense, 703 
L2MSS theory aligns with SCT. The key constructs of motivation are also related to Vygotsky’s 704 
idea of perezhivanie. Perezhivanie is a unit of consciousness, which encompasses emotional 705 
aspects in the lived-through experience. In addition, FL and L2 learners imagined their English 706 
development as they engaged in different goal-directed activity, which aligned with language 707 
learning vision and the ideal L2 self for their future-making. FL and L2 learners directed their 708 
behaviors towards particular goals, which changed based on past performance and subsequent 709 
learning achievement. Their motivation was dynamically formed and changed through different 710 
goal-directed activity within different social and cultural circumstances. 711 
Studying/learning a new language can be primarily a cognitive task involving study of 712 
the L2 as a grammatical system to be learned as curricular subject matter, which is the goal in 713 
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many EFL contexts. Additionally, however, if goals include actually using the language for 714 
communicative purposes, then the pragmatics of social interaction necessarily become a 715 
meaningful aspect of L2 learning and can lead to self-other conflicts when living and 716 
studying/working in a L2 eco-social environment. Agency plays an active role in these 717 
circumstances (van Lier, 2008). Learners can fully embrace the language and experience, 718 
selectively choose which languacultural practices they wish to engage in, or retreat back to the 719 
L1 languaculture. This process can prove difficult in relation to ought-to L2 self, which entails 720 
not only the learner’s own sense of what “ought to” should entail, but conflicting or competing 721 
L1 and L2 cultural norms in addition to what influential others expect. 722 
Motivation is dynamic with goals and sub-goals changing across time. An example of 723 
these dynamics is found in Lantolf and Genung (2002), who examined how the focal participant 724 
of the study shifted her motives and goals when studying Chinese as a FL as a graduate student. 725 
She did not find the instructional style or the curriculum conducive to learning the language for 726 
communicative purposes, which was her goal. After a period of frustration, the participant 727 
changed her goal, deciding to pursue a superior grade in the course, no longer expecting to attain 728 
her original objective. In concert with the change in goals, goal-directed activity changed as well.  729 
In an additional example, Brown (2014) examined a lesbian, nontraditional learner of 730 
Korean during a study-abroad experience in Korea, discussing how she refocused agency to 731 
modulate and reconstruct identity while studying in what she considered to be an unfavorable 732 
circumstance so that she could gain from the experience. These two single case studies 733 
demonstrate that both FL and L2 contexts can prove challenging, and the interaction between 734 
goals and goal-directed activity with the environment are not always predictable. 735 
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Situative Perspective  736 
Activity was also viewed from a situative perspective at both individual and activity 737 
levels (Anderson, Reder, & Simon, 1996; Bang, 2015; Greeno, 2015; Turner & Nolen, 2015). 738 
The situative perspective examines the relation of motivation or achievement to the situation, and 739 
regards individuals’ beliefs and behaviors as developmental in social, cultural, and historical 740 
contexts. Vygotsky and his followers were the pioneers of situative perspective. The processs of 741 
learning, engagement, and development were socially situated. Nolen, Horn, and Ward (2015) 742 
examined teachers’ motivation to learn in social contexts in a situative approach and used the 743 
situative analysis of learners-in-context to examine teachers’ identity in a longitudinal study. 744 
They found that identity was important to shape the motives to learn and engagement in different 745 
teaching practices in multiple learning contexts. In addition, the situated learning theory was 746 
promising to study “the interface of the ideal L2 self and the actionable phase of motivation” in 747 
L2MSS (Dörnyei, 2005, p.108). 748 
The changing nature of activities is associated with variations of motivation and goals, 749 
which is dynamic and reformed in specific social and cultural circumstances. Leontiev (1978) 750 
pointed out that motives for the same action could be different. Contextual dynamics of learning 751 
environment influenced the dynamics of individual differences (Kozaki & Ross, 2011). Studies 752 
on Chinese learners of English, as mentioned in the above section (Chen et al., 2005; Warden & 753 
Lin, 2000), implied career and social aspiration as important factors that affected L2 learning 754 
outcomes and L2 learners’ effort in their goal-directed activity. The driving goals and motives 755 
might be diverse and individuals interacted with the environment differently and resulted in 756 
different developmental trajectories.  757 
L2 and FL learners’ motivational state are dynamic in different language learning 758 
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contexts, which eventually lead to variations in L2 proficiency over time. Thus, individuals 759 
accommodate to their normative environment to exert their agency in SLD and FLD. Kozaki and 760 
Ross (2011) examined language learning outcomes with two factor of aspiration to professional 761 
pursuit and orientation to the social mainstream. Future career prospects were positively related 762 
to learning outcomes at individual and contextual levels. FL learners were afraid of being 763 
different from the social norm and were motivated to align to the norms in their immediate 764 
contexts. Additionally, peer influence was also a factor related to their motivational states in FL 765 
classrooms. All in all, learning contexts is an important factor to impact and mediate motivation 766 
of L2 and FL learners.   767 
Emotion and Motivation  768 
Emotion is an important factor that influenced motivation in SLD and FLD. Emotion was 769 
a fundamental basis of motivation, which had been underestimated in the literature (Maclntyre, 770 
2002). Imai (2010) regarded emotion as “socially constructed acts of communication” and 771 
discussed emotion in collaborative an EFL classroom from a sociocultural perspective. Emotions 772 
were socially constructed in the intersubjective encounters as individuals engaged in their goal- 773 
directed activity, and the synthesis of individuals’ emotion and goal within social interactions 774 
were important to mediate learning and development. Emotions functioned as “mediators” while 775 
L2 and FL learners participated in goal-directed activity. Additionally, the study provided 776 
evidence that students in the EFL classroom adjusted their goals and emotions to exercise their 777 
agency in the course of collaborative group. The similar learning environment might arouse 778 
emotional intersubjectivity, which resulted in the ZPD and knowledge co-construction. 779 
In addition, different kinds of emotions affect motivation in SLD and FLD. Imai (2010) 780 
pointed out that researchers focused on a particular type of negative emotion and overestimated 781 
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other emotions in mainstream SLA. Anxiety was one kind of pervasive emotions examined 782 
widely in the process of SLD. Anxiety arousal led to poor performance (Maclntyre,2002). 783 
Students tended to be more anxious because they were not familiar with the specific earning 784 
environment at the beginning (Ushida, 2005). Recent research findings, however, supported that 785 
a little bit of anxiety facilitated learning and spurred students to work hard (Cassady, 2010).  786 
Individuals’ emotional experience within goal-directed activity affect their motivational 787 
states. Emotions are shaped and reconstructed in the process of SLD and FLD. In addition, 788 
emotions are situation specific and related to whether social goals are achieved or not. This is 789 
manifested in Vygotsky’s work of perezhivanie. L2 and FL learners’ learning experiences evoke 790 
emotionality in different goal-directed activity, which encourage or hinder them from integrating 791 
to the L2 community. L2 learners project their developmental trajectories differently within their 792 
immediate social context. The emotional experience allow or inhibit their participation in 793 
subsequent goal-directed activity, affecting their long-term development.   794 
Visualization and Motivation  795 
Second and foreign language learners are engaged in goal-directed activity with specific 796 
visualization and motivation in the learning process. The ideal self construct in L2MSS and 797 
possible self construct in motivational theories (Markus & Nurius 1986; Oyserman, Bybee, & 798 
Terry, 2006) both manifest the importance of visualization in SLD. Based on the concept of 799 
perezhivanie from the SCT perspective, L2 learners had imaginations on their future, and their 800 
learning experience evoked emotional responses. The L2 learning process was an imaginary 801 
situation, that learners were immersed into the target culture and visualized their future 802 
interaction with native speakers. The SLD or FLD was a fantasy-based experiencing-as-struggle 803 
(Clarà, 2016), that learners exerted their agency to realize their goals.  804 
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Visualization and goal-setting are interrelated. Munezane (2015) focused on the group of 805 
373 Japanese university EFL learners and examined the effect of goal setting and visualization 806 
on willingness to communicate (WTC). The result showed that visualization combined with goal 807 
setting increased learners’ L2 WTC. In addition, self-regulated learning was related to positive 808 
and active learning outcomes (Barnard–Brak, Paton, & Lan, 2010). Around 21% percent of 809 
students in Munezane’s study (2015) wanted to study English intensely on their own because 810 
English was the dominant world language for future career opportunities. One student in the 811 
study was motivated to learning English with this specific visualization and expressed a clear 812 
goal of becoming a specialist in order to communicate with scientists and engineers in the global 813 
community.  814 
The behavior of L2 learning is future-goal directed. The L2 motivation is also related to 815 
the imagined community, which is defined as “groups of people not immediately tangible and 816 
accessible, with whom we connected through the power of the imagination” (Kanno & Norton, 817 
2003, p. 241). Norton also mentioned that learners acted to align to the integrity of the imagined 818 
community (2001, p. 165). Moreover, Yashima (2009) talked about international posture and 819 
ideal L2 self based on the Japanese context. Individuals were willing to communicate and create 820 
new self images to find meanings in learning English with the version of ideal self in the 821 
imagined international community. Wenger (1998, p. 76) put forward a metaphor of looking at 822 
an apple seed to see a tree to emphasize the importance of imagination. This is applicable to SLD 823 
and FLD. L2 and FL learners learn words and grammar in the daily life to project their fluent use 824 
of English in the future. This imagination primes motivating force for learning. Different EFL 825 
and ESL contexts open channels for learners’ imagination of their developmental trajectories.  826 
In summary, this section have talked about the relationship between motivation and goals 827 
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for SLD and FLD. Specific factors of emotions, contexts, and visualization were included to 828 
present the complexity of motivation in various contexts. How those motivational factors were 829 
related to SCT constructs were also discussed. In addition, the motivation of learning the 830 
language may or may not affect L2 and FL learners’ gesture awareness in various learning 831 
contexts. The following section would talk about gesture awareness in SLD and FLD in detail.  832 
Speech and Gesture in Second and Foreign Language Development 833 
Conceptual Frameworks 834 
Gesture awareness in FLD and SLD is a mental attribute by which L2 and FL learners 835 
gain insight into metacognitive understanding and intentional use of gesture. Not surprisingly, 836 
learners notice the role of gesture in communication, but their degree of understanding and 837 
conscious use of gesture in the learning process varies. In addition to understand the role of co- 838 
speech gesture, the explicit learning process (Ellis, 1995; Schmidt & Schmidt, 1995) of gesture 839 
awareness also emphasizes co-speech gesture in use within specific contexts. How L2 and FL 840 
learners invest their attention and energy on co-speech gesture in the explicit learning process is 841 
a concern. How L2 and FL learners go through the internal and gradual process of realizing the 842 
role of gesture and their deliberate use of gesture in the process of SLD and FLD is an important 843 
aspect to be explored to increase cultural awareness (Littlewood, 2001). Although different 844 
hypotheses have explored how gesture is involved in speech production and interaction (see 845 
review by Gao, Liu, & Zhou, 2016), gesture awareness has not been specified. Additionally, van 846 
Compernolle and Williams (2011) talked about gesture as language awareness and argued that it 847 
was not only about the understanding of language in speech but also gesture in a “holistic and 848 
synthetic nature” (p. 206).  849 
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Svalberg (2009) suggested the “engagement” approach to raise language awareness 850 
(Svalberg, 2012) by actively engaging and working with the language, which could also be 851 
applied to gesture awareness. Additionally, Scarvaglieri (2017) introduced Knapp’s (2008, p. 94) 852 
concept of  “communicative awareness”, that how recipients perceive communication and non- 853 
linguistic ways of communication in different situations to connect the communicative means 854 
and ends. Byram (2012) also argued that critical skills and reflexivity were important in critical 855 
language and cultural awareness, which was related to gesture awareness as well. As L2 and FL 856 
learners were more aware of L2 gesture in the process of language learning, they might also be 857 
critical and reflective of their L1 gesture use in return as well as cross-cultural variations.  858 
Thinking is the unity of thinking body and nature. Thinking body was a manifestation of 859 
the perezhivanie, which could be understood from the monist approach, and thinking is being 860 
articulated in the process of gesturing (Roth & Jornet, 2016). Communicative expressions and 861 
the environment, gesture and words were inherently connected. The brain, body, cultural 862 
artifacts, and mind functioned together as a system in the embodied process (van Compernolle, 863 
2011). In the process of multimodal communication, gesture and speech were not different 864 
conceptualizations, but “different manifestations of the same living and moving thinking body” 865 
(Roth & Jornet, 2016).  866 
Growth point theory. McNeill put forward growth point (GP) theory (2005, 2015) that 867 
speech and gesture came together in mind as a part of thought and a unit of the imagery-language 868 
dialectic. Although McNeil (1992, 2005) mainly discusses language production and acquisition 869 
in terms of L1, his research is applicable to gesture studies in SLD and FLD. The GP theory 870 
admits the importance of social contexts because growth points are intrinsically social, and 871 
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changes of social contexts affect the imagery-language dialectic (McNeil, 2005). The GP is also 872 
related to the leaners’ conscious knowledge about language (Lantolf, 2010).  873 
Growth referred to where speech and gesture grew in a single idea unit. The GP was a 874 
minimal unit of imagery-language dialectic, and an internal part to understand the sense of the 875 
language (McNeil, 2012, p.22). McNeill (1992, 2015) extended the sociocultural theory to the 876 
study of gesture by adopting Vygotsky’s perspective to discuss the connection between thought 877 
and language, and pointed out that gesture was closely intertwined with speech. The idea of GP 878 
was proposed based on the synchrony and co-expressivity of speech and gesture. Gesture, 879 
idiosyncratic and imaginary, was formed at the moment of speaking (McNeil, 2002). Speech and 880 
gesture intersected and interacted with each other and were synchronized and co-expressive to 881 
show the same underlying idea. In addition, gesture embodied the meaning in the material 882 
experiences and enhanced materialization (McCafferty, 2004, 2008; McNeil, 2012). Both speech 883 
and gesture were helpful for L2 learners to inhabit the second languaculture, and gesture and 884 
word were inhabited by the same meaning (McNeill, 2012).  885 
McNeil (2000, 2012) has provided empirical studies in L1 to support the GP theory and 886 
more researchers started to apply the GP theory in L2 studies. Morett (2014) investigated the 887 
influence of gesture on communication, encoding, and recall, and observed representational, 888 
beat, and deictic gestures produced by English speakers while learning different second 889 
languages. This was the first study to support that gesture enactment was more effective than 890 
gesture viewing in terms of learning outcomes and provided evidence to support the predictions 891 
of growth point theory. Moreover, Negueruela, Lantolf, Jordan, and Gelabert (2004) studied the 892 
description of motion events for L2 speakers of English and Spanish based on GP theory and 893 
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suggested that advanced L2 speakers still had difficulties in adapting to L2 thinking-for-speaking 894 
patterns (McNeill & Duncan, 2000; Slobin, 2003).  895 
Thinking-for-Speaking. Slobin (1996, 2003) put forward the idea of thinking-for- 896 
speaking (TFS) according to which different forms of thinking-pattern restricted how experience 897 
or events were expressed. Different language speakers had different TFS patterns to indicate the 898 
semantic domains. Language was subjectively orientated to human experience, and this 899 
orientation affected the way how individuals thought (Slobin, 1996, p.91). Experience was 900 
filtered through language in the process of thinking. TFS was dynamic for speakers to organize 901 
their thinking in order to meet the demand of on-line encoding (McNeil, 2000). Slobin also 902 
outlined three relevant areas in the TFS framework, including L1 learning, historical change, and 903 
additional language learning. Slobin (1996, p. 89) stated that TFS “is exceptionally resistant to 904 
restructuring in the case of adult SLA”.  905 
Second language learners’ TFS pattern were restricted both by their L1 and L2, which 906 
influenced their speech and gesture production and comprehension. To date, findings have been 907 
mixed, some studies having found a shift in co-speech gesture for path (Cadierno, 2004; 908 
Cadierno & Ruiz, 2006; Choi & Lantolf, 2008; Kita, & Özyürek,2003; Lewis, 2009; Kellerman 909 
& van Hoof, 2003; Stam, 2006, 2010), but not manner, except Stam’s finding (2015) of a change 910 
for manner in a longitudinal case study on the same participant over a 14-year period of living in 911 
the U.S. Additionally, co-speech gesture patterns for the L2 had been found with use of the L1 912 
from a different typology (Brown & Gullberg, 2008; Brown, 2015), opening up the possibility of 913 
TFS reconceptualization with the influence of L2 contexts of exposure, motivation, and 914 
experiences in the L2 languaculture. 915 
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Gesture Studies in Second and Foreign Language Development 916 
The concepts of sociocultural theory  are critical to understand the relationship between 917 
speech and co-speech gesture in second and foreign language development. L2 and FL learners 918 
appropriated gestures to facilitate their SLD and FLD, mediate their conceptualizations of L2 919 
features, and regulate their thought to fit in specific language learning contexts (Dahl, & 920 
Ludvigsen, 2014; Gullberg, 2006; Porter, 2016; Smotrova & Lantolf, 2013). In addition, gesture 921 
was a way to gain access to the speaker’s mental representation and connect sensorimotor 922 
experience and language (McClearly & de Arantes Letie, 2013; Cienki & Müller, 2008; Roth & 923 
Lawless, 2002; Roth, 2003). With regard to cross-cultural and cross-linguistic variations, gesture 924 
expressed thought in a symbolic way with coordination of speech (Cavicchio & Kita, 2013; 925 
Gullberg, 2009; Kita, 2009; Özçalışkan, 2012; Yoshioka, 2008).  926 
Gesture and Mediation 927 
Second and foreign language learners appropriated both speech and co-speech gesture as 928 
a form of mediation. Gesture functioned as a meditational component in the process of L2 929 
acquisition and development (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). McCafferty (2004) analyzed iconic and 930 
abstract deictic gestures, which functioned as a form of distributed cognition, and viewed that 931 
gesture and space functioned as self-organizing forms to mediate the L2 learning.  932 
The exposure of gesture facilitated L2 and FL learning and enhanced target language 933 
acquisition and communication (Morett, Gibbs, & MacWhinney, 2012; Morett, 2014). Inceoglu 934 
(2015) found that FL teachers initiated gestures more frequently than learners in the teaching 935 
process to help explain words and collocations. Furthermore, FL and L2 learners identified or 936 
detected questions with gestures in the learning process, particularly for children (Kamiya, 2016, 937 
2018; Rowe, Silverman, & Mullan, 2013). Balhiah (2013) showed gesture as comprehensible 938 
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input by reinforcing, disambiguating the meaning, and establishing cohesion across talk turns. L2 939 
speakers used gesture as a kind of international communication strategy to avoid problems of 940 
discourse ambiguity by providing spatial scaffolding for cohesion whether with or without visual 941 
access to the addressee (Gullberg, 2008).  942 
Additionally, Smotrova and Lantolf (2013) examined gesture-speech synchronization to 943 
mediate the understanding of L2 concepts through interactional affordance of catchments, which 944 
referred to recurrent gestures that performed a cohesive function across discourses. The use of 945 
catchments helped achieve alignment and shared mutual orientation to the contextual meaning 946 
between a teacher and students. Furthermore, Smotrova (2017) reported that a university English 947 
as an ESL teacher used co-speech gesture to show syllabification, word stress, and rhythm as a 948 
pedagogical tool in the teaching process.  949 
In addition, Rosborough (2012, 2014, 2016) studied gesture as a mediational tool in the 950 
process of meaning-making in L2 classrooms. Rosborough (2012) talked about the role of 951 
gesture as an important part in L2 communication and an embodied form for learning in an L2 952 
classroom. Gesture produced joint-attention, shared meaning-making, and revealed narrative 953 
identity that was not available through the verbal channel. In addition, the teacher’s conscious 954 
awareness of gesture provided ecosocial affordance for learning, which implied that teachers 955 
should provide space and time in activities that invited gesture production and increased the 956 
awareness of gesture in L2 instruction. From an assessment perspective, gesture could also be 957 
used to aid in learning and overcome learning struggles. Gesture embodied students’ 958 
languacultural reality and provided teachers insights into students’ learning and development 959 
through the interpersonal communication.  960 
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Furthermore, Rosborough (2014) discussed the role of gesture from an ecological 961 
learning perspective, regarding meaning making as an interdependent relationship that included 962 
leaners, learners’ perception abilities, and the affordance in the environment. Gesture mediated 963 
the meaning making process between a teacher and a student in a math assignment and helped 964 
achieve joint attention and share intentionality in the internalization process. The learner had a 965 
deeper understanding in gestural interaction through this “embodied hands-as-artifact” 966 
experience. In addition, Rosborough (2016) focused on one student’s gesture sequence of a new 967 
chronotope of time to go to bed, which provided a window to the student’s understanding of the 968 
topic and situated learning of the required vocabulary based on his personal experience.  969 
Studies have also manifested other-regulation in the interaction, especially between 970 
teachers and learners in classroom settings (Kita, 2009; Morett, 2014; Rosborough, 2014). 971 
Churchill et al., (2010) provided evidence of object-regulation with a grammar worksheet as one 972 
kind of social cognitive resources. The symbolic gestures between a tutor and a learner while 973 
working on a grammar worksheet aided in shifting interaction turn, keeping participants engaged 974 
in learning, and visualizing the process of learning. In terms of self-regulation, van Compernolle 975 
and Williams (2011) reported French learners’ self-generated gesture to mediate their thinking 976 
with an expert mediator. Gesture conveyed additional information not explicated in speech and 977 
complemented speech to work through L2 problems, suggesting that learners not only paid 978 
attention to gestures but also systematically incorporated gestures as pedagogical tools in the 979 
learning process. Additionally, Seo and Koshik (2010) addressed the learners’ use of gesture as 980 
repair initiators in ESL conversational tutoring sessions, and showed that gesture initiated repair 981 
on their own without accompanying speech and prompted self-correction in a pedagogical 982 
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manner. Moreover, Inceoglu (2015) focused on a French teacher’s gesture in an FL classroom to 983 
explain words or collocations and teachers gestured more frequently than students.  984 
Gesture and private speech. Gesture functioned as self-regulation with private speech to 985 
form the dialogic interaction with the self to scaffold learning as a solitary activity. L2 learners 986 
externalized their private speech to mediate the thinking process (Lantolf, 2006, p.96). Lee 987 
(2008) observed nodding, beats, and deictic gestures to show that gesture functioned as 988 
mediating self-scaffolding actions in private speech for L2 reading comprehension. Additionally, 989 
McCafferty and Rosborough (2014) focused on gesture without speech in private communication 990 
during interactions in an ESL elementary classroom and found that gesture functioned as 991 
managerial and pedagogical tools. Students employed gesture to engage in off-task topics in the 992 
classroom, and teachers used gesture to regulate students’ behavior without disrupting the flow 993 
of the class. 994 
Gesture and Internalization  995 
Language learners and teachers internalized and reflected on their use of gesture to 996 
facilitate the learning and teaching process. Gesture cognitively helped speakers organize their 997 
speech. With regard to gesture awareness from teachers’ perspective, Lazaration (2004) used 998 
microanalysis and self-reflection in a collaborative case study on classroom discourses This 999 
study examined one ESL teacher’s gesture to represent the actual movement of verbs explaining 1000 
unplanned vocabulary in three focus-on-form lessons, and the results showed that idiosyncratic 1001 
gesture was like wheels of thoughts to help the teacher grasp more fully of her own teaching 1002 
practice. Gesture used in this case did not function as compensatory, because it did not fill in a 1003 
gap in the teacher’s pedagogical or communicative competence, but showed the depth of 1004 
vocabulary explanation. This study highlighted the potential role of gestural input in L2 learning 1005 
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and called for the teacher’s attention to the danger of overusing gesture. In addition, Gregersen 1006 
(2007) examined teachers’ perception of FL learners’ anxiety by decoding nonverbal behaviors, 1007 
and implied that nonverbal behaviors including gesture, were an important factor in assessing 1008 
language-anxious students, emphasizing the importance of nonverbal awareness training to 1009 
improve teachers’ perception of students’ anxiety. Moreover, Thompson (2014) examined how 1010 
teachers were reflective of gesture as a form of self-expression for organization and management 1011 
after watching one EFL teacher’s performance. 1012 
In addition to studies on how teachers internalized the use of gesture in the process of 1013 
teaching, how FL and L2 learners internalized the role of gesture was also a concern. Sime 1014 
(2006) focused on students’ perception of teacher’s gesture and other nonverbal behaviors in an 1015 
EFL classroom. Students reported that teachers’ gesture was useful to clarify meanings, give 1016 
clues, create conditions for learning, confirm learning, and imply teacher’s enthusiasm and 1017 
encouragement. Gesture also contributed to establishing a cooperative classroom climate, 1018 
developing group cohesion, and promoting motivation to learn. Pragmatically, teachers used 1019 
gesture to organize the interaction, control speech turns, and check students’ involvement. 1020 
Subsequently, Sime (2008) focused on cognitive functions of gesture in enhancing 1021 
comprehension, learning process, and feedback to the output from learners’ perspective, 1022 
highlighting teachers’ gesture to emphasis key words or ideas, present important beliefs, and 1023 
increase saliency. The results suggested that gesture supported memorization, established 1024 
intersubjectivity, and shared a common set of gestural meanings.  1025 
Gesture and imitation. Interlocutors imitated each other’s gesture to facilitate second 1026 
and foreign language development (McCafferty & Rosborough, 2014; Macedonia, Bergmann, & 1027 
Roithmayr, 2014; Macedonia & von Knösche, 2011; Macedonia, Müller, & Friederici, 2010). 1028 
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Researchers have found that the imitation process served as a channel to signal listeners’ ongoing 1029 
understanding of the topic and achieve mutual understanding by remedying the speakers’ trouble 1030 
or repair in the process of socialization (Eskildsen & Wanger, 2013, 2015). Smotraova and 1031 
Lantolf (2013) examined that students mirrored and modified the teacher’s gesture to verify 1032 
teacher’s explanation of concepts and enact their thinking. On the one hand, students displayed 1033 
detailed information by gesture and copied teachers’ gesture to represent their modified 1034 
understanding. On the other hand, the teacher used gesture as a pedagogical tool to remediate 1035 
and improve students’ understanding of L2 concepts. Two students in this study also mirrored 1036 
each other’s gesture, but the authors did not mention peer mirroring, which might also be an 1037 
important part that need further exploration. In addition, participants were in two different level 1038 
courses and majors. It would be better to see more comparison between advanced and 1039 
intermediate levels of proficiency and examine whether gestural differences would be found or 1040 
not. Later, Smotrova (2015) provided an in-depth analysis of gesture in teaching pronunciation in 1041 
a beginner-level reading class. The English teacher used gesture as a pedagogical tool to make 1042 
students understand syllabification, word stress, and rhythm, and students imitated the teacher’s 1043 
gesture and appropriated gesture as a learning tool to grasp features of L2 pronunciation to 1044 
benefit their own learning.  1045 
In addition to students’ imitation of teacher’s gesture, Majlesi (2014) wrote teacher’s 1046 
matching gesture (which meant similar gesture made by the teacher and students) as repetitions 1047 
of students’ gesture in Swedish learning classrooms. Particularly, this study discussed dual 1048 
functions of matching gestures, which connected the interaction and displayed mutual 1049 
understanding and confirmation. The teacher used matching gesture as one kind of recast to 1050 
correct or modify students’ mistakes in verbal communication, exaggerated gesture forms to 1051 
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highlight the pedagogical focus in the interactional repair-work. The matching gesture also 1052 
worked in managing talking turns to compensate for verbal expression.  1053 
Peltier and McCafferty (2010) found that university instructors of Italian engaged in a 1054 
constant use of Italian gesture as well as Italian ways of gesturing. Students mirrored their 1055 
instructors’ Italian gesture in FL classrooms. Furthermore, Nardotto Peiltier (2015) examined 1056 
gesture as mimetic forms for identity development in Italian learning classrooms. Teachers 1057 
established an Italian languaculture in FL classrooms and students mirrored teacher’s gesture as 1058 
a kind of social semiotics in learning Italian within that specific languaculture.  1059 
Gesture and Contextual Environment  1060 
Sociocultural theory highlighted the importance of contextual environment on SLD and 1061 
FLD. Different environment affected the appropriation of gesture in discourses (Efron, 1941, 1062 
1972; Graham & Argyle, 1975; Scheflen, 1972). Learners in naturalistic learning conditions 1063 
produced more native-like gestures, and gesture forms were more appropriate than learners in 1064 
instruction-only environment. McCafferty and Ahmed (2000) found that L2 learners’ gesture in a 1065 
naturalistic context was more like the native speakers of English than those who learned English 1066 
through classroom instructions. Non-verbal elements were important for the process of 1067 
acculturation. Jungheim (2006) presented that L2 learners had difficulty in acquiring Japanese 1068 
refusal gesture in terms of perception and production because of the underlying different 1069 
comprehensibility in Japanese without understanding of status and face in the Japanese culture, 1070 
suggesting the difficulty of performing a task when the learning condition was less than natural. 1071 
So et al., (2012) analyzed bilingual children’s use of third-person referents when children 1072 
communicated with their care givers at home, which provided authentic information in their 1073 
daily discourse and did not underestimate children’s speech and gesture in natural environment. 1074 
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Gesture carried contextual information in L2 learning as well (Ibanze et al., 2010). Studies in 1075 
naturalistic settings were necessary and more productive for SLD and FLD than in laboratory 1076 
and classroom settings, because experimental studies might neglect important pragmatic aspects 1077 
in communication (Morett, 2014; Roth, 2003).  1078 
Mori and Hayashi (2006) highlighted the communicative function of gesture in a bi- 1079 
directional communication between Japanese and English speakers and explored how they 1080 
realized intersubjectivity in two cases of embodied completions in natural conversation settings. 1081 
The dynamic learning process was realized through gesture from L1 speakers’ consistent 1082 
assessment and evaluation of L2 speakers’ comprehension and L2 speakers’ reaction of nodding 1083 
and gaze. The embodied completion was important in cross-cultural communication for both 1084 
interlocutors. Moreover, L2 speakers depended on gesture to facilitate their communication with 1085 
native speakers to avoid misunderstanding (Gullberg & McCafferty, 2008; McCafferty & 1086 
Rosborough, 2014). Zhao (2008) found that Chinese speakers gestured more either consciously 1087 
or unconsciously while talking with English speakers than with Chinese speakers as a 1088 
communicative strategy to avoid misunderstanding. 1089 
Gesture productions varied and were influenced by cross-cultural variations. Kita (2009) 1090 
reviewed cross-cultural variation with speech and accompanying gesture and identified four 1091 
factors governing the variation, including cultural specific conventions, spatial cognition, cross- 1092 
linguistic differences, and gesture pragmatics. Gesture with cultural specific conventions was 1093 
related to emblems, which were the convention in certain culture, like the OK sign. Gesture with 1094 
spatial cognition varied in different cultures. Linguistic differences influenced spatial cognition 1095 
across human groups and gesture was not a unitary phenomenon, but highly variable within its 1096 
culture (Levinson & Levinson, 2003). In terms of time, Chinese speakers tended to show vertical 1097 
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movement compared with English speakers’ horizontal movements. Boroditsky, Fuhrman, and 1098 
McCormick (2011) offered evidences by using the example of last month. Chinese speakers 1099 
would articulate shang ge yue in Chinese, which meant up or ahead, with an upward hand 1100 
movement, whereas, English speakers waved their hands horizontally. Mandarin-English 1101 
bilinguals also thought about time vertically even speaking English, showing the native language 1102 
influence in shaping habitual thought in abstract domains.  1103 
Additionally, linguistic differences were related to the idea of thinking-for-speaking in 1104 
different language typologies, which had been mentioned in the above section on TFS. A number 1105 
of studies examined learners’ speech and gestures in the description of motion events based on 1106 
TFS framework and the results were inconclusive. Researches showed that learners reserved 1107 
their L1 thinking-for-speaking patterns, and the learning of native-like gestures was a 1108 
developmental process of accumulation (Brown & Gullberg, 2008; Brown, 2015; Cadierno, 1109 
2004; Cadierno & Ruiz, 2006; Choi & Lantolf, 2008; Kellerman & van Hoof, 2003; Lewis, 1110 
2009; Negueruela & Lantolf, 2004; Özyürek et al., 2008; Stam, 2006, 2010, 2015). Besides, 1111 
quantitative studies of gesture and TFS on motion events were conducted, qualitative studies on 1112 
different developmental trajectories and language proficiency were necessary for future research. 1113 
Gesture differed cross-culturally in accordance with pragmatics. Kita (2009) pointed out 1114 
gestural variations in head movement, hand shape, forms of pointing, emblems, and handedness. 1115 
In addition, gesture space (position, size and plane of production) and gesture rate (number of 1116 
gestures per word or per speech phrase) also differed. Italians tended to produce salient gestures 1117 
(Cavicchio & Kita, 2013; Kendon, 2004), who often raised, extended, and rotated upper arm 1118 
movements (elbow flexion) and expanded gesture production in all directions, creating a much 1119 
larger “gesture box” (McNeil, 2002) than found in most cultures. Additionally, Italian speakers 1120 
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frequently used both hands, changed hand shape frequently, exhibited muscular tension when 1121 
gesturing, and extended and spread their fingers (Kendon, 2004, p. 186). Nardotto Peltier (2015) 1122 
studied Italian gesture in FL classrooms and pointed out that Italian gestures were largely 1123 
responsible for the stereotypical “larger-than-life” characterization to pragmatically intensify 1124 
meaning through exaggeration.  1125 
Cultural norms were also important to influence gesture production in second and foreign 1126 
language development. Smithson, Nicoladis, and Marentette (2011) compared gesture rate 1127 
among children of language speakers. They found that French-English bilinguals produced the 1128 
most gestures in the same task design, because children had established the cultural norm of 1129 
gesture rate and frequency early in their culture. This study emphasized the effect of culture on 1130 
language learners’ processing styles as an important “determiner” of gesture rate and highlighted 1131 
the influence of immediate contexts and direct experience within specific culture on gesture 1132 
appropriation.  1133 
Learners with different language backgrounds perceived and produced gesture differently 1134 
when they were speaking in L1 or L2. Bilinguals used more gestures than monolinguals in terms 1135 
of gesture rate (Nicoladis, Pika, Yin, & Marentette, 2007; Pika, Nicoladis, & Marentette, 2006; 1136 
Smithson, Nicoladis, & Marentette, 2011), frequency, and task styles (Nagpal, Nicoladis, & 1137 
Marentette, 2011). Özçalışkan (2012) suggested that acquiring native-like gesture patterns took 1138 
longer time than acquiring native-like speech patterns after examining gestural differences 1139 
between bilinguals and monolinguals. Pika et al., (2006) examined different language learners 1140 
and confirmed the gestural transfer from language with a high to low frequency language. 1141 
Additionally, So et al., (2012) provided evidence of representational gesture transfer from 1142 
English to Mandarin by analyzing third-person referents in discourse principle, and found that 1143 
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bilinguals with dominant language or balanced languages showed different transfers. Gesture 1144 
proceeded speech in unbalanced bilinguals in the acquisition of discourse skills (So & Lim, 1145 
2012), which was also applied to sequential and natural bilinguals. Brown (2008) argued that 1146 
gesture viewpoints varied systematically across languages (Japanese and English) and reported a 1147 
bidirectional transfer because of cross-linguistic interactions. 1148 
Gesture carried culture-specific meanings, as manifested by the cross-cultural variation 1149 
between Chinese and American gesture. The gesture of Chinese learners of English was deeply 1150 
rooted in Chinese culture, which was a relatively low-gesture culture when compared with high- 1151 
gesture culture in the United States (Duncan, 2005; So, 2010). Thus, the gesture perception and 1152 
production of Chinese learners of English might be influenced by various contexts. So (2010) 1153 
examined gesture frequency in Asian culture and compared gesture of Chinese monolinguals and 1154 
bilingual speakers of American English, finding that bilinguals’ gesture frequency or space was 1155 
more salient compared with monolinguals. In addition, English monolinguals produced more 1156 
gestures than Chinese monolinguals, because Americans were more likely to have body 1157 
movement to express their ideas.  1158 
Proficiency and Gesture Production 1159 
Second and foreign language proficiency also affected gesture production (Gullberg, 1160 
1999, Ibáñez et al., 2010; Napal, Nicoladis, & Marentette, 2011; Nicoladis, Mayberry, & 1161 
Genesee, 1999; Sherman & Nicoladis, 2004; Yoshioka, 2008). Gregersen, Oliveres-Cuhat, and 1162 
Storm (2009) categorized gestures into illustrators, adaptors, compensatory illustrators, emblems, 1163 
and affect displays, and showed learners’ variation of gesture frequency at different proficiency 1164 
levels. Learners at a higher proficiency level used more symbolic gestures, whereas, those at a 1165 
lower proficiency level produced more deictic gestures. Learners used more gestures in L1 than 1166 
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in L2. In addition, So et al., (2013) examined the English–Mandarin bilinguals’ gesture while 1167 
retelling a story and showed that speakers at a high proficiency level produced concrete deictic 1168 
gestures when referents were lexically not specified in speech and iconic gestures for referents 1169 
specified in speech. Speakers at a lower proficiency level produced both concrete deictic and 1170 
iconic gestures whether referents were specified or not.  1171 
Additionally, Sherman and Nicoladis (2004) focused on advanced L2 learners and found 1172 
that they produced more deictics in L2 than in L1, suggesting the increasing deictics when 1173 
proficiency was low. This study did not align with Gullberg (1999) that intermediated L2 1174 
speakers used deictics for grammar difficulties, because participants were at advanced levels. 1175 
Different from Gullberg’s (1999) finding that intermediate L2 learners used more symbolic 1176 
gestures in L1 than in L2, no significant differences of the rate of symbolic gestures and the 1177 
correlation between symbolic gestures and L2 proficiency were found. This study encouraged 1178 
future research to examine the role of symbolic gestures whether these were used for listeners to 1179 
mediate difficult speech (Beattie & Shovelton, 2000) or for speakers to provide detailed or 1180 
imagistic information (Alibali, Kita, & Young, 2000) 1181 
Studies on the relation between L2 proficiency and gesture perception and production 1182 
were inconclusive. Özyürek (2002) focused on Turkish learners of English and found that 1183 
advance in L2 proficiency affected gesture production.   Advanced L2 speakers were more likely 1184 
to adopt to the L2 gesture patterns compared with those at the beginning and intermediate levels. 1185 
This study, however, coded specific kind of gesture based on two criteria of being used at least 1186 
once or never used, lacking detailed investigation. Ibáñez et al., (2010) provided event related 1187 
potentials evidence about the context sensitivity of gestures and found that advanced L2 speakers 1188 
had neuronal responses that were similar to native speakers, which was not found in L2 speakers 1189 
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at lower proficiency levels. Negueruela et al., (2004) found that L2 learners continued to reserve 1190 
their L1 TFS patterns, even if at the advanced level, denying the direct relationship between 1191 
language proficiency to TFS patterns, as well as gesture production.  1192 
Summary 1193 
The chapter have summarized literature and theoretical framework of motivation and 1194 
gesture in second and foreign language development from a sociocultural perspective. The 1195 
reviewed literature presented application of the SCT theory to SLD and FLD, which included 1196 
mediation, regulation, internalization, imitation, perezhivanie, and activity theory. This chapter 1197 
has reviewed relevant studies on L2 motivation based on L2MSS theory and found that 1198 
motivation and goal-directed activity have not been united in L2 motivation literature (Qin & 1199 
Dai, 2013). Additionally, the role of gesture in SLD and FLD has been explored in previous 1200 
research but gesture awareness, particularly from the L2 and FL learners’ perspectives, has not 1201 
received much attention. Most importantly, the exploration of contextual influences on 1202 
motivation and gesture of L2 and FL learners has been sparse. The link between motivation and 1203 
gesture was not explored previously. 1204 
 Individual differences within certain culture with cross-linguistic differences affect the 1205 
study of motivation and gesture in SLD and FLD. The changing environment influence the 1206 
motivation and gesture production in goal-directed activity. L2 and FL learners go through 1207 
different processes of preparing for language learning in their home country, studying abroad in 1208 
the target country, and returning to their home country. The changing environment results in 1209 
different perezhivaniya and affects their motivation and gesture awareness in the learning 1210 
process. Learners in different contexts have different opportunities or resources in the process of 1211 
learning, which lead to variations of motivation and gesture awareness within specific goal- 1212 
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directed activity. Studies on various learning trajectories in different contextual settings and how 1213 
L2 and FL learners perform in different situated activities are necessary.  1214 
In summary, this review has outlined the literature on motivation and discussed the 1215 
importance of motivation as connected to goal-directed activity. Important theories and empirical 1216 
studies of gesture have also been introduced. As the above review of sociocultural concepts and 1217 
research studies of motivation and gesture indicated, the area of SLD and FLD would greatly 1218 
benefit if explored from a sociocultural perspective. Based on the literature review, possibilities 1219 
for future research lead to the examination of motivation as related to goal-directed activity and 1220 
gesture awareness as well as their interplay of in different contexts. The next chapter will talk 1221 
about the research design, incorporating the research questions from Chapter 1 and the literature 1222 
presented in this chapter. Topics will include the methodology, participants, data collection, data 1223 
analysis, and researcher’s role. 1224 
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CHAPTER THREE  1244 
METHODOLOGY 1245 
This chapter provides an overview of the methodology in this study including the 1246 
purpose, research questions, rationale for a mixed methods research design, and participant 1247 
selection. A discussion of data collection follows detailed information about questionnaires in 1248 
the quantitative phase and video-recorded tasks and interviews in the qualitative phase. Data 1249 
analysis of both quantitative and qualitative phases are mentioned specifically. The last section 1250 
discusses the researcher’s role and ethical consideration of the study.  1251 
Purpose of the Study 1252 
This study used a sociocultural theoretical perspective to understand motivation as 1253 
connected to goal-directed activity and gesture awareness for Chinese learners of English in 1254 
different educational contexts and in relation to different levels of English proficiency. Two 1255 
groups of students were EFL learners and the other two groups were ESL learners. The first 1256 
group of EFL participants consisted of college students in China (G1) without the intention of 1257 
learning English for studying abroad. They were overall at the lowest level of English 1258 
proficiency among the four groups as determined by standardized test scores. EFL learners who 1259 
were preparing for a study abroad experience (G2) were expected to be both more motivated and 1260 
demonstrate more awareness of gesture, both due to a higher level of proficiency and proximity 1261 
to living and studying abroad as the goal of their studies.  1262 
The two ESL groups were at different stages in their study abroad experience. The first 1263 
group of ESL learners (G3), at the time of the study, were currently living and studying abroad. 1264 
As such they were expected to be at a higher level of English proficiency, have a higher level of 1265 
motivation, and demonstrate greater gesture awareness than either of the EFL groups (G1 & G2). 1266 
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The second group of ESL learners were those Chinese students who had returned to China after 1267 
completing their study-abroad experience (G4), although they may continue to use English in 1268 
their work or study. As such, they were expected to be at the highest levels of English 1269 
proficiency but not as motivated nor demonstrate greater gesture awareness than G3 because of 1270 
the lack of immediate exposure to the target languaculture.    1271 
In addition, it was important to point out that while higher levels of English proficiency 1272 
should be related to motivation this is not necessarily the case for gesture awareness. Although 1273 
aspects of proficiency in relation to gesture occurred, they did not comprise a direct correlational 1274 
relationship, and I could not say a one-on-one correspondence exists between proficiency and 1275 
gesture awareness. As such no attempt was made to quantitatively link the two in the study. 1276 
Three forms of data collection were employed: 1) both a motivation and a gesture survey; 1277 
2) tasks aimed at producing gestures in the process of description and narration; and 3) 1278 
interviews of participants at both low and high proficiency levels, relatively, within each of the 1279 
four groups. The surveys on motivation and gesture provided mean differences across groups in 1280 
different contexts. Motivational dispositions could prove related to gesture awareness, although 1281 
as suggested above, no attempt was made to correlate the two through statistical comparison. The 1282 
qualitative phase, including at least four participants in each of the four groups, provided 1283 
understanding of motivation and gesture awareness in greater detail, and the two tasks provided 1284 
empirical evidence of gesture production through having students describe different scenarios. 1285 
Gesture production may or may not correspond to the results of the surveys and interviews or 1286 
may also demonstrate linkage.  1287 
Chinese learners of English in different contexts have different access to the exposure of 1288 
English learning resources and interactions with English native speakers, which may affect their 1289 
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motivation of learning English. Those who were learning English as a foreign language (EFL) 1290 
had fewer chances to interact with English native speakers and less exposure to the target 1291 
languaculture. Those participants (G3) were immersed in the target culture and used English in 1292 
their daily life. They had multiple and diverse opportunities to engage in goal-directed activity, 1293 
or in the case of G4, had been exposed to that level of interaction in the past, if not in the present. 1294 
Those contextual differences influenced goal-directed activity as linked to motivation and were 1295 
explored in interviews. In addition, FL and L2 learners envisioned their learning experiences 1296 
differently, which also affected their intended efforts. Their motivation of learning English may 1297 
vary from context to context as well as individually.  1298 
Gesture awareness was an important aspect in SLD and FLD when exposed to different 1299 
languaculture, providing further information as to a speaker’s meaning-making. Typically, L2 or 1300 
FL learners in classroom contexts were preoccupied with the linguistic features of the target 1301 
language, whereas, those with naturalistic exposure had direct contact in the eco-social 1302 
environment. It should also be noted, as found in Chapter two, some researchers had explored the 1303 
role of gesture in teaching and learning and emphasized the importance of gesture (e.g. 1304 
Lazaration & Ishihara, 2005; Gregersen, 2007; Haught & McCafferty, 2008; Rosborough, 2012, 1305 
2014). Such findings may also prove to be the case for Chinese learners of English in this study.  1306 
Research Questions 1307 
The aim of this study was to examine motivation and gesture awareness of Chinese 1308 
learners of English in EFL and ESL contexts and focused on the following research questions: 1309 
1. Are there differences in motivation as related to goal-directed activity and gesture 1310 
awareness as well as their interplay for Chinese learners of English in EFL and ESL 1311 
contexts? (associated with surveys in the quantitative phase) 1312 
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 2.  In what ways do motivation as related to goal-directed activity and gesture awareness 1313 
as well as their interplay for Chinese learners of English differ in EFL and ESL contexts? 1314 
(associated with interviews in the qualitative phase) 1315 
 3. What are the differences for co-speech gesture production in the L1 and L2 for Chinese 1316 
learners of English in EFL and ESL contexts? (associated with tasks in the qualitative 1317 
phase) 1318 
Mixed Methods Research Design 1319 
This mixed methods research (MMR) examined motivation and gesture awareness of 1320 
Chinese learners of English while they were reflecting on their English learning experiences in 1321 
the process of SLD and FLD. This explanatory sequential mixed methods research design 1322 
(Creswell & Clark, 2007) involved collecting quantitative data first and then further explaining 1323 
quantitative results with qualitative data (Table1). This design was helpful to answer research 1324 
questions on the role of motivation and gesture in SLD and FLD. Specifically, initial quantitative 1325 
data provided information of motivational disposition and gesture awareness for Chinese learners 1326 
of English in different learning contexts. In turn, qualitative data complemented or contrasted the 1327 
results through a more detailed understanding of motivation in goal-directed activity and gesture 1328 
awareness after watching participants’ own gesture productions to provide emic views. 1329 
In a final step, both quantitative and qualitative phases in this MMR design were 1330 
integrated to bring insights into motivation as related to goal-directed activity and gesture 1331 
awareness of Chinese learners of English in different EFL and ESL contexts. The qualitative data 1332 
provided explanations of the quantitative results to check similarity or differences among across 1333 
different contexts. Individual and group interviews and gesture awareness tasks offered an 1334 
insider’s view and checked the comparability with quantitative results within and across groups.  1335 
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Table 1 1336 
Diagram of the Explanatory MMR Design 1337 
 1338 
Sections Phases Research questions Procedures Products 
Phase 1: 
Quantitative 
section 
Quantitative 
data collection 1. Are there differences in motivation as related to goal-directed activity and 
gesture awareness as well as their 
interplay for Chinese learners of 
English in EFL and ESL contexts? 
Motivation & gesture 
online surveys 
Numeric data 
(N=937) 
Quantitative 
data analysis 
MANOVA, planned 
contrast, EFA, CFA, 
ESEM, Measurement and 
structural invariance tests 
Descriptive statistics; 
mean differences 
Phase 2: 
qualitative 
section 
Participant 
selection  
Participants with high 
and low English 
proficiency level 
Participants in four 
groups (N=20) 
Qualitative data 
collection 
What are the differences for co-speech 
gesture production in the L1 and L2 
for Chinese learners of English in EFL 
and ESL contexts?  
Gesture tasks 
 
Video-recordings of 
gesture production  
In what ways do motivation as related 
to goal-directed activity and gesture 
awareness as well as their interplay for 
Chinese learners of English differ in 
EFL and ESL contexts? 
Individual and group 
interviews 
Interview transcripts; 
field notes 
Qualitative data 
analysis Thematic analysis Themes 
Phase 3: 
integrated 
section 
Integration 
  
Both quantitative and 
qualitative data 
Integrated results and 
findings 
Note. EFA: exploratory factor analysis; CFA: confirmatory factor analysis; ESEM: exploratory structural equation modeling; MI tests: 1339 
measurement invariance tests. 1340 
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 The integration of two methods created tension and complemented each other to reveal the 1341 
complexities of motivation and gesture awareness in SLD and FLD as found in the study. 1342 
Recruitment Procedures 1343 
Phase 1: Quantitative  1344 
Consent from the Offices of Research Integrity – Human Subjects Research at UNLV 1345 
was obtained. Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval is not required in China. The 1346 
recruitment procedure included online and face-to-face interactions. With instructors’ help, 1347 
participants in G1 were recruited at two universities. Instructors made an announcement in their 1348 
classes and distributed the consent form along with the online questionnaires to their students if 1349 
students were willing to participate in this study. In addition to teacher’s distribution of the 1350 
online surveys, panel research companies were used to recruit participants across the countries 1351 
with demographic diversity: one in China for participants in G2 and G4; and the other in the 1352 
United States for participants in G3.  1353 
Participants included more than 150 Chinese learners of English in each context for 1354 
multiple-group comparisons over the key constructs of motivation and gesture. Participants in 1355 
the four contexts had the opportunity to ask the researcher any questions about the research via 1356 
email or online chat software like WeChat. Once participants indicated their willingness to join, 1357 
they were directed to the websites and answered questions anonymously.  1358 
Phase 2: Qualitative  1359 
 Participants in the qualitative phase were recruited from teachers’ recommendations and 1360 
students’ referrals. I was familiar with several high school and university teachers and asked for 1361 
their help. I disseminated information of the study across several schools. Teachers in each 1362 
context announced this study to their students and invited students to participate, because they 1363 
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were familiar with their students’ performance. Two high school teachers had taught for more 1364 
than ten years, and their graduates were studying in universities all around the world. Thus, 1365 
several participants joined in this study with teachers’ recommendations. Two universities 1366 
teachers encouraged their students to join in this study as well. In addition, participants who 1367 
joined this study first, introduced their friends to participate as a group interview. Overall, twenty 1368 
participants were recruited in total. 1369 
Participants 1370 
The purpose of this study guided participant selection. The focus was Chinese learners of 1371 
English: 18 to 50 years old; Chinese native culture; L1 Chinese; English as a FL or L2. 1372 
Specifically, participants included students from four groups, differing in their English learning 1373 
contexts, goals for learning English, and envisioning of their future FLD or SLD. Also, central to 1374 
the study was how participants in each group exercised agency to available resources in their 1375 
respective contexts in conjunction with different goal-directed activity, an aspect of investigation 1376 
that taken up during the interviews of selected participants as part of the qualitative component 1377 
of the overall study.  1378 
Foreign and second language development was addressed in a general snap-shot way 1379 
through standard test scores at the time of data collection in each group to indicate participants’ 1380 
English proficiency levels. The EFL college entrance examination score or pass of College 1381 
English Test Bank 4 (CET 4) or College English Test Bank 6 (CET 6) for participants in G1, and 1382 
Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL)/ International English Language Testing 1383 
System (IELTS) scores for participants in G2, G3, and G4 were collected as an 1384 
operationalization of their English proficiency levels. English proficiency based on test scores 1385 
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varied in an increasing order from CET 4 to CET 6, and TOEFL score above 80 was an average 1386 
bar to apply for studying abroad. 1387 
Phase 1: Participants  1388 
The quantitative phase included two pilot studies and this dissertation research (Table 2). 1389 
The pilot studies checked the validity and reliability of the gesture awareness scale that was the 1390 
first gesture questionnaire in SLD and FLD (See the scale development in Appendix C). The 1391 
participant selection criteria in the pilot studies was flexible and included Chinese learners of 1392 
English at universities.  1393 
This dissertation study consisted of 937 Chinese learners of English with 69% females 1394 
with a convenience sample. The sample of G1 consisted of 377 participants (71% females), 1395 
among whom 15% had passed the CET 4. The demographic characteristics (Figure 1) 1396 
represented Chinese learners of English across different provinces in China. The sample for G2 1397 
consisted of 205 participants (67% females), among whom 59% had passed CET 6. The sample 1398 
for G3 consisted of 183 students who were currently studying abroad (76% females), and 77% of 1399 
them had received a TOEFL score of higher than 80 out of 120. G4 consisted of a total of 172 1400 
returnees (67% females), 59% of whom had passed CET 6 and 47% of whom had received a 1401 
TOEFL score higher than 80. Most participants in groups 1-3 were aged between 18 and 25 1402 
years (89% G1, 60% G2, 76% G3, respectively), and most participants in G4 were aged above 1403 
26 (73%). To note, a total of 937 participants answered the motivation survey but 831 1404 
participants answered the gesture survey, missing 142 participants in G1. 1405 
 1406 
 1407 
 1408 
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 1409 
 1410 
Figure 1. Demographic information of provinces. 1411 
 1412 
Table 2 1413 
Participants in the Quantitative Phase  1414 
Groups Participants 1st Pilot 
Study 
(N=215) 
2nd Pilot 
Study 
(N=228) 
Dissertation 
Study 
(N=937) 
Group 1 college students in China without 
intention of studying abroad 
13.% 76% 40% 
Group 2 students who are learning English 
in China to prepare to study abroad 
in the U.S. 
47% 11% 22% 
Group 3 students who are living and 
studying abroad 
11% 6% 20% 
Group 4 students who have returned to 
China after completing their study 
abroad experience  
29% 7% 18% 
 1415 
 1416 
 1417 
 1418 
 1419 
 1420 
 1421 
 1422 
 1423 
 1424 
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Table 3 1425 
Participants in Qualitative Phase 1426 
 1427 
 1428 
 1429 
 1430 
 1431 
Note. CET 4: College English Test Bank 4; CET 6: College English Test Bank 6; IELTS: International English 1432 
Language Testing System; GRE: Graduate Record Examinations; GMAT: Graduate Management Admission 1433 
Test; TOEFL: Test of English as a Foreign Language;  1434 
1: all names are pseudonyms. 1435 
Participants1 English level English immersion Education Level Gender 
Group 1 (n=6) 
 
 
  Yong pass CET4  sophomore male 
Rue pass CET 4  junior female 
Ming pass CET 6  junior male 
Lei not pass CET 4  junior male 
Kai pass CET 4  junior male 
Ke not pass CET 4  junior male 
Group 2 (n=4) 
 
 
  Shi pass CET 6  post doc male 
Bei 83/120 TOFL  senior male 
Wang 103/120 TOFL 3 months senior male 
Deng 108/120 TOFL  senior male 
Group 3 (n=6) 
 
 
  Lian 7.5/9 IELTS 3 months PhD student male 
Chao 79/120 TOELF 6 years sophomore male 
Mei 6.5/9 IELTS 10 years graduate female 
Ning 320/340 GRE 1 year graduate student female 
Qi 7/9 IELTS 3 years freshmen female 
Miao 5.5/9 IELTS 5 years senior female 
Group 4 (n=4) 
 
 
  
Qian 
103/120 TOEFL; 
308/340 GRE 
2.5 years 
master female 
Nana 7/9 IELTS 2.5 years master female 
Long pass PETS-5 16 months PhD candidate male 
Peng 130/150 4 years master male 
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Phase 2: Participants  1436 
I used purposeful sampling (Patton, 2002) including snowball sampling (Creswell, 2007) 1437 
across the four groups in the qualitative phase. In addition to the selection criteria in the 1438 
quantitative phase, participants (all names are pseudonyms) were distributed across key and 1439 
ordinary universities and differed in English proficiency (Table 3). Specifically, six participants 1440 
were in G1, and their English proficiency level was based on the score of CET 4 and CET 6. In 1441 
G2, three participants took the TOEFL and Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) or Graduate 1442 
Management Admission Test (GMAT). One participant had not taken any tests for studying 1443 
abroad at the time of data collection and provided his CET 6. Based on the quantitative results, I 1444 
paid special attention to participants in G3. Six participants were selected based on their different 1445 
length of stay in the United States and their English all met the university criteria that they had 1446 
applied for. Participants in G4 all gave their English tests score except Xu, who used his English 1447 
score for the college entrance exam as an alternative. Additionally, for participants in G3 and G4, 1448 
their length of stay while studying abroad was provided. 1449 
Data Collection 1450 
 The MMR design included questionnaires, video-recorded gesture tasks, and semi- 1451 
structured interviews. Specifically, I examined motivation and gesture awareness of Chinese 1452 
learners of English based on the data of the motivation and gesture questionnaires. Next, gesture 1453 
production was yielded from descriptive and narrative data. Later, I conducted interviews to 1454 
capture learners’ understanding of motivation and co-speech gesture in SLD and FLD.  1455 
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Phase 1: Data Collection  1456 
In the quantitative phase, data were collected through two questionnaires. The motivation 1457 
questionnaire was based on L2MSS (Dörnyei, 2005, 2009). Additionally, the researcher designed 1458 
a gesture questionnaire based on co-speech gesture literature in SLD and FLD.  1459 
Motivation questionnaire. The motivation questionnaire based on L2MSS theory was 1460 
about participants’ motivation for learning English. This current study focused on three major 1461 
factors in L2MSS (ideal L2 self, ought-to L2 self, and attitudes toward learning English). The 1462 
factor of intended effort was examined as well as a measurement criterion for motivation of 1463 
learning the language. The questionnaire included 21 Likert-scale items ranging from 1 = 1464 
strongly disagree to 6 = strongly agree (see Appendix A). Table 4 offered a summary of those 1465 
variables. This questionnaire was written in both Chinese and English to avoid any 1466 
misunderstanding due to language proficiency. It took participants approximately 10 minutes to 1467 
finish.  1468 
The questionnaire for this study was identical to the one used in previous L2MSS studies 1469 
conducted in China (You et al., 2014) and found to be internally consistent and valid in ESL and 1470 
EFL contexts (Li, 2012, 2014). It was evident how participants reflected on and envisioned their 1471 
learning processes while answering items in this questionnaire. In the current study, the 1472 
McDonald’s omega (1999) coefficient and coefficient alpha were both reported, and the omega 1473 
coefficient was preferred accounting for the strength of the association between each item and 1474 
corresponding latent factor as well as a control for item errors for a more consistent estimator of 1475 
reliability (Sijtsma, 2009). Both the McDonald’s omega coefficient and coefficient alpha 1476 
coefficients were acceptable across the four groups for ideal L2 self, a = .844, Bootstrap 1477 
corrected [BC] 95% CI [.823, .861], w = .844, Bootstrap corrected [BC] 95% CI [.823, .862]; 1478 
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ought-to L2 self, a = .769, Bootstrap corrected [BC] 95% CI [.743, .793], w = .772, Bootstrap 1479 
corrected [BC] 95% CI [.746, .794]; attitudes toward learning English, a = .867, Bootstrap 1480 
corrected [BC] 95% CI [.851, .882], w = .869, Bootstrap corrected [BC] 95% CI [.852, .883]; 1481 
and intended effort, a = .777, Bootstrap corrected [BC] 95% CI [.753, .799], w = .780, Bootstrap 1482 
corrected [BC] 95% CI [.756, .802]. 1483 
This survey is compatible with SCT, which regards SLD and FLD as related to goal- 1484 
directed activity. The questionnaire is theory-driven based on L2MSS theory (Dörnyei, 2005; 1485 
2009; 2011) to examine motivation from a social dynamic perspective. Specific items on ideal 1486 
L2 self included interacting with native speakers, e.g., having discussions, giving a speech, doing 1487 
business or chatting in a café. In addition, items in this questionnaire also considered ought-to L2 1488 
self that is contextual influence from teachers, parents, peers, which was associated with L2 and 1489 
FL learners’ specific attitudes towards learning English and intended effort. These dimensions of 1490 
motivation were related to goal-directed activity from an SCT perspective.  1491 
 1492 
Table 4 1493 
Information about L2MSS Variables  1494 
Variables Number of items Sample items 
Ideal L2 self 5 
I can imagine myself speaking English in the future 
with foreign friends at parties.  
Ought-to L2 self 
 
6 
Studying English is important to me in order to gain 
the approval of my teachers.  
Attitudes toward learning English 5 I really like the process of learning English.  
Intended effort 
 
5 
I am prepared to spend a lot of effort in learning 
English.  
 1495 
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Hypotheses. Based on the motivation literature, specially, the L2MSS, four hypotheses 1496 
were proposed and tested in the study:  1497 
Hypothesis 1a: ESL learners will have stronger ideal L2 self than EFL learners (EFL 1498 
contexts). 1499 
Hypothesis 1b: Group 2 will have stronger ought L2 self than group 1 (EFL contexts). 1500 
Hypothesis 1c: Group 2 will have more positive attitudes toward learning English than 1501 
group 1 (EFL contexts). 1502 
Hypothesis 2a: Group 2 will have stronger ideal L2 self than group 1 (EFL contexts). 1503 
Hypothesis 2b: Group 2 will have stronger ought L2 self than group 1 (EFL contexts). 1504 
Hypothesis 2c: Group 2 will have more positive attitudes toward learning English than 1505 
group 1 (EFL contexts). 1506 
Hypothesis 3a: Group 3 will have stronger ideal L2 self than group 4 (ESL contexts). 1507 
Hypothesis 3b: Group 3 will have stronger ought L2 self than group 4 (ESL contexts). 1508 
Hypothesis 3c: Group 3 will have more positive attitudes toward learning English than 1509 
group 4 (EFL contexts). 1510 
Hypothesis 4a. ESL learners will intend to put more effort than EFL learners. 1511 
Hypothesis 4b. Group 2 will intend to put more effort than G1. 1512 
Hypothesis 4c. Group 3 will intend to put more effort than G4. 1513 
Gesture questionnaire. Given the paucity of studies that measured gesture awareness in 1514 
second and foreign language development, the goal of this study was to develop the first scale to 1515 
examine gesture awareness (see details of the questionnaire in Appendix B and the scale 1516 
development in Appendix C). The questionnaire included nine items representing two factors of 1517 
comprehension and production (see Table 5 for a summary of the questionnaire). Two pilot 1518 
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studies validated the gesture awareness scale (GAS). An exploratory factor analysis (EFA) in the 1519 
first pilot study examined the factor structure and distinctive dimensions of the GAS. In the 1520 
second pilot study, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and an exploratory structural equation 1521 
modeling (ESEM) validated the multidimensional factor structure to check the convergent and 1522 
discriminant validity. Based on the results of two pilot studies, I validated the scale in different 1523 
contexts and examined the contextual differences on gesture awareness in this dissertation.  1524 
 1525 
Table 5 1526 
Information about Gesture Variables  1527 
Variables 
Number of 
items 
Items 
Production 5 
I imitate native English-speaker’s gesture when I am 
talking to them at the time of the conversation. 
Comprehension 4 
Native speakers’ gesture help me understand what they 
are saying when I am speaking English with them. 
 1528 
 1529 
Hypotheses. Based on the gesture literature in SLD and FLD, three hypotheses were 1530 
proposed and tested in this study:  1531 
Hypothesis 1a: ESL learners will have greater gesture awareness than EFL learners in 1532 
terms of comprehension. 1533 
Hypothesis 1b: ESL learners will have greater gesture awareness than EFL learners in 1534 
terms of production. 1535 
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Hypothesis 2a: Group 2 will have greater gesture awareness than group 1 in terms of 1536 
comprehension (EFL contexts). 1537 
Hypothesis 2b: Group 2 will have greater gesture awareness than group 1 in terms of 1538 
production (EFL contexts). 1539 
Hypothesis 3a: Group 3 will have greater gesture awareness than group 4 in terms of 1540 
comprehension (ESL contexts). 1541 
Hypothesis 3b: Group 3 will have greater gesture awareness than group 4 in terms of 1542 
production (ESL contexts). 1543 
Phase 2: Qualitative Data Collection  1544 
Qualitative data collection was an important part in this MMR study. The qualitative data 1545 
included gesture production in tasks and participants’ reflection of English learning in terms of 1546 
motivation and gesture in semi-structured interviews. This study started with gesture tasks, and 1547 
interviews were conducted later. After finishing the initial qualitative data collection with two 1548 
participants, I changed the order of the study because participants felt overwhelmed and 1549 
unprepared to start tasks at the beginning. Therefore, the interview on motivation was conducted 1550 
first, followed by the two gesture tasks and gesture interviews, because the motivation interview 1551 
was about participants’ English learning experience, which was familiar and comfortable.   1552 
The whole process was video recorded with a camera set up in front of participants to 1553 
capture their whole body and all their activities. Participants sat on a chair without arms to avoid 1554 
interference of gesture production. Participants answered the questions with as much details as 1555 
they could to provide sufficient information of their understanding of the questions. Importantly, 1556 
participants were not informed that their co-speech gesture would be observed and studied before 1557 
they fulfilled the gesture tasks. They also finished the motivation and gesture questionnaires after 1558 
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gesture tasks to avoid any contamination, because their gesture production might be affected if 1559 
they had already been aware of gesture in the questionnaires.  1560 
Gesture tasks.  1561 
Task 1: Describe a beautiful landscape worth visiting.  1562 
Task 2: Tell about a good or bad experience you had in your daily life. 1563 
These tasks aimed to elicit descriptive and narrative gesture production. Participants 1564 
described a beautiful landscape that they had visited, which included describing their campus; 1565 
experience of skiing in Beijing; photo-taking in Dali Yunnan province; mountain hiking in Saudi 1566 
Arabia; and visiting Hollywood, the Grand Canyon, and Yellow Stone National Park in the 1567 
United States or Big Ben in Great Britain. Participants were nervous while speaking in English, 1568 
and many of them preferred to use Chinese. Additionally, they talked about their experiences, 1569 
which included internships, punishment because of cheating, making friends with each other, 1570 
communicating with a local poet, a marriage proposal, swimming naked, and football 1571 
competitions while visiting abroad. Participants provided one description or one narration in 1572 
Chinese and the other in English. They completed tasks in five minutes or less. A total of 40 1573 
recordings were collected from 20 participants. 1574 
Semi-structured interviews. Participants answered questions in semi-structured 1575 
interviews which included aspects of motivation and gesture awareness (See the interview 1576 
protocol in Appendix D). The motivation interview was about becoming a proficient English 1577 
speaker, and highlighted their motivation and goals for studying English. The gesture interview 1578 
was about participants’ gesture awareness and use related to studying English and daily life 1579 
experiences. Those questions were designed to observe differences between learning about the 1580 
language and learning with the language in terms of motivation and gesture. 1581 
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The interview was conducted in Chinese or English, depending on participants’ 1582 
preference. Standard Chinese is Mandarin. Participants were free to use either Mandarin or 1583 
English at any time, but preferred using Mandarin answering questions related to their English 1584 
learning experiences and their attachment to their languaculture. The English interview offered 1585 
an authentic understanding of participants’ performance. Additionally, participants’ co-speech 1586 
gesture was observed while speaking in English and Chinese. Overall, only two participants in 1587 
G3 preferred to speak English most of the time because they thought it was difficult to accurately 1588 
express themselves in Chinese. Other participants spoke Chinese most of the time. 1589 
I held semi-structured individual and small group (up to 3) interviews. At the beginning 1590 
of data collection, participants joined the study one by one or at their own convenience. The first 1591 
two participants were too nervous to speak English and did not produce many gestures during the 1592 
interview. After that I asked other participants to join in the study with their peers if they wanted, 1593 
because they were familiar with each other. Participants in group interviews invoked each other 1594 
while talking and set up a more harmonious atmosphere.  1595 
In the motivation interview, I asked participants general background information and 1596 
language-related questions. Specifically, interview questions focused on their goals and intended 1597 
effort for learning English, changes in their learning goals and the reason, feelings while 1598 
speaking English, activities they engaged in to develop their English, attachment to the English 1599 
community, and improvement at different learning stages. Participants answered questions about 1600 
their English learning history and experience, concentrating on their ideal and ought-to self as 1601 
moderated by attitudes toward learning English and intended effort. Goal-directed activity was 1602 
associated with each of these L2MSS factors and intended effort.  1603 
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In the gesture interview, I solicited participants’ understanding and reflection on their 1604 
gesture. Participants were asked to reflect on their co-speech gesture in the gesture tasks. I 1605 
showed them a section of their video clips in both task 1 and task 2. These sections were chosen 1606 
based on their use of gesture. Participants explained why they used gesture in the activity and 1607 
how they thought co-speech gesture affected the process of meaning-making. This member- 1608 
checking (Glesne, 2010, p. 49) was helpful to clarify any misinterpretations of their gesture and 1609 
facilitate participants’ conscious awareness of their co-speech gesture. Additionally, when 1610 
participants recalled teachers’ or peers’ gesture in daily life, they thought consciously about the 1611 
cross-linguistic and cross-cultural variations on gesture. Furthermore, they explicitly described 1612 
whether and how they noticed gesture use and reasons for imitating others’ gesture.  1613 
Furthermore, participants were asked to think about the relationship between motivation 1614 
and gesture. Prompts were given on the basis of the quantitative results in each group. 1615 
Participants were asked to compare their answers with the quantitative results and gave several 1616 
examples to support their arguments and perceived explanations of group differences.  1617 
Participants’ answers to questions varied according to group contexts. They were open to 1618 
follow the conversational turn and probe into new areas, although they were asked with guiding 1619 
questions. The interview with G1 was in Chinese because they were too shy or embarrassed to 1620 
speak English. Participants in G2 shared their experiences of preparing for studying abroad and 1621 
included broad conversational topics on aspects of pragmatics. Participants in G3 talked about 1622 
their experience of daily living, social interactions, academic work, attending classes, and 1623 
recreation as related to goal-directed activity. This process facilitated their gesture production. 1624 
Group 4 participants reflected on their entire process of learning, having gone through the 1625 
learning processes of G1, G2, and G3.  1626 
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Data Analysis 1627 
Phase 1: Quantitative Data Analysis 1628 
Motivation. Statistical analyses were conducted with SPSS 24. One-way multivariate 1629 
analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to test groups differences in the means of the L2MSS 1630 
constructs when the linear combination of motivation factors were considered together, and one- 1631 
way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test mean differences on the factor of intended 1632 
effort across the four groups. I used Box’s (1949) M and Mardia’s (1970, 1974) test for the 1633 
multivariate homogeneity of the variance-covariance matrices across groups. Shapiro-Wilk’s 1634 
(1965) tests and Levene’s test were used to test univariate normality and homogeneity. 1635 
Furthermore, planned multivariate orthogonal contrasts were conducted to test motivational 1636 
differences (a) between EFL context (G1&G2) and ESL contexts (G3&G4) (contrast: .5, .5, -.5, 1637 
-.5), (b) between G2 and G1 in the EFL context (contrast: 1, -1, 0, 0), and (c) between G3 and G4 1638 
in the ESL context (contrast: 0, 0, 1, -1).  1639 
Gesture. Statistical analysis were conducted in two phases. In the first phase, the model 1640 
of each group was tested to compare the CFA and ESEM solutions. Based on the assumption 1641 
behind CFA, items were constrained to load on the primary factor and cross-loadings were fixed 1642 
at zone (Marsh et al., 2009), whereas, ESEM was a preferable method compared to CFA because 1643 
it provided a less restrictive framework by allowing for cross-loadings (Guey et al., 2015; Marsh 1644 
et al., 2014; Perera et. al., 2015; Schellenberg et al., 2014) and lowering factor correlations as a 1645 
by-product of specification of the cross-loadings. Based on the estimation of a two-factor model 1646 
including factors of comprehension and production, I thereby compared ESEM and CFA 1647 
solutions first.  1648 
In the second phase of analyses, full measurement and structural invariance tests were 1649 
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conducted based on the final two-factor models across four groups to examined latent mean 1650 
differences among the latent variables. G1 was selected as the reference group to compare the 1651 
latent mean (expressed as differences in standard deviation units from the mean of G1) with G2, 1652 
G3, G4. The measurement invariance tests included six key levels of hierarchical steps 1653 
(Meredith, 1993). Configural invariance assumed the same general pattern of item-factor 1654 
relations across four groups that were required for statistical identification of the configurally 1655 
invariant model. Weak or metric invariance assured the same construct measurement by 1656 
constraining the equality of factor loadings across the four groups. Strong or scalar invariance 1657 
posited the invariance of thresholds across groups, which was necessary and required to make 1658 
cross-group latent mean and factor-variance-covariance comparisons. Strict or residual 1659 
invariance tested the invariance of measurement errors and precision across groups by 1660 
constraining the equivalence of factor loadings, items’ thresholds and uniquenesses. Moreover, 1661 
the invariance of latent variances-covariance (invariance of the loadings, thresholds, 1662 
uniquenesses, and variances-covariance) and latent means (invariance of the loadings, 1663 
thresholds, uniquenesses, variances-covariance, and latent means) were tested to investigate 1664 
group-based differences. Sequentially, I conducted similar procedures to make G2 and G3 as 1665 
reference groups to compare differences across groups, respectively.  1666 
All analyses on gesture awareness were performed using Mplus 7.4 (Muthén & Muthén, 1667 
1998-2015). Models were estimated using a robust weighted least squares (WLS) approach 1668 
(WLSMV), which was more suitable to categorical data (Likert scales in this study). I also used 1669 
target rotation for the ESEM models. I used three approximate fit indices to assess the model fit: 1670 
Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) and Comparative Fit Index (CFI), with the value of larger than .95 1671 
or .90 for excellent and acceptable fit, respectively. Root Mean Square Error of Approximation 1672 
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(RMSEA) with the value of smaller than .05 or .08 for close and reasonable fit, respectively 1673 
(Marsh, Hau, & Wen, 2004) with a 90% confidence interval. χ2 difference (MD χ2) test was 1674 
reported, but this was oversensitive to minor model misspecification and sample size (Perera et 1675 
al., 2015). Changes of  TLI (ΔTLI), and RMSEA (ΔRMSEA) were considered in this study. 1676 
Specifically, a decrease of less than .01 of TLI, and increase less than .015 of RMSEA indicated 1677 
support of a more parsimonious model (Chen, 2007; Guay et al., 2015). 1678 
Phase 2: Data Analysis 1679 
Gesture task analysis. The data were carefully analyzed by watching and replaying 1680 
video recordings in slow motion for frame-by-frame analysis with the software of ELAN for the 1681 
gesture tasks. Co-speech gesture was coded in three procedures following McNeil’s conventions 1682 
(McNeil, 1992): phases, types, and features of gesture. First, I transcribed gesture by setting 1683 
boundaries among phases of gesture, which included preparation, pre-stroke hold, and stroke. 1684 
Second, I categorized different types of gesture into iconics, metaphorics, deictics, and beats. 1685 
Last, I examined features of gesture to find similarities or differences among participants in 1686 
different contexts. This study focused on the handedness, position, gesture box, frequency, 1687 
gesture rate, orientation, hand shape, and motion to get features of gesture. This study also 1688 
compared speech-gesture rate and synchrony among participants in L1 and L2. Finally, the 1689 
similarities and differences of features and dimensions of gesture production were derived based 1690 
on the observation of overall clips.  1691 
Additionally, I cooperated with another researcher to validate my gesture analysis. This 1692 
peer review and debriefing were important to ensure trustworthiness (Glesne, 2010, p. 49). The 1693 
coding followed the gesture transcription conventions of McNeil (1992): BH=both hands; 1694 
LH=left hand; RH=right hand; PU=palm up; PD=palm down; PF=palm facing; OH=open hand. 1695 
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Also, if the original language was Mandarin, Chinese was provided and then translated into 1696 
English in italic, and gesture description was given in square brackets below the spoken 1697 
representation. Boldface on a word or syllable represented the stroke of the gesture. 1698 
Interview analysis. I followed Lichtman’s (2012) model known as the three Cs of data 1699 
analysis: codes, categories, and concepts. Specifically, I used both In Vivo and values coding 1700 
(Saldana, 2013) in the iterative process. The In Vivo coding (coding a word or short phrase in the 1701 
actual language) was particularly useful because their actual words could enhance understanding 1702 
of their feeling about the process of SLD and FLD. In addition, value coding (coding for values, 1703 
attitudes, and beliefs) was appropriate to explore cultural values and personal experiences. After 1704 
individual coding in each group and reexamining the list of categories, I compared groups and 1705 
used pattern coding (Saldana, 2013).  1706 
Role of the Researcher 1707 
I defined my role as both a researcher and a learner (Glesne, 2010, p. 59). I was 1708 
conscious of my verbal and nonverbal behaviors in the process of research. In the quantitative 1709 
phase, I was aware of my confirmation bias in structural equation modeling and consider 1710 
alternative models if possible. I also acknowledged that the generalizability of models tested 1711 
might be uncertain beyond populations in this study (MacCallum & Austin, 2000). 1712 
Participants were free to answer questions based on the interview protocol and task 1713 
design in the qualitative phase, and they could be forthcoming as much as they wanted. I did not 1714 
come as an expert or authority, although Chinese students might regard doctoral students as 1715 
knowledgeable. I was expected to listen, hear participants’ voice, and learn from them. 1716 
Additionally, as a qualitative researcher, I had a high degree of reflexivity. In the process of data 1717 
collection, participants were active and had the control to interpret their awareness of gesture 1718 
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use, instead of being guided by me. I had an empathic and a critical standpoint and tried to make 1719 
sense of their interpretation from their perspectives. I reflected on participant’s feelings and 1720 
comfort after each interview by adapting the order of interview questions and changing 1721 
individual interviews into group interviews to allow them to freely express their feelings.  1722 
I was conscious of my roles and of potential difficulties with integrity in different phases 1723 
of the study. I tried to have minimal co-participation in the study by following the interview 1724 
protocol in the qualitative phase. I integrated multiple data in both quantitative and qualitative 1725 
phases for triangulation, shared interview transcripts and drafts with participants for member 1726 
checking, reflected on my role by keeping reflective journals after each interview, asked for 1727 
outside persons to examine the research process for external audit, and provided rich and thick 1728 
description to increase trustworthiness (Lincoln & Guba, 1986).  1729 
Ethical Considerations 1730 
This study protected participants’ privacy and confidentiality. Neither names of the 1731 
university nor names of participants would appear on any reports of the research. Pseudonyms 1732 
were used to protect participants if they were mentioned specifically. Any identifying 1733 
information was changed for transcriptions and writings. No one outside the research team had 1734 
access to the data. All videotaped materials were transferred to electronic files in the researchers’ 1735 
computers and password-protected, and the video material was deleted from the video camera 1736 
thereafter. The data will be stored in a private and locked office of the principal investigator for 1737 
at least three years. 1738 
The risks in this study were minimal. The participation was voluntary, and participants 1739 
had the option to choose to opt out of any part of the study or just participate in one phase. One 1740 
risk in this study was that participants may feel uncomfortable being recorded, especially video- 1741 
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recorded in the qualitative phase, leading to distraction for a while. If that happened, it was likely 1742 
to be inconsequential and short-lived. I tried to be as discreet as possible and be sensitive to their 1743 
feelings. Two participants refused to be video-recorded and I respected their choices and made 1744 
adaptations by audio recording only. In addition, some questions were expected to be difficult for 1745 
participants to answer, especially in English. They received the interview questions at the 1746 
beginning of the interview and had as much time as they wanted to prepare. Sometimes they 1747 
refused to answer a question and were allowed to do so. Moreover, I catered to the participants’ 1748 
schedules and availability. Additionally, nothing face-threatening or status-threatening questions 1749 
were asked.  1750 
Summary 1751 
This study focused on Chinese learners of English and examined motivation as related to 1752 
goal-directed activity and co-speech gesture awareness as well as their interplay in different 1753 
contexts from a sociocultural perspective. This mixed methods sequential explanatory study 1754 
integrated both quantitative and qualitative information to provide a comprehensive view of 1755 
Chinese learners of English across four groups in SLD and FLD. This chapter talked about the 1756 
study design and specific procedures of participant selection, data collection and analysis, and 1757 
ethical concerns of this study. The next chapter will present findings on motivation as related to 1758 
goal-directed activity. 1759 
 1760 
 1761 
 1762 
 1763 
 1764 
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CHAPTER FOUR  1765 
FINDINGS: MOTIVATION AND GOAL DIRECTED ACTIVITY 1766 
This chapter presents the results of second and foreign language learners’ motivation as 1767 
linked to goal-directed activity. First, quantitative results for multiple group differences is 1768 
presented through MANOVA and ANOVA with planned contrasts. Second, qualitative findings 1769 
are provided based on five themes across the four groups. The integration of quantitative results 1770 
and qualitative findings provides a comprehensive view of motivation as related to goal directed 1771 
activity in this chapter.  1772 
Phase 1: Results 1773 
A MANOVA was performed to assess the motivational differences across the four groups 1774 
in this study. Prior to the primary MANOVA, I conducted diagnostic tests to detect potential 1775 
multivariate outliers as well as test for multivariate normality and homogeneity of the variance- 1776 
covariance matrices across groups. Inspection of Mahalanobis Distance statistics for each case 1777 
using a conservative significance criterion (p < .001) revealed 20 multivariate outliers, resulting 1778 
in 937 observed data in total after deleting 20 cases. Additionally, Furthermore, Mardia’s (1970, 1779 
1974) test of multivariate skewness, b1, p = 0.566, χ2 (2) = 88.35, p = .00, suggested multivariate 1780 
skewness, and kurtosis, b2, p = 15.31, z = .855, p = .393, did not suggest multivariate normal 1781 
data. Box’s (1949) M test of the homogeneity of the variance-covariance matrices across groups 1782 
did not support matrix equality, M =61.007, F (30, 1470954.55) = 2.016. Given the unequal 1783 
sample size and violated homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices, Pillai’s criterion was 1784 
used in this study for robustness to violation of the covariance matrix homogeneity assumptions 1785 
(Olson, 1979; Raykov & Marcoulides, 2008).    1786 
Results showed evidence of group differences in the means (Table 6)  on the three 1787 
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L2MSS factors when considered together, Pillai's Trace = 0.122, F (9, 2799) = 13.206, p < .001. 1788 
Given the significant multivariate test statistic, planned multivariate orthogonal contrasts were 1789 
conducted to test (a) whether the EFL context (G1&G2), taken together, differed from ESL 1790 
contexts (G3&G4) (i.e., ψ1), (b) whether G2 differed from G1 (i.e., ψ2), and (c) whether G3 1791 
differed from G4 (i.e., ψ3). For ψ1, there was a significant multivariate effect, Pillai's Trace 1792 
= .024, F (3, 931) = 7.77, p < .001, and univariate effects for ideal L2 self, F (1, 933) = 14.95, p 1793 
< .001, but no univariate effect for ought-to L2 self, F(1, 933) = .68, p >.05, attitudes, F(1, 933) 1794 
= .0039, p >.05. Specifically, contrast coefficients revealed that participants in the EFL context 1795 
had significantly lower ideal L2 self than ESL learners, ψ = -.22, SE = 0.057, p < .05.  1796 
For the contrast between G1 and G2 (ψ2), there was a significant multivariate effect, 1797 
Pillai's Trace = .042, F(3, 931) = 13.58, p < .01, and univariate effect for ideal L2 self, F (1, 933) 1798 
= 26.38, p < .001, attitudes, F(1, 933) =28.33, p < .001, but no univariate effect for ought-to L2 1799 
self, F(1, 933) = 2.11, p >.05. Specifically, contrast coefficients revealed that participants in G1 1800 
had significantly lower ideal L2 self than G2, ψ = -.37, SE = .071, p < .001, less positive 1801 
attitudes, ψ = -.39, SE = .073, p < .001, and no significant differences of ought-to L2 self, ψ = 1802 
-.10, SE = .070, p >.05.  1803 
For the contrast between G3 and G4 (ψ3), there was a significant multivariate effect,  1804 
Pillai's Trace = .051, F (3, 931) = 16.53, p < .05, and univariate effect for attitudes, F(1, 933) 1805 
=41.14, p < .001, but no univariate effect for ideal L2 self, F(1, 933) = 2.23, p >.05 and ought-to 1806 
L2 self, F(1, 933) = 1.00, p >.05. Specifically, contrast coefficients revealed that participants in 1807 
G3 had significantly less positive attitudes than G4, ψ = -.58, SE = .090, p < .001, and no 1808 
significant differences of ideal L2 self, ψ = -.13, SE = .088, p >.05, and ought-to L2 self, ψ = 1809 
-.086, SE = .086, p >.05.  1810 
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One-way ANOVA was used to test the factor of intended effort across groups. The visual 1811 
inspection of histograms and results of Shapiro-Wilk’s tests did not confirm univariate 1812 
normality. Levene’s test=3.788, p<.05, suggested that the homogeneity of the variance did not 1813 
support equality. Given the unequal sample size and violated homogeneity of variance, planned 1814 
contrast tests that did not assume equal variances were reported.  1815 
 Results found a significant effect for contexts on intended effort, F(3, 933)=37.03 1816 
p≤0.001. Furthermore, planned univariate contrasts for subsequent to the omnibus ANOVA were 1817 
conducted and showed significant differences between EFL and ESL learners (p=.037), 1818 
differences between G1 and G2 in the EFL context (p =.000), and differences between G3 and 1819 
G4 in the ESL context (p=.000). Specifically, EFL learners intended to put more effort than ESL 1820 
learners, G2 more effort than G1, and G4 more effort than G3. 1821 
 1822 
Table 6 1823 
Descriptive Statistics for Variables 1824 
Variables G1 G2 G3 G4 
 Means (SD) Means (SD) Means (SD) Means (SD) 
IS 4.27 (.91) 4.64 (.81) 4.61 (.81) 4.74 (.66) 
OS 4.08 (.84) 4.18 (.77) 4.13 (.83) 4.21 (.75) 
ALE 4.28 (.89) 4.67 (.78) 4.18 (.85) 4.76 (.83) 
IE 4.54 (.72) 4.95 (.66) 4.36 (.74) 4.94 (.61) 
Note. G1: group 1; G2: group 2; G3: group 3; G4: group 4; IS: ideal L2 self; OS: ought-to L2 1825 
self; ALE: attitudes toward learning English; IE: intended effort.  1826 
 1827 
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Phase 2: Findings 1828 
 The qualitative phase presented descriptions and analysis of each group including priori 1829 
themes of goal-directed activity, ideal L2 self, ought-to L2 self, attitudes toward learning 1830 
English, and intended effort. The theme of goal-directed activity targeted participants’ active 1831 
engagement while learning English to add more information on their motivation of learning 1832 
English. The other four themes were consistent with major factors in the quantitative phase 1833 
providing empirical evidence to validate the theory in a qualitative way and offer comprehensive 1834 
understanding of motivation as related to goal directed activity. Common cross-group motivation 1835 
and goal-directed activity were mentioned first. Each group was analyzed separately with a brief 1836 
description of group profile and descriptive analysis of five major themes to manifest group 1837 
differences. While the major themes were a priori selected from the literature and theoretical 1838 
perspectives, the sub-categories within those themes were emergent among participants. A table 1839 
outlining major findings of themes is presented first and followed by in-depth descriptions of 1840 
subthemes and excerpts.   1841 
Profile 1842 
 A profile of each group presented background information of each participant and briefly 1843 
described their learning history. Participants in each group varied in English proficiency levels 1844 
and perception of their English learning experiences in various contexts. Specifically, each of the 1845 
profiles included: age, educational level, place of studying, years of exposure to English, English 1846 
proficiency, length of studying abroad, and immediate goals at the time of data collection. 1847 
Themes 1848 
 Goal-directed activity. The theme of goal-directed activity referred to specific activity 1849 
participants engaged in to improve their English. Participants kept their goals of learning in mind 1850 
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and actively engaged in different forms of activity or purposefully avoided specific activity to fit 1851 
into their surroundings. This theme was related to participants’ purposeful engagement with the 1852 
local community as related to their goals for learning English.  1853 
 Ideal L2 self. The theme of ideal L2 self was identified as a major aspect of motivation 1854 
for SLD and FLD in this study. This theme was related to the person Chinese learners of English 1855 
wanted to become, including their ideal image of L2 learners and future development. This was a 1856 
strong motivator for participants to reduce the discrepancy between their actual and ideal self. 1857 
Participants had different goals for learning English while engaged in specific goal-directed 1858 
activity, and their version of ideal self varied in terms of learning expectations and plans. 1859 
 Ought-to L2 self. The theme of ought to L2 self concerned extrinsic factors of 1860 
motivation. This was related to attributes that participants thought they ought to have to meet the 1861 
demands of the society, family, or teachers. Moreover, this was also about negative possibilities 1862 
participants tried to avoid in the process of English learning.  1863 
 Attitudes toward learning English. The theme of attitudes toward learning English 1864 
presented various learning opportunities for SLD and FLD. This theme concerned participant’s 1865 
learning environment and attitudes in the learning experience. This also included emotional 1866 
experiences in various stages with different learning goals in SLD and FLD as participants 1867 
advanced to higher English proficiency levels in the learning process.  1868 
Intended effort. The theme of intended effort was about how participants planned to 1869 
achieve their ideal learning expectations and meet the demand of ought-to aspects in their 1870 
learning experience. This was related to participants’ long-term trajectory and future orientation. 1871 
The four groups provided coherent learning trajectories in the process of English learning, and 1872 
intended effort was a channel to connect participant’s different stages of development.   1873 
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Common Cross-group Motivation and Goal-directed Activity 1874 
 1875 
Table 7 1876 
Cross-group Motivation and Goal-directed Activity 1877 
Primary school  
            Day care 
Middle and high school  
            Exam-oriented learning 
            Certificate for better schools 
            Practice after class 
University 
            English courses 
            Certificate for graduation 
            Job hunting 
            Extra requirements 
 1878 
 Day Care in primary school. Participants across groups had been learning English since 1879 
the third grade in China. Most of them, however, did not take it seriously or put effort into it. 1880 
Yong, Chao, and Qian mentioned that their parents had enrolled them in English classes during 1881 
winter or summer break while in primary school, although the major purpose was said to “day 1882 
care” because their parents needed to work and no one would take care of them at home.    1883 
 1884 
ďÝǍŪCòŭf&ưɩĨǍȉ<You were infused by others at the beginning 1885 
(Yong, G1) 1886 
îǍŪCcďÝàȪɍŭ¸èʇƣŴ&ǴƵòȉ<ŉTɝǂɂ< 1887 
I started to learn English when I was very young. Because no one will take care of me at 1888 
home, they will enroll in one interest class for you. (Qian, G4) 1889 
5ɰȪɍǂĈ	ŭěŴǆǍȪɍǂŭɎɂ<ŰEŪC	ȷɟƵòŭȪ 1890 
ɍǂàBut this English class is not really useful. That is only to make sure that you 1891 
will not hang out during summer break and stay in the classroom to learn English. 1892 
(Chao, G3) 1893 
 1894 
 1895 
 1896 
 1897 
 1898 
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Good exam score in middle and high school. 1899 
 Exam-oriented learning. All participants’ focus had become doing well on exams by the 1900 
time they reached middle school. The end-goal was directed toward attaining a high exam score 1901 
to facilitate entrance into better schools - from middle to high school as well as entrance to 1902 
colleges and universities.  1903 
 1904 
àȷȗȪɍ´ƵgʁŪCƣįʁÐ¯òŭ-ȷĥòǘɿ-ȝ 1905 
ä4Ŵǆȡ`¼4Ŵǆ¯	ǘɿɌȃǍ4Ŵ'ǆIn middle school, we 1906 
needed to learn English to take exams and did not think much about the future. We only 1907 
knew that it would be helpful in the future, maybe for studying abroad. But no specific 1908 
use. (Yong, G1)  1909 
gÒà-lŭĊɉòŭȗʯȗòŭ*îàƉŝȞȷņȪɍĹȌĒ 1910 
ȭƵĺǐʃƣŴWe learned English for exams before colleges. That is, the 1911 
entrance examination for high school and colleges. We have been educated by the school 1912 
since we were young to improve our English scores, although I had not improved. (Deng, 1913 
group1) 1914 
 1915 
 1916 
 Certificate for better schools. Another utility of leaning English was to get certificates as 1917 
a means to go to better schools. Participant Qian mentioned that she had started to learn English 1918 
since primary school and was interested in learning English. The more certificates she got, the 1919 
better the school she could attend.  1920 
 1921 
ƀĺȼĜĺɍȿɯŐŴÓaǍƵîŪCȖȫ×òĹ|àǍľ 1922 
Ƙ òŭ+Ǔ<ŴO¼ǬəɰɱʈƳǂ¯'ǍĲİȷThen I realized I 1923 
was gifted with languages. I often got many certificates, and then it became a tool for 1924 
going to schools. You would be selected to go to better classes if you had certificates in 1925 
national English contests. (Qian, G4) 1926 
 1927 
 1928 
 Practice after class. Most participants learned English by taking classes, but practicing 1929 
after class was rare. Chao in G3 provided his understanding of the L2 learning experience for 1930 
those who were learning English in China before high school. He was negative about his learning 1931 
outcomes in China because students were not motivated to speak and use English after class, and 1932 
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learning was only for passing exams.  1933 
 1934 
òŭ+.àȪɍŭȗɉșįÚÚàȪɍǍĭ[+.¼VįÚÚàȪ 1935 
ɍà	ÚɑÈ¼VȨɑĆÁǍŪʒŭ 40aʋ dɐʯʃŭɰƊÒ 1936 
àîŪÐȡòÐƳŭ¼VǍȖā+.Ȫɍ	ŭʝą professional. 1937 
ƵșŴÐï&¾ɑÈÏɯɎȪɍ ɑÈÏɎĻȘɎʗȗɉɯɎȪɍɯ 1938 
XȪɍ£ ɎǌĽŴ&ʃȗɉșȗɉșȗɉǍĭĺƣ¾¼Vʯ 1939 
5ŭĺǘɿ'ĭ[dƣŴȸɬ0:&¾ɑÈÏǄȤɑÈʗ 1940 
ɐɇȠǍŪCĺƣŴȸɬ0:&ɎȪɍThey learn English only for tests. 1941 
Even if they want to learn English, really want to learn it well, they cannot. The average 1942 
class time is 40 minutes in China for middle or high school, and maybe more in 1943 
universities. First, English teachers in China, their English is not very “professional.” 1944 
Second, how many students will speak English outside of the classroom? Who will talk or 1945 
write in English except for tests or in classes? You just, to be frank, all of them study 1946 
English for tests. I had never seen anyone in middle school. I have not attended high 1947 
school in China, but I know the situation. In middle school, I had never seen anyone, 1948 
after class, or even in class, except reading and remembering vocabularies. I had never 1949 
seen anyone speaking English. (Chao, G3) 1950 
 1951 
 University. 1952 
 English courses. Overall, the dominant goal-directed activity after high school continued 1953 
to be doing practice exercises and drills outside of class to prepare for exams, primarily 1954 
memorizing vocabulary and grammar. Furthermore, the number of English courses in university 1955 
also depended on their English test scores for the college entrance exam according to the 1956 
university policy, particularly in top universities. If participants had a high English test score, 1957 
they could take fewer required English classes once attending post-secondary institutions.  1958 
 1959 
ĺ.ŭNàǍŪCŴȗɉâaǰǼa ǼÛƄǼǍɊòć 1960 
Ȫɍ ǼòćǼćĺ.ɰǤaǵǍƵ 20% 30%50% 1961 
ŴǼǂŲʯǼǍǂ ʁćòŭÒò-r¶ǼȗɉòŭĖ<àg 1962 
ǼǂĿȡr¶ǼȗɉWhen we first entered the college, our English classes 1963 
were categorized into three levels based on our English score. If you were in the third 1964 
level, you only need to take English for one year, second level, two years, first level, then 1965 
three years. The percentages were probably 20%, 30%, and 50%, respectively. Only 1966 
students in the third level class, the highest level, could take the CET 4 in the first year. 1967 
That is, you could only take the CET 4 until you reached the third level. (Deng, G2) 1968 
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 Certificates for graduation. Earning an English certificate (CET 4 or CET 6) was 1969 
required for graduation at better universities. The percentage of students passing CET 4 or CET 6 1970 
affected university rank. Thus, some universities had strict rules regarding taking the tests. 1971 
 1972 
ĺ.ÒǍŪCĺ.ȗ	¶Ǽìì	ɂȗɉÒàȪɍ¶Ǽĺ.gÒ 1973 
 ĿɂȗÒò	ɂȗòɲȗɉʃƣŴ gÒ ǍŪCĿɂȗ¶ǼƵW 1974 
ȗRǼWȗ
¶We could not take the CET 4 until the second year. We were not 1975 
allowed to take it in the first year, even no access to apply. Later, in the second year, we 1976 
could take the CET 4, CET 6, and TEM4 (Test for English Major Grade 4 Certificate). 1977 
(Wang, G2) 1978 
 1979 
 1980 
 Job hunting. A good command of English was a spring board to getting a higher GPA 1981 
and better jobs for Chinese learners of English in China. English was a required subject in 1982 
university and affected whether participants could get scholarships. Additionally, English 1983 
certificates and scholarships were highlighted in resumes and facilitated job hunting.  1984 
 1985 
I use English and I study English mainly for... it was a compulsory course in high school 1986 
and university. So you if you have a very good academic performance in English course, 1987 
you are high likely to have a good job, you can have higher GPA, which makes you more 1988 
competitive for applying for many universities and good jobs. (Lian, G3) 1989 
 1990 
 Extra requirements. Wang and Bei in G2 were studying in a university well known for 1991 
foreign language studies. They had extra requirements for English and more chances to speak 1992 
English with native speakers. With regard to their foundational English courses, half were taught 1993 
by Chinese instructors and the other half were taught by English native speakers, especially 1994 
writing and speaking:   1995 
 1996 
ĺ.òÒÒ ğʤʃĜȡŴȪɍ
ɰťƵȡòĕhʃŭğʤĜ 1997 
àƀâśßśĹȪɍǮɈȪɍɈ We need to take English courses in the 1998 
first two years, and yes, probably courses related to English majors. This is compulsory. 1999 
Later, we take courses like English translation and interpretation. (Bei, G2) 2000 
 2001 
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Group-specific Motivation and Goal-directed Activity 2002 
Group 1  2003 
Table 8  2004 
Themes of Group 1 2005 
Profile  
            Lower proficiency 
            Higher proficiency  
Goal-directed activity  
            Tutoring classes 
            English club 
            Created chances 
            Involvement 
            Practice 
Ideal L2 self 
            Spoken English 
            Option of studying abroad 
            Necessity  
            Showing off 
            Translator 
Ought-to L2 self 
Reading literature 
Future advancement 
Hand Writing 
English teachers 
Attitudes toward learning English 
Interest and doubt 
Not interested and ashamed 
Intended effort 
Continuous learning 
Oral English 
 2006 
Profile. 2007 
 Participants in G1 were undergraduate students (all under 25 years old) from two 2008 
different universities. Two of the participants, Kai and Ke, were at a lower level of proficiency 2009 
than the other four participants. They were studying in a capital city in a northern province, 2010 
which afforded them only limited opportunities to communicate with English native speakers. 2011 
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Ke, at an intermediate English proficiency level based on his pass of CET 4, regarded English 2012 
learning as a necessary skill to excel in the future. Kai, who had not passed CET 4 yet, planned 2013 
to continue his graduate study in his current university, which required a lower English score for 2014 
the entrance examination. The other participants (Ming, Yong, Rui, and Lei) were studying at the 2015 
same university in Beijing. The school district was famous for technology and education because 2016 
many top universities and international scientific and technical corporations were located there. 2017 
Yong, Rui, and Lei were juniors in the same class and their English proficiency levels varied in a 2018 
descending order based on their passing of CET 6 and CET 4, respectively. Yong was the only 2019 
sophomore in this study and had passed CET 4. He tried various ways to improve his English.  2020 
Goal-directed activity. 2021 
 Tutoring classes. All participants were preparing for English exams, necessary in order 2022 
to be admitted to graduate schools. These students in Beijing suggested that they would enroll in 2023 
tutoring classes. Learning opportunities were limited because of the environment. Famous 2024 
English teachers were working in big cities and had fewer chances to teach face-to-face classes 2025 
in the capital city where Ke and Kai lived. Ke and Kai, on the other hand, said that they had little 2026 
access to quality tutors in their capital city, and instead watched video-recorded tutorials online.  2027 
 2028 
ıȼʁŭǓȻʨɯ	ÛȣüȐńƳȻʨɯǒʌEven if we enroll in 2029 
English courses, we are there to watch videos. I would rather search for some video 2030 
lessons online and save money. (Ke, G1) 2031 
 2032 
 2033 
 English club. Kai and Ke mentioned that they had limited chances of speaking English in 2034 
their immediate surroundings. Kai had joined the English club at his school but reported that 2035 
members only focused on increasing vocabulary. Kai said, just “a couple of students get together 2036 
to remember English [especially vocabulary] and “had no chances to speak.” 2037 
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 2038 
dʯǍɊȝäòŭȣüȣȠǍÒàǍɊŴǠ¹ǍɊŖŖƦtɎ	\ɯŴ 2039 
ÀɄȪɍĻȘɽg^Ï¼&Ŵż4ɄȪɍ §ɰîÅÿȝäƣŴʁǤ 2040 
Ï¼&ƣŴ'4ʃʯʃȗÒàʁǸȝäƣŴʁǤ4ɂ<ƿ 2041 
We recited the English vocabulary in middle and high school. Even if there was one 2042 
English association in our university, it depended on the organizer and his/her capability. 2043 
Otherwise, there were rare chances to speak English. We did not have many chances to 2044 
communicate with English native speakers, since there were few foreigners in this city. 2045 
We were busy in preparing for the college entrance exam in high school. There was no 2046 
club for you to learn English. (Kai, G1) 2047 
 2048 
 2049 
 Created chances. Yong was eager to study English but found fewer opportunities to do 2050 
so in his environment. To solve this problem, he attended English courses at other universities. 2051 
He wanted to reach out an English learning community to study English, but his efforts were in 2052 
vain. He planned to put more effort into English because he had decided to change his major for 2053 
his graduate studies. 2054 
 2055 
ůŪĺɯƣŴŒ。gɰ#ȓ9ĺBŭįòŭŴʁ#ĺŐ±ƑòŭÒèÂà 2056 
5ŭěʙ]¸Òèʃòŭį5ŴǍŪC§.4ĸ´òŭ	ʜȷò	 2057 
Temporarily, I have not reached out to an English learning community. I would like to 2058 
have some. I really like group studies, but it is difficult to get together. Because everyone 2059 
all think about this, but sometimes we are lazy and it is not necessary. (Yong, G1) 2060 
ĺȆąòŭńàƵńĺʁÚŵò+.àƉʁ#ȖāǍɑ 2061 
Ŵ#Ïŝĺ.ǯćƣŴÏŝɑUƐòŭɑǍŪCǆ#ľżAPP¯ 2062 
ʁ#ȶƵȠɇ I often went to my good friend’s class to attend to 2063 
some courses, and some were taught by English native speakers. We did not have English 2064 
native teachers in the first year in my university. After class, I used some mobile APPs to 2065 
remember some words. (Yong, G1) 2066 
 2067 
 2068 
 Involvement. Participants in Beijing were studying mainly for written tests for English 2069 
and had few chances to speak. Ming, Rui, and Lei were preoccupied with the upcoming entrance 2070 
exam for graduate studies. Although international scholars were invited to give English lectures 2071 
almost every day and taught short-term courses at their school, none of them attended, thinking 2072 
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that such opportunities were for graduate students. Ming said that he had attended a lecture once 2073 
but left in the middle, feeling frustrated with his inability to comprehend the language.  2074 
 Practice. Participants studying in Beijing did not speak English often, except occasional 2075 
communication in daily life, despite many foreigners working and studying in the school district. 2076 
Ming mentioned that even if he encountered English native speakers, they could understand 2077 
Chinese and preferred to practice their Chinese instead of helping him to practice English.  2078 
HɣļʇŴÏ¼&5ŭ+.ʃɎš	ĥɎȪš+.ĜķšThere 2079 
were foreigners in the gym, but they wanted to practice their Chinese. They could speak 2080 
and understand Chinese and did not speak English often (Ming, G1). 2081 
 2082 
 2083 
 Ideal L2 self. 2084 
Spoken English. Participants realized the discrepancy between their current oral English 2085 
level and those who were proficient. They were envious of those whose English was fluent and 2086 
could express their feelings naturally. On the contrary, they were too stiff to speak. Kai pointed 2087 
out the differences between a poker face and happiness while comparing his English to others.  2088 
 2089 
ȝäʡ	ƕȺ¸ɬʁǤʡÚǍʁǤŇŃʥǍıȼıȼ&èɄȪɍƼ 2090 
fʯTƵĺɄȪɍòŭɄȪɍƣ'ıȼòŭǅǅɎ`ƀ“ I am ' 2091 
'” òƼfǅǝWhen I was speaking English, my pronunciation was not native. 2092 
Because I had heard good pronunciation from others, that kind of rising and falling in 2093 
cadence. It seemed that he/she was very happy. Then I speak English just for speaking 2094 
without any feelings. Just speak out abruptly, like: “I am XXX.” Very stiff. (Kai, G1) 2095 
 2096 
 Option of studying abroad. Participants in G1 had no plans to study abroad, but they 2097 
thought that studying abroad was a natural outcome if their English was fluent enough. They 2098 
attributed the impossibility of studying abroad to their lack of English proficiency. They did “not 2099 
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know much about studying abroad” (Rui, G1) and had “no access because English was a 2100 
problem” (Lei, G1). Kai mentioned the importance of studying English as follows:  2101 
 2102 
ȪɍÚȝäĜ`¼ ƵàÚȪɍàÚȪɍȝäÚ¯g¼ÏǍɊŭÐſɸ 2103 
ęIt is a must to study abroad if your English is good. It is definitely great if our 2104 
English is good, which provides more options while studying abroad. (Kai, G1) 2105 
  2106 
 Necessity. For the necessity of learning English, participants all thought that their English 2107 
would be sufficient “as long as I can understand” (Lei, G1) to talk to English native speakers for 2108 
traveling or daily communication, instead of “being committed to the English education for a 2109 
lifetime” (Lei, G1). They talked about their English learning outcomes in the following ways: 2110 
 2111 
àÚǍɊòŭ`ŦƫǍɊ	ǆŋĞ	ķ¯ĻȘĆŪǓgÏ¼&-Ú$Ƨ 2112 
 If I had a good command of English, I will not worry about misunderstanding 2113 
while traveling. Or I can have friendly communication with foreigners. (Ke, G1) 2114 
ĺȼĜĺǍȪɍȡÑǓgĺįȷǍȶ ƵȡÑƕą$Ƨĺà4òȰI 2115 
think my English will be sufficient if I can see what I want and have normal 2116 
communication. (Rui, G1) 2117 
 2118 
 Showing off. In addition to being able to communicate in English when traveling, Ke and 2119 
Kai wanted to be fluent enough in English to “show off” in front of Chinese speakers, whose 2120 
English had been better than theirs previously. They were the only two participants who 2121 
mentioned this point in this study.  2122 
òȝäȪɍÚǍɊòń-lʁǤȪɍàĜÚǍƲȕTo show off in front of 2123 
those who were better at English [than me before]” (Ke & Kai, G1). 2124 
 2125 
 Translator. Participants further suggested wanting to be able to “translate books.” (Ke, 2126 
G1) or “to be a translator” (Yong, G1). They thought becoming a translator would be an option 2127 
if they were good at English in the future. Being a Chinese-English translator was the highest 2128 
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goal they could imagine after reaching a higher proficiency level. None of the participants 2129 
mentioned goal-directed activity specifically aimed at achieving their stated goals.  2130 
 2131 
 Ought-to L2 self. 2132 
 Reading literature. At the level of ought-to self, participants expressed the need for “first 2133 
hand” information through reading articles in English in order to stay abreast of their fields of 2134 
study so as to do well in classes. English was the international “official” language for publication 2135 
in academia, and the major channel to share academic outcomes. Participants realized how their 2136 
current English proficiency limited their academic performance.  2137 
 2138 
òŭ¸-ɐ'šƾǍɊȝäľšƾƛɥÚ<Ǔf&ȔɈɬƀȝä	Û 2139 
ȣüǃȽǍÚBecause it is better to read “first hand” English literature in the future. 2140 
If you read “second hand” [translated version into Chinese], definitely, it will be worse 2141 
than what you understand by yourself [in English]. (Kai, G1) 2142 
ĺ.
ȝäĜƇšƾƇɗŢǍƜǭÏ¼ǍɗŢƛɥÐľɗŢFor our 2143 
major, we need to search literature. Foreign literature is more [than Chinese literature], 2144 
“first hand.” (Ke, G1)  2145 
ƵòŭŲɮGʁʣǏȖāɂǓʁȪšǍšƾòǁǓ	ÔķĽ-Ɏǁ 2146 
¾òȼĜȪɍòƛɥʈȷI was working on a project on innovation those days, and 2147 
my teacher asked me to read English literature. I found that I cannot understand. 2148 
Therefore, I realized that English was important. (Ming, G1) 2149 
 2150 
 Future advancement. In addition to the current necessity of learning English for passing 2151 
English exams and reading literature, they also talked about their long-term goals. The demand 2152 
of working in international companies and gathering information was vital for competition in the 2153 
job market. Lei and Young were thoughtful about their future advancement with respect to 2154 
English improvement. 2155 
 2156 
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ÛƄȋȍĘʟ÷ȡoěʈȷɯŴòŭȫ@Īòŭǁ¾ěÐ@ĪʃŭȪ 2157 
šǍ<ȷįȽűÐğʤȷķȪšIf you want to improve later, the capability 2158 
is very important. You also need to get information. Many information is in English 2159 
nowadays. You need to understand English if you want to know more. (Lei, G1) 2160 
<	ȡɰ_Ʌșàòŭ<ğʤĜȣüŴʁ#qÕƵg-ǍƛÛɎ 2161 
ɱ2QòÏ2ĻȘ¼ÏǍ2òŭɡ&$ƧǍŪ 2162 
C<ȷǆgĻȘŭƛÛɎ<¾Ï2ǍŪCƵŴʟǍ&Ƶɬƀòȉ 2163 
<0sƵ<ɡ+.$ƧƵĽ-ȪɍɯŐʈȷ……Ľ-<ƚƐĘʯǍ 2164 
¿ťɚƖƵ<ʃȷàűÐǍ#ȶƵɰƊǍɊȼĜŧŤųĐǍ 2165 
You cannot learn only for a certificate. You need to have some knowledge for yourself. If 2166 
you will go to an international company or a company abroad in the future, you need 2167 
English to communicate with others. Or if you work in an international company and 2168 
they will give you a task, you need to communicate with them. Therefore, English is 2169 
important... Every time you need to move up one more step, you need to learn more, and 2170 
feel everything is changing and updated. (Yong, G1) 2171 
 2172 
 Hand Writing. Hand writing was an important aspect of what teachers required of 2173 
students in Chinese education. Good hand writing left a good impression and increased the 2174 
potential of higher scores. Specifically, Kai and Ke emphasized the importance of hand writing 2175 
in their learning experience, because it directly related to their English scores on written tests:  2176 
ȪšßŲɛǚŠʱ¸ȗɉǍŪCXŠʱƳƜǭ3x´șĺ.ʯȖ 2177 
āňßňǍƼfƌÛƄX	ÚòʈŤXAt least your English writing should 2178 
be tidy, because it was advantageous to write tidily during exams. Our high school 2179 
teacher took English hand writing seriously. If you could not write well, you had to 2180 
rewrite. (Kai, G1) 2181 
ŴŪCßÚǓaòʯXš;šŭThe better your hand writing is, the 2182 
higher you will receive on your English essay. This is the same for writing Chinese 2183 
essays. (Ke, G1) 2184 
 2185 
 English teachers. Participants in G1 did not talk much about their English teachers. 2186 
Yong mentioned that English teachers asked students to play vocabulary games to compete to 2187 
remember new words introduced during class. Ning in G3 reflected on her English teachers 2188 
while studying in high school and pointed out her understanding of English teachers in China 2189 
before preparing to study abroad.  2190 
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 2191 
+ƣɎgÐ nativeĻȘɎŭ+'Ȫʡȑʡ+ƣŴ5ŭʡƛɥƈ\ 2192 
ʯȖāÒʂaUåʃɯŐÚ5ŭȡ¦¼Ïɪ+ƣŴɎ¾¼ÏĚƘŪʒĽ 2193 
-Ɏ+Ǎƛɥ¼&ǍMy English teacher in high school was not very native, or he 2194 
did not have a British or American accent. But his pronunciation was standard. Most my 2195 
high school teachers were good, actually. But probably, since he had not stayed abroad 2196 
for a while, his English was more Chinese. (Ning, G3) 2197 
 2198 
 2199 
 Attitudes toward learning English. 2200 
 Interest & doubt. With regard to attitudes toward learning English, only Yong stated a 2201 
desire to communicate “accurately” and “elegantly” in the language, the rest viewing English as 2202 
a required curricular subject, a stepping stone to further their academic and career goals. Yong 2203 
was an exception in G1. He was interested in learning English and was disappointed of having 2204 
no chances to learn English after his sophomore year.  2205 
 2206 
òŭěıTɝ òŭ<ìɰÏʟǍʁɍȿ	ŭȣüǍƙɍďÝòěıT 2207 
ɝòŐʆǍɰ#At the beginning, I am very interested in English since that is not 2208 
my native language. It is pretty cool.  2209 
Ò òƣŴìĽ-ĺŐŐȩīĺŐ±ƑȪɍɑǍ We do not have 2210 
any English class in the second year of college. Yes, I am really upset. I really like to take 2211 
English courses.  2212 
ŴǍŪCěg6òŭʁɇǆ<ɎšǍŪC	äʁɇǆ`ƀƵf 2213 
&ȡķ5ŭȪɍ<ǆǍʁɇògʁf&òȼĜʁƊǶ\Ƕ\ș3ʚǍ 2214 
ʁıȼ Sometime the word you use is accurate. That is, you may not find the specific 2215 
word to express in Chinese, but others can understand. But you can use one accurate 2216 
word in English, and then others will feel it is accurate and elegant.  (Yong, G1) 2217 
 2218 
 2219 
 Not interested and ashamed. Kai and Ke were too ashamed to speak English in the 2220 
interview. They only stuttered several words to describe an experience of watching movies. 2221 
Their English learning resources were limited, although they realized the importance of interest 2222 
and continuous effort in learning English. Kai and Ke did not provide specific plans or show 2223 
strong interest in English. 2224 
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ĺıȼÛƄįàÚǍɊĜÐƳȷɯŭŔ	ɛTɝƀI think if I want to learn 2225 
well, I need to put in more effort. The main problem is that I am not interested. (Kai, G1) 2226 
 2227 
 2228 
 Intended effort. 2229 
 Continuous learning. Participants all planned to continue their graduate studies and 2230 
intended to put lots of effort into studying English for the graduate examination, which included 2231 
using APPs for remembering vocabulary and cramming exercises and grade-oriented practices. 2232 
Intended effort was primarily directed at comprehending written materials to pass exams in both 2233 
English courses and content areas. English was a required subject in schools and a major part in 2234 
the exam. The effort they put into learning English in high school was “the peak” in their 2235 
learning experience. They admitted that they “did not work harder on English than in high 2236 
school” (Lei) or “ went backward from high school” (Kai) while learning in college.  2237 
 2238 
ȷŴʕÞ	àǍɊŭ	ŭ-lǍòýȆġȷàòǐàǐà 2239 
ȷ	éŬġIt is easy to forget if I have not learned English for a while. I need to 2240 
continue to, always learn. Otherwise, it is easy to forget. (Ke, G1) 2241 
 2242 
 Oral English. Although oral English was necessary during the interview to apply for 2243 
graduate studies, participants mainly focused on reading at the time of data collection, because 2244 
reading comprehension was the only required section in the entrance exam. Oral English was not 2245 
the issue, and they had limited time to prepare for the exam (around 200 days left). Rui said that 2246 
It is still a long time until I will use oral English. At the end of the interview, Rui asked a 2247 
question: how to improve your oral English quickly without communicating with others?” This 2248 
was a concern for them, but they could not figure it out. Currently, the way they thought to 2249 
improve English was to remember vocabulary, learn grammar, and do exercise for written tests.  2250 
 2251 
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Group 2  2252 
 2253 
Table 9 2254 
Themes of Group 2 2255 
Profile  
            Study abroad 
            Work abroad 
Goal-directed activity  
            Tutoring for studying abroad 
            Practice  
                           Internship in international companies  
                           Volunteer experience  
                           Internship in the U.S. 
                           International conferences 
Ideal L2 self 
            Vocabulary 
            Speaking 
Listening 
Lexical equivalence in academics  
Native level 
Ought-to L2 self 
            Pragmatics 
            Work necessity 
Attitudes toward learning English 
            Interest  
            Philosophical understanding 
Intended effort 
            Contextual exposure 
Past effort 
 2256 
 2257 
Profile.  2258 
 The four participants in G2 were all studying or working in Beijing at the time of data 2259 
collection. In terms of English proficiency, Bei and Liu were at lower English proficiency levels 2260 
than Deng and Wang based on their English tests scores and oral English fluency. Bei, Wang, 2261 
and Deng are under 25 years old. They were waiting for offers to study abroad for their master’s 2262 
degree at the time of data collection. Deng started to prepare for the TOEFL in high school and 2263 
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attended tutoring courses during winter and summer breaks but did not study abroad in high 2264 
school. Bei had enrolled in many English tutoring course to prepare for study abroad. He planned 2265 
to study abroad to learn the language for half a year before starting to take major-specific 2266 
courses. Wang had stayed in the U.S. for three months as an exchange student in his 3rd year of 2267 
undergraduate study and decided to study in the U.S. for his master’s degree. Additionally, Shi, 2268 
in his early 30s, was employed as a post-doc at a research institute and planned to work in 2269 
international companies or pursue another degree after finishing his post-doc work. 2270 
 Goal-directed activity.  2271 
  Tutoring for studying abroad. In addition to learn English in universities as required 2272 
courses, participants in G2 received tutoring in Beijing, although their orientation differed, three 2273 
of them studying to pass up-coming exams, and Shi wanting to improve his English in general. 2274 
In recent years, they had all chosen different kinds of courses to learn English based on their 2275 
perceived need and English proficiency level. In particular, Bei had chosen a whole package of 2276 
courses based on his mother’s advice at the same studying-abroad agency. 2277 
ĺŉǍŭÇǜǂŔʯǂYjǂ40îŪǍìâŭØʪòŭ 2278 
ſʲŶsThe courses I enrolled in are called foundation class, advanced class, and 2279 
sprint class, and 40 hour one-on-one class. It is a combo, one package service. (Bei, G2) 2280 
 2281 
 Practice. All participants had traveled or attended conferences abroad where face-to-face 2282 
communication was central to the situation. Deng had had an internship with an international 2283 
company in China, and had volunteered during a summer break to help native-speaking English 2284 
teachers in Beijing (APEX) as well. Bei had worked as a translator for two British tennis coaches 2285 
during an international competition held in China. Different from Deng and Bei, Wang had 2286 
completed an internship in the U.S. as an exchange student. Shi had attended international 2287 
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conferences in his field and published papers in English journals. These experiences were in 2288 
large part responsible for participants wanting to pursue a lengthy stay abroad. 2289 
òŭ(ćÒ¶ǍŪC¾GåƵ4ŴʁǤɡĩʂǍ& ĩʂǍ&ʃɎȪɍ 2290 
Ƶŭ$ƧĻȘƀG#ŉ ' ŴȻʨ4ŴȀ+.òŭĩʂ&ɬƀ 2291 
ƀŉ ¦ɒƇI had my internship in the senior year in Beijing, and communicated 2292 
with workers from the headquarters, who all spoke English. Then some of them may come 2293 
to Beijing to communicate or give lectures. We had video or face-to-face conferences. 2294 
They came from the headquarters to listen to our report or investigate. (Deng, G3) 2295 
¸ĺÜȖăĺ`ƿƵÙĺÜ	±Ƒŉ¹Ľ-ɎĺòįǑĖ!ĕȰKĖȔ 2296 
Ɉ ……òɡĺÜ`ÐƵǁ¾ƕĺȼĜĺǁ¾òŭƼfȟÞÒò 2297 
ŭĺɡÏ¼&ƕ+ȝäȡķĺòŭĺȡɍƤ¯'Ŵʑʩ5ŭĺɎǍİ 2298 
ħȝäÙķƵ£+ÒƎİħĺȡķĽ-Ɏĺȡò	ŭʁĳò	I 2299 
-lȡűȟÞűÒƳĺȼĜŭɰƊBecause my mum often brought me to visit 2300 
abroad. She did not like group visit, and I was forced to be an interpreter... After I had 2301 
many chances to travel abroad with my mum, I was courageous anyway.  That is, even if 2302 
my grammar might be problematic, the foreigner, he could understand me. We could 2303 
understand each other. Therefore, I was not nervous anymore and became more 2304 
courageous. (Bei, G2) 2305 
ĺ.LŭɡʁàƉG$őʣǏƵ¾ʁɪŪǍɊâʁàƉɡQŴŴ; 2306 
ò-ʁɪåcʁ4JŭòŭɑǍŪCʜȷ, òŭɍȿǀÊŴ 2307 
ɑĺ.ȷAàaȷŭìƵ	ɑǍŪʒååǍŪC¾ú;ǀÊ 2308 
ʇȷǆȪɍĽ-òÇźò>ǆǀÊòò¾ʁ4zƛɥÒOur university 2309 
had exchange programs with the American school. At the same time, that university had 2310 
cooperation with the company, and we could have internships there. When I first went 2311 
there, I used English for taking courses. That is, the language environment had been 2312 
changed. We had courses, and we needed to take credits. Yes, then I had my internship if 2313 
there was no class. My working environment required the use of English. Basically 2314 
speaking, my environment of using English changed a lot. (Wang, G2) 2315 
 2316 
 Ideal L2 self. 2317 
 Vocabulary. Participants reflected on their improvement in the process of preparing for 2318 
studying abroad, and mentioned the distance from their ideal levels in terms of speaking, writing, 2319 
listening, and vocabulary building. They all thought that they gained a large amount of 2320 
vocabulary while learning English for the TOEFL and GRE/GMAT exams. They realized the 2321 
discrepancy between their current level and the specific need for fluency when studying abroad.  2322 
 2323 
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ɯŴòŭɇƠƵǦǹȤ!ɇƠŭǦǹĵĵǦǹǍǦǹgǁ¾ĺı 2324 
ȼȡòūŮȡıȼgzŭɰƛɥÐIłǢȗɎɐXĺıȼUåÇźȡ 2325 
oƀɎȡ¦¶ćǍzƛɥÒȡ¦ćlĈƣŴƼfÒǍz In addition, 2326 
with respect to the vocabulary, I accumulated my vocabulary gradually. I feel apparent 2327 
improvement now. Much larger amount of vocabulary. Like listening, speaking, reading 2328 
and writing in TOEFL. I felt I had improved more than four years ago, maybe few more 2329 
changes than two years ago. (Wang, G2) 2330 
òŭǘɿɇÐƵɭǆǍòƛɥƱƦ#After I had a large vocabulary, 2331 
I can be skillful of using them. (Deng, G2) 2332 
 2333 
 Speaking. Participants had made the decision to study abroad during high school or early 2334 
in their university experience. They were still concerned about their spoken English. Deng 2335 
pointed out that he was afraid of being asked to give a talk without preparation because his 2336 
current level of English was not fluent enough: 2337 
 2338 
ĺıȼĺȷŭɡ&$Ƨĺɯ-5ŭÛƄȉĺȣüɂĺɄ'Ǎð 2339 
Uŭ¾ƣŴ\ÌǍĻȘòŭěƣŴɎƣŴȪɍǀÊʇʟǪƵȷɰƊ Ƶȣ 2340 
üòɎěʁǤȆą4ƼféŬòŭɰɇǪƵį	ɛƀƵĻȘǖǆ 2341 
ɇòŭĺȣȣü4į<ȼĜȣüǔǍŭǖǆɇɰɇʃŭ'ƵɍƤ 2342 
OʎòŭƣŴįɓʁÚ I feel that I am OK if I communicate with others 2343 
sentence by sentence. But if you let me give a talk, especially without preparation or I 2344 
have not spoken English for a long time, or I am asked to do this suddenly. I often pause. 2345 
That is, I cannot recall the word, and then I will use words randomly. After I reflected on 2346 
that situation, I realized that I was using wrong words and maybe the grammar was 2347 
wrong as well. That was worse than what I thought. (Deng, G2) 2348 
 2349 
 2350 
 Listening. Although participants had previous contact with native speakers while 2351 
traveling abroad or during internships, they were worried about their academic performance 2352 
because of English barriers. Bei mentioned that understanding or listening to English with accent 2353 
may be a problem while studying abroad:  2354 
 2355 
ÛƄȑ¼ǋà-ʦȸɑȡ4	ķǍò¸ĺĺ«Ɏɬĺ«ȑ 2356 
¼Ƶ+òŭ+àɀǳżǍƵƕ+ƛĺÒù+cćƵ+ 2357 
ɡĺɎòŭ'ȖāʃŴɰʫLĺıȼ<źƀĺĊɹɬoźɣòŭǽƕǍȑ 2358 
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¼&Ɏĺɯ	äʃȡķǍ<őU+¼èǍ&ƀɎUåŐŋĞI can 2359 
predict  that I may not understand what teachers will say while studying in the U.S. My 2360 
nephew who is one year older than me, he went to the U.S. for one year for the major of 2361 
computer science. He told me that there were some foreign teachers. I feel that it may be 2362 
difficult for me to understand American native teachers at first, let alone none English 2363 
native speaker teachers [with an accent]. I am worried. (Bei, G2) 2364 
 2365 
 Lexical equivalence in academics. Participants studied their major-specific information 2366 
in Chinese instead of English and had one or two academic English courses in China. Although 2367 
content knowledge may be part of their concern, the major problem they thought was the English 2368 
translation of content knowledge. Deng suggested that: 2369 
 2370 
¸ʗʡǍʑʩɯŴȡŭźǥǘɆàĜĈƣŴʁŀåòġěÐș 2371 
lʃŭšǪƵņ<ĽŴǘɆȪšʃɄ`ƀòǳȡźƀ<4IȪ 2372 
šOʂȔɈɬƀɰƊɄɬĺƛɥŋĞòŭǘɆǍȶǍʈĞɤőðUŭ
 2373 
ǍǘɆBecause in addition to the problem of accent, the other problem is that the 2374 
knowledge I learned as an undergraduate is not that solid. Then I forget some. In 2375 
addition, these I learned before are all in Chinese. Suddenly, all you learned will be 2376 
spoken out in English. Even if you may know these originally, all these are translated into 2377 
English in the teaching process. I am worried. That is, the shift of knowledge focus, 2378 
especially my academic knowledge. (Deng, G2) 2379 
 2380 
 Native level. Shi was studying English for academic purposes. Although he had published 2381 
English papers in his field and attended international conferences, he still needed to improve his 2382 
English he thought in order to be close to native fluency. He had spent around 6,000 US dollars 2383 
to enroll in an English course for three months and drive one hour to attend the course three 2384 
times a week. Many of his classmates had worked in big companies and took part time to 2385 
improve their English.  2386 
ĺʁŉǂǍŴdȲòŭņȪɍàĜɡĺƙɍƊŎȪɍħȗåʖƣ 2387 
Ŵɫg +.żƃɎŴ 5ŭĺ¥»ƣŴɎvoòȡɫg, 5ŭWhen I was 2388 
enrolled in that course, I had a specific intention. That is, I want my English to be as 2389 
fluent as my native language [Chinese]. I can also think with English, but I did not reach 2390 
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that level at last. They [the course ad] said some students could reach that level, but I did 2391 
not. I tried to, but... (Shi, G2) 2392 
  2393 
Ought-to L2 self. 2394 
 Pragmatics. Wang had had the experience of communicating with English native 2395 
speakers in the United States. He realized the difference of using English in China and in the 2396 
United States and reflected on his use of English, saying that he was targeting of communication: 2397 
 2398 
òŭåǆĨĕƳȡòȱɫòŭX¦ȱɫȡűɕɮòƛÛɎĺȷȑ 2399 
¼ȡűɕɮ+.ʁɪ>ǆǍʁǤƏē	IŭƛÛɎàʁ4JȡàǍʃŭ 2400 
¼VƛÛɎX;ɍƤòƛɥkƁIɰ¼VòŭŝǥŝǍʁ#ŝ'ĺòà 2401 
'ȡŲɮȡòƛɥɕɮ>ǆǍŪCĥǕűűɕɮ+.ʁɪ>ǆǍʁǤ 2402 
Əē It will be more practical, closer to the oral and written expression in English. 2403 
For example, I go to the U.S. I may be closer to their model of using English. For 2404 
example, when I was learning English in middle school, like the writing and grammar 2405 
was very stiff. We learned from what was taught in the textbook. This is different. 2406 
Nowadays, when I use English, I tend to be close to the American model. (Wang, G2) 2407 
 2408 
 Work necessity. Different from the other three participants who were learning English for 2409 
their graduate studies, Shi wanted to work in international companies, which required a higher 2410 
English proficiency level. He wanted to speak English often and practice with others. He realized 2411 
that his current level of English proficiency limited his possibilities in career advancement: 2412 
 2413 
ĺǍƈ\òŭĖĺú;ʜȷǍŪCȡÑƭɞĺòŭƼfƷȁ5ĆąǍú; 2414 
ƣŴÔÐŪʒ
ʐàȪɍĆąǓɯȰ5ŭɎ	Ȱ. I think my standard is that 2415 
my English can meet the demand of my work when I need it. That should be very fluent. 2416 
In my daily work, I don’t have enough time to study English. Daily reading is OK, but 2417 
speaking is not enough. àȪɍŭ¸ŴűÐǍż4$Ƨ űďʔǍȻʉLearning 2418 
English can provide more chances to communicate and a broader view. (Shi, G2) 2419 
 2420 
  2421 
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Attitudes toward learning English. 2422 
 Interest. Participants all demonstrated positive attitudes toward learning English. They 2423 
reported interest in western education and culture. They had applied to American universities and 2424 
two had chosen English names after reading English novels and watching movies. Deng chose 2425 
his English name because of its implied meaning and as one of his favorite characters in “Harry 2426 
Potter.” Bei chose his name after watching a movie the night before his English class.  2427 
 Confidence. Additionally, Bei mentioned that he had become more confident after 2428 
traveling abroad several times. He was scared to open his month the first time he went abroad in 2429 
the middle school for tennis competition. Later he traveled abroad for several times and dare to 2430 
speak out. He realized that even if his English was not native enough, it would be sufficient to 2431 
make himself and foreigners to understand each other’s meaning. His confidence increased with 2432 
more chances of cultural exposure.  2433 
 Philosophical understanding. Participants reflected on their learning outcomes while 2434 
studying in tutoring schools and recognized their improvement in the process of learning. The 2435 
tests they were preparing for to study abroad, like the TOEFL, were practical for their 2436 
aspirations. Shi commented on his understanding of educational experiences and philosophical 2437 
understanding of the learning process.  2438 
 2439 
ĺǃȽoŔʯĺȼĜɰŔʯȡɡȪɍźɣƣ'SǷìÍŽǊǍɰ 2440 
ȶǃȽŔʯ5ŭȇƄŭ<ìȪɍǍǃȽŔʯMy comprehension ability 2441 
has been improved. I think this kind of improvement may not be related to English itself. 2442 
Yes, you have a better comprehension of this world, and then your understanding of 2443 
English is improved as well. (Shi, G2) 2444 
 2445 
 2446 
 Intended effort. 2447 
 Contextual exposure. With regard to intended effort, participants all said that they 2448 
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planned to immerse themselves in the target language and culture in addition to pursuing 2449 
professional goals once studying abroad. They all realized the importance of contextual 2450 
exposure. Deng mentioned that he had adapted to speaking English with native speakers after 2451 
several days of communication during his internship and volunteer experiences. Bei applied for 2452 
bridge courses, which meant he needed to continue to study English for one semester before he 2453 
started his graduate study. He preferred to stay abroad to be immersed in the environment. Wang 2454 
had stayed in the United States for his internship and emphasized the importance of face-to-face 2455 
communication and contextual understanding.  2456 
 2457 
ĺıȼ¾o¦ȱɫɯŭòŭĺȼĜɰòŭl^ÓòcŒ。ʁ^ÓòãOĺȼ 2458 
Ĝ$Ƨěºʙ5ŭŨɬʁ^ÓâòƣŴ'I felt it was difficult to 2459 
communicate with native speakers in the first few days, whether with listening or 2460 
expressing. But it did not matter after several days. (Deng, G2) 2461 
òǑĖ!ɰ}ćĺɷŌȷ¾¼Ǎȷȑ¼ĚĺȼĜȑ¼ÒƎȡŴɍȿ 2462 
ǀÊȡòűéŬȗ I can stay either in China or the U.S. this half year. I feel 2463 
that it may be easier to take the exam because of the language environment. (Bei, G2) 2464 
ĺǆȪɍǍŪCȡVĞıȼòűD!ʟìʟǆɍ$ƧƵX$ƧǍŪ 2465 
CȡșƼfǸĔǐ¾ţʄȣüǍǆɇǆɍ5ŭɍƛÛɎĺ¾ú; 2466 
ǀÊåǍŪCɡ+.țÓòʝąʘİòěƕąįg'òɎ'Çźò 2467 
ȿɍòǐŒòŗɛƀI preferred face-to-face communication while using English 2468 
or oral communication. If in written communication, I might feel more nervous. I would 2469 
always think about my wording. But when I talked in oral, like my working environment 2470 
during my internship, it was natural and normal to talk with others. I said whatever I 2471 
thought. The communication went smoothly sentence by sentence. (Wang, G2)   2472 
 2473 
 Previous effort. In terms of effort in the process of preparing for studying abroad, oral 2474 
English was a pitfall that they could not avoid. They ran short of time to prepare for their oral 2475 
English and did not put much effort into it because oral English was difficult to improve within 2476 
short time, especially in the EFL context. They planned to put more effort after studying abroad 2477 
in the immersed context. 2478 
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X;ĺıȼƣŴ'ò*ɍƤȱɫʃƣŴÔÒǍŔʯ ƵʓɐƣƕȼĜ 2479 
ðUŭɍŭƣŴ0:ʏɱǍ5ŭɍĺ	\Ì¸¼&ɍʃě7ș 2480 
òŭıȼȹĨƛɥĕɰ#ƣŴɎƼfÚǍťƤòŭƛÛɑǍɊ+ 2481 
ȷŭŝ<ĥɃ#ȶĥǱɰɿʩ șȣüÍǍɊƛÛĺÍ 2482 
łǢǍŪCòŭÍ¦ɐU+Ǎʃ	ÍĽ-ĺȼĜɰɍǔǍŭƣɱ 2483 
ƖI don’t think my writing, or use of grammar improved a lot, neither did my reading.  2484 
There is no improvement on oral English at all. I did not prepare for oral English, since 2485 
Chinese often get low scores on oral. I feel that oral English is too subjective, and I do 2486 
not have any good method. English teachers teach you what to remember and how to 2487 
answer certain questions during class. During my review or preparation, I focus on 2488 
reading and listening and not on oral. It is difficult to improve. (Deng, G2) 2489 
 2490 
Group 3 2491 
 2492 
Table 10 2493 
Themes of Group 3 2494 
Profile  
            Study abroad since high school 
            Study abroad for 10 years, 1 year, and 3 months      
Goal-directed activity  
Purposeful improvement 
Engagement    
Ideal L2 self 
Necessity  
Future improvement 
Ought-to L2 self 
            Environmental necessity      
Saving face 
Contextual immersion 
Exam-oriented pressure 
Attitudes toward learning English 
            Pride 
Confidence 
Intended effort 
Contextual force 
Natural outcome 
Imitation 
Purposeful differences 
Reconstruction  
 2495 
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 Profile.  2496 
 Participants in G3, Miao, Qi, and Chao (under 25 years old) had graduated from high 2497 
school (Chao in the United States, Miao and Qi in Canada) and had chosen to continue their 2498 
study-abroad experience by attending universities in the same country. Miao had chosen a 2499 
private high school purposefully with many Chinese students in order to adapt to the community 2500 
quickly. Her English was sufficient to avoid remedial classes. Additionally, she only spoke 2501 
English during class and used Chinese in her daily life both in high school and at university. On 2502 
the contrary, Qi and Chao lived with home-stay families, who could only speak English. 2503 
Specifically, Qi had fewer Chinese around and made friends with many English native speakers 2504 
during high school. She transferred from China in grade 11 and went to normal classes directly. 2505 
Chao had only basic English proficiency and went through the processes of advancing from  2506 
the beginning, to intermediate, and then to advanced ESL courses in high school. Importantly, 2507 
Chao was not allowed to speak Chinese while he was in high school, even if other Chinese 2508 
students were around. He received tickets or even detentions for speaking the language. While in 2509 
college, these three participants all had fewer chances to communicate with English native 2510 
speakers, except classroom discussions or working on projects, and made friends with Chinese 2511 
students most of the time.  2512 
 In addition to those who had studied abroad since high school, three other participants 2513 
were purposefully selected with different lengths of stay. Mei was in her mid 30s and had stayed 2514 
in the United States for ten years. She got her bachelor’s degree and stayed to work. She planned 2515 
to go back to school for her graduate study later. She was interested in American culture and 2516 
used English every day. In contrast, Ning was around 25 years old and had studied in the United 2517 
States for one year as a graduate student. She had a high English score on the college entrance 2518 
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exam, received one year exception, and only studied English for the first year while she was in 2519 
China. Then she started to learn German and tried to forget English to avoid interferences in the 2520 
second year. Later she had to pick up English again to prepare for the graduate tests and got rid 2521 
of German by the end of the third year of her undergraduate study in China. Lian, around 30 2522 
years old, was an exchange PhD student for a duration of ten months in the U.S. He had been in 2523 
the United States for only three months at the time of data collection. In terms of English 2524 
proficiency, most participants were fluent except Ning and Lian, who were less fluent than other 2525 
participants in G3 but more fluent than participants in G1 and G2.  2526 
 Goal-directed activity. 2527 
 Purposeful improvement. Participants in G3 had struggled when they first came to study 2528 
abroad and had tried to improve their English as much as they could. For example, Ning tried to 2529 
correct her pronunciation by imitating English native speakers. Mei communicated with English 2530 
native speakers in her daily work and life after having been immersed in the English-speaking 2531 
community for ten years. She forced herself to interact with others at the beginning to improve 2532 
her English. Initially, Qi had lived with a  Canadian family and had found it difficult to 2533 
communicate. She had searched for solutions through watching YouTube videos, then deciding 2534 
that it was best to engage people, even if her English appeared “bookish” or “weird.”   2535 
 2536 
UåĺɍǐƣŴƼfÚ5ŭ\ÌłǢʁƘŪʒĺòƚÓũò4ɡɐ 2537 
ɡɐ# VOAƵɯŴ#òŭǺƕɍʡǍ#ŝžUåĺȗ	ŭě 2538 
Úǐ	ŭěÚMy oral English was always not good. During the period of 2539 
preparing for the TOEFL, I imitated English native speaker’s English every morning. I 2540 
imitated with VOA and brought a couple of textbooks on how to correct my 2541 
pronunciation. I did not get a high score actually, not very good all the time. (Ning, G3) 2542 
òŭɼǕȣüä	ȡŜđƵÒÐɡÏ¼à$ƧƵÐǓ#ǈȻm¯' 2543 
ǵǍȽ	MòŭàʁɍȿɯȷȽɰšzťʟI forced myself to 2544 
never give up, try to communicate with English native speakers, watch more TV shows 2545 
and so on. Yes, it was not only to be familiar with the language. I was learning the 2546 
culture as well. (Mei, G3) 2547 
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ƀĖƵȷȣü¾àƚÓòXã;Ƶò·ȣüöƵǤŕƕò 2548 
ŭʁǤɍɺȁ¯ǵǍƵòŭǓ YouTubeȻʨ'ǍƵƣŴ' 2549 
ǆ¸ƀĺǁàȪšŲÚǍťƤòŭȣüɎI really need to learn by 2550 
myself. After I finished my homework each day, I went to my room, and searched many 2551 
information, that improved oral English quickly. I tried to search all the information, and 2552 
watched videos on YouTube and so on.  That was not quite useful because I found the 2553 
best way to learn English was that you needed to speak out by yourself. (Qi, G3) 2554 
 2555 
 2556 
 Engagement. L2 learning experience while studying abroad was highly correlated with 2557 
participants’ involvement in the local community. The extent to which they were involved in 2558 
active participation and communication with native speakers varied from person to person. Qi 2559 
found it easy to adapt to the local community and made many friends. Because Chinese students 2560 
were few in her high school, she was a kind of “special” among local students, and her 2561 
classmates were curious about Chinese students. Qi eventually began to socialize with them. 2562 
This was part of the reason that she improved her English quickly within three or four months. 2563 
Once Qi had entered university, she was confronted with a stereotype of Chinese students, that 2564 
Chinese only associate with each other. With lots of Chinese in the university, she had difficulty 2565 
making friends with local students, a concern also mentioned by Chao and Ning.  2566 
 2567 
ĺȣüŭȼĜȡ+.ź¿àǅòŭì¼&ƣŴěÒTɝWr+.4ʰɁ 2568 
¼&¯ʠ¼&¯òŭ4Ŋ¹Ľ-£+.ěïtɡ<$ŵʗʝò 2569 
ŭɑƵ#Ʀt¯ȷʜȷƢɹòƢɹ5ŭ	4WŴ'ǣ&ǍȜǷò 2570 
ɡʯƳʃ	Ɗ ……5ŭĂŷòŭȣüĽ¾ǍɰǀÊòŭ<ȣü¾ 2571 
¼Ï<òįɁɆɁɆ&è5ŭ¾ÒàɯǔǍÚʙòŭʢÐòŭɎ5ŭ 2572 
&è	4tɡ<%ɮƵ<ȣü	Úİħɡ&èɄ#'I think 2573 
the local students may not be interested in Chinese students. Additionally, by default, they 2574 
may think Chinese or Korean students like to huddle together, and they will not be likely 2575 
to make friends with you actively, unless there is communication in class or some 2576 
activities. But they will not have personal contact with you, which is different from my 2577 
high school. While I am studying abroad in this environment, I really want to be familiar 2578 
with native speakers. But it is really hard in my university. I only talk several sentences at 2579 
most, and others are not active to be close to me. I am shy to talk to them. (Qi, G3) 2580 
 2581 
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 Ning did not use English much while studying abroad. In terms of English learning 2582 
experiences, she had achieved a good foundation in high school and read English magazines in 2583 
her daily life. She had not taken English seriously, however, until she started to prepare for 2584 
TOEFL and GRE. But she said that her level of communication was not good enough to be 2585 
engaged in daily life with English native speakers. 2586 
5ɍɰťʟ¦ȖÏUå$ƧòɯŭěïòʗɑɰƊǍŪC$ƧɑǍ 2587 
Ɋ,UåěʙȯN+.ǍǅƦI do not have much communication with native speakers 2588 
in  oral English. It is difficult to adapt to their life only with class discussions. (Ning, G3) 2589 
 2590 
 In contrast, Miao was surrounded by Chinese in her learning situation. She chose her high 2591 
school and university in Canada because of the large number of Chinese students. Additionally, 2592 
she only spoke English during class and used Chinese in her daily life. She liked the close 2593 
relationship with Chinese students and avoided interactions with local teachers and students:  2594 
 2595 
òŭďÝãO	Ɏ	ɡÏ¼&ɄɊǁ¾ò4ɎɎòŭɡȖā¯'Ǎ 2596 
4ɎòȖā	ńĺòȊì	4ńȖāʁǤà.	ńĺ	4ń¸ 2597 
Ï¼&ÔïĺcƀǍŪCòŭǂòÏ¼&ɰƊ…ĺȼĜòŭ 2598 
¼èàƉĺ.àƉŭ¼&ƛɥÐĽ-ŴfǍàƉʠ¼&ƛɥÐǵǍ 2599 
At the beginning, I did not talk to foreigners at all. Now, I talk to them, and talk to 2600 
teachers sometimes. If the teacher does not ask me, I will not talk to my teacher, 2601 
definitely. Neither for my classmates. Because there were so few foreigners [English 2602 
native speakers]when I first came, only one or two in one class. I found that students 2603 
from one country they would go to one school. There are many Chinese in my university, 2604 
and more Korean students in other universities. (Miao, G3) 2605 
 2606 
 Lian said that he enjoyed communicating with native English-speaking students, although 2607 
he had been in the United States for only three months. He was proud that he had initiated the 2608 
first “cooking party” in his academic department. Lian felt difficulty communicating with others, 2609 
but he thought “some important key words would help. So, in general, it not about the grammar. 2610 
I have worried about maybe I don’t speak English well or there might be some grammatical 2611 
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mistakes in my words. But now I realize that what matters is you speak the key words, and they 2612 
always understand what I mean.” He enjoyed different kinds of activity with local students, and 2613 
said that his English had improved in the process of interactions:  2614 
 2615 
I don’t think I have engaged in activity to develop the skills. I engage in all kinds of 2616 
activities because I kind of get involved with local students, faculty and staff. So I do that 2617 
not to improve [my] English skills but to involve people because people are very frank 2618 
and nice. But in fact, during the I mean the involvement with all these people and local 2619 
community around me. I developed my communication skills quite a lot. (Lian, G3) 2620 
We had a variety of activity in our department and we have lot of student activity, like we 2621 
always hang out together. We always cook at someone’s house together. And we go 2622 
mountain and bar, and yes... In fact they never did this before I came here. So the 2623 
cooking party was formed because my friend and I had a talk and both of us are very 2624 
interested in cooking. It’s lots of fun. It will be wonderful to bring other guys with us. 2625 
That’s why we decide to have a cooking party. (Lian, G3) 2626 
 2627 
 Chao had a clear idea of his career and need to communicate with others a lot. In the 2628 
interview, he first provided his assumptions for goals of learning English for others in English. 2629 
Later, when talking about his plan, he pointed out the utility for using English across different 2630 
fields. He focused on communication: 2631 
I am not sure about this, but I know that at least, during talking and speaking, most 2632 
people at least understand what you say and what you mean, doesn’t need to be like 2633 
prefect English, perfect grammar. Just let them know that what you try to say to them. 2634 
That should be ok. This one I think OK, but I did not do any research on that.  2635 
ò+.ȡòŭȼĜǁ¾ȷĆą$Ƨȡķòã5ŭĺò	Ɗ¸ 2636 
ĺàǍ
gŪCĺȝäȷʜȷěÒʊǍ$Ƨʜȷě professionalǍĻȘɎ 2637 
ěǅtǍʁȪɍǍÇǜìĺɡ<Ʉĺ-ĺȷɂ<ďĞǅt¿ȱɴĺ 2638 
įɎ'Ƶɂ<ďĞòÚĈ	ŭƗǍȶ Ľ-ɎȪɍɰťʟ¸<ǆ 2639 
ȪɍǍ¿ť	ǍɊ<ɎȪɍǍťēò	 §.ʃƊʃ-ɡÏʟ$Ƨ< 2640 
ȶ<<įǘɿɰȶÐïʌƵì<.òŭĺįȱɫòŭɎĺ.ʃ- 2641 
ɰƊòɰɎĺ.ʃ-ʑgɰǿþÐïʌƵʇʟÒǻŴÐïĔǿĺ 2642 
.ʃ-ʑgƵĺ.Ȫɍʃ-$Ƨǁ¾5ŭĺƣŴʁkİ……ĺŭį 2643 
ȱɫUåȮʈȷǍƳòŭĺįɎǍòŭƭɞſ/òŭ<àȪɍ<ǆg 2644 
ʧÆ	<Ɏ`ƀȪɍò	Ɗ<ȱɫȪɍò	ƊFor many other 2645 
majors, it should be OK if they can communicate in their daily life, but I am different. 2646 
Because of my major, I must need lots of communication, lots of professional or vivid 2647 
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English. As long as you are happy, I will make you realize how vividly I try to express. It 2648 
is not something stiff. In terms of learning English, because the place where you use 2649 
English is different, your way of expression will be different. We all can communicate 2650 
with others. Like, if you want to know how much it is for a box of napkins, then we can 2651 
express whatever we want. Relatively speaking, when you are asking, you may be more 2652 
purposeful, maybe not. We can all ask how much it is, how many napkins are included. 2653 
We can all do this. We can all express this with our current English. But I am not that 2654 
straightforward. I just want to say, actually an important point, that is, how to meet the 2655 
demand. That is, you learn English. If you use English in different fields, the way you 2656 
speak will be different, and your expression will be different. (Chao, G3) 2657 
  2658 
Ideal L2 self. 2659 
 Necessity. Participants were not very motivated to study English because their current 2660 
proficiency levels were sufficient: “Now, it is basically enough” (Ning, Miao, and Mei). While 2661 
talking about their goals of learning English, Miao mentioned that she had received a specific 2662 
score to apply for high school and other basic requirement in the college.  2663 
ʯǍɊòŭÑǆ´ƛÛɎȷƟʚħȗg 6.5Ƶǁ¾ǍɊòȼĜÑǆòȰ 2664 
òŭȡɡ&$ƧƵXX;ɑ'Ǎƣʑʩò-For high school, 2665 
it was enough. If the requirement is 6.5 in IELTS, then I got the score of 6.5. Currently, it 2666 
is OK as long as it meets my demand. That is, my communication with others, finishing 2667 
homework, listening to classes and so on. It is OK if there is no problem. (Miao, G3) 2668 
 2669 
 In addition, the English requirement was specific for majors. Mei worked in the field of 2670 
advertisement, which required English knowledge not only about the language itself but also 2671 
skills of communication. She realized her continuous difficulties though she had stayed in the 2672 
United States for ten years. Lian mentioned that he wanted to become an English teacher or 2673 
advisor for students who planned to study abroad. He wanted to continue to improve his English. 2674 
 2675 
ĺ.ɰȰĺGĉ ǍĽ-ěÐ&ʃě4ɎƵȷŭìŴʁFŅŻĨ 2676 
ǍŴFòŭʞµǎÞɰǤʍ®ÄǍĽ-ŴǍŪCɡʁ#&¾ÂȼĜ³Ɯ 2677 
ǭ&èʃŭȑ¼&½ǅ½ʏɯŭûǼ Because my working field is 2678 
advertisement. Many of the workers are able to talk eloquently. Then, yes, there are 2679 
positions which require technical skills, and communicative skills for marketing. Thus, 2680 
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sometimes when I am with these kinds of people, I feel that they are native Americans and 2681 
my English is still worse than them. (Mei, G3)  2682 
+.ȧʃ4ȷƟ<ǍĆÁa4¾ 7.5-ĻȘPa-PaĆÁĻȘ 2683 
ĆÁ 7.5òȉĖʚħȖāƵĻȘ--ȉʁǋàżƃG+.ʁà 2684 
ǅǍʁǤȉ+.GȺbĥĄ+.ǇɏʁǤŭ¸ĺƛɥŘʏʁ...... ĺ 2685 
ȡģɺńg¬#Ȗāŭ-ɡ+.Ǜǩȡ4ȷĲİŒǾĺƵòȷďÝń 2686 
ʁ#&They often require that your average score should be 7.5 or 8 to be an IELTS 2687 
teacher. In addition, I can work for study-abroad agencies to help students to apply, 2688 
because I am good at this. I can quickly find out which teacher they can conduct research 2689 
with or be willing to accept them, to find such teachers (Lian, G3)  2690 
 2691 
 Future improvement. The distance between the actual English proficiency level and 2692 
being native was a powerful motivator for participants. This was not only about vocabulary, 2693 
sentence structure, or grammar, but also pragmatics. That is, the habitual way of authentic usage 2694 
of English in daily life. Qi thought it was difficult to approach the native level. Ning wanted to 2695 
improve her oral English to communicate with native speakers: 2696 
  2697 
ĺȢÞʇʟòŭ¾¼VàǍ#¯ÇźǍɇƠɯŴÞɯŴ#ȣüǓm¯ 2698 
Ɣ¯ǵǍàƀǍòŭʛʛşşǍ#Ȫš5ŭÛƄȷŭǔǍɂĺòŭ¾ɰǅ 2699 
ƦǍɊòıȼǔǍŭě	ÑƵŴǍŪC³ǔǍʜȷ<ɣɪǍ&ɎɾĺĿȡ 2700 
ķòŭ+ɎǍƚɊUåʃěǲ5ŭǆ+.ʁǤɒɒƵWr+ʁǤ 2701 
ĮɄ`ƀĺò	ķĺòĜɂ&èWɎɾòďÝǍŪCòŭıȼȣüò 2702 
ǪƵıȼȣüěěûwƵ£ĖƵɬòŭʜȷěʏƘŪʒƵĿɶ 2703 
ĊMy mind is full of many basic words or sentences I learned in China. I also watch 2704 
videos or listen to music to learn scattered English. But if you let me live here, it is not 2705 
sufficient. Sometimes I need to listen twice to understand these who are around me. That 2706 
is, every sentence he said is easy, but the intonation, as well as the habitual way of 2707 
speaking, I cannot understand. I need to ask him to say it again. I felt so bad about myself 2708 
at the beginning, and need long time to adapt. (Qi, G3) 2709 
ÇźòŭɎõʊWņɍWŔ|Ŕ|ȷŭɡɡ&$ƧŪʒʏòɰƊĂŷò 2710 
ÐƳż4WɎ¦ȖÏƀÐ$Ƨ$Ƨ$ƧĺȼĜǁ¾ɯŭȱɫĺǍİħ	Ñ 2711 
ƧǉòƣŴʁɊȡÑȱɫƩƍ5ŭ<-ȈɊȱɫ`ƀɡȖÏɎƛ 2712 
ɥɖwĺɁ<ěʙɫgƙɍǍʁ'Basically, I need to try to improve my 2713 
oral English, because the longer I communicate with others, the more eagerly I want to 2714 
communicate with more native speakers. In terms of communication, I am not fluent 2715 
enough to express what I mean. I cannot express in one sentence, but I can use two more 2716 
sentences to express my ideas. It is difficult to listen and talk with native speakers. I think 2717 
it is really difficult to reach the native level like your native language. (Ning, G3) 2718 
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Ought-to L2 self. 2719 
 Environmental necessity. The environment played an important role in learning English 2720 
while studying abroad. Participants were immersed in the target culture and realized their 2721 
distance from English native speakers. When they first arrived, they all reported being 2722 
challenged by their lack of L2 proficiency. Mei did not have much trouble with her academic 2723 
progress in terms of English but admitted that listening comprehension was an issue for her. She 2724 
learnt English to catch up with American classmates and had a high standard because of her 2725 
major, which required in-depth understanding of the languaculture: 2726 
 2727 
ò¸úǥ´ò¦ɰ	ÔƊUåȣàƣʑʩ òŭɎɑ<ɹɬ PPTƵ 2728 
ǓǕû	Ð oƣŴěÒ5ŭʁŪCòǞåŭŐÒǍʑʩ 2729 
My major is engineering, which may be different. I can study by myself without any 2730 
problem. I can understand the content with PPT after class, which was not very stressful. 2731 
But listening was a big concern at the beginning. (Mei, G3) 2732 
ŭàťʟ5ÛƄŭȪɍ	Ú¯ɡàȖāƣƤ$ƧƵ;ȝäòŭ 2733 
ǑìĥɎɫ	g³ȑ¼àǍƈ\It is about academia. If my English is not good, 2734 
I cannot communicate with classmates and teachers, and then my homework cannot 2735 
reach the standard with my American classmates. 2736 
ĖŪĺàǍŭɰ
Ľ-ìɍȿȷƟǑìǨĝƌƳƵWòŭȷì 2737 
ɰĖ¿šzȷŴäȽ Because of my major, there is a stricter requirement 2738 
for English, and I also need to be familiar with the local culture. (Mei, G3) 2739 
 2740 
 Saving face. Chao and Qi had been especially embarrassed by their circumstance, saying 2741 
that gains in proficiency were in large part motivated by saving face. Chao who only knew very 2742 
basic English at the beginning, studied English to avoid unpleasant outcomes. He reflected on his 2743 
difficult start. Limited English proficiency had made him embarrassed during class. He said he 2744 
was forced by his environment to improve his English. Saving face to avoid embarrassment was 2745 
a strong motivator: 2746 
When I first came to the U.S, I don’t know any English really. I only know yes or no. 2747 
During class, when I first attend to an English the U.S. school, the high school, I am in 2748 
the lowest level. My English class, lowest level, very easy class, just lowest. I think 2749 
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backward, right. Wow, this English is so easy. Why I don’t know. Like during the class, I 2750 
don’t know what I should do cause it’s U.S. It’s different from China. The teacher just 2751 
asked me a question... But I really don’t know what he’s asking. (Chao, G3) 2752 
I have to learn English again. Do I need to get that certificate for learning English? No. I 2753 
just try to learn a little bit, and make it OK just enough for me to live in this environment. 2754 
I don’t care about getting how what’s the level, a high level or prefect English.  2755 
It’s kind of forced by the environment of school. Because my school is very strict. If you 2756 
don’t speak English, and you got caught. OK, teacher will take you to the office and they 2757 
give you detention. You get three detentions from school, you get it like 15 times in one 2758 
month, which means caught by 15 times like speaking other languages other than 2759 
English, you got, like ask you to leave school. You got trouble, big trouble. The final, like 2760 
the. Like worse the punishment, about speaking other languages in school, it’s kicking 2761 
you out. It’s really kicking you out. (Chao, G3) 2762 
ëêèĎòŭȷ8gź¿&èʇƵ£ŠèòŴĺòŭÏƀǍîá 2763 
Ƶ&èèʇ¾țÓ¯'ǍòI§.¾èʇȡɎɊòěɍĻȘòŭɎ 2764 
#ƛɥě¿ɿǍɊĺãO	ǘɿ&è¾Ɏ'ƵŴǍŪCŲòŭcďÝŲó 2765 
ñǍŭŠèì<ěƴĭ+.įɹɬ<ǘɿűÐǍ¼Ǎšzòěįɡ<ț 2766 
Ó5ŭŴǍŪCÔǸĔ<ãO	ǘɿ+¾ʑ<'òíȥŴǍŪCıȼȣ 2767 
üòŭěûwȼĜȣüěûƵòƣpƤI was in a home-stay family to live 2768 
with the locals. I was the only outsider for the whole family. Everything they were talking 2769 
about at home was very oral or authentic at home. I totally did not understand what they 2770 
were talking about. Sometimes, especially at the beginning, it was embarrassing that the 2771 
whole family was very warm, you know? They really wanted to know more about Chinese 2772 
culture from you, and talked to you. But I was too nervous to know what they were 2773 
asking. I felt bad. I felt so bad about myself at that time, but I had no way out. (Qi, G3) 2774 
 2775 
 Contextual immersion. Participants in G3 had the advantage of using English every day 2776 
and communicating with native speakers in their daily life as a way of improving their English. 2777 
Qi reflected on the contextual differences between ESL and EFL contexts. Ning compared her 2778 
feelings while talking in English with and without the contextual immersion: 2779 
 2780 
ÛƄȷŭ¾¼VǍɊĺȼĜ+.ȡòŭ¸ƣŴɰǤ	ŭƣŴòŭȡě 2781 
ïȡǔǍȡŒ。gɰǤƛɥ¿ɿǍȪšș+.òǳŒ。ȡŪʒƛɥǙò 2782 
ȡŒ。·5ŭ¾ɰɪǍɊò-ȚƯǏƅ#ŴǍŪCȡ<ǯƐ 2783 
gɰǤɎƤĺòŭĺƋźò	ķ+¾+¾ȱɫ°5ŭ<Ð^ɾòķò 2784 
ŭȡàgŭűrǍåʖƵűrǍŴǆIf in China, I feel that they don’t 2785 
have or it is rare to have chances to get in touch with native English. Even if they have 2786 
contact, it is only a short period, maybe once or twice. However, it is an immersed 2787 
context here. Sometimes I cannot understand what he is trying to express in the first time 2788 
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to hear one kind of expression, but you will know more after hearing it several times. 2789 
What you learned is more practical, more useful. (Qi, G3) 2790 
ƛťɎǁ¾òȉ<ňȖÏŜ<ɣɪɂ+ÓÓŸÎǑËɡ<^Ó<ȉĺ 2791 
Ó¬Ħ<ȪɍɎĜ	Ú<4ěȣ@Ǎȱɫȷ<ŴƳċÞ< 2792 
ĮǆȪšɎò4ǁƛťɎĺɰ^Óĺǐȷ¦ȖÏGʣǏĻȘŭ 2793 
ĺǐȷɎȪɍƵĺò4ǗʒʁǤȪɍǍıȼò4ÚyōŴŪCòȸãȖÏ 2794 
ȡò4ǨĝÚƳòɰŠ&ò²ɛƀ5ŭƛÛŴƘŪʒ	ɎȪɍ 2795 
ĵĵǍò	Ôįǃ+.ĺɁĺŲɮ¾¼VåòŭɰǤıȼıȼȣ 2796 
üʃ	4ɎȪɍò47ơěÐȷŴ&ɰƘŪʒņ<ɰòăɛƀUå 2797 
Š&ò4ıȼƧǉěĺ.ŭɎ	ɶĊɰǤǆǯ Ïɍ¦f&$ƧThis is 2798 
like that you get one foreigner around you now, and stay with him for several days. You 2799 
give me one or two days. Even if you cannot speak English well, you can still be confident 2800 
to express after you have a little foundation. Why? Because you have adapted to use 2801 
English to speak. I found this, for example, I am working on a project with foreigners 2802 
these days, or I am always speaking English, I will feel good while I am speaking 2803 
English. I sometimes feel happier or higher after meeting foreigners. Yes, I feel I am 2804 
high. However, if I have not spoken English for a period, I don’t want to talk to them. I 2805 
feel these days while I am in China during summer break, I am not able to speak English, 2806 
more low-spirited. If somebody can make you follow, you will feel good. We are not 2807 
adapted to communicate with others in our second language. (Ning, G3) 2808 
 2809 
 Exam-oriented pressure. Mei reflected on her goal of learning English and talked about 2810 
the difference between learning English for passing Chinese and American tests. The learning 2811 
outcomes were different. English learned in China was more targeted to exams. Surprisingly, 2812 
even though Mei had passed the TOEFL test, her English test scores had become worse before 2813 
she studied abroad. 2814 
 2815 
ÛƄ¾¼VȷŭĊɉĺɓĺUåĖŪŭȪɍɑ,ȱƵɃĜĖŪʯ 2816 
ZäďÝàȪɍ\Ì`¼ǍŪCòŭņʁȑ¼Ǎ SAT'ʃȗȪɍ	 2817 
ȼĜĊɋŴǑìǍŔʯ5ŭłǢ'ʃȗòĊɋŭŴŔʯǍż4·ȗ 2818 
¼ǍȪɍȗɉșĹȌƛ-lűûĽ-ɯŭȼĜĊɉǍǀÊŭǑìƀɎ	Ñ 2819 
ĥɎƛɥ	ÑȣƵ,ƕòŭŭŐ	ƊǍIf you stay in China, certainly, that 2820 
all you do is for the exam. So, based on my memory, I was an English representative in 2821 
high school. Then I remembered that in the second year of high school, when I decided to 2822 
learn English and prepare to study abroad, I took the American SAT, I don’t think my 2823 
English improved relatively. However, I had taken TOEFL or other exams, my English 2824 
should be improved. Then when I took English tests in China, my test score was even 2825 
worse than before. Therefore, I think it is not natural enough for the exam-oriented 2826 
environment. How to say, that is not natural. Whatever, it is different. (Mei, G3) 2827 
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 The outcome of learning English in China was to advance to a better choice of high 2828 
school or university. Pragmatically speaking, those who were studying or had studied abroad 2829 
thought the English they learned in China was not practical. Chao expressed his dismay at the 2830 
English education he had received in China.  2831 
¾¼VǍŪCîàgdɰƘŪʒ^ćVǍȪɍŭʝąʟzǍȶƵ 2832 
£<Ĉ	ȡàg#'ȶʁȪɍĺ-ɎòŭǆƀȗɉǍʁƣŴ0 2833 
:ǆìĺƀgȑ¼Ȫɍ$ƧťʟƣŴ0:ǍřŏƣŴ0:ǍĄuƣŴ 2834 
0:ǍŔ|ȭƵɎ\ǞǍǳ*ǯƐàȪɍgǁ¾ýȆěʏŪʒ5ŭʂaŪ 2835 
ʒòýȆòŭ¾ƨɖŪʒòʁȪɍòãOƣŴǆWhen I was in China, English I 2836 
learned from elementary to middle school was very formalized, so I learned nothing. That 2837 
English is only used for tests, and not applied. After I came to the U.S. it was not useful in 2838 
English communication, no help and no improvement at all. Although it had been a long 2839 
time since the first time I learned English, part of the time did not count. It was a waste of 2840 
time. That English is not useful at all. (Chao, G3) 2841 
 2842 
Attitudes toward learning English.   2843 
 Pride. Most participants had positive attitudes toward learning English at the time of the 2844 
interview. Chao was very proud of his quick adaptation to the environment.  2845 
 2846 
I feel pretty comfortable with talking. Because I really feel confident with my English, 2847 
even my grammar is not perfect. But I can say, while talking with people, they can know 2848 
what I am trying to say. You know, better than Chinese... I just feel so proud of myself. 2849 
And now, yeah, when I hear people say: Wow, you are Chinese, and why your English is 2850 
good, your pronunciation, and anything is good... you know, things like this. I feel so 2851 
proud: thank you, really thank you. Yes. Cause you never know how hardworking from 2852 
that beginning to now, right? It takes a long process. I’m working step by step. Cause I 2853 
only know yes or no. But now... I am really proud of myself. (Chao, G3) 2854 
 2855 
  Confidence. Confidence is an unavoidable issue for L2 and FL learners. Participants all 2856 
talked about their lack of confidence when speaking English. This was more apparent for those 2857 
who had studied abroad for only a short period.  2858 
 2859 
ĺòǁ¸ɣɪŴěÐÒǡƊǍ&ƻòŭ&èȪšǔǍŭɜÚ5ŭ+ 2860 
.òǳWÚƵĺǁòŭ+.ɄȪš4òŭūŮȡıȼ4ěǸĔ¬Ħòŭ 2861 
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Ɏ#ǔǍěǲěǲǍȪšòŭ¸ěĦȣü4`ʎòŭȢÞʇʟʗȷ 2862 
įȣüȷɎǍɰ/ɯȷįɰɍȿĽ-£òŭűÐǍŪCòȡıȼgȣü 2863 
ɎȪšƣŴʁǍȣ@I found, many friends, whose English was really great. 2864 
However, I found that they were nervous apparently while speaking English, no matter 2865 
some very basic and easy words, because they were afraid of making mistakes. In 2866 
addition to thinking about what they wanted to say, they also needed to think about the 2867 
language. Therefore, I could feel that I was not very confident while speaking English 2868 
most of the time. (Qi, G3) 2869 
òŭìȣüȪɍȡɯŭ4ȏȣ@#òŭɯıȼÚIȣüǍȪɍǧčŭěʙ 2870 
ɡʁƙɍ&ǔƕǍòŭŴ'ĭǍ$Ƨ¯ɰ#ǍI am not confident 2871 
enough about my English. My English level makes it difficult to communicate with 2872 
English native speakers in terms of friendship. (Ning, G3) 2873 
 2874 
 Chao was confident of his English but talked about his prior fear. He made a comparison 2875 
between his initial and later feelings: 2876 
 2877 
ŭ$Ƨ	ūǌ ŭ<ǘɿ<Ȫɍ	Ú<	Ş$Ƨ<çĦƵ<Ħ< 2878 
	ķf&Ɏ'Ħf&	ìĺɎ'ǁ¾¨ě±ƑǆȪɍɡf&$Ƨ 2879 
ȶʑÐʑ&èɰ#ȶƵƛɥ'Ƴȶ¯'ɰʇʟʃŴ' 2880 
òƛɥ±Ƒƛɥȣ@First, it is unclear in communication. Second, you 2881 
know your English is not good, and you are afraid of communicating. You are scared that 2882 
you cannot understand what others are saying or others cannot understand you. 2883 
Nowadays, I like to communicate with others in English, to go shopping to ask more 2884 
about their products. I like this, and I am confident. (Chao, G3) 2885 
 2886 
 Intended effort.  2887 
 Contextual force. Chao did not think he put enough effort into learning English. When 2888 
asked about what he did to learn English, he did not recall any specific efforts he made to study. 2889 
Instead, he emphasized that he learned by being in the environment, and “the environment forced 2890 
me to do so. School forced me to do so.”  2891 
 2892 
5ŭɡĺʃŭƊɰŪʒěʏǍyōĺ¥»ŴćƀǍàǅʯà 2893 
ŵ+.ȪɍɯŭʁƊòɎƣŴŲɛǚɰɄɊʟƣŴěÐɱƖ5ŭò 2894 
ĺòěŴȣ@ ¸ĺƣŴěvoĺŭɯŭĺɎȳɼǍʃŭ ɰĺǞɁȮ= 2895 
ŶȣüòŭĺɶĊȡoȮĕǍòŭ'¿ťʃȡƦ But those who 2896 
have been here for a long time, including some students who came to the U.S like me in 2897 
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the same year or my high school classmates, their English is the same, not much 2898 
improved. At least not much improvement in terms of talking. I am confident. I did not put 2899 
in much effort and I am forced [by the environment]. I really admire myself. I am 2900 
adaptable and can survive anywhere. (Chao, G3) 2901 
  2902 
 Natural outcome. Participants Miao and Lian did not think that they put much effort into 2903 
learning English while studying abroad. They thought the learning process occurred naturally 2904 
and emphasized the importance of their surroundings. Miao chose schools with many Chinese 2905 
students and did not put much effort into learning English outside of meeting academic demands: 2906 
 2907 
òȼĜ<ɡǕɑ¯X;ɰʃŭìȪɍǍŔʯĺƣŴÔkİG'àȪɍ 2908 
'ƣŴ ĺƣɬ writing center5ŭòŭ4Xã-³4ń#ȪšÚǍ 2909 
ŵĄĢśś¯ǵǍI felt that your English would improve if you attended 2910 
classes and did homework. I did not do something purposefully to learn English. No. I 2911 
had not gone to the writing center. When I finished my writing, I would ask my friends, 2912 
who were good at English to revise a little bit. (Miao, G3) 2913 
 2914 
 Imitation. Although Chao did not say that he put much effort into learning English, he 2915 
mentioned that he had tried to imitate the American accent. He also pointed out peer pressure 2916 
while imitating English native speakers. That is, other Chinese may be judgmental and accused 2917 
him of being a poseur.  2918 
 2919 
ĺ4kİǍƏ1ȑ¼&ʁǤʡĺò4ěkİǍɂĺȣüȪɍɛƀűIȑ 2920 
¼&ěkİòʟìʟ$ƧǍŪCĺ4ěkİǍɡ<ɎɊǍŪC òě± 2921 
Ƒǆȑ¼ò	Ǵɡ¼&$Ƨĺòě±ƑƏ1 ɰȡ¾¼&ǓÛ 2922 
Ƅ<ǔǍ¾¼ɡ¼&$ƧǍŪC+ʃɰ#+òɎ¨É<ȴ'ȴ<ȷ 2923 
ȴȑ¼&'<òȼĜȣüȪɍěÚI will deliberately imitate an American 2924 
accent. I will try to make my English sound more like Americans. I did this on purpose. 2925 
During face-to-face communication, I often intentionally imitate American voice to talk 2926 
to you or talk to other Chinese. For some Chinese, they may think you are showing off 2927 
while communicating with Chinese. Why do you pretend you are an American? Why do 2928 
you feel your English is good? (Chao, G3) 2929 
  2930 
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Purposeful differences. In addition to learning in different contexts, participants also 2931 
worked hard for different usage in their fields. The differences of using English between Chao 2932 
and his friends made him conscious of his goal of using English. Chao was trying to make his 2933 
English natural to facilitate his future career.  2934 
 2935 
¸Ćąĺ.Â`ƿ'+.ȪɍʃȡgòŭɎĺ	ŭ¾Öȣü	 2936 
ŭ	ŭ¾Ɏ+.	ÚòŭǔǍŭ<4ǓgěÐ	+.ʟʂȱĭŭ	 2937 
ƊǍș+ì<Ǎ+ʁ·ǱǍ'ťē'ʃŭ	Ɗɰ<ŭãO- 2938 
ǓĺĈ	ɎĺȪɍ'ĺŭįȱɫUåȮʈȷǍƳòŭĺįɎǍòŭ 2939 
ƭɞſ/òŭ<àȪɍ<ǆgʧÆ	<Ɏ`ƀȪɍò	Ɗ<ȱ 2940 
ɫȪɍò	ƊWe usually hang out together. I can hear their English. I am not 2941 
praising myself. No. I’m not saying that their English is not good. But you can really tell 2942 
many differences. You can find their facial expression is different while talking, and their 2943 
way of expressing is also different. I am not saying my English is something. I just want 2944 
to express an important point that to meet the conditions. You learn English and use it in 2945 
different fields, and the way you speak and express in English is different. (Chao, G3) 2946 
  2947 
Reconstruction. Qi put in an effort to change her Chinese logic of speaking and tried to 2948 
learn as much being native as possible, even if she was a leader in English class while studying 2949 
in China. This proved to be a transformative process for her:  2950 
 2951 
òŭěÐȶɡ¼VàǍ	ƊòŭɰɪɰǤɎɊǍĮɯŴ&èǍʁǤħȎ 2952 
ɻɨƵ£òŭěÐȶȷœȔƀ¾ɑźàǍȷʈŤɎ ¸ŴǍŪ 2953 
CĺȼĜĺȣüɎʯǼǍÞɎŮĜȣüȪšƞĆɯ	ɘǍòŭ 2954 
Þ5åʖ&èǅƦŭ	4ɰƊɄɊǍș&èŴűrǅƦŭű logical 2955 
ƳǍʁǤɎƤƵòĜĵĵàƵɯŴòŭɍɒ¸¾¼VǍɊ 2956 
òŭàǍȶòǳȣüɐĜěÚƵɯăǕOǂʧɐ¯'Ǎ5ʁǤɐɯǔǍ 2957 
	ÔƊ<`¼<òĜàǕ+.ǍʁɒɒƵ£ņȣüŖĜű	ʁ 2958 
	ƊMany things I learned here were different from what I learned in China. That 2959 
is, the habitual way of speaking, and their logical thinking. I needed to overturn many 2960 
things I learned from textbooks previously. Sometimes I thought I spoke an advanced 2961 
sentence to represent my good command of English; however, they [English native 2962 
speakers] did not speak that way in their life, and they expressed in a more casual and 2963 
logical way. I needed to learn and listen to those gradually. In addition, the intonation, 2964 
that is, even if I learned English well and led in reading for the whole class in China, that 2965 
kind of reading was somewhat different. You needed to learn their intonation after 2966 
studying abroad and try to avoid that difference. (Qi, G3) 2967 
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 Additionally, long time exposure to the target language and culture influenced 2968 
participants’ English expression. Mei, Chao, and Ning all mentioned the difficulty of expressing 2969 
themselves in Chinese while describing something specific because they learned these words in 2970 
English, especially terms in their fields. This was also part of the reason Chao preferred to speak 2971 
English during the interview. English immersion affected their way of thinking. Ning talked 2972 
about the influence of contextual immersion philosophically:  2973 
òŭ¸<ǍŪʒěÐŪC<¾ħȗʑʩǍŪC<ŭǆɰťē 2974 
ŭ¸ŴǍɇĺǔǍ	ǘɿĥȔɈƛťɎ
Ǎɇ*<Ǎħį<-ǆ 2975 
ǤƛɥȪɍēǍħįȗȬɰʑʩBecause you have stayed here for a long time, 2976 
most of the time while you are thinking about questions, you will use this way. Yes, 2977 
because I don’t know how to translate some words, like terminologies. You will, 2978 
ideologically, you will think in an English way to consider this problem. (Ning, G3) 2979 
 2980 
Group 4 2981 
 2982 
Table 11 2983 
Themes of Group 4 2984 
Profile  
            Return for work 
            Return for degree      
Goal-directed activity  
Attend English courses: Qian 
Talk to a bank teller instead of using an ATM: Long 
Rare engagement with the local: Nana 
Play around with Chinese: Peng 
Ideal L2 self 
Opportunity 
Room for improvement 
Ought-to L2 self 
            English socialization                         
            Parental expectation  
Attitudes toward learning English 
Positive attitude 
A Rebel 
Contextual immersion  
Intended effort 
 2985 
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 Profile. 2986 
 Participants in G4 all had finished their studies abroad and returned to China. Qian, Nana, 2987 
and Peng had received their master’s degree abroad. After coming back to China, Qian chose to 2988 
pursue her doctorate at a university in Beijing, and Nana and Peng were working, although 2989 
English was not required for their current job, only occasional communication with English 2990 
speakers. Long had been an exchange doctoral student, studying in the U.S. for 16 months, then 2991 
returning to China to his university to complete his degree.   2992 
Goal-directed activity. 2993 
 Nana and Peng did not like to learn English and did not put much effort into learning 2994 
English. In contrast, Long and Qian mentioned that they created different opportunities to 2995 
improve their English. Qian organized English study groups to help her classmates prepare for 2996 
CET 4 and CET 6 before studying abroad. She said that she had been able to improve her 2997 
English by attending free classes sponsored by a local church and talking to her American 2998 
roommate while studying abroad. Qian had had an interest in learning English in primary school 2999 
and seized chances to communicate with English native speakers around her.  3000 
 3001 
ĺlcǍŪCűÚ¿ɎȪɍĺɯrɬŝ4ÒàȂȄȪɍàǂ 3002 
òŭŝ4ÒàǍÏ¼àǅƀŝ< +.4ŝ<+.ʁɪǍ culture¯òŭƵ+ 3003 
4ŝ<ƛÛɎ(Óĺ.ɄǍŭǈėšz àŹWhen I first went there, 3004 
I attended English classes taught by a mission school to improve my English. Many 3005 
English native speaker students in the mission school taught you. They taught you about 3006 
their culture, and they also taught you, for example, today they taught movie culture. I 3007 
attended this for a whole semester. (Qian, G4) 3008 
òǯàŹŴȑ¼æĺɯĩ¦ÙțÓ5ŭƚƐĺȷɡÙțÓĺò 3009 
ĜįÚɰƊɎì	ìI had an American roommate in my first semester. I always 3010 
talked to her. But I needed to think for a long time before I talked to her, and thought 3011 
whether I talked in a right way. (Qian, G4) 3012 
 3013 
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 Long reported seeking out opportunities to interact with people in English. For example, 3014 
when withdrawing money, he would talk to a bank teller instead of using an ATM.  3015 
 3016 
ĺ¾ȑ¼cǍŪCòɇʊƛɥıȼě{òòòĺŲďÝȠʁ+ʁ 3017 
DMVʁʮƶʁźŭòãOǓɾƵŒǕòŭȐǓ#ȻʨȪ 3018 
ɍȻʨǵǍƵɯ¾ľżiɬƘŪʒɇʁƘŪʒÃŏƛɥòÚIÃ 3019 
ŏ 200ÐÓ……ǘɿɇÐ.ȡȱɫȣüěÐȶįɎǍȶWhen I first 3020 
went to the U.S. the amount of my vocabulary was limited. I started to recite the DMV 3021 
driver’s guide book, and read it thoroughly. Then I surfed on the internet to find some 3022 
videos about how to improve English. I also used a mobile APP to remember 3023 
vocabularies, which lasted for more than 200 days. The more words I knew, the better I 3024 
can express what I want to say. (Long, G4) 3025 
ĺcǍŪCɯŭƛɥǦƂǍƛÛɎĺʌǍɊĺ
ʐƆĺ	ʁ 3026 
ȣtŚȣtƓżɡʁƆ¢țÓĺɎĺòŭƀǕɎȪɍ Ɔ 3027 
¢ɯŭěǟɔǍ´ʁĀ«ɁɰŐÚƿI was pretty active when I first came 3028 
to the U.S. For example, when I needed to withdraw some money, I would go the counter 3029 
to talk to the bank teller instead of using the ATM. The front desk in the lobby told me to 3030 
use the ATM politely, but I said I was here in order to speak English. That handsome guy 3031 
thought this was funny. (Long, G4) 3032 
 3033 
 Participants all reflected on their interaction with native speakers while studying abroad 3034 
and mentioned fewer chances to speak English because of their communicative surroundings in 3035 
China. Although Nana said she had many opportunities to engage socially in English, she chose 3036 
to focus on academic work. Nana talked about her basic communication with international 3037 
students and several activities: 3038 
 3039 
ĺ
¼&ÐÚIɲ 1/3ʃŭ¼&nʁ#¼&¾ʂa¼&ǳƛɥ 3040 
ÐǍƵôŧe"ƣ'ììì'ȝô"ƵɯŴ½ȚUʃŴ ¦ 3041 
+.$Ƨƛ¦ȑ¼&$Ƨòȝäɯŭť?#¸¦+.$Ƨ4ǲéŬ 3042 
There are lot of Chinese in my major. Almost one third are Chinese. Others are from 3043 
Nigeria, Kenya, Turkey, and other countries. It is easier to communicate with them than 3044 
Americans, since our communication is basic and easy. (Nana, G4) 3045 
Ŵ English clubȂȄȑ¼èĎ¯ƵÏàƉʇ4Ŵ#òŭĲİŝ<Ȫ 3046 
šrǍ	ÐàŐĢǍòŭìȣüȪɍȡɯŭ4ȏȣ@#We had 3047 
English clubs or activities to go to American families, or some activities at school to 3048 
teach you English, but I did not join much since I was busy with my academics. I was not 3049 
very confident about my English. (Nana, G4) 3050 
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 Peng said he had only rare interactions with English native speakers, instead spending 3051 
most of his social time with the local Chinese population, speaking Mandarin. Peng talked about 3052 
the large population of Chinese while studying abroad and compared this to international 3053 
students from other countries. He attributed his rare involvement to the large population of 3054 
Chinese in his surroundings while studying abroad: 3055 
 3056 
¸ŭɰƊǍ¸~&ȓ9ÔČÒ òíȥUåĺȼĜŭɎȪɍǍż4ƣŴ 3057 
ʁÐòÚIĺȭƵ¦Ï¼&Œ。5ŭUåĺǔƕƿǍŲďĞǍUåɯŭ~ 3058 
& ƵǅƦʇɪŒ。ŲÐǍɯŭ~&ɡ~&ʒɄš ĺ.Šǂò 3059 
Ŵŧź&ĺ.ŠǂƣŴʠ¼&ʠ¼ŧźǍʝąïĺȼĜ+.òȳ 3060 
ɳðU¼&	ɡ+.ɛƿĽ-Ɏ+.ȳɳò¦ɰƒȑòȯgɛ 3061 
ʁǃȽĺŭȼĜŧź&ǍȪšƛɥÚBecause the Chinese population is too huge 3062 
to provide many chances to speak English. Even if I communicate with English native 3063 
speakers, I am happier while playing with Chinese. I have lots of communication with 3064 
Chinese in my daily life in Chinese. You know, there is only one Japanese in our class, no 3065 
Koreans. Koreans and Japanese are rare there. I think he has to be involved with 3066 
Europeans or Americans, since Chinese do not hang out with him. From this perspective, 3067 
I think Japanese speak English better. (Peng, G4) 3068 
  3069 
Ideal L2 self. 3070 
 Opportunity. With regard to ideal L2 self, participants indicated that they continued to 3071 
have difficulties with English, which caused them some regrets (fluency still being central to 3072 
ideal L2-self). Friends around Peng were all good at English while studying abroad, approaching 3073 
the native level. This was part of the reason that Peng felt his English was not good enough and 3074 
had had higher standard for his English. He mentioned one of his primary regrets: 3075 
 3076 
ɰʀĶǍĭɡĺɍ	ÚŴSǷ ĺĖćǇɏǍǯĠĲŭ XXÒàș 3077 
ĺǍǲĺǍĹȌOʂƌĺgʟɉǍƥĺƣŴɬ³ɰȝäŭʟɉƣŴ 3078 
ɬUåòȝäɡĺǍɰȪšƞĆŭŴěÒǍSǷǍOne regret was related to 3079 
my oral English, which was not good enough. I was trying to apply for a better university 3080 
as my first choice. My resume and my scores were all qualified. But I did not pass the 3081 
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interview. Anyway, I did not pass during the interview. I thought this may be related to 3082 
my English proficiency. (Peng, G4) 3083 
  3084 
 Room for improvement. Participants had communicated with native speakers or non- 3085 
native speakers who were good at speaking English, realizing the differences between their 3086 
English level and that of others and became more aware of their room for improvement. The 3087 
discrepancy still existed after several years of languacultural exposure. Participants thought that 3088 
it was enough for general communication, but they were also concerned about speaking English 3089 
without preparation in public according to Peng and Qian:  3090 
 3091 
+.ȷŭʬƪ&ȷòŭ~ȵòŭ*¼ÏʏÒǍɰǤ~ȵ´ BBCɰǤƵ 3092 
ɯŴòŭɎ*dòɬĺɰĺɣɪɰƊǍàƛɥÐƵĽ-Ɏ+.ǍȪ 3093 
ɍċÞʃƛɥÚĽ-+.ʃ¦Ï¼&ŁĹƺƵĺɡ+.SǷƛɥÚ ĺ 3094 
4ɡ+.¾ɛ5ŭȖåɄĺ¦Ï¼&ĺ.ȓ&¾ɛǍŪCĺø!Ɋƛ 3095 
ɥï¸ŴǍŪCĺɄɄɊĺǞåŭʜȷįȮǍòŭĺʜȷįĺɰ 3096 
ɊĺȷĥȱɫĻȘɎĺǆ	ƼfÍŽǍɇƠɰɇȡŜgʓɐʇɪ 3097 
ĺɁɆ5ŭ<ɂĺǔƕǆââlŗʅ')ɇĻȘĥǕǫʭņâɐĜ 3098 
ěƈ\ĺȡG	gɰĺȼĜŭĺǍûɠI often play with people, those 3099 
who are from Hong Kong or foreign citizens of Chinese origin or British born Chinese 3100 
(BBC), or some of them have gone abroad since middle school. I have lots of these kinds 3101 
of classmates. They all have a good foundation of English. They can easily get along with 3102 
English native speakers. I have a good relationship with them, and we often get together. 3103 
However, to be frank, I speak less when many foreigners and I are together. Because 3104 
sometimes I speak one sentence, I really need to think for a long time. I need to think 3105 
about how to express this sentence, or some phrases that I cannot express in complicated 3106 
words. Or I may know this word in reading, but if I actually use it right now, which 3107 
preposition should this word match or whatever... I cannot read it in a standard way. 3108 
This is my disparity. (Peng, G4) 3109 
 òŭɎȧ$ƧǍɊÑǆ5ŭÛƄȷGƮɄ°ȝäȝäɯŭ	ÑǍʗ 3110 
ʝŴŔŔl\ÌǍěKaȡĿŴȡIt is enough for general communication. 3111 
But it is not enough to give a talk, unless I am prepared before. (Peng, G4) 3112 
ƀòŭƛɥòŭ<4ǍȶƛɥɍzƛɥǅƦɯŭ<ķ&èšz 3113 
òȡįg-lȣüɎǍŴ#ȪɍƼf	ǃWhen I am familiar with my 3114 
environment, I learn how to speak oral English and more casual, especially after I know 3115 
their culture, I think some of the English I said before was not rational. (Qian, G4)  3116 
 3117 
  127 
Ought-to L2 self. 3118 
 English socialization. English socialization was an important aspect for participants. In 3119 
terms of ought-to self, Qian was unhappy that she still could not converse freely with others at 3120 
conferences. Qian had been interested in learning English since primary school, but she still 3121 
thought that her English needed to improve in order to socialize with others, which was not only 3122 
related to her English proficiency but also content. She mentioned a specific situation:  3123 
 3124 
òƛÛɎĺď4ǍŪC ƵȖāʁďã44Ŵ reception, Ƶò+ 3125 
ò4Ɏ<ɡÒè socialĺ	ɁɆ&è©©ĺ	ǘɿɋɎ'ĺȼ 3126 
Ĝ­¤ÚǸĔ¯When I attended a conference, there was a reception after the 3127 
meeting. My advisor asked me to socialize with others. I did not know them, ha-ha, I did 3128 
not know what to say. I felt really nervous. (Qian, G4) 3129 
 3130 
 Parental expectation. Ought-to L2 self was the driving force for Nana. She was 3131 
influenced by her parents to study abroad in order to increase her job opportunities after coming 3132 
back to China. The decision of why and where to study abroad sometimes depended on parents. 3133 
Although many participants in this study decided to study abroad with their parents’ advice, they 3134 
were also eager to improve their chances for education and career. Nana was an exception. She 3135 
mentioned several times the critical nature of her parents’ advice in her process of learning 3136 
English and studying abroad.  3137 
 3138 
ƵĺƹďÝɂĺȗłǢ òŭʝȷĺȗÚƳĹȌƵgŪCɱ6 3139 
ȡȉf&ĺ	ǘɿƕɂĺȗòȗ¡Nowadays, my father asks me to begin 3140 
to take the TOEFL to get higher scores. Then that may be helpful when I start to work in 3141 
that company. I don’t know. Whatever, I will take the test if he asks. (Nana, G4)  3142 
ƵƸƙŭǐĂŷòŭȑ¼ȡȖɧòɁǋàòĊɋȑ¼ƀUå 3143 
ȼĜȑ¼Ú#My parents want me to study in the U.S. Probably, the elder 3144 
generation think that you should go to the U.S. if you study abroad. Then I also realize 3145 
that the U.S. is better. (Nana, G4)  3146 
 3147 
 3148 
  3149 
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Attitudes toward learning English. 3150 
 Positive attitude. Participants in G4 all thought that English was required for their study 3151 
and did not show a passion of learning English, except Qian, who expressed positive attitudes 3152 
toward learning English. Qian liked to learn English and regarded English tests in China as tricks 3153 
to get certificates. While studying abroad, Qian mainly communicated with her advisor. 3154 
 3155 
-lòŭƛɥĊìȗɉĺȼĜ¼VǍȪɍȗɉʃƼfŴØɢòŭĺ-lɬÚ 3156 
Ð¶RǼɦíǂƵòŭyō<ȗʯȗʃȷĜÚȗȪɍUåŴǍŪCĺı 3157 
ȼ+ʁ#ȗɉȗǍ	ŭ<ǍȪɍǘɆòŭ#ĺȼĜŴʁØɢThese are 3158 
test-oriented. I have a series of skills and tricks for English tests in China. That is, I have 3159 
been to many tutoring classes for the CET 4 or CET 6, and I need to have good scores for 3160 
the middle and high school exams. I feel, these English tests are not to test your English 3161 
knowledge. I think there are some tricks. (Qian, G3) 3162 
ĺíāŭƬ&+*ƀ	ɡĺ.Ɏšźɣ+.ƙɍŭš òŭŴǍŪ 3163 
C+¾ʁ 25ƵWrà+¾ȑ¼ʃ 30Ðć+4Ą<Ǻƕ<ɎǍ 3164 
	 nativeǍƀòŭòĺďÝGǛǩòŭƚƐƚ¥ʃŴȂ4ɡȖ 3165 
āŭìɊƵȷŔlįòŴŪCȖā4ʑ#ĬȷʘżĊǍ·Ǳ 3166 
5ŭƚƐòŭɎãòŴŪCıȼ(ÓıȼƼf	ʎòıȼȦƝ 3167 
ÛƄ(ÓıȼÚIƣɎ°òȼĜ­ɰɯ	ŭʁǤòŭįɎòɎʁǤƽĤMy 3168 
advisor is from Taiwan, but he never talks to me in Chinese, although his native language 3169 
is Chinese as well. He has stayed in the U.S. for 25 years, maybe more than 30 years 3170 
including his studies. He helped me to correct some non-native English. Later, I started 3171 
to work on my research. I had a meeting with my advisor every week. I needed to think 3172 
ahead, not exactly in advance. Sometimes my advisor might ask something, I needed to 3173 
reply based on the situation. After I finished each meeting, sometimes I felt good about 3174 
myself and had a big relief. But sometimes I did not think I said anything and felt that 3175 
was not the situation I wanted. (Qian, G4) 3176 
 3177 
 A rebel. Peng was a rebel in English learning. He had never held a positive view of 3178 
English, having actively rebelled in classes. He was once put in a teacher’s office to avoid 3179 
interrupting other students trying to learn the language in high school (see in the following 3180 
excerpt). He purposefully tried to avoid taking English tests even if he had a high English score 3181 
in the college entrance exam. Peng did not take any English tests after that. He chose to enroll in 3182 
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a joint program for his undergraduate study. That is, he studied for two years in China and the 3183 
other two years in the U.K. Later he applied for graduate study without the need of English tests: 3184 
 3185 
ĺ	±ƑàȪɍĺʯǍŪCĺǍȪɍɑŪȖāɂĺpQæĚǕǍ¸ 3186 
ĺȪɍʓɐ¯ĺťʟĺȗɉɯ- 130ÐaƵĺɑ	ɑĺò	 3187 
+ɄƵĺ	±ƑàȪɍ	ĥX;+ò	ɂĺėªfǍàĽ- 3188 
ĺĖȪɍɑǍŪCĺ¾U+pQæȣǍĽ-UåȖåɄĺÝȅ	±ƑàȪ 3189 
ɍǍI really don’t like to study English. When I was in high school, I was put in the 3190 
teacher’s office during English classes. My reading or other aspects of English tests were 3191 
OK. The score was around 130 out of 150. I did not listen during class, and did not pay 3192 
attention to what the teacher said. I did not like to learn English, and did not finish my 3193 
homework. Therefore, my English teacher put me in his office during English class to 3194 
avoid interrupting other students. To be frank, I don’t like to study English from the 3195 
beginning until now. (Peng, G4) 3196 
 3197 
 Contextual immersion. Although Peng was negative about learning English, he realized 3198 
the importance of contextual immersion as well. He humbly mentioned several times that his 3199 
English was not good, although his English was fluent enough to communicate. He was humble 3200 
having recognized his own ability when compared to English native speakers or his friends who 3201 
had studied abroad since middle school. He had decided to send his children to study abroad later 3202 
after having experienced the importance of ESL context in his study-abroad experience. 3203 
ĺ	±ƑɎȪɍɎǔǍĺǔǍŭ	±Ƒ ɰŭɎåɊĽ-ĺȼĜɰŭĺǍ 3204 
ȏƳòŭȖåɄĺȼĜĺɎŭ*ĺĞʇƀɄI+.*à`òɐǍ&+ 3205 
.ʁȪɍƞĆǔǍÚĺŭěȒĴ+.ǍȪɍƞĆǍ……ĺɣɪòŴ&Ò 3206 
ǍòŭùǍŪC	ŭ³ćǼɯŭ¶ćǼ`ɬćǁ¾ò·ƀ5ŭ+ǍȪ 3207 
ɍòŭɎ	ÍŽǍɇ5ŭ-ņʁ#ǲǍɇƀ·ɭǆƼfƱƦƼfƧǉ 3208 
Ľ-ĺȣüǍȺbŭĺǍáÞĺŁǳ*dòņ+ɵ`I really don’t like 3209 
English, to be frank, not at all. This is one of my weaknesses. I am envious of those who 3210 
have studied abroad since middle school, and can speak English pretty well. I have a 3211 
friend around me, who came to study abroad at seven around grade three or four for only 3212 
one year, and come back. He cannot speak complicated words, but he is very fluent and 3213 
skillful of using basic words. I plan to send my children in the future to study abroad in 3214 
middle school. (Peng, G4) 3215 
 3216 
 3217 
 3218 
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Intended effort. 3219 
 The participants in G4 did not talk in detail about their intended effort for their future 3220 
studies. This was particularly apparent for Peng and Nana, who were working in China and did 3221 
not use English frequently. Intended effort was, however, evidenced by Long and Qian as 3222 
doctoral students. They continued to read academic works in English and publish in the language 3223 
as well. Thus, Long and Qian still wanted to improve their English.   3224 
 3225 
 3226 
 3227 
 3228 
 3229 
 3230 
 3231 
 3232 
 3233 
 3234 
 3235 
 3236 
 3237 
 3238 
 3239 
 3240 
 3241 
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CHAPTER FIVE  3242 
FINDINGS: GESTURE AWARENESS  3243 
This chapter presents findings for gesture awareness of Chinese learners of English in 3244 
second and foreign language development. First, an exploratory structural equation modeling 3245 
approach is used to evaluate the expected two-factor structure of gesture awareness across 3246 
groups, and measurement and structural invariance tests are conducted to examine mean 3247 
differences across groups in the quantitative phase. Second, qualitative findings of participants’ 3248 
gesture awareness are presented with three themes across groups, and detailed gesture excerpts in 3249 
each group are analyzed for group-specific understanding of gesture awareness.  3250 
Phase 1: Results 3251 
The quantitative results showed the comparison between CFA and ESEM first. Model fit 3252 
statistics for the CFA and ESEM measurement are shown in Table 12. The test of the two-factor 3253 
model of gesture awareness in G1, G3, and G4 with CFA indicated unsatisfactory fit because 3254 
RMSEA exceeded the cutoff value of .08. The exploratory structural equation modeling (ESEM) 3255 
provided a notably better fit for the data with increased CFI (ΔCFI >.030), increased TLI 3256 
(ΔTLI >.047), and decreased RMSEA (ΔRMSEA<.032) across the four groups. The CFA 3257 
loading estimates (|λ| = .425-.823, M = .686) were stronger than the standardized parameter 3258 
estimates in ESEM (|λ| = .319-.957, M = .647). In the ESEM approach, most items loaded 3259 
strongly on their respective factors with non-trivial cross-loadings (|λ| = .009-.332, M = .145), 3260 
which suggested construct multidimensionality (Table 13). The factor correlations were inflated 3261 
in CFA (|r| = .726-.817, M = .769), which undermined the discriminant validity. On the contrary, 3262 
the factor correlations of ESEM were lower (|r| = .589-.695, M = .645) than those of CFA but 3263 
still suggested the moderate correlation between the two factors as consistent with the literature.  3264 
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Given the better model fit and lower factor correlations in the ESEM approach than CFA 3265 
in each group, the ESEM models were retained for further analysis. Measurement and structural 3266 
invariance across the four groups was next examined. Latent mean differences of the two-factor 3267 
model of gesture awareness across four groups were examined. First, G1 was the reference group 3268 
to compare mean differences with G2, G3, and G4. Results of the tests of measurement models 3269 
are shown in Table 14. The initial configural model revealed a well-fitting model (MGM1). The 3270 
weak measurement invariance model (MGM2) constrained all factor loadings equally across 3271 
groups and presented a negligible decrease of RMSEA (-.002) and increase of TLI (+.001) in 3272 
model fit, compared to the configural model. For the result of strong invariance (MGM 3), 3273 
changes of TLI (-.006), and RMSEA (+.009) were acceptable to continue. Next, strict factorial 3274 
invariances (MGM4) with constraints on the residual variances were tested and resulted in an 3275 
acceptable fit to the data (ΔTLI =-.006; ΔRMSEA = +.007). Additionally, the factor variance- 3276 
covariance invariance model (MGM 5) was supported by the data ((ΔTLI =+.016; ΔRMSEA = 3277 
-.021). Later, the constraints of factor means to equality across groups (MGM 6) resulted in a 3278 
significant decrement in fit relative to the FVCVINV ( ΔTLI =-.064; ΔRMSEA = +.063).  3279 
When G1 was the reference group, latent mean differences showed that G1 3280 
(Mcomprehension=.0;   Mproduction=.0) was lower than G2 (Mcomprehension=.553; Mproduction=.401) and G4 3281 
(Mcomprehension=.564; Mproduction=.586), but higher than G3 (Mcomprehension=-.329; Mproduction=-.394) 3282 
in terms of factors of comprehension and production. Other measurement invariance tests were 3283 
conducted to make G2 as the reference group and followed the same procedure. The results 3284 
showed that G2 (Mcomprehension=.0;   Mproduction=.0)  and G4 were similar (Mcomprehension=.018, 3285 
p>.05;  Mproduction=.184, p>.05), and G2 was higher than G3 (Mcomprehension=-.89;   3286 
Mproduction=-.796) with regards to the two factors of gesture awareness. 3287 
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Table 12 3288 
Model Fit Statistics across Four Groups 3289 
Groups Models χ2  df CFI TLI RMSEA 90%CI MD χ2(∆df) ΔCFI ΔTLI ΔRMSEA  
G1 CFA 91.865*** 26 .963 .949 .104 [.081, .127]  
 
 
  ESEM 42.023*** 19 .987 .976 .072 [.042, .101] 42.76(7)*** +.024 +.047 -.032 
G2 CFA 34.484 26 .991 .988 .039 [.000, .071]  
 
 
  ESEM 23.833 19 .995 .990 .034 [.000, .073] 10.57(7) +.004 +.002 -.005 
G3 CFA 74.920*** 26 .969 .957 .093 [.069, .118]  
 
 
 
 ESEM 42.354*** 19 .985 .972 .075 [.044, .105] 31.24(7)*** +.016 +.014 -.018 
G4 CFA 62.895*** 26 .954 .936 .090 [.062, .118]  
 
 
  ESEM 31.757* 19 .984 .970 .062 [.018, .098] 28.02(7)*** +.030 +.034 -.028 
Note. G1, N =235; G2, N = 215; G3, N=219; G4, N=176; df=degrees of freedom; CFI=comparative fit index; TLI =Tucker–Lewis Index;  3290 
RMSEA= root mean square error of approximation; 90% CI = 90% confidence interval for the RMSEA; ***p<.0001; *p<.05. 3291 
 3292 
Table 13  3293 
Standardized Factor Loading Estimates for the CFA and ESEM Solutions 3294 
Items  G1 G2 G3 G4 
 CFA ESEM CFA ESEM CFA ESEM CFA ESEM 
 1 (λ) 2 (λ) 1 (λ) 2 (λ) 1 (λ) 2 (λ) 1 (λ) 2 (λ) 1 (λ) 2 (λ) 1 (λ) 2 (λ) 1 (λ) 2 (λ) 1 (λ) 2 (λ) 
Item 1 .627 0 .695 -.065 .661 0 .753 -.094 .542 0 .575 -.025 .530 0 .403 .173 
Item 2 .712 0 .829 -.110 .728 0 .619 .134 .746 0 .733 .028 .693 0 .748 -.014 
Item 4 .706 0 .605 .122 .590 0 .549 .055 .738 0 .593 .171 .746 0 .468 .332 
Item 5 .766 0 .720 .065 .723 0 .824 -.101 .762 0 .916 -.139 .544 0 .877 -.327 
Item 7 .787 0 .632 .174 .733 0 .573 .198 .782 0 .557 .256 .757 0 .559 .249 
Item 3 0 .627 .328 .319 0 .425 -.039 .491 0 .605 -.201 .852 0 .608 -.009 .658 
Item 6 0 .790 .143 .664 0 .813 .298 .490 0 .810 .252 .578 0 .659 .330 .356 
Item 8 0 .823 -.112 .957 0 .562 .048 .537 0 .767 .267 .519 0 .744 .057 .736 
Item 9 0 .757 -.060 .817 0 .545 -.137 .746 0 .666 -.044 .743 0 .608 .047 .605 
  Factor correlationsa         
G1  1 2   G2 1 2  G3 1 2  G4 1 2 
1  - .653   1 - .642   - .695   - .589 
2  .726 -   2 .735 -   .817 -   .797 - 
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Note. G1, N =235; G2, N = 215; G3, N=219; G4, N=176; factor 1: production; factor 2: comprehension. CFA = confirmatory factor 3295 
analysis (each item loaded on the respective specific factor with bold and cross-loadings were constrained to zero);  3296 
ESEM = exploratory structural equation modeling (All factor loadings are standardized, and target loadings are shown in bold);  3297 
λ = standardized factor loadings; a = Values above the diagonal are the ESEM inter-factor correlations and below are the CFA  3298 
inter-factor correlations; Non-significant parameters (p ≥ .05) are italicized.  3299 
 3300 
 3301 
Table 14  3302 
Fit Statistics for Models of Measurement Invariances  3303 
Models χ2  df CFI TLI RMSEA 90%CI MD χ2  (Δdf)    ΔTLI ΔRMSEA  
MGM1  131.09** 76 .989 .979 .059 [.041, .075]     
   MGM2 199.047* 118 .984 .980 .057 [.043, .071] 75.742* 42  +.001 -.002 
MGM3 395.81* 205 .962 .974 .066 [.057, .076] 209.71*** 87   -.006 +.009 
MGM4  494.13*** 232 .948 .968 .073 [.064, .082] 104.43*** 27   -.006 +.007 
MGM5 336.847*** 214 .976 .984 .052 [.041, .063] 8.023 9   +.016 -.021 
MGM6 837.643*** 220 .878 .920 .115 [.107, .124] 176.47*** 15    -.064 +.063 
Note. N=845; df=degrees of freedom; Δdf=change in df; MGM=multiple group model; IN=invariance; FL=factor loadings;  3304 
U= uniquenesss; FCVC=factor variance and covariance; FM=factor means; ***p<.0001, **p<.001, *p<.05. 3305 
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Overall, the result of latent mean differences of both factors of comprehension and 3306 
production in the GAS presented that (G4=G2>G1>G3): G3 was the lowest aware of gesture in 3307 
terms of comprehension and production when compared to other groups; G1 was higher than G3; 3308 
no significant differences were found in G2 and G4, which were higher than G1.  3309 
Phase 2: Findings 3310 
This qualitative section was organized based on three emergent themes constructed from 3311 
interview data and continued with group specific analysis of participants’ gesture production and 3312 
their reflection after they saw themselves in the video. First, three themes were identified in the 3313 
interview: comprehension, production, and cross-linguistic and cross-cultural differences. The 3314 
first two themes were consistent with factors in the quantitative phase. Each theme provided 3315 
participants’ own voice in depth and were presented across groups instead of discussing each 3316 
theme group by group because gesture awareness varied individually in specific situations. Later, 3317 
gesture transcripts in group analysis were presented within the specific content and context.  3318 
Comprehension 3319 
 3320 
Table 15 3321 
Theme of Comprehension 3322 
Meaning making 
             Complement    
             Gesture categories 
             Negative effect  
Emotion 
             Feeling enhancement 
             Emphasis 
             Uneasiness 
             Investment 
 Guidance 
             Thought flow 
             Presentation         
Proficiency 
Teacher’s gesture 
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 Meaning making. In terms of meaning enhancement, gesture played a complementary 3323 
role in comprehension, which was well acknowledged across groups in daily life communication. 3324 
L2 learners gestured to complement the meaning while encountering difficulties recalling the 3325 
specific words to make the meaning accurate because of limited vocabulary in English. They 3326 
also used different gesture categories in specific situations to facilitate the meaning-making. 3327 
Complement. Participants across groups reported gesture as a useful channel to 3328 
complement the process of meaning-making while speaking English. They realized their limited 3329 
English proficiency level and gestured for meaning-making. This was apparent for participants in 3330 
G1 because their English level was the lowest among groups. The following were participants’ 3331 
reflections across groups in the interview. 3332 
 3333 
::ŸÃȬű±ɑǕàƻ¢ʐȹǌŉ~ƉȴRWhether the reason is 3334 
that our English is not good and we need gesture to complement. (Kai, G1) 3335 
ǌȬɐȵɫhƉĄ:ǌŉȵɫGesture will be used if speech cannot express. 3336 
(Ke, G1) 3337 
șñŸȽĬĄĿpɰɌƧĄCĿȵɫɰŀĶĄǌŉ~ĄPſ+ưʌǢ 3338 
Ǖ,ÌpɞȔIf you cannot recall the specific word to express, you will use 3339 
gesture. Just like people, who are disabled to speak, talk with each other. (Lei, G1) 3340 
ȵɫÄʍǕŶKĄŸȝ:ɼĄŉȦɢɥǕ*ĄŸ:ǝơjơáɑCÉŤ 3341 
ɌǕŶKCĿƳɰɌĵɑƻ¢ɼž¢ŇȑɑɯſǧļdĄŸɑC 3342 
ȝ:ĄŸĦöɼ*When I have any difficulty, I may gesture somewhat. For example, 3343 
you are thinking about the word and you are not sure how to say this word [waved 3344 
curved BH with PD, like to search something, repeated this gesture four times]. ơáɑ 3345 
Cɑɼ thirtyC:ɑɰ	:ɼƑ Or maybe the situation that you want to 3346 
express like thirty, you will gesture like this [thumb, index, and middle fingers spread]. 3347 
(Yong, G1) 3348 
ïŸɨ{ǕÃȬɐǕĪÖɌǞɺĵɑ©ǞɺĵɑĄɶɬŉ~Ą 3349 
ŸɰŶKĄŸɑſȝĄŸC¨ńǕŶK:ǌIt [gesture] is complementary... 3350 
Because you don’t know so many words in English, and then you use gesture... That is, 3351 
the situation is that you may not understand, and you will use gesture. (Shi, G2) 3352 
ȝŸÃǌȬɐȵɫȝȵɫhǕȸơɧā¦ʐȹŉ~*ɨ{Probably, 3353 
because what can be expressed in English is limited, we need gesture to complement. 3354 
(Long, G4)  3355 
 3356 
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 3357 
Additionally, Young in G1 and Shi in G2 talked about the role of gesture to facilitate 3358 
their expression in English. Mei in G3 had stayed in the United States for around ten years and 3359 
realized the vital role of gesture while communicating with native speakers. The following were 3360 
their detailed reflections in the interview: 3361 
 3362 
:ŽxƳżŀĶǕȵɫĄŸŉ~,ĄŸŽēzCȉȌɑɃɰêɑðŰ  3363 
[Gesture] makes the meaning expression clear. That is, gesture drives you to continue to 3364 
make the sentence complete. (Yong, G1) 3365 
üȬɐƉɑɼȝĄŸĔ{ȵɫĔ{ĄŸ^öǕȵɫIt [gesture] facilitates 3366 
expression probably, to facilitate the content-expression. (Shi, G2) 3367 
ņȽĬņǌŉ~ŇȑÖ*àPÃ,õĄŸƟɐƻ¢ņǕɎɯȹx
ŉ~Ŋ 3368 
ȝŎïȵɫĬ_fǡƺI think I gesture more than others. Because English is their 3369 
[Americans] native language, I need to gesture to express more accurately. (Mei, G3) 3370 
 3371 
 3372 
Gesture categories. Different gesture categories functioned in specific situations to 3373 
enhance the meaning. Participants talked about the role of gesture in both Chinese and English in 3374 
the interview, and the following excerpts or quotations were based on both languages instead of a 3375 
comparison between the two. Specifically, Lei in G1 used iconic gestures to express an object 3376 
“soooo big” with open arms to mark the volume of space. Similarly, Chao in G3 also mentioned 3377 
the shape of an object. His gesture was more complicated than Lei in his description in Chinese.  3378 
 3379 
 3380 
Figure 2. Chao: shape. 3381 
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1. CƪſÉrŀǕȵɫ 3382 
You did not purposefully express 3383 
[finger tips of BH touch in the middle of body and move to both sides, and then move 3384 
down to form half a square; Figure 2.a-c] 3385 
2. ĦǂŇȑ- 3386 
the shape or what 3387 
[repeat the same gesture in line 2 with smaller square] 3388 
3. (silence) 3389 
[1rest position: At last moved BH lower at breast level, and BH wrist touch together to 3390 
complete the square; Figure 2.d] 3391 
 3392 
Chao drew the shape of an object with iconic gestures in the above excerpt. He started to 3393 
draw the shape before uttering  the word “Ħǂ shape” in line 1, drawing the top edge (Figure 3394 
2.b) and then both sides (Figure 2.c) of a parallelogram. Later, he repeated the gesture in a 3395 
smaller square, which was synchronized with his speech. He did not finish the four sides in line 1 3396 
but restarted the drawing in line 2. Additionally, even if he finished the speech in line 3, his 3397 
gesture continued to draw the bottom edge (Figure 2.d) and complete the four sides of a 3398 
parallelogram. His iconic gestures materialized his thinking process, forecasted the topic he 3399 
wanted to express, and presented a complete picture of the shape of a parallelogram.       3400 
Additionally, during the interview, Qi in G3 mentioned her use of emblems [rising up her 3401 
thumb] to praise someone to express her strong affection when she could not think of the word in 3402 
English. Bei in G2 produced deictic gestures [RH touches the digit of the spread index, middle, 3403 
and the fourth fingers on LH, respectively] to count his points (first, second, and third). He 3404 
regarded gesture as “one kind of second language that facilitated the meaning to express.”  3405 
Negative effect. In addition to the positive side of gesture on meaning-making, two 3406 
participants thought about the negative effect in Chinese and English. Ning in G3 pointed out 3407 
that gesture was not helpful to make meaning clear when she had difficulties because of her 3408 
limited English. She would rather use tools (e.g. computer or dictionary) to check the English 3409 
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word instead of gesturing. Additionally, Shi in G2 reported his advisor’s negative judgement on 3410 
his frequent gesturing during his Chinese presentation. The following was his recall of his 3411 
advisor’s negative comments: 3412 
 3413 
ņ3sÉņ4vWóƧőǕŶKĄÉÒƁʆņĄǌĪÖŉ~ƻ¢ņȏĒĄ 3414 
ɑCŉśƉśĖ¸­..Ÿņ4vWóƧőĄŸņÒĞʚǕŶK 3415 
ņɆǕŶKŉ~ơɧÖĄŸ%ɆƳƗ¶Ɖ3¢ȏĒɑCµɼÖŉ~ 3416 
©CɑɰĄȳCśƉśĖ¸­When I was giving a presentation to my 3417 
officemates, in my doctoral period, I used lots of gestures. My teacher asked: why do you 3418 
move your hands so often? This is not only about my office presentation. During my 3419 
dissertation proposal, as well. When I was talking, I wanted to give a good talk. I used 3420 
many gestures while talking to make the meaning clear. After my presentation, my 3421 
advisor asked: why do you have so many gestures? You just need to talk about it. Why do 3422 
you point your fingers here and there? (Shi, G2) 3423 
 3424 
Emotion. 3425 
Feeling enhancement. Participants also realized that gesture was an important tool to 3426 
display emotional investment in the interview. Participants across groups mentioned their 3427 
particular intensity of emotion while using gestures to enhance strong feelings, extend their 3428 
affective states, signify their excitement, and hide their uneasiness. Long in G4 said that he only 3429 
used gesture when expressing strong emotions. Kai in G1 mentioned that “žɞǠ,ɑɎĄŸ 3430 
%ųG¬ƻ¢ȝǌɎ+ưǕĄǌŉ~%ƻ¢_ƼǿǕɎĄŸïÑxŁļ¬We 3431 
speak for convenience at least, and we will not use gesture if our speech can be fluent enough. If 3432 
more fluent, gesture can enhance feelings.”  3433 
Bei said that he realized his gesture use while playing games over the phone in Chinese in 3434 
his daily life. He acted out the scene by moving his hands continually and randomly even if no 3435 
one could see him. He was enacting the character in the game through gesture and extended his 3436 
feelings in this situation: 3437 
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ņĄŀɊpſŶKǆǃ,ƅŶKĄüǜŉƄɑƻ¢ņǕŉņĄÉɰĄƪſ,Ǚ 3438 
ņ>ņĄ:ɰƑ…… ɰǧǂĴļȋĝ<I realized that sometimes while I 3439 
was playing games over the phone. My hands, even if no one was around, I will do this 3440 
[RH hold in a fist, LH move up and down randomly with open hand PD above shoulder 3441 
level] I noticed that my hands moved [move hands randomly] while I was playing the 3442 
game over the phone, when no one was looking at me. To extend the emotion. (Bei, G2) 3443 
 3444 
 3445 
Emphasis. Deng reported that he noticed that he was excited and spread his hands 3446 
suddenly while thinking up a specific word during TOEFL listening and speaking sessions. He 3447 
kept himself emotionally engaged in English learning, which was manifested through his 3448 
gesture. He also mentioned the use of gesture for emphasis in the interview: 3449 
 3450 
>ŸņƬŀpņĥʔǕŶKŰŉǕƭzĄŸņņáƌſɌņĿĿɾƪĿh 3451 
Ɖƻ¢ņ:ǜķƻ¢Ŀp¢:ǍɰņſƬŀpɬƻ¢ņNŌǥ¨ 3452 
uǕɐǕŶKņĄǞɺǁoǁo highBut I noticed my hand movement while 3453 
audio recording. If I cannot think of a word, I would be very anxious, and would spread 3454 
my hand a bit. I noticed that I was very high when I was working on listening and 3455 
speaking in TOEFL. 3456 
ņȽĬʁƺɌǕŶK:ů %ĢɕI knocked down my hands for key words 3457 
to emphasize. (Deng, G2) 3458 
 3459 
 3460 
 Uneasiness. In addition, participants spoke of gesture use to show uneasiness or as an 3461 
alternative means of showing that they felt nervous or lacked confidence. Qi in G3 mentioned 3462 
that she gestured when she was nervous or to cover her embarrassment. Chao in G3 reflected on 3463 
one of his English teachers’ comments on gesture. The teacher in the United States told him that 3464 
one moved his hands or he did not purposefully express something while speaking in order to 3465 
cover his uneasiness or make the expression vivid.  3466 
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 3467 
Figure 3. Chao: uneasiness.       3468 
                    3469 
1. ÃCŸŉPņɰƑCŉŸÉ...... ¾ɰƑǕŶK 3470 
Because your hands are just like me, your hands... at this time 3471 
[move BH randomly] 3472 
2. 2ɑŸ, ȝC^Į   3473 
he said, maybe just in your heart 3474 
[RH curved, and move to the LH with palm open] 3475 
3. ɯŸſƺ 3476 
to some degree 3477 
[close curved fingers into fist] 3478 
4. ǫĭǕ   3479 
a bit of   3480 
[curved RH again and move down twice; Figure 3.a] 3481 
5. ǻġ  3482 
nervous 3483 
[fingertips squeeze together] 3484 
6. ŇȑȣJɼǧŁȽ  3485 
or unconfident that kind of feeling 3486 
[Hold the same gesture and move down the LH with palm open; Figure 3.b] 3487 
7. CŉCȽĬCūɼ  3488 
put your hands there 3489 
[put BH on the thigh] 3490 
8. ĪąăĪĖŇȑɑ  3491 
very embarrassed or... 3492 
[move shoulders front and back slightly] 3493 
9. CĄȽĬĪĪĵƑĵƑ 3494 
You feel that and this 3495 
[Move RH with PU randomly] 3496 
10. ƻ¢>ŸCɰƑzɞƉǕɎCĄȽĬȣčÉ 3497 
then if you move like this, you may feel, 3498 
[rotate BH randomly] 3499 
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11. ĄĄŁȽȣčȝŽȵɫŽàƺ 3500 
feel that you can express better.  3501 
[The back of RH put on the palm of LH twice with intensity; Figure 3.c] 3502 
 3503 
In the above excerpt, Chao used curved hands (image a), ring hand shape (image b), and 3504 
open hand (image c) with body intensity to signify the specific feeling while describing the 3505 
reason for gesturing in the interview. Particularly, he used the squeezed RH to represent the 3506 
emotion of nervousness. The stroke of his gesture was concordant with speech most of the time. 3507 
This match between gesture and speech struck a responsive and sympathetic chord. 3508 
 Investment. Bei also reported that using gesture was a way of showing emotional 3509 
investment in the conversation. The purposeful use of gesture signified his intended effort to 3510 
transfer meaning and showed respect for the importance of conversation. The following was his 3511 
reflection of the emotional role of gesture in communication in the interview.  3512 
ǖsņŁȽĄŸáƌɰ,ɣņɑɎ2ŸÉſŉ~ǕɎȝņ:ȽĬ2ŸŽɁ 3513 
ǚǕŇȑɑĚɏĄŸ2ſɬȣčǕĶȐŇȑ2ŸǚǕȣ^ĮÉɑɰ*ȸ 3514 
ĄŸſ*ȝLáɑſŶKĄŸ2Ÿƪſ6AzBƻ¢ɼƑǕɎȝņȽĬĄ 3515 
ŸüņƉɑ!Ÿɼʁȹü2Ɖɑ!ŸɼʁȹI will think my interlocutor 3516 
is more serious when he gestures while talking with me. Or he should be or maybe that he 3517 
has thought about this by himself, or what he is expressing to me and to him is what he 3518 
really wants to say from the heart. That is, if he does not produce any gesture, probably, 3519 
that is not so important for me and neither for him. (Bei, G2) 3520 
 3521 
 3522 
Guidance. 3523 
Thought flow. Gesture signified speakers’ intention and guided the interlocutors to 3524 
follow his/her thinking patterns in the process of meaning-making. Deng in G2 talked about how 3525 
he led others to follow “the path of his thinking” and “attract interlocutors’ attention” in the 3526 
process of communication. Gesture also made speakers’ effort visible to the interlocutors. Lian 3527 
in G3 mentioned that he used gesture to signal what he would say and asked for the listeners’ 3528 
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patience to wait, while thinking about the exact words to express in English. The following was 3529 
Lian’s reflection in the interview: 3530 
 3531 
ČÖĄɰĄŸɑCǴǴņ_N。ɿȹǜķ……ȝɃüųŷǔņǡòÉĿ 3532 
-&ļphrasingɼǧŁȽ
That is, please wait for a second and I will explain. 3533 
Don't worry... Let them know that I am really thinking, “phrasing,” this kind of feeling.  3534 
 3535 
 3536 
Presentation. Long pointed out the importance of presentation while gesturing as asking 3537 
for confirmation from interlocutors. Presentation gesture referred to opening palms like showing 3538 
one’s ideas to the interlocutors. Long stated that he used presentation gestures that he thought to 3539 
emphasize important words or opinions, highlighting a topic during the conversation. He was not 3540 
only showing his ideas but also checking for interlocutors’ understanding. He explicated his 3541 
presentation in the interview, saying:  3542 
 3543 
 3544 
Figure 4. Long: presentation gesture. 3545 
 3546 
1. ơáɑlŊɑȬűǕŶKɰƑ 3547 
For example, when I was speaking English, 3548 
[stretch right arm to the right intensely and suddenly with PU]  3549 
2. ơáɑ“this is typical”   3550 
For example “this is typical” 3551 
[repeat line 2] 3552 
3. “typical what kind of ”   3553 
[hold] 3554 
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4. ĄŸņŎņĪʁƺȹȵɫǕȸɑhƉ¢  3555 
that is, after I spoke out the most important thing I wanted to express 3556 
[wave palms up and down randomly without intense] 3557 
5. ņĄĈǣ 3558 
I would show it 3559 
[stretch right arm to the right intensely and suddenly with PU again] 3560 
6. «ɋCCŢŪ¦ 3561 
tell you that you receive it. 3562 
[repeat the same gesture] 3563 
 3564 
 Long was reflective of the role of presentation gesture in sequence:“ I think gesture is 3565 
helpful to some degree. When I say something important, I need to give my opinion or present 3566 
key ideas.” He said he used this kind of gesture to show the salience of the topic or opinion to 3567 
concretely present it. He thought that he gestured frequently in English when having production 3568 
difficulties to increase his own confidence.  3569 
 In addition to the open-handed presentation gestures, curved fingers gesture was found to 3570 
present abstract ideas. This gesture was observed while Deng was describing a past experience in 3571 
gesture tasks. He made a self-correction in the following sentence, changing the tense from 3572 
present progressive to past progressive:  3573 
 3574 
 3575 
Figure 5. Deng: container gesture. 3576 
 3577 
 One day we are working, we were working.  3578 
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 [RH open with curve fingers, PU, twice].  3579 
 This metaphoric gesture functioned as a container that held his ideas within his curved 3580 
hands, which “poured” the idea out, as long as he caught the specific word to express. In the 3581 
reflection after he saw his gesture in the video, Deng said:“ņȽĬʁƺɌǕŶK:ů Ň 3582 
ȑŸȝŸņɰɌĿÉĿpǕŶKņĄ:ɰI knocked down while 3583 
recalling the key words or I thought about the word and knocked my hand down while I found 3584 
out the correct word.” 3585 
Proficiency. Participants also thought about the relationship between English proficiency 3586 
and gesture use in the interview. Participants in G1 did not have many opportunities to 3587 
communicate with English native speakers, and they were aware of their English teachers’ use of 3588 
gesture. They regarded gesture use as a manifestation of advanced English proficiency level. The 3589 
“more proficient the English speakers are, the more gesture they produce” (Kai, G1). Qi in G3 3590 
was surprised that Chinese learners of English at a higher proficiency level gestured more, but 3591 
she could not reason why.  3592 
 3593 
ŸǧʞÐǒŊ...... ĄŸƥėʞǕɎŉ~Ą...... NzBǕɎ:Žɼ¸ǕŽ 3594 
ȣƻƺŇȑŁȽCǕƥėʞƺI think that is an advanced level. If your 3595 
English is at advanced level, your gesture will be more natural, or feel your level is 3596 
advanced. (Kai, G1) 3597 
ņǈàÖĄŸȬɐɆĬơɧĄŸǌȬɐȔÙǕŶKĄǁo»ƛŉ~ĄʞȬɐ 3598 
ȏĒØíȬɐȏĒņĄǈɰǁƺȝŸȬɐɆĬɠàǕɼŉ~Ą 3599 
ƑI realized that many people, who can speak English well, liked to gesture while 3600 
talking in English particularly, like my high school and university English teacher. I 3601 
found this character that for these who spoke English better, their gesture was different. 3602 
(Ming, G1) 3603 
ņŢȿpǕÇ,ƻ¢ȬűǚǕɟàǕ24ŉ~ȒơņɯȹÖɰņĄ 3604 
Ǟɺ-% For these Chinese I encountered, their English is at advanced level. On 3605 
the contrary, they gesture more but I don't know why. (Qi, G3) 3606 
 3607 
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Teacher’s gesture. Participants in G1 mainly reflected on their English teachers’ gesture 3608 
in the interview, because these teachers were the most proficient English speakers they knew, 3609 
particularly for Kai and Ke who lives in a small capital city. Kai mentioned that English teachers 3610 
used gesture to narrow the distance with students in addition to enhance emotion. Additionally, 3611 
while Chao was reflecting on his English learning experience in China, said that his English 3612 
teachers’ gestures were the only one that he regarded as natural and frequent. Qi in G3 3613 
mentioned her English teachers’ natural gestures attributing this to the fact that they had studied 3614 
abroad for seven years:  3615 
24ĄŸĉ(ɼǧưnǕ¦ƜĚɏĄŸNŉ~ĄŁļŽùƺƻ¢œɮ 3616 
ɣíǋǕYǹ¦[Teachers’] English is fluent. Gesture can make feelings rich, close 3617 
the relationship with students. (Kai, G1)  3618 
ņÉÇ^ǕȺɬſǧ,ĄŸȬɐȏĒ ņ4ȬɐȏĒmȬɐȏĒĀíȬɐ 3619 
ȏĒÉɆ
ǕŶKɯŸȱ:ɰǧǌǕơɧȣƻęɯȱ»ƛǌŉ~ǕI only 3620 
see one kind of person in China, English teachers. My English teachers in the middle and 3621 
primary school. While they are on the platform, they will do this [move hands randomly]. 3622 
Their gesture was natural and they also like to gesture. (Chao, G3) 3623 
ʎĶȏĒĄŸhÇǓíÂƉǕƻ¢ņɣ4
ɔÃß4!ŸÞî Ą 3624 
ȝĄ:ȔƺoǕņɅĬơɧƲrĄŸ24ȹŭņɐĄŸ
ɔĄŸɣņ 3625 
ȔÙßĄŸĪŷŹǕɼ*ŉ~ĄŸĪȣƻǕß:hƉǕĄŸß:ÃßŸÉ 3626 
ɼȬÇĩ%ĬſĘɼƑêĪ%ň3­ßǕɼ*zBņ:ȽĬàǲƻ¢ 3627 
ņɯǚǕȽĬɯŝ……My ETLS teachers, while I was preparing to study abroad in 3628 
China, two of them were females. When we were talking, I had a deep impression that 3629 
they taught me oral English. When we were talking, their gesture was apparently natural.  3630 
They have stayed in the U.K. for seven years, a long time. So I don't think their gesture is 3631 
funny, and I think that is really [authentic]... (Qi, G3) 3632 
 3633 
Production 3634 
Gesture production included mimicry, imitation, and regulation in this section. 3635 
Participants were asked to reflect on whether they copied or imitated others’ gestures in 3636 
communication, particularly in English in the interview. It is necessary to distinguish between 3637 
mimicry and imitation. Imitation is a meaningful and purposeful action, whereas mimicry is not 3638 
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intentional. For example, we could sing a song even without knowing the meaning as a funny 3639 
mimicry. Additionally, the theme of regulation refers to participants’ attempts to control their 3640 
speech and gesture in communication. 3641 
 3642 
Table 16 3643 
Theme of Production 3644 
Mimicry 
Mimicry of teachers   
Peer contagion 
Spontaneous copying 
Imitation 
Failed trial 
Exaggerated  assumptions 
Cultural exposure                                               
Regulation 
Beats 
Searching for information 
Memory 
 3645 
 3646 
Mimicry. Participants across the four groups all thought whether they copied English 3647 
native speakers’ gesture or not. Mei and Miao in G3 and participants in G4 mentioned in the 3648 
interview that they did not imitate or copy English native speakers’ gesture because they did not 3649 
realize the necessity of copying gesture. Additionally, Miao added that: 3650 
 3651 
ņƪſȝ!ɑǕā¦
ɔ!ŸĬɑ I have not tried to imitate English 3652 
native speakers’ gesture. Probably I did not speak English that often and only spoke 3653 
during class unless I had to. (Miao, G3)  3654 
 3655 
 3656 
Yong in G1 was the only one who talked about his intention to mimic English native 3657 
speakers. He believed that there was a need for mimicry and tried to copy gestures: 3658 
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 3659 
ơáɑņ!ŸĪĄǁoǙ2Ǖɼ*ŉĄȽĬơá2ŒŉņǞɺ2ɑɼ 3660 
ǕŶKŒŉ%ņ!:Œŉ>Ÿ: Ƭŀ2ŉ
ŸĵNɰƑɯŸ 3661 
ɰƑƻ¢¢ŒĄƪſɼȁȪǕÓǊFor example, I may look at his 3662 
gesture not in particular. Just if he raises his hand, I know he raises his hand at that time. 3663 
I will raise my hand as well, but I do not notice that how his hands moved specifically, 3664 
not that specific. (Yong, G1) 3665 
 3666 
 3667 
 Mimicry of teachers. Participants, particularly in G1, mentioned the influence of their 3668 
English teachers and their intention of copying others’ gesture in the interview. Participants in 3669 
G1 mainly copied their English teachers’ gestures for fun, because English teachers were the 3670 
only population whose English was fluent and gestured while speaking. Below are statements 3671 
from participants in G1 on such matters.  3672 
 3673 
ņȏĒáƌ
ɔǁoſŀĶęzBɯơɧȃ]ǕɎȝ:ƙ7ȹŸėĕǕ 3674 
Ɏŧŧŉ!Ąƪ-àƙ7ǕIf it is very interesting, or classic, I may copy. If that is 3675 
general, no need. (Ke, G1) 3676 
ņſŶK:ƙ7!ĄŸǾǕ® íʆȔȔÙǕŶKĄĞǆǲĄƙ7 3677 
ȏĒǕɼǧŉ~ I imitate teacher’s gesture sometimes just to make fun while talking 3678 
with classmates. (Lei, G1) 3679 
 3680 
 3681 
Peer contagion. Bei and Wang were living in the same dorm, and they often produced 3682 
the same gesture [wave hand horizontally with spread fingers, PD] (Figure 6). This gesture use 3683 
became widely spread in their dorm and was used when starting to tell a story. Both participants 3684 
reflected on this peer contagion in the interview:  3685 
 3686 
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 3687 
Figure 6. Wang and Bei: peer contagion. 3688 
 3689 
 3690 
ņȽĬɰŶKǁoɰŉ~ĄŸņ4ɑp÷ȥȣƻĄU@ĸȹÃņ4÷ 3691 
ȥǁo»ƛɰƑàPŸ,Ğäƻ¢ņ4úó¢ƉɑɎȝĄŸſǧŃŃ 3692 
ɑǕŶKȝĄ:ŃŃĄŸȆo,Ɇ5Ŭ&ŇȑŸɑŬ&Ňȑɑ-ǕŶ 3693 
KŃŃççɺƉǕŶKĄɰǜĞäſȪÝüɰȝĄŸɶɬȻû¶ŃŃĄŸ 3694 
ƸŀɊípǕƻ¢ȝȣčȵɫǕŶK!Ąǌ%Ȏ@ĸ"ĬI think this 3695 
gesture at this time in particular, people in the dorm will all do this, because we all like 3696 
this. This may start from one person. Then when we talk in the dorm and try to talk 3697 
slowly, or talk slowly with others about a story or other things, we will start to form the 3698 
rhythm. Yes, this may be learned implicitly based on observation, and we start to use it 3699 
while talking. We acquired this collectively. (Bei & Wang, G2) 3700 
 3701 
 3702 
Pragmatics. In addition to expressing specific meanings with gesture, participants also 3703 
mentioned their spontaneous use of gesture for pragmatics in the interview. Participants across 3704 
groups did not discuss pragmatic gestures specifically, except Chao and Qi in G3. Chao’s 3705 
comment on using gesture to cover uneasiness or a lack confidence was mentioned earlier (see 3706 
Figure 3). Qi was more aware of her gesture in English communication and reported that she 3707 
tried to imitate local people’s gesture to make it natural or native during the conversation:  3708 
 3709 
ȹŹĬȣčŽ  nativeƺ[òſǕŶKņ!:ŀɊǕƙ724ƃÊ, 3710 
ɑɎĄ24ƃÊ,ɑɎĄǧŉ~ƻ¢­ǧzBň3­ſǕŶKņǞɺņÉ 3711 
ɑ-ņ!ƺɾǻġ>ŸņɯŸ:«ɋņȣčCɰŶKȝzŹ 3712 
ĬŽɼ-ň3­ĄýȤ!ŝƾǌŉ~ǕTo make myself more native. 3713 
Actually sometimes, I will imitate how the local speak and how they gesture or any kinds 3714 
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of movement while speaking subconsciously. Therefore, sometimes I know what I am 3715 
saying and I am not nervous at all, but I still tell myself to move a little bit to make it 3716 
more [natural]. So, this makes me like to gesture. (Qi, G3) 3717 
 3718 
 3719 
Spontaneous copying. Chao in G3 mentioned that he used gestures spontaneously while 3720 
talking in English, but he pointed out that he did not produce gesture on purpose or try to imitate 3721 
anyone. Moreover, Lian in G3 talked about the emblematic “quotation” gesture [index and 3722 
middle finger curved to represent comma] (Figure 7). At first, he thought this gesture was 3723 
commonly used in China as well. When asked where he started to imitate this gesture, he 3724 
realized it might have been learned with English native speakers, that this was not, in fact, a 3725 
Chinese gesture: 3726 
 3727 
 3728 
Figure 7. Lian: quotation. 3729 
 3730 
 3731 
ņȽĬĚɏșñŸÉØí¢1µʀíɞƉǕƻ¢ĚɏŸɣÇ,íǕņȽ 3732 
ĬſV ŸɣµȍÇ,íǕ[ò!ƪſŀɊpƪſȁĿɬɰǧĄŸɣɐ 3733 
ɀɰǧȸ=ǕĄŸſŶ1ɰʀ Pickƺ1ɼ pick ƺɰſV ɰĄŸŋ 3734 
ĠǕŀĶI think this gesture should be learned after college. This should not be 3735 
learned from Chinese. I think this probably is learned from some Americans. Actually, I 3736 
have not realized or even think about this in-depth. This is similar to language. You pick 3737 
it here and there sometimes. This gesture is quotation.  3738 
șñŸ1µʀíƉǕɰCȹŸ1µʀņȽĬſV Ÿɣ24ŋ+ɺŊí 3739 
Ǖơáɑ¾Ąɰ quotedșñŸÉǎħŇǎȼŇȑŸɣ24+ư24 3740 
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!ĄŸơáɑȍÇ,ŇȑŸƫÇ,ɼņĄɁɊɼgÇÕĄŸŸɑ1Ç^ 3741 
ĞäĄſǕņȽĬĚɏșñŸÉØí¢1µʀíɞƉǕƻ¢ĚɏŸɣÇ 3742 
,íǕņȽĬſV ŸȝɣµȍÇ,íǕ>òʈ
ŸƪſČoǕØõ 3743 
ɾ:ɰǌȒĎ >Ÿɰŉ~ÇŸȣĄſǕ­,ɯŸɑ1ȍÇ;ɬǕɯ 3744 
Ÿȸų+ưħ³Ǖ ņ!Ǟɺ>ŸȝÉȬɐɬǪ:ŽĕȺThis must be 3745 
learned from somewhere. If you asked from where, I think probably I learned it while 3746 
communicating with them [foreigners]. For example, this is called quoted. Definitely this 3747 
is not from movie or TV, or communication with them. They are like Americans or 3748 
French, these several I know abroad. this does not exist in China since the beginning. I 3749 
think this should be probably learned from somewhere since university. then this should 3750 
not be learned from Chinese. I think this should be learned from a certain American. But 3751 
actually there is no big difference, and everyone just use it. I don't know whether this has 3752 
existed since ancient time in China or transferred from the United States or the influence 3753 
of the west. But, this, but this may be common in English communication.  (Lian, G3) 3754 
 3755 
 3756 
Imitation 3757 
Failed trial. Gesture imitation was a purposeful action some participants tried in the 3758 
process of learning. Qi in G3 shared one instance in the interview when she tried to imitate 3759 
English native speakers’ gestures, that influenced her gesture imitation in future:  3760 
 3761 
ňſ,ɾŸ24ƃÊ,õʀſņŸÕƉǕűǕ,ƻ¢ſǕŶKª% 3762 
¦ĄŸ!:Ŀǜ¾ƪ&!ȓȘ%ƻ¢Ũŉ¹ǸǕ>ŸĄŸņ-ȽĬ 3763 
ĪOŸÃņĄȽĬſƺņȣčɾȝŁȽpſƺąă_x
ņø÷ããĄŸ 3764 
ĄŸ24õǕÞQƻ¢ÃɣņĘʡƑƻ¢ņ4ĄĪƼņɅĬņǳ 3765 
ƚĄŸſƺŬŀƙ724ɼǧĄŸɰƑȓǕȘƻ¢ĄŸĿȵɫ noeasy OKĄ 3766 
ɰǧǕň3ņĄĿȵɫƻ¢ņɼÙ!ĄɰƑȓ%Șƻ¢­!Ÿƙ7 3767 
ø÷ââėŶǕɼɐƣ>ŸßĄ:ȽĬĪàǲ!Ąǲ% They are all local 3768 
and I am the only one who come from an outsider culture. When I have stayed there 3769 
longer, sometimes I think I can shrug my shoulder or throw up my hands or something 3770 
else. But why do I feel I am very silly? Because I can feel a little bit of embarrassed. 3771 
Additionally, my sister in the homestay family, we are at the same age and familiar with 3772 
each other. I remembered that the first time I did this, that is I shrugged my shoulder like 3773 
them, to express "no, easy, OK.” I tried to imitate their gesture intentionally. I want to 3774 
express that and shrugged my shoulder that day and imitate her mother’s tone in our 3775 
daily life. But she thought it was very funny and started to laugh.  3776 
ßɑCĄŸCCǌʒĬíŅɼƑƻ¢ņĄȽĬɼņlŊŸŸǚǕĪàǲ 3777 
ƻ¢ßĄɑ[ò!ŸàǲŸȽĬ[òņȽĬßſȝŸÉŋÈË>ŸßĄ 3778 
ɑŸCėŶĄŸɰƑêȒņ4ŢȿpǕC4ĄŸÇ,ĄŸɰƑê 3779 
ǕáƌCǰƻǚǕ`hƉŇȑŸǰƻêſƺP Canadian styleǕɰǧʛ 3780 
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Ɠņ4ȒĄ:ȽĬǚǕĪ wiredƻ¢­ĄŸȰƻ¿
ɑ>!:ȽĬ[ò 3781 
ðUƪſįȹÃĄŸ take you as you areǕɼǧŁȽShe said that you don't 3782 
have to imitate like that. Then I asked whether I was funny just now. She said, no, just 3783 
because, I think, she may mediate a dispute. She said: you are often like this [Chinese], 3784 
and Chinese we get in touch are like this. If you suddenly do this or suddenly are like 3785 
Canadian style, we would feel wired. Then even if she did not talk about this, but it is 3786 
totally unnecessary, because just “take you are as you are,” this kind of feeling. (Qi, G3)  3787 
 3788 
Exaggerated assumptions. With regard to gesture use, Qi said in the interview that her 3789 
friends in China asked whether she gestured like English native speakers at a higher frequency 3790 
than Chinese. She talked about the differences of gestural understanding between her friends in 3791 
China and herself while studying abroad, suggesting that Chinese learners of English studying in 3792 
China had exaggerated gesture frequency after watching American movies. She also emphasized 3793 
the importance of understanding the meaning of the gesture in depth before imitating it:  3794 
 3795 
ƀĄǚǕʅņ2ɑņǙɼȍtʀʓ24ɑɎĄŸĀzBŲƻ¢ɼCǈ 3796 
ÉŸŸ!ĀzBŲĄŸņɑȬűǕŶKƻ¢2!:ʅņɼCĄƪſĿɬ 3797 
ƙ7? ĤŶǕɎɯƪſhǈ?õããɼ5&ļň3ņɑǕŸņ:ƙ7 3798 
Ǖň3ņȽĬ¾ņȽĬÉÇ^ǕĄŸÃ24ŽÖǕŸɶɬɰǧé/ƻ¢ 3799 
ǙǕɰ*ơɧŸɼǚǕǋƭǕɼ*Ȭűň3­ȝ:üɰŉ~ǕïìÉ 3800 
ǕɰBǌɯſŀ:ÜØƺĄŸɆȬűǕ*,Ǖ*"ľň3áƌņ 3801 
ȹíɰ*ŉ~Ňȑ@:24ǕɰǧzBǕ§ņŸŸĄ:ȬűŽà 3802 
ƺƻ¢Žôƺň3ņȽĬ24ȝ:ɁɰȸĪſǌüíȬűǕ 3803 
ɎMy friends asked me that whether I gesture a lot since he saw these in American 3804 
movies. They also asked me whether I would imitate while speaking English. I would if 3805 
the things with my sister in my home-stay family did not happen. I think my friends in 3806 
China use these kinds of media to know English, which is not real what we used in our 3807 
daily life [while studying abroad]. Therefore, their understanding of the significance of 3808 
gesture was exaggerated. The habit of English native speakers, I think I need to learn 3809 
these gestures to understand the meaning of these gestures. Then my English might be 3810 
better. I think they may think these are useful for English learning. (Qi, G3) 3811 
 3812 
Cultural exposure. Cultural exposure proved an important factor for gestural imitation. 3813 
Wang in G2 had only stayed in the United States for three months and reported that he “ƪſr 3814 
ŀƙ7>ŸŇɇƸŀɊĎȃí:%did not purposefully imitate but may have already 3815 
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learned that gesture subconsciously.” Wang was thoughtful concerning his imitation of gesture 3816 
and mentioned the importance of exposure in the target culture in the interview: 3817 
 3818 
ơáɑlpȬɐǇÐhÇƉpȍÇŇȑƹØn)ɰǧÇõÉɼǇÐʀɣ2 3819 
4+ưǕŶKơáɑņǈÉɐɯĪȧņȹɣĤÊ,ɣ24ĄŸȹƜĕ+ 3820 
ưÉɣ24+ưǕŶKĄŸ!Éí"ņȽĬɰɬǪȝŉ~ĄſñĔ 3821 
{ơáɑØõÉɞȔÙơáǙǉ¶-Ǖ2õơ Vŉ~ƻ¢ȝ: 3822 
ɑ*Pɣɰŉ~ǘYǕ*ɎIɐ¶ĄŸɰƑņȽĬ3Ąȝ×ÉɰćʓĚ 3823 
ɏ:ſĪØĔ{áƌCȹ%。ɰŉ~CǙpɰŉ~ƻ¢ Ŷ!¨p24 3824 
ɑǕɎƻ¢CȝĄ:ĿĄŸ%。24Űɰ+ưǕ@ǹĄŸĿĵɰ 3825 
ŉ~®24ȵɫǕ*ɰ*ɎŸĵɭBǕɰųʓſ*Ĕ{For example if 3826 
you just came to a language environment, like an English environment, studying abroad 3827 
in the United States or Australia this kind of country, when you communicate with them. 3828 
My oral English is so-so. I need to communicate normally with the local. I learn in the 3829 
process of communicating with them. I think gesture may be helpful in this situation. For 3830 
example, we are talking together, or watching ball games or whatever, they will have 3831 
Victory gesture, and talk some slang related to gesture. I feel this may be helpful at this 3832 
level. If you want to know this gesture, you see it, and then you hear what they are 3833 
talking, you may think about this communication system, think how gesture and the 3834 
expression operate. This may be helpful from this aspect. (Wang, G2) 3835 
 3836 
Regulation. In addition to the use of gesture for interlocutors’ understanding, participants 3837 
also reported that they gestured for self-regulation in the interview.  3838 
 Beats. Participants mentioned the importance of beats in the interview. Bei often used 3839 
beats, a term none of the participants knew while speaking whether in Chinese or English. At 3840 
first, he thought it was spontaneous, but later he said that he used beats to make his pace of 3841 
gesture production. Lian also mentioned that he used beats for prosody, that it was difficult to 3842 
present his ideas step by step in English. Bei and Lian both talked about this for self-control: 3843 
 3844 
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 3845 
Figure 8. Bei: beats. 3846 
 3847 
 3848 
ŇȑŸȝŸņɰɌĿÉĿpǕŶKņĄ:ɰàPŸ……  3849 
ŀɊǕȆȣčɕţȞê_ɕţȗ@ɐɀ!ŸWhen I think up the 3850 
word, I will do this gesture [Figure 8]. This is like... To control myself subconsciously. 3851 
My mind is re-adapted, so does my gesture. (Bei, G2)  3852 
ĄüCȣčÄʍǕŶKŸȣčŋȪÝɯŸɑɃo,ǴǴCɑhCȣčǕĶ 3853 
ĿɑņǕĿƫÉɰʀ ƲćǕɺǊņɾń>ŸĄŸɑllɼŶKàPĄſ 3854 
ɰǧŉ~ĄŸĚɏŸȆȣčŋȪÝWhen you have difficulty [of expressing], you 3855 
gesture for your own rhythm. Or make others to wait for you to speak out your ideas to 3856 
show my idea is here. I don’t know the deep reasoning, but what I did just now that kind 3857 
of gesture, should be for my own rhythm. (Lian, G3)  3858 
 3859 
 Searching for information. Gesture was helpful for organizing and expressing ideas. 3860 
Participants also mentioned that they gestured more frequently when having difficulties 3861 
expressing ideas in the interview. Gestures manifested their struggle of thinking and their effort 3862 
of trying. This was evident from Deng in higher frequency of gesture and Lian’s squeezing 3863 
gestures while thinking of the word: 3864 
 3865 
ǖsņŁȽɞƉžʁȹǕɯŸĔ{ȣčǕȵɫĄŸņſƪſɰŉ~üo,Ǖ 3866 
Ǌ。ſƪſČo>ŸņŁȽü(ņü(ȵɫȑƉɑŸĔ{ƖǊĿȵɫ- 3867 
ǕɵĨ  I think for now, the most important aspect is to help me to express. I am 3868 
not sure whether others’ understanding will differ if I gesture or not. But for myself, an 3869 
expresser, gesture helps organize my thought. (Deng, G2) 3870 
Ǟɺĵɑƻ¢ņĄĞä:şʠƻ¢
Ɖ¢:ǰƻǍĄŸǷŸNŌ 3871 
ǥǕŶKɯŸɣ,ɑɎǕŶKņɾǗ:ɰƑ ĄŸņNȬűǕŶKŉ~:ǁ 3872 
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oÖÃȃĕĿȵɫɰɌ I don't know how to speak, and I will start to gesture. I 3873 
will gesture suddenly by spreading my hands out when I think up, no matter I am working 3874 
on TOEFL or speaking with others. I often do this.  I gesture a lot in English to express 3875 
this word. (Deng, G2)  3876 
ņǌŉ~ŸǧŀɊǕĚɰǧĚĄŸǋÉCĿpɳǕɌŇȑŸ 3877 
ĿpĄŸɰɎpěĚɏĵȀȂhƉǌȬűɆhƉň3ņĄŸǜķǕ 3878 
ɎɼŉĄ:ɰƑMy gesture was spontaneous. This happened when I cannot 3879 
think up the appropriate words, or how to organize this sentence and speak out in 3880 
English. My hands often moved like this when I was anxious [searching]. (Deng, G2) 3881 
ɃņɣɑŷǔƺàP=:ɰƑĄŸÃǚǕſŶ²ĄĿɞƉɼɌŸ- 3882 
ĄŸ:ŇȑĄ|uĄȹD}ĄD}Éŉ
Ą:ſɰƑǧŁȽ[Gesture] 3883 
seems to make me express clearly. You are really trying to think up that word, and really 3884 
want to try hard. Then you will squeeze your hand. (Lian, G3) 3885 
 3886 
 3887 
Memory. Additionally, participants said that gesture helped them memorize English. Bei 3888 
stated how he recited English vocabulary with gesture and how he used gesture to recall a word 3889 
in the interview: 3890 
 3891 
țɌǕŶKơáɑƜ3sŸLáĪʄǕɌƻ¢ȝǁoʍɅƻ 3892 
¢ņŉ:ŀɊɰƑi!ŸiĞơáɑLáɑ HOMEƻ¢ņòÉɅ? 3893 
>ŸņĄ H O M E (move RH open hand oblique while uttering each letter)ɰƑǧĦ 3894 
ğƻ¢­ȝɬÙ¢ņâɯȐņɑ homeĵŘƻ¢áƌņĿɞ 3895 
Ɖ>ņŉáƌɰƑǕɎȝēhƉȝņȽĬņ[ò3süȣčſɬÃĪʍ 3896 
ɅĪʄǕɌņŉĄ:ɰƑWhen I try to recite vocabularies, for example, if I 3897 
tried to remember a long word, which is difficult to remember, my hands would move like 3898 
this subconsciously to divide. For example, if I say “home,” but I cannot remember it, I 3899 
will gesture. After two days, when my mum asked how to spell the word “home,” if I 3900 
cannot recall, my hands would to help me recall. My hands move like this if I try to 3901 
remember a long and difficult word. (Bei, G2) 3902 
 3903 
 3904 
Cross-linguistic and Cross-cultural Differences 3905 
Differences included cross-linguistic and cross-cultural variations. Participants across 3906 
groups compared their gesture use while speaking in Chinese and English and talked about 3907 
cultural differences with respect to gesture use in communication. Furthermore, they provided 3908 
explanations of those differences based on their learning experience.  3909 
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Table 17 3910 
Theme of Cross-linguistic and Cross-cultural Differences 3911 
Frequency 
Space 
Typical gestures 
             Counting 
             Emblems 
Exaggeration 
            Feeling awkward 
Explanations 
             Family education 
             Age differences 
             Personality 
 3912 
 3913 
Frequency. Most participants across groups thought that they gestured more frequently 3914 
while speaking English than Chinese in the interview. First, they reported that speaking Chinese 3915 
was easier than English, “We can express our ideas clearly in Chinese and use fewer gesture 3916 
(Ke, G1) and we do not need to search for the word while speaking Chinese.” (Lei, G1). In 3917 
addition, participants expressed their difficulty speaking English fluently and which caused them 3918 
to focus on the wording instead of gesture. Pragmatically, participants in G3 reflected on their 3919 
impressions providing explanations for why they thought they used more gestures in English: 3920 
 3921 
ɑȬűǕŶKșñ:ǻġƺȝ:ŽÖ¦ņƪſƬŀɬ >ŸņȽĬÕÇ 3922 
,ȝ:șñŸŽɦƊÇ,Ą:ǫĭǻġƺɰɎƪ¨ńĵv[I 3923 
am] more nervous while speaking English and gesture more. I did not pay attention. But 3924 
foreigners may be or definitely more relaxed, and Chinese are more nervous. What if I 3925 
listened but could not understand? (Miao, G3) 3926 
ȽĬɯŸȬűÖƺĄŸɆȬűǕŶKȣč:ı?ĄŸſƺzBǸǕ> 3927 
ŸáƌȹŸo,ǕɎņĿņƀàPàPØõŉ~ɾŝÖǕ I think I gesture 3928 
more while speaking English. I cannot control myself to move or gesture while speaking 3929 
English. With regard to others, I think my friends all gesture a lot. (Qi, G3)  3930 
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ņ:ȽĬȬɐɑĬàǕ,ǕɎȆȆ,Ű@ǕŁȽɾ:ȽĬưǑ* I feel that 3931 
these who speak English well  will make the impression more fluent. (Ning, G3) 3932 
ǡòŸſǕ,ɑɎĄ:ǗɰƑ Some people [English native speakers] talk like 3933 
this [BH down parallel PF]Ç,­ ĄPņǈÉ,!z%[For Chinese 3934 
speakers] just like me, no movement. (Qian, G4) 3935 
ĄŸņǈ24ȏÕĄŸŸɰɑɎǕŶKȗ@zBǚǕŸĪÖȹĄŸȘȡ¶ 3936 
ȹĄŸȜȢȹĄŸŉǕ>ŸɰÉÇ^ɎȝơɧņȽĬÇ±4Ç^Ǖ, 3937 
ɑɎʋ%ɼǧǁoɑɎʐȹzzzȧĄŸĪā:ɪɑɎɪȓȘƻ¢ Ą 3938 
Ÿzzŉ¶ǸǕI found foreigners had many body movement while talking, 3939 
whether shoulders, arms or hands. However, in China, I think many Chinese do not shrug 3940 
their shoulders or move hands often unless they need to move in particular. (Qi, G3) 3941 
 3942 
Space. In addition to gestural frequency, participants also reflected on gesture space in 3943 
the interview. They pointed out that Americans use a broader radius of movement than Chinese 3944 
and that Chinese do not move or gesture as much as Americans. They reported that, in addition 3945 
to hands, English native speakers use their arms and whole body during communication. Also, 3946 
Bei thought that “Americans gesture in a larger space than Chinese” with a broader radius 3947 
(breadth larger than the body size {Figure 9.a}and height above the head {Figure 9.b}): 3948 
 3949 
 3950 
Figure 9. Bei: space differences.  3951 
 3952 
 3953 
1. ĄŸȝ 3954 
That is possible 3955 
[open BH apart from the middle of the body to both sides, PF; Figure 9. a] 3956 
2. 2zBȝ:Ž 3957 
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his (American’s) action may be more  3958 
[repeat line 1] 3959 
3. ĄŽ 3960 
be more 3961 
[raise BH near head, open hands, PF; BH move outward slightly to the right; Figure 9.b] 3962 
4. ɰƑ 3963 
like this 3964 
[RH move down to the breast level, PD; LH raise up above the head and stretch outward, 3965 
open hand, BH move slightly to the left]  3966 
5. ƻ¢ņ4ȝŸ 3967 
Then we (Chinese) may only 3968 
[rotate BH near the breast level; Figure 9.c] 3969 
6. ĄÉɰ  3970 
limit to this  3971 
[forearms are curved, BH around the shoulder level in a narrower space, PF; Figure 9.d] 3972 
7. ȭÅʀ 3973 
Area.  3974 
[Repeat line 5] 3975 
 3976 
Typical gestures 3977 
Counting. Participants also thought of typical gestures in Chinese and American culture. 3978 
They provided fewer typical Chinese gesture and talked more about American emblems that they 3979 
recalled in the interview. Counting numbers was one of the major differences they had noticed. 3980 
The way of counting 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 was different for awareness because Chinese people use 3981 
emblems with one hand to signify those numbers instead of counting on two hands as done in 3982 
American culture. Mei talked about a misunderstanding that took place while she was using the 3983 
Chinese forms of counting: 3984 
 3985 
Pſ\@ǕǖǕǕŶKPơáɑɑŮë-Pņ4ɑŸơáɑXƺʃȺ 3986 
%ƻ¢ĵǜCĄCřŉơɰPŋǎɎƑɼXƺƉʃƻ¢ņ 3987 
ȽĬəàPŸǳƚņĄſǕŶKņſəàPŸɣȍÇ,ɰɑƻ¢!ɰ 3988 
ơjƻ¢àP,õĄƪſĚƻ¢ĄǰƻĿɞƉÀüàPĄŸÇʀŉ~ 3989 
ɑXŸɰƑɑǕƻ¢ȍÇŉŸŸɰƑ,ȝĄŸďš_xśÛ 3990 
¶üüĄŸüƻ¢ĄŸüƜŸɰȝəơɧǰhƺ¦When you 3991 
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gesture for specific purpose. For example, numbers, like we often use this gesture, liking 3992 
making a call to show 6’clock. I remember that the first time I talked to an American and 3993 
used this gesture, he did not react. Then I realized suddenly that this is a Chinese gesture 3994 
to show 6, and Americans don’t. They use one hand and another finger. Yes, this left a 3995 
deep impression. (Mei, G3)  3996 
 3997 
Emblems. Participants mainly thought about typical American emblems that they knew 3998 
and provided different examples, including: Oh, my god! [raise both hands up with PU apart 3999 
from the body] (Rui, G1); ȓȘ shrug shoulders [open BH PU spread fingers] (Ming & Yong, 4000 
G1); ũŗÛ bump fists (Nana, G4); ŋĠǕŀĶ the quotation gesture (Lian, G3); fingers 4001 
crossed (Qian, G4); and so so (PD wave a little bit).  4002 
Participants also discussed emblems in depth in the interview, suggesting that Chinese 4003 
use gesture to manifest individual willingness but Americans have established collective forms 4004 
of emblematic gesture. The following are Bei’s explanations of this matter:  4005 
 4006 
>ņȽĬ24ŸſĪÖÆñǕŉ~[òņ4ƪſɑµŉ~ñŸǁñpCĄȹ 4007 
NɰzBƪſ>24ȝĄɰƑŇȑŸň3ɰŸű
ȒŸ,ĸ 4008 
ǕűțŻĚɏſħ³ņȽĬȝÕÇ,Ǖŉ~ŽÖ*>ŸĄŸÇ,[ 4009 
ò!Ÿſŉ~ņȽĬɯŸɼƑĄŸÇ,Ǖŉ~ŸȣčĄǚǕŸ,ǸǕƃ 4010 
ȝǕĄŸŉ~ÕÇ,2:Lá2ĿNpɑpɰǕŶKlàɰŉ~Ÿ2 4011 
űʀǕȸ2ĄǗŢNhɰŉ~ȝpņ4ȹɑpɰǧŀĶǕŶKŉ~ 4012 
ȝŸȗ@
ǕȣņȵɫǕŀłȒŸȎ@ĸǕƘĳĄȝɼ 4013 
Ȉň3ɑǙɞƉŁȽàPMā>ŸÕÇ,2ŀɊpɰȈňſǕɾŸɰƑǕ 4014 
ɎɼȝCĄȽĬ24ŉ~:ÖBut I think they have more established gestures. 4015 
For Chinese, we do not have any particular gesture to make, but they may have these. 4016 
This is related to culture instead of individuals. The cultural background should have the 4017 
influence. I think foreigners gesture more, but Chinese also have gesture. I think Chinese 4018 
gesture is like human’s instinct. Foreigners, when they want to say something, and 4019 
coincidently, they have this kind of gesture in their culture. They will make that gesture 4020 
directly. However, when we may want to express this meaning, gesture is likely to be only 4021 
a self-expression willingness in the body. But this is not a collective concept, and is not 4022 
that uniform. Therefore, it looks like we gesture fewer. But foreigners they realized this 4023 
uniform, and they gesture more. (Bei, G2) 4024 
    4025 
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Exaggeration. Participants talked about their understanding of gestural differences and 4026 
focused on cultural differences for the use of gesture with emotions in the interview. Generally 4027 
speaking, participants said that English native speakers gesture or exaggeratedly with emotion, 4028 
whereas, Chinese are restrained. This understanding of exaggeration was apparent in G2, G3, 4029 
and G4 but not G1 who had little contact with English native speakers in their daily lives:  4030 
 4031 
ņȽĬĄ!:ſÇ,!:ſɼ*ȝĪÜġǕɼǧ>ŸșñŸMāPÕ 4032 
,ņȽĬɾI think several Chinese may also have exaggerated gesture, but this is 4033 
relatively fewer, not much like foreigners, who all [gesture exaggeratedly]. (Bei, G2)  4034 
ņȽĬȍÇ,ÜġǕÖȵļĪùÇ,ɑȬɐǕŶKĄơɧeʑǕɼǧĄ 4035 
Ƞ
ƪſÚÖǕȵļI think Americans are exaggerated with rich emotional 4036 
expression. Chinese are too calm to have any emotion on face (Deng, G2) 4037 
ğʓɽȵļā*Fewer facial expression for Chinese. (Shi, G2)  4038 
Ç,ÉņǕəʀÇ,ŖÉɰɪÇ,ĄŖí"ŶʆǟǕÇ, 4039 
ɑȬɐǕŶKƪſʓɽȵļǕņȝɰɑǚǕĄŇȑɑ24ŸĪº(ǌʓ 4040 
ɽȵļ>ŸȍÇ,Ƒɼǧ²ĪùChinese, in my impression, 4041 
including these who have been here for longer time, they do not have facial expression. 4042 
Really, they are not good at using facial expression. American are different. That kind of, 4043 
wow, very rich. Yeah, so rich. (Chao, G3) 4044 
   4045 
To be specific, participants mentioned that English native speakers looked friendly, 4046 
which they attributed to rich emotional expression. Qian in G4 mentioned how shocked she was 4047 
while hearing an English native speaker’s exaggerated voice. Peng in G4 also pointed out that 4048 
English native speakers liked to smile to make the atmosphere harmonious:  4049 
 4050 
ņȽĬÇ,¦ʝS2ɑűǕŶKàP¿ɾÚġĄɑð%>ŸȍÇ,2 4051 
ĄŸɼƑǕ,ǁoÖĂ[ŸņſŶKÌǎƕĄņſƚ$%ƈÅĐƻ¢Ǽ 4052 
ȩǁoŹǛƻ¢ſʟ,Øå
ƉCĄɑ² I like your scarf. ɼ
Ɖ 4053 
ɼ²ĄŎC£p%ƻ¢ɼļȋǕȵɫǡòſŶKȱÜġǕſƺüßȵ 4054 
ǈßĽŇȑʞZ-ǕĄŸĪÜġI don’t think Chinese open their mouth openly 4055 
while talking. Just like Ummu, then done. But Americans they open their mouth widely. I 4056 
remembered that when I was in the elevator, I wore a scarf, which was red and 4057 
outstanding. One black lady came and said: wow, I like your scarf. This “wow” 4058 
surprised me and her facial expression was really exaggerated.  They often have this kind 4059 
emotion when they are surprised or happy. (Qian, G4) 4060 
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ǲȏÕɆɎƾǲŇȑ2»ƛǲÇ,ņȽĬ»ƛȖǕȵļÇ,ȵļǘü 4061 
ƉɑȖȏÕ:ǲɼ2ǕɰǧǲņȽĬŴĦ2ǲC!łŀǲĄŰƩɶƤ 4062 
ÅĪȲƮņȽĬForeigners like to smile, but Chinese are relatively serious. When 4063 
they were smiling, you want to smile as well spontaneously. The atmosphere is 4064 
harmonious. (Peng, G4) 4065 
 4066 
 Feeling awkward. Chao compared his experiences of being in China and the United 4067 
States in the interview. He talked about how to gesture naturally in daily life in the United States, 4068 
and how dry it was to give a speech in Chinese. He found that in China no matter Chinese or 4069 
English speech, teachers often required students to gesture vividly and interestingly.  Below is an 4070 
example he provided: 4071 
 4072 
 4073 
 4074 
Figure 10. Chao: feeling awkward. 4075 
 4076 
 4077 
ƻ¢ĄŁȽĪĖĄĪĖǰƻřǜǮÉɓ 4078 
I feel it is really dry to read the draft  4079 
[BH together, with PU, curve fingers, head look down at the hands], 4080 
ŇȑɑÉțǕŶKĄĪĖ 4081 
or very dry while reciting 4082 
 [stand still with BH on sides straight, head look up], 4083 
ÉțǕŶKǰƻʆŉ 4084 
and then I will move my hands suddenly  4085 
[stretch RH to the right above head]. 4086 
ƻ¢ĄŸɑ-ơá®ė 4087 
For example, when I was talking “peace”  4088 
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[repeat the same gesture: RH raise up straight; Figure 10], 4089 
ĄĪąăĪąăɝǻŪÂ 4090 
 it is really embarrassing to retract quickly  4091 
[move RH move down quickly].  4092 
 4093 
 Chao gestured with straight hand and stiff body to illustrate how awkward it was to 4094 
gesture in China. On the contrary, he regarded English native speakers’ gesture as a natural habit 4095 
in communication.  4096 
 4097 
 ņȽĬ24ŸɑĪǁoǕŉ~Ÿ\@ȵɫŸ"ľĸǕɑɎǕŶKơ 4098 
ɧØǕĀǕſƺĀzB>ŸŸɑrŀǕȵɫɰŸǌƉȵɫ6A&ļ 4099 
I don’t think English native speakers have particular gesture, not specific, just a habit 4100 
while speaking. They gesture in larger space, and small ones, but not to express 4101 
purposefully. This is not to express anything. (Chao, G3) 4102 
 4103 
  4104 
The conscious awareness of gestural differences made Chao gesture differently while 4105 
talking with Chinese and English native speakers in daily life. He said that he tried to avoid 4106 
facial expression while speaking Chinese but showed natural emotion while speaking English: 4107 
 4108 
ĄɣÇ,+ưņ:rŀǕǌɼƑɆĄƪʓɽȵļĄŸÇ,Ą 4109 
üņĄȣqȣč¶ȹÚÖǕļŁÉȠ
>ÉȍÇ,ņ:ȃŀÊĄŸĪȣƻ 4110 
Ǖȝņ4Ç,ɆȬɐ®ɣȍÇ,ɆȬɐŶKŸ ƑɁðUǧǂĴņ4 4111 
Ç,ɆȬɐǕŶKŁȽàąă>ŸɣȍÇ,ǕŶKņ:ǈȣčǕɐɷ- 4112 
Ǖƻ¢ŽĲŽPȍÇ,*When I am talking with Chinese, I try to avoid to use 4113 
facial expression as much as I can, to control myself. While with Americans, I am more 4114 
naturally use. These are totally two different states while speaking English with Chinese 4115 
or Americans. It is embarrassed to speak English with Chinese. When I am talking with 4116 
Americans, however, I found my speaking speed is quick like Americans.  (Chao, G3) 4117 
 4118 
 4119 
Explanations.  4120 
Contextual immersion. Chao denied the possibility of gesturing for his Chinese friends 4121 
while they were speaking English. He thought he gestured a lot while staying in the United 4122 
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States and attributed this to his length of stay in the cultural exposure. He said that Chinese 4123 
learners of English in the EFL context did not gesture much because they did not take English 4124 
learning seriously, only for exams, whereas, he learned English and gestured for living in the 4125 
ESL context.   4126 
Family education. Chinese parents required few hands or feet movement while talking 4127 
because those movements were regarded as impolite in Chinese culture. Participants were told to 4128 
be disciplined in their childhood. Qi and Mei in G3 talked about this in the following:  4129 
ɆűŸĪāſŉ~ǕÃÉņ4õĄŸſĄŸſƺPõŭƑǕȸĄ 4130 
ŸCɑɎȹzŉzȟ[òņźĬņȽĬņĀǕŶKȃĕÃɰŜɄ……ɑ 4131 
Ɏɾȝſŉ~ǕɼǧI gesture less while talking in Chinese, since there is like 4132 
family education in my family, that you should not move hands or feet while talking. I was 4133 
often criticized because of this when I was young... No gesture while speaking. (Qi, G3)  4134 
ĄŸņĚɏȧɑɎǕŶKĆʂġǀȦƽĄŸȃĕɑ¶-CɰǱæ¶ȹȣ 4135 
ƻYes, my parents told me to avoid make threatening gestures since I was young. They 4136 
often say that the way you stand should be natural. (Mei, G3)  4137 
 4138 
Age differences. The older one is, the humbler or more constrained one should be in 4139 
Chinese culture. This was part of the reason Wang mentioned in the interview that the older 4140 
generation gestured less than the younger ones. Wang talked about generation differences in 4141 
terms of cross-cultural variations while staying in the United States for three months. 4142 
 4143 
áƌǈÉÉűȎ@ņŁȽȝŸ ĘʡćŸ:DǌʙǅșñŸƑ 4144 
ǕņȽĬĘɦ,șñŷŹȹơȏĘ,ŇȑĘ,ơEȹʞÃPŅĘ,ȝ2 4145 
4ȣč^ĮƸŀɊĄŸŽǬʁƺȝĄ:ɬ(ÜġÊȵɫȣčǕļŁǈÉ 4146 
ÇņɑŸȝÉÇ^Ǖɰǧ>ŸņŁȽȹŸŞűȎ@ÉȍÇȝņŁ 4147 
ȽĄƠĘʡćȵɫǕɾĪÖȝÃņÉɼò"ǕŶKŢȿǕȏÛȏÚ 4148 
Ú24ſŶKȝĄŸɹp-ʖĮ&ȝ24ȹĿȣč。N 4149 
ǁoƵǭǕȵļ¶ĄŸÜġȵļƻ¢Ą。ņ4Ǖąă-Ǖ24ȣč! 4150 
:NņȽĬȝ>ɼɪȝ!ſĘɦ,ȝ!:ʙǅ:ŽʞƺIf within the 4151 
same cultural community, I think different generations have different gestural frequency. 4152 
Because, like people in their mid-age, they need to be steadier subconsciously, and may 4153 
not express their emotion exaggeratedly. Yes, this is current China, and I mean in China. 4154 
But if we change to another cultural community, maybe in America, I think every 4155 
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generation express a lot. Probably, because I encountered grandparent during my 4156 
internship in the United States Sometimes they may encounter some unhappy things and 4157 
they may make funny emotion or exaggerated emotion to make defuse these themselves or 4158 
try to avoid our embarrassment. They will do this themselves. I think, probably, younger 4159 
generation may have higher frequency. (Wang, G2) 4160 
 4161 
 4162 
 Personality. Furthermore, participants also attributed gestural differences to personality 4163 
in the interview. They thought that the more open one is, the more frequently one may gesture. 4164 
Lian in G3 was not aware of his gesture and did not know whether he gestured frequently or not 4165 
before watched his videos. Lian compared his gesture use to his friends’ and pointed out the 4166 
influence of personality, and Mei thought about her personality as well: 4167 
 4168 
®ĸƓǘYņȽĬȝǶĸƓǕɽi This may be related to personality. This 4169 
is part of the personality.  (Lian, G3) 4170 
ȽĬņ:ǌơɧØǕȜȢ-ņ!ŸơɧɰǧĄſȵƷĸǕɰĸƓ¦ň 4171 
3ȝ:Üġ*……ÕÇƀàPſſŶKŁȽȝǙĸƓſǕ,ȝŸɰ 4172 
ƑǕſǕƜ¾ƜņȽĬėĕƪÚƬŀ>ŸCɰʅɞƉņƜǄǕɰ 4173 
əŸň3ȽĬſɰĸƓơɧØ°°ǕȝĄŸzB!Ø*I feel I gesture 4174 
with large space or open my arms, but my characteristics is performative, so it may be 4175 
exaggerated... Sometimes, this is related to personality. Someone may gesture more. But I 4176 
do not pay attention usually. But as you ask, I realize that these whose personality is open 4177 
may gesture in larger space. (Mei, G3) 4178 
 4179 
Group-Specific Analysis 4180 
This section talks about group specific analysis of speech and gesture based on the data in 4181 
gesture tasks and participants’ situated reflection after seeing their gesture in the video. To 4182 
demonstrate, several examples have been selected to provide individual differences on gesture 4183 
awareness and also triangulate with themes mentioned above. Many examples were brief, lasting 4184 
no more than 30 seconds, and were analyzed frame-by-frame with screenshots when the 4185 
movement took place. The choice of these excerpts in each group was based on their gesture 4186 
production in the gesture tasks in which they spoke in English and Chinese and their detailed 4187 
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reflection on certain gestures in the video. These excepts were analyzed including not only 4188 
gesture but also participants’ whole body movement, head movement, and facial emotion. The 4189 
dyads of speech and gesture were observed in a microgenetic analysis. 4190 
Group 1.  4191 
 Gesturing for struggle: Ke and Kai. Ke and Kai were not consciously aware of their 4192 
gesture use in English learning, and their gesture signified their struggle while describing an 4193 
experience of watching a movie in English in the gesture tasks. They paused and thought for 4194 
several seconds to think of the correct words in the process of the description.  Ke was the 4195 
dominant character in this excerpt and asked for help from his partner Kai and me, as a 4196 
researcher. He spent more than 28 seconds to speak out 15 words in total, including cases of 4197 
seeking help and clarification. The gesture stroke was not bolded in this example because of 4198 
phrase by phrase analysis. They were standing outside while talking in the following excerpt. 4199 
 4200 
 4201 
Figure 11. Ke and Kai’s event. 4202 
 4203 
 4204 
1. Ke: we go to...  4205 
[BH fingers interlace, look at his partner while speaking, laughing] 4206 
2. go to  4207 
[fingers interlace, PU, look at the research]  4208 
3. EnĒȭ  4209 
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normal 4210 
4. Kai: ĒØ 4211 
normal university 4212 
[both laugh and look at the researcher to ask for help] 4213 
5. ResearcherɼĚɏŸ (that should be) Hebei normal university, normal university 4214 
6. Ke: Hebei normal?  4215 
[body lean to the right and look at his partner, BH interlace, raise up the tone] 4216 
7. Kai: normal university 4217 
[look at Ke, BH hold into fists, murmur the words in an extremely low voice] 4218 
8. Ke: normal ...versity 4219 
[fingers interlace] 4220 
10. Kai: by bike  4221 
[hold, speak in a low voice] 4222 
11. Researcher: ĒȭǸǕ (normal) 4223 
12. Ke: ĒȭǸǕ versity 4224 
[hold] 4225 
13. Kai: university 4226 
14. Ke: university  4227 
15. Kai: Øí (university) 4228 
16. Ke: oh 4229 
[nod] 4230 
17. huh  4231 
[move RH to the right, hand into fist, rub index finger and thumb slightly; Figure 11] 4232 
18. by bike 4233 
[laughing] 4234 
19. Researcher: yes.  4235 
20. Ke: en huh, in in order to... humm... 4236 
[BH interlace, raise head up and look up] 4237 
21. Ǚǎħĵɑ 4238 
[look at his partner, BH hold] 4239 
22. - movie 4240 
[look at the researcher, BH hold] 4241 
23. Researcher: watch a movie 4242 
24. Ke: oh, watch a movie  4243 
[look at his partner] 4244 
25. Watch movie©? 4245 
[look at the researcher] 4246 
 4247 
 4248 
 In this example, Ke did not catch the meaning of “Ēȭ normal” and could not figure out 4249 
the pronunciation of “university” until Kai clarified. He also asked for help while searching for 4250 
the phrase “watching a movie” and repeated the phrase again for memorization. Ke’s struggle 4251 
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was apparent from his gesture in line 17 (Figure 11). He squeezed and interlaced his fingers 4252 
during the whole process to signify the precise grip of the word he wanted to express.  4253 
In the reflection after watching their gesture in the video, they said that they did not pay 4254 
attention to gesture in their English learning. Kai, who was a facilitator in this clip, said that 4255 
gesture was helpful “ĢɕņĄŸĿhƉ% for emphasis. I just think it out.” When Ke looked 4256 
at his gesture in line 17, he thought his gesture helped the process of thinking 4257 
 4258 
ņĿſ{(ĶȐ¦ÃɺȪǕƻ¢ŁȽƺh¢ȣčĄȝɑhƉƑ  4259 
Gesture is helpful for thinking, because I feel that I can speak out while I spread my  4260 
hands out during the process.” ȒſŶK*ŉ~ȝ:œɮ*Yǹ¦.  4261 
Sometimes some gestures can close the relationship.  4262 
 4263 
Overall, their gesture was limited and not specific for their wording, mainly signaling 4264 
their struggles. They regarded gesture use as a higher level of English proficiency and said they 4265 
would try to use gesture consciously in the future.  4266 
 Contradictions of gesture awareness: Rui. Rui was talking in Chinese and English on a 4267 
similar topic. She thought she gestured more frequently in English than in Chinese after 4268 
watching her gestures in the video. Explicate analysis of her gesture in the following excerpt, 4269 
however, contradicted her assumed gesture awareness. She talked in Chinese first and transferred 4270 
into English to continue to describe her volunteer experience. She put her hands on the chair 4271 
arms and her gestural space was limited within the breadth of the chair whether in Chinese or 4272 
English. She held a tissue in her right hand all the time in this excerpt. 4273 
 4274 
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 4275 
Figure 12. Rui’s event. 4276 
 4277 
 4278 
1. ņ4īƝ%Ù 4279 
We walked the whole day. 4280 
[raise up LH index and middle fingers] 4281 
2. ɜ  4282 
walking 4283 
[the RH index finger stretched and other fingers hold into a fist, index finger zigzag] 4284 
3. ĄŸǯɠ  4285 
that is, walking through 4286 
[twist the wrist and move RH to the right and then forward, palm facing left] 4287 
4. ʀʓǕƲĊ  4288 
the deep mountain trail 4289 
[repeat line 3] 4290 
5. Îƃƪſ,  4291 
almost nobody 4292 
[move RH slightly and horizontally, PD] 4293 
6. ƴ,  4294 
tourists went 4295 
[LH down slightly] 4296 
7. ɾ:  4297 
they only went 4298 
[repeat line 6]  4299 
8. p  4300 
to 4301 
[hand repeat line 7; eyes glimpse to the right to start searching for the right word early; 4302 
smiling] 4303 
9. ž  4304 
the most 4305 
[LH move slightly and randomly to search for the correct word; smiling] 4306 
10. ……ĄŸ  4307 
... that is 4308 
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[LH move down twice, PD]  4309 
11. žsʓǕÊų  4310 
the front edge of the mountains 4311 
[RH spiral up twice, PD; Figure 12.a]  4312 
12. 24:ƲT  4313 
they would not go in depth 4314 
[curve left forearm down; Figure 12.b] 4315 
13. we walk a day 4316 
[move RH index finger up around the shoulder level and down to the waist level] 4317 
14. to go and out 4318 
[repeat line 13 with more muscular tension; Figure 12.c] 4319 
15. from. hmm. 4320 
[move LH with index finger stretched down slightly, LH rest on the chair arm] 4321 
16. morning 4322 
[hold, eyes move up and glimpse to the right again] 4323 
17. night 4324 
[LH move down, RH index finger move up and down; smiling] 4325 
18. to  4326 
[RH repeat line 17 and move up to the right slightly; smiling] 4327 
19. xia   4328 
afternoon     4329 
[move LH up slightly] 4330 
20. afternoon 4331 
[move BH down with PD twice, raise her voice]  4332 
21. six 4333 
[LH thumb and little finger spread, other fingers curved; raise her voice, head up; 4334 
smiling; Figure 12.d] 4335 
22. pm 4336 
[open LH PD move down twice; raise her voice, head up; smiling] 4337 
  4338 
Contradictory assumptions. Rui’s gesture presented the dynamics of their walking 4339 
process. The meaning of lines 1 and 2 in Chinese and lines 13 and 14 in English was the same in 4340 
speech but her gesture was different. The iconic gesture in line 2 represented how they were 4341 
walking on the mountain. Instead of moving her index finger straightly, her finger spiraled up, 4342 
representing the switchback and indexing the difficulty of walking on a deep mountain trail. The 4343 
gesture was global and synthetic, providing additional information about the features of the road. 4344 
She used another iconic gesture with twisted wrist in lines 3 and 4 to describe how curved the 4345 
road was and show the process of going to the furthest mountain trail. She talked about how they 4346 
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walked in and out in line 14 in English with similar catchment in line 13 in addition to muscular 4347 
tension. As her speech and gesture were synchronized in both languages, her gesture carried 4348 
more information in Chinese than English from the gesture transcripts. 4349 
 In the reflection after watching her gesture in the video, however, she thought she 4350 
gestured more in English than in Chinese, contradictory to the above analysis. She said that “the 4351 
expression was natural in Chinese without searching for the vocabulary.” While speaking 4352 
English, she said she “knew the meaning but could not find the correspond words and grammar 4353 
to express.” In addition, she reported her gesture for excitement when she thought of a certain 4354 
word as if she grabbed it by the hand in English. Rui showed her intentional effort of searching 4355 
for the specific English word and the enjoyment of catching it. 4356 
 4357 
 4358 
Figure 13. Rui: emphasis.             4359 
                     4360 
1. ɑűǕɎŉ~ơɧāÃ:Īȣƻ 4361 
I use gesture less in Chinese because it is natural  4362 
[open BH from fists into spread fingers, wave BH down] 4363 
 2. [ȬűǕȒ:ŽÖ*]ÃĿȹ  4364 
and [use more in English], because I want to 4365 
[hold] 4366 
3. ²  4367 
Wow,  4368 
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[BH into fists and spread index fingers only, RH move down, LH move towards body, 4369 
smiling; Figure 13.a] 4370 
4. ņōpɰɌ%  4371 
I found the word.  4372 
[spread index finger on RH down, smiling; Figure 13.b] 4373 
 4374 
 4375 
Depth of content information. Detailed observation of this clips showed different depth of 4376 
content information varying between Chinese and English descriptions as well as gesture 4377 
production. In addition to talking about the whole day, her Chinese description included how 4378 
remote the village was and that no tourists would visit. The English description mainly focused 4379 
on the time, and she did not provide details of the road and the mountain trails in both speech and 4380 
gesture. It was apparent that she simplified her speech as well as her gesture in the English 4381 
description. In her Chinese description, she spiraled her RH up twice in line 11 to refer to the 4382 
front edge of the mountains and lowered LH down in line 12 to show the depth. She moved her 4383 
hand vertically up instead of horizontally forward in line 11, making contrast between the front 4384 
edge of the mountains and depth. Additionally, her gesture in line 11 was different from line 12 4385 
in terms of the direction (up and down) and hands (right and left), signaling two salient contrasts 4386 
by gesture, concordant with the meaning in speech.    4387 
 Different gesture space: Yong. Yong gestured in a larger space in Chinese than in 4388 
English. First, he recalled his past experience in primary school in English. His English is 4389 
intermediate to describe the experience, but he was nervous in the gesture tasks. His gesture was 4390 
even unnoticeable given limited moving space in the following excerpt. Yong put his arms on his 4391 
thigh and moved fingers slightly in his expression. His gesture was limited in a small space 4392 
(Figure 14. Image a and image b). The largest space in this English excerpt could be seen in in 4393 
Figure 14.b. He was shy and serious in the whole process and his eyes were like deer staring at 4394 
the headlight. 4395 
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 4396 
Figure 14. Yong’s event. 4397 
 4398 
 4399 
1. The teacher say we shou we must 4400 
[twist RH wrist up with curved fingers, PU, move fingers front and back slightly; Figure 4401 
14.b] 4402 
2. let’s  4403 
[twist RH waist down with curved fingers, PD, move index fingers slightly] 4404 
3. my parents 4405 
[twist both wrist up a bit, move RH down slightly] 4406 
4. writes name  4407 
[move RH with index finger front and back slightly twice] 4408 
5. with near the 4409 
[twist both wrist, curved fingers, PU] 4410 
6. the grade 4411 
[move LH to the left with curved fingers, PU] 4412 
7. But I hmm, I’m very depressed and nervous. I don’t I don’t want them to see my grade. 4413 
[hold; Figure 14.a] 4414 
8. So I copy  4415 
[raise RH and spiral up with curved fingers slightly, PD] 4416 
9. my father’s name  4417 
[wave RH slightly twice, PD] 4418 
10. on on on it 4419 
[open BH with curved hands, PU] 4420 
  4421 
Moreover, Yong in G1 produced metaphorical gestures in Chinese to visualize his skiing 4422 
experience with larger gesture space. He showed the peak of the mountain (Figure 15) with palm 4423 
down and indicated the starting point of skiing. It was worthy of mentioning that he not only 4424 
showed how difficult the trail was while skiing down in line 2 but also the ending posture to slow 4425 
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down horizontally in line 3. His gesture presented a vivid picture of the whole process of skiing 4426 
and provided details that were unobservable in speech.    4427 
 4428 
 4429 
Figure 15. Yong: skinning. 4430 
 4431 
 4432 
1. ɼʏĄǗŢ1ɼĊ... Ċʕ
 4433 
that snow is from the mou... the mountaintop, 4434 
[raise up RH above shoulder level, near the ear, spread fingers, oblique PD, LH on the 4435 
thigh, Figure 15.a] 4436 
2. ǗŢĄ  4437 
then directly 4438 
[move RH down at the waist level vertically, open hand oblique, Figure 15.b] 4439 
3. Ɖ 4440 
down 4441 
[move RH towards the body horizontally, PD, Figure 15.c] 4442 
 4443 
As he reflected on why he made those gestures in this situation, he mentioned that “ɰ 4444 
ĄŸȯɸhhɼǧǐʓŽƳżƺŁȽ that is to construct the feeling that the picture is 4445 
clearer.” In addition, Yong admitted that he gestured more frequently in Chinese than in English 4446 
and provided the reason why he chose the language for different topics: 4447 
 4448 
ɑűǕŶKŉ~ɯŸŝÖǕƻ¢ɑȬűǕŶKȹɯŸÉĿĿɼ*ÉŤɌ_ĵ 4449 
ɑƻ¢Ąŉ~:āƺƻ¢ɑȬűǕŶKɑȬűǕŶKȹɯŸĿű 4450 
¢_ȬűȵɫȒŽʍSȬű_űȒŽūƊÃȬűɑðĄ。c%ɰƑ 4451 
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:ɦƊ*&ǕɎȬűɯàáƌǌȬűťɲŻȩĄàŏI gestured a lot 4452 
while speaking Chinese. Then I was thinking how to find the word while speaking English 4453 
and gestured less. When I was speaking English, I focused on thinking. It would be more 4454 
difficulty to express in Chinese first and then in English. I felt more relaxed if speak 4455 
English first and Chinese later, because the problem was solved after finishing English. It 4456 
would be more relaxing. It was OK to describe a story in English, but would be difficult 4457 
to describe a scenery in English. (Yong, G1) 4458 
 4459 
Group 1 summary. All participants in G1 tried to make their meaning logical and clear as 4460 
much as they could in the English description. They focused on their wording in speech, which 4461 
hindered their gesture production. Even if Rui was gesturing frequently in English, the content 4462 
information manifested through gesture was less in English than in Chinese. Their gesture 4463 
awareness was mainly for mean-making in terms of semantics, and they gestured in a small 4464 
gesture box while speaking in English. Additionally, the focus on semantics and excitement of 4465 
the correct English speech led Rui’s misassumption of frequent gestures in English, lacking 4466 
conscious gesture awareness of cross-linguistic differences, let alone the understanding of cross- 4467 
cultural variations on gesture. 4468 
  4469 
Group 2. 4470 
 Sense-making: Deng and Wang. Deng and Wang were conscious of their gesture in the 4471 
process of sense-making and realized the importance of pragmatics in communication. They 4472 
wore fleeces with popular American brands for their age. This was a common phenomenon for 4473 
their generation and showed their interest in western culture. In the following excerpt, Deng 4474 
mentioned that he saw Wang’s name from their common friend’s phone and regarded Wang as a 4475 
beautiful girl from the pronunciation. Lines 1 and 2 were Deng’s description in the gesture tasks. 4476 
Later, after watching his clip, he repeated the same gesture in lines 4-7 while reflecting on the 4477 
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reason for gesturing in lines 8 and 9. Similarly, Wang copied Deng’s gesture to explain the 4478 
reason in line 10.  4479 
 4480 
 4481 
Figure 16. Deng and Wang’s event.  4482 
 4483 
 4484 
Deng: 1. I saw the name   4485 
           [move RH index finger to the left and then move down; Figure 16.a]  4486 
 2. on the phone 4487 
[index finger move from left to right and move down, and move from left to right 4488 
again at a lower level, to finish the shape of a circle or square; Figure 16 image a, 4489 
image b, and image c] 4490 
Deng’s reflection after watching the above gesture: 4491 
Deng: 3. ĄŸťȅ 4492 
 [RH index finger stretch out, other fingers curve] 4493 
 4. ɼËŻ 4494 
 [repeat line 2] 4495 
Deng: 5. see the  4496 
 [index finger move from left to right horizontally to start the top line of a square] 4497 
Deng: 6. see the name   4498 
 [repeat line 1] 4499 
Deng: 7. on the phone 4500 
 [repeat line 2] 4501 
Deng:8. ȞȶȞêʀſɰǐʓ 4502 
 I have this image in my head mind 4503 
  [move RH around his ear with curved fingers, body forward, head move down in 4504 
 a thinking posture; Figure 16.f] 4505 
Deng:9.ƻ¢Ą...  4506 
 then... 4507 
 [repeat line 2] 4508 
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Wang: 10. ŉĄǐhƉĄơhƉ% 4509 
 hand will draw that  4510 
 [RH index finger move from left (top line) to right and move down (right side), 4511 
 and move from right to left again at a lower level (bottom line) to finish the shape 4512 
 of a circle or square; Figure 16.e] 4513 
Deng: 11. ü üü 4514 
 Yes, right. 4515 
 [RH index finger move down first (left side of a square), then move from left to 4516 
 right (top line) and move down (right side), and move from left to right again at a 4517 
 lower level (bottom line) to finish the shape of a square] 4518 
   4519 
 In this excerpt, one kind of catchment was identified. Deng did a similar gesture to 4520 
describe finding Wang’s name on a phone. Detailed frame-by-frame analysis of his gesture 4521 
showed that he paid attention to the details in his English expression and his gesture was 4522 
dynamic to formulate the shape of the phone although he only formed three sides of the shape 4523 
(Figure 16 image b, image c, and image d). He repeated a similar gesture to gain an explicit 4524 
awareness of the gesture, while searching for words to explain his use of that gesture. Then 4525 
Wang interrupted to help him finish the sentence in Chinese and repeated the catchment as well, 4526 
which was slightly different from Deng, who moved from left to right to finish the bottom line. 4527 
Meanwhile, Deng agreed with Wang in speech and gestured the similar catchment. Despite the 4528 
slight differences of drawing the shape, they used this catchment six times to share their common 4529 
and agreed understanding of the use of gesture in this situation. 4530 
 Participants’ bodies were leaned forward with muscular tension to pay attention to what 4531 
they were watching, and they were thoughtful of their gestures, which was apparent with a 4532 
thinking posture (Figure 16.f). Deng gestured frequently in the whole process. Both participants 4533 
moved their hands in a limited space with a small Chinese gesture box in the middle of their 4534 
body. They had many reflective gestures and used indexicality to refer to themselves (e.g. they 4535 
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transmitted their thought with gesture in line 8) as intrapersonal tools for communication, which 4536 
was common in Chinese culture but not in American culture.  4537 
 Both Deng and Wang regarded gesture as a natural representation of their ideas. In the 4538 
reflection, both participants were explicitly aware of their gestures and tried to figure out a 4539 
higher degree of awareness in the reflective process, after they watched their videos. They had 4540 
not thought about the link between motivation and gesture previously and regarded gesture as 4541 
helpful for pragmatics. Deng admitted that he “ȬűȵɫÄʍÖň3ŉ~ÖɾŸŀɊǕ 4542 
gestured more in English because of difficulty in expressing, subconsciously.” Additionally, 4543 
Deng, Wang, and Bei, who was not present in this clip, talked about their gesture awareness: 4544 
 4545 
ơɧĔ{ņȵɫ!ȝĔ{o,ɣǜņǕĶɤɜņėĕɯŸơɧƾɑ, 4546 
ǷņǦȔÙɯŸNƷɆ-Ǖɾ:ĪȃĕÊDǌŉ~Help me to express 4547 
and help others to follow my thinking. I am a talkative person in my daily life, whether 4548 
personal talk or public speech, I often use gestures.” (Deng, G2) 4549 
ȝņȽĬĄŸŸȣč"ľ'ŸȝĄŸĿɶɬȣčŉŸɃo,Ƭŀpɰ 4550 
ņÉɑ-ƻ¢ȝĄɣǜņǕŉĄɪ¨ɪɣǜņǕɼĶɤǗɜĔ{ 4551 
ȵɫ%First, it may be my habit. Second, I use my hands to attract others’ attention to 4552 
what I am talking, and my hands can help them to follow my thinking path to facilitate 4553 
expressing.” (Wang, G2) 4554 
[òŸǧņǕǳ'ɐɀÉĔ{ņĿȵɫǕŀĶ gesture is one kind of my  4555 
second language to help me express the meaning. (Bei, G2) 4556 
 4557 
 4558 
Conscious awareness of negative attitudes: Shi. Shi did not realize that he gestured 4559 
frequently while speaking in English, although he noticed his high-frequent gesture in Chinese. 4560 
He talked about his past experience of meeting a poet in Australia where he went for a 4561 
conference. This was his first time being video recorded in a formal research.  He sweated after 4562 
finishing his English description as he was paying attention to using past tense in his expression.  4563 
 4564 
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 4565 
Figure 17. Shi’s event. 4566 
 4567 
 4568 
1. And there I met a old man  4569 
[LH with spread fingers move up gradually from the thigh to the breast level, palm face 4570 
the body, four times]  4571 
2. old woman 4572 
[move LH down to the thigh] 4573 
3. he sit at the 4574 
[spiral up LH to the breast level, PD] 4575 
4. up a  4576 
[move RH up slightly] 4577 
5. s stone 4578 
[move LH down twice, PD, with more tension the second time] 4579 
6. near the oversea 4580 
[LH move horizontally from right to left and then back to the right]  4581 
7. I hum 4582 
[raise LH up, palm face the body] 4583 
8. I ask I asked her  4584 
[BH interlace on the thigh, smiling] 4585 
9. what are you doing? 4586 
[hold] 4587 
10. she said  4588 
[hands hold, raise head up] 4589 
11. I’m looking my idea 4590 
[LH at the breast level PU, move LH down slightly twice] 4591 
12. he sa..., she said 4592 
[LH raise up and rotate the wrist to the front, fingers are curved as if holding a bottle in 4593 
the hand; Figure 17] 4594 
13. she is a hmm... 4595 
[rotate LH to the front again] 4596 
14. p poe poet 4597 
[move LH front and back slightly]    4598 
 4599 
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 Shi had many self-corrections in lines 5, 12, and 15 with beats. Even if his English was 4600 
not fluent and he was searching for the accurate word, the stroke of the gesture coincided with 4601 
the syllables (e.g. s stone in line 5, p poe poet in line 14). Additionally, he self confirmed his 4602 
speech with gesture and stressed the word each time he figured out the correct word. He used a 4603 
container gesture with straight holding (Figure 17) while confirming the word “said.” which 4604 
presented the content metaphorically and signified what would come in line 13.  4605 
 He did not recall the word “seaside” and used the word “oversea” in line 6. It was 4606 
obvious that he paused in line 4 before he uttered “up a stone near the oversea”, which suggested 4607 
that he thought about the word earlier. To solve the problem, he rephrased the sentence and 4608 
added more details with the word “up” to show that she was sitting on the top of a stone. This 4609 
could also be seen from his gesture as he held the gesture after finishing line 4 and moved his 4610 
hand up to show the top position.  4611 
Shi did not realize that he gestured a lot until he watched his video-recordings. Moreover, 4612 
he thought that English native speakers gestured too exaggeratedly to be natural. When he saw 4613 
that he gestured frequently in the interview, he felt “strange”, saying that “ņ!Ǟɺņ3 4614 
ņƪſ­ņŁȽ3¢ņĄǌ I don’t know why I gestured. I don’t think I gesture. I feel I 4615 
won’t use gesture in the future.” He was also surprised because he did not gesture actively and 4616 
consciously. He decided to gesture less in the future to avoid exaggeration and distraction. The 4617 
locus that this spontaneous gesture, however, was beyond his control. He was surprised and 4618 
angry and complained, “´©ǌŉ~% oh, I gestured again! ” 4619 
He thought that his gesture while speaking Chinese and English was similar, because he 4620 
thought gesture production was related to the content instead of any specific words he wanted to 4621 
express in either languages. He also reported that Chinese used fewer facial expressions, 4622 
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regarding gesture as one way of expressing the emotion. He realized Chinese attitudes toward 4623 
gesture use and also provided a case that his advisor complained his gesture in high frequency in 4624 
Chinese (mentioned before). He was not conscious of his gesture in the process of speaking and 4625 
decided to copy his recording and look at it later.  4626 
 Group 2 summary. Deng, Wang, and Bei were conscious of their gesture in the video 4627 
clips and in their daily life. They gestured for pragmatics to facilitate the process of 4628 
intersubjectivity. Shi held negative attitudes toward gesturing, because he understood Chinese 4629 
people’s understanding of gesture in the Chinese culture and had a better understanding of 4630 
American gestures than G1. Additionally, his intended effort of becoming more aware of gesture 4631 
in the future was the most salient across groups.  4632 
  4633 
Group 3. 4634 
 Transition: Lian. Lian went through the transitional period of adapting to the target L2 4635 
culture after having stayed in the United States for three months. His did not realize his language 4636 
improvement and his gesture in the communication process, although his friends thought he was 4637 
more adaptable to the environment with proficiency advancement. His gesture manifested both  4638 
Chinese and American features in the following excerpt. Lian initiated the cooking party with 4639 
English native students in his department. Below is his English expression of the cooking party. 4640 
 4641 
 4642 
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 4643 
Figure 18. Lian’s event. 4644 
 4645 
 4646 
1. There is always kind of leader 4647 
[BH at the breast level, curved hands, BH move down slightly] 4648 
2. Mary will text other guys 4649 
[open BH from fists into spread fingers at the breast level]  4650 
3. and ask how many of people will present  4651 
[thumb and little finger spread and other fingers are curved to represent “making a phone 4652 
call” twice] 4653 
4. at the at the cooking party.  4654 
[move BH down PD, move fingers randomly] 4655 
5. And everybody will bring  4656 
[BH apart at the waist level, palm face each other, RH is higher than the LH] 4657 
6. His 4658 
[flip BH toward the right] 4659 
7. or her  4660 
[flip BH toward the left] 4661 
8. ingredients and food or seasoning.  4662 
[flip BH toward the left and then right] 4663 
9. Everybody will bring his  4664 
[flip BH toward the right with muscular tension] 4665 
10. or her material,  4666 
[flip BH toward the left] 4667 
11. and everybody cook one or two dishes and  4668 
[hold, BH in fists] 4669 
12. we will share  4670 
[move BH outward with spread fingers, PF] 4671 
13. and try different food.  4672 
[RH fold into a fist and move forward with muscular tension, LH hold; Figure 18.c] 4673 
 4674 
 4675 
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 In terms of pragmatic gesture, Lian often put hands into fists above his waist (Figure 4676 
18.b) during preparation or post-stroke. This was different from participants Yong in G1 and Shi 4677 
in G2 who often put their hands near or below their waist. Lian’s higher level position afforded 4678 
flexibility while gesturing and resulted in a wide range of space, which was apparent from line 4679 
13 (Figure 18.c). He also had frequent movement to differentiate “him” and “her” with gesture in 4680 
lines 6-7 and 9-10 (Figure 18.a). He had muscular tension to intensify the meaning in speech.  4681 
 In this excerpt, Lian often used another kind of container gesture (Figure 18.a) with both 4682 
hands facing each other, as if holding a ball in the middle. He reflected that he used this gesture 4683 
while explaining his ideas to make his points clearer. Lian talked in English fluently with 4684 
concordant gestures throughout the process. He did not recognize any gestural differences while 4685 
speaking in Chinese or English after watching his gesture in this video clip. He mentioned that 4686 
he gestured often because of his active characteristics. Additionally, he thought his gesture 4687 
would leave a better impression than no gesturing, making himself feel easy. He did not think 4688 
gesture was important for English learning but regarded it as useful for communication.   4689 
 4690 
űȬűɾŸɰƑƪÚƬŀɰàPŸȝȆo,o,ǧŁȽŸCÉBhǧ 4691 
。ɿŇȑ-ŇȑɑȹȀȂɐɀǕŁȽàPĚɏſɰųʓŁȽ àPŸȝɃ 4692 
o,ŁȽCŸÉ|uĿɼɌŇȑŸŎŀĶȵɫŷǔNo gestural differences 4693 
between Chinese and English. Gesture may leave an impression that you are trying to 4694 
provide an explanation or try to organize your language. To make others feel that you 4695 
are trying to think of that words to make the meaning clear. (Lian, G3) 4696 
 4697 
 Gesture use in the immersion context: Chao. Chao realized that he gestured frequently 4698 
while speaking English and this was one outstanding difference he reflected from Chinese 4699 
students in the EFL contexts. His use of gesture, however, was subconscious, and was the natural 4700 
supplement in cross-cultural communication after he had stayed in the United States for six 4701 
years. He has inhabited the American style, which was apparent from his fluent English, natural 4702 
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American gesture, and appearance including clothing and even hairstyle. When he thought 4703 
backward of his English upon his first arrival, he said: “wow, this English is so easy. Why I don’t 4704 
know.” The following excerpt is his recall of one embarrassing moment in class. His gesture 4705 
enacts two characters in this excerpt.  4706 
 4707 
 4708 
Figure 19. Chao’s event. 4709 
 4710 
1. During class, 4711 
[move BH down with curved hands PU] 4712 
2. I just sit like this for a student, 4713 
[arms fold, right arm put on the left arm, sit straight; Figure 19.a]  4714 
3. I don’t know what I should do  4715 
[hold] 4716 
4. because this is United States  4717 
[move BH down, PD and rotate twice to refer to the ground] 4718 
5. It’s different from China.  4719 
[hold a tissue in RH, spread index and middle fingers to the right] 4720 
6. The teacher just ask a question,  4721 
[RH at the shoulder level, and LH at the breast level, move RH down lower than the LH] 4722 
7. and I  4723 
[repeat line 2] 4724 
8. I’m very focused  4725 
[both fingers curved in BH near the ears, move forward] 4726 
9. and I put my  4727 
[body squeeze, LH palm face the back of RH, RH palm face the body] 4728 
10. lot of my efforts 4729 
[move BH forward, palm face the body, spread fingers] 4730 
11. to  4731 
[twist RH wrist on the right away from the body three times {searching for words}] 4732 
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12. try to make me so that like fit into the new school. Right? 4733 
[face frown, LH into fist hold at shoulder level, spiral RH down three times with spread 4734 
fingers] 4735 
13. And I like this OK 4736 
[repeat line 2] 4737 
14. how’s that I and  4738 
[repeat line 2] 4739 
15. I am very focused 4740 
[RH spread fingers, palm in front of the face, move RH forward horizontally; LH hold] 4741 
16. but I don’t know  4742 
[move RH down from the right ear, LH hold] 4743 
17. what my teacher is talking about.  4744 
[move RH slightly PU, LH hold] 4745 
18. and then (The teacher asked) “right?” 4746 
[BH repeat line 2 to represent the student,  head move towards left slightly to represent 4747 
the teacher] 4748 
 19. (I answered) “um, yeah, yes”.  4749 
[BH hold, eyes move around] 4750 
20.and then teacher ask 4751 
[body move to the right slightly, BH at the breast level, rotate RH twice] 4752 
 21. “What? Yes?  4753 
[raise eyebrow up, look at the left, body move to the right slightly; Figure 19.b] 4754 
22. Oh, no no.  4755 
[repeat line 2; move head slightly towards left; wave head right and left] 4756 
  4757 
The gesture Chao made in lines 2, 13, 14, and 19 represented how a student sat straight 4758 
during class, which was a common image of students in Chinese primary school. In Chinese 4759 
culture, students were required to sit straight to show respect for teachers and put hands on the 4760 
desk to avoid distractions. Even if Chao said that he did not know what he should do, his gesture 4761 
of being a Chinese student represented his default image as a disciplined student. Later, he 4762 
portrayed himself and the teacher with gesture. He differentiated the roles by moving his body to 4763 
the right to represent the teacher (Figure 19.b) and to the middle for himself (Figure 19.a).  4764 
He had affective production in his English. His natural gesture vividly represented the 4765 
embarrassing situation in class. He moved his hands freely near his head above or at the shoulder 4766 
level or at his breast level with large gesture box. His speech was synchronized with the gesture 4767 
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stroke, demonstrating his advanced English proficiency. It was obvious that Chao was a natural 4768 
illustrator both in his English and gesture.  4769 
In Chao’s reflection, he said that he did not learn gesture or imitate English native 4770 
speakers’ gesture and attributed his English improvement to the social environment, saying that: 4771 
 4772 
ņƪſrŀí"CǞɺ¤>ŸŶʆʄ%¢ņɑɎ-ŶKɑűǕŶKņ 4773 
ĪƜĕ-ɾ:ɑȬűǕŶKņŁȽpņɰƑ>ŸŸȣǕɰƑȇü 4774 
ŸrŀŇȑ3ƙ7o,ȇüƪſņŸȽĬĄŸĪȣƻĄɰƑ I did not 4775 
learn how to gesture purposefully, you know? But after staying here for a long time, I 4776 
gesture while talking. I am normal, no gesturing while speaking Chinese. When I am 4777 
speaking English, I can feel that I gesture, but that is spontaneous, not purposeful or 4778 
imitating others, definitely no. I just feel that gesturing is natural. (Chao, G3) 4779 
 4780 
Then I continued to ask him whether his gesture was different from Chinese learners of 4781 
English in China. He said that Chinese learners of English in China“:ƪſ1Ɖƪſņ 4782 
ņ3ɰɑ1Ɖƪſnever, they never gesture. I can say never.” providing the reasons: 4783 
 4784 
ņȽĬĚɏŸŸɣǇÐǕħ³ņȽĬĚɏŸɣCí"ȬɐŇȑÉȬɐǕ 4785 
ǇÐŶʆʄ%ĄŸCíǕȬɐŶʆʄ%Ňȑ¨ȬɐŶʆʄ%ĄȝŸ 4786 
,Ţȿ%ƑȸȃɬʄŶʆ¢ĤC_ɹpɰǧȸǕŶKCĄ:Āz 4787 
B
CǙņɣCɑɎŶKĄ: [move hands]ĄĪȣƻI feel that may be related to 4788 
environmental influence. Because you are in the English context for a long time. You 4789 
have learned and listened English for a long time. As long as one contact one thing for a 4790 
long time, when you encounter this again, you will move hands. You see, my gesture is 4791 
natural while I talk to you. (Chao, G3) 4792 
 4793 
 4794 
Group 3 summary. Both Chao and Lian did not realize that they gestured purposefully in 4795 
the process of communication, but they both emphasized the importance of languacultural 4796 
immersion. They regarded gesture production as a natural outcome in the process of meaning- 4797 
making and sense-making. Compared to Chen who had stayed in the United States for only three 4798 
months, Chao was more aware that his natural gesture while speaking English was totally 4799 
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different from Chinese learners of English in EFL contexts in China, who were the targeted 4800 
population of G1 in this study. He attributed the differences to contextual immersion.  4801 
  4802 
Group 4. 4803 
 L1 cultural influence: Qian. Qian’s English was the most fluent among participants in 4804 
the four groups. She gestured less in both languages with limited space box below the breast and 4805 
above the thigh without muscular tension. Her gesture was culturally framed within Chinese and 4806 
manifested her personality as a gentle Asian woman. Below is her romantic experience. 4807 
 4808 
 4809 
Figure 20. Qian’s event. 4810 
 4811 
 4812 
1. When my fiancé  4813 
[open RH with straight fingers and move to the breast, smiling] 4814 
2. proposed pose me hum, 4815 
[hold] 4816 
3. when we once  4817 
[raise RH near the breast, spread index finger and move down] 4818 
4. lived in hotel of hum, Bellagio  4819 
[RH index finger and thumb touch and move down slightly twice]   4820 
5. and the scenery 4821 
[BH at the breast level move down and apart with curved fingers without tension, PD] 4822 
6. is the strip scenery 4823 
[RH index finger stretch and move from left to right horizontally, LH put on the thigh]  4824 
7. we can see the hum Tower  4825 
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[RH with spread fingers move up from the left and down to the right to form the triangle 4826 
sides in order to represent the peak of the tower] 4827 
8. Eiffel 4828 
[move RH with index finger spread horizontally twice to finish the base of the triangle] 4829 
9. and at night 4830 
[move BH down with curved hands PD to the left thigh] 4831 
10. with the light 4832 
[BH open PU, spread and curve fingers to represent the blinking light] 4833 
 4834 
 It was obvious from Figure 20 that Qian gestured without any muscular tension 4835 
especially no tension on the wrist. Even if she did not gesture much, her gesture and speech 4836 
synchrony was concurrent and concordant. Her English was natural and fluent, except lines 4 and 4837 
7 while she was trying to recall the name of the hotel and tower. Her gesture in Chinese and 4838 
English did not differ, even if her Chinese description was not provided because of limited space. 4839 
Thus, in Qian’s case, the English proficiency and language differences was not an issue that 4840 
influenced less frequent gesture production and limited space.  4841 
 In her reflection, she did not see gesture differences while speaking in Chinse or English 4842 
and thought it was more related to her emotional statement. She did not gesture or even move 4843 
while thinking about how to say the sentence in English. She thought the way of gesturing was 4844 
related to one’s personal habit. She agreed that Americans gestured in a larger space and had 4845 
more exaggerated facial expression than Chinese.   4846 
 4847 
ű®ɑȬűǕŶK,ņȽĬƪſČoȹŸÉ(ņǕĮʀǂĴĄŸơáɑņ 4848 
ȹɑǕɰ&ļņĎȃfÔà%ĄŸáƌŸɑȬɐǕɎņĎȃfÔà%ȹɑ 4849 
ĄơáɑņƢǵɩƻ¢ņĄ:ſĪÖɰŉ~ÃņɑǕɎɾŸxĶǺ 4850 
>ŸáƌơáɑɰɎĄơáɑƦè¦ɰ5&ļ:ɃņȽĬàŀĶ ň3ɑ 4851 
áƌǌűɣņ ƟɐǕ,ɆņĄơɧŔɘŇȑņȬɐɑĬŸĪưǑǕɎ 4852 
ņĄ:É Ŷ!ÉĶȐɰɏĵɑņĄ:ſoǕzBŉ~:ħ³CŀĶ 4853 
ǕȵɫI don’t think there is gesture difference whether speaking Chinese or English. 4854 
This is more related to my psychological status. For example, if I am prepared. If I will 4855 
speak English and prepared, I may gesture a lot because I did not think about the words. 4856 
But in the case of proposal, I would be shy if I spoke this in Chinese. If I did not speak 4857 
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English fluently, I will think how I should speak the sentence and I will not gesture. 4858 
Gesture does not affect my meaning-making. (Qian, G4) 4859 
 4860 
  4861 
Indifference of gesture awareness: Peng. Peng was uneasy speaking in English at the 4862 
beginning because he thought his English was not fluent enough. He had difficulty describing a 4863 
landscape in English and preferred to describe an experience of how he and his team won a silver 4864 
cup in a football game. He talked about his responsibility as a team leader and his achievement in 4865 
English. The following is the first excerpt in English. 4866 
 4867 
 4868 
Figure 21. Peng’s event. 4869 
 4870 
 4871 
1. I was the 4872 
[RH on the chair arm, LH higher than RH. BH oblique, palm face the body]  4873 
2. I was the captain in the Chinese football game  4874 
[BH open, palms face each other] 4875 
3. and I re... I was responsible for  4876 
[repeat line 1]  4877 
4. the daily training and  4878 
[repeat line 2] 4879 
5. financial management 4880 
[BH open PU, move BH up and down slightly] 4881 
6. I structure I structured  4882 
[BH open palm face each other, rotate each hand up and down] 4883 
7. and organize, organized several huh, several cup games 4884 
[repeat line 6 continually] 4885 
8. it’s sixteen  4886 
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[move BH down] 4887 
9. sixteen en different teams 4888 
[move BH from left to right, open hand oblique] 4889 
10. from different cities in U.K. 4890 
[BH move to the right and flip BH down with PD, RH is higher than LH] 4891 
11. hmmm, we achieve the 4892 
[raise open LH, PU] 4893 
12. we achieved the se. hmmm, hmmm, we achieved the hmmm, hmmm, 4894 
[raise LH with PU the breast level, repeated three times] 4895 
13. we achieved the second, hmmm  4896 
[move LH down, PU] 4897 
14. and hmmm silver cup.  4898 
[rotate LH forearm three times] 4899 
15. In that game, we er  4900 
[BH open, rotate BH forearms] 4901 
16. ... I score I scored three goals 4902 
[BH face together, rotate BH]  4903 
 4904 
 4905 
 Peng felt uneasy while talking in English and had many thinking, searching, and pausing 4906 
moments in the description. He had frequent use of container gestures with two hands as if 4907 
holding a ball in the middle of the body in lines 2, 4, 6-9, 15, and16, and presentation gestures in 4908 
lines 5, and 11-14. He also used lots of beats in the process of speaking English. He put his 4909 
elbow on the chair arms and his gesturing space was limited to the forearms below the shoulder 4910 
level. He admitted that he was not good at speaking English. It was obvious from his facial 4911 
emotion that he was reluctant and uneasy in the narrative process.  4912 
 Later, when talking about one of his best experiences while studying abroad, Peng 4913 
recalled this experience and retold it in Chinese. He was excited about his achievement, which 4914 
was manifested in his smiling facial expression and frequent gesture with large space.  4915 
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  4916 
Figure 22. Peng: time. 4917 
 4918 
1. ņ4É 16ňíƐʀʓ ,ǉʇʀņBʇʄņēʘņ4ǉʇĬ%ǳ'¡ 4919 
Ȓņɱ%	ǉņĄŸɱǉžÖǕ, 4920 
I was the captain in the Chinese football team among 16 schools. I led our team to the 4921 
second, and I scored three goals. I scored the most. 4922 
[LH move down from the shoulder level to the thigh, little and fourth fingers curved, 4923 
repeat seven times] 4924 
2. ŰňſǉʇʀʓɱǉžÖǕ,ɱ	ǉ 4925 
I scored the most among all teams. I scored three. 4926 
[LH raise and move to the left, far away from the body] 4927 
3. ņŸʇʄĄȽĬ 4928 
I was the captain. I feel 4929 
[Repeat line 1 again] 4930 
4. Ãņ4ÛĘņ4!x%o,vǕɰǧơɚ 4931 
Because we also joined the competition held by others last year 4932 
[move LH up above the shoulder, PB] 4933 
5. ņ4ÉĀȀɚȷƱƨ% 4934 
We were eliminated in the group stage. 4935 
[Repeat line 4 near the shoulder level] 4936 
6. ǳ'Ęņēǜņ4ʇ8Ʉǿ%Ę 4937 
the second year, I led out team to train for one year 4938 
[move LH down from the shoulder to the thigh, PF] 4939 
7. ǳ'Ęņ4ř%)b 4940 
We won the second prize the second year. 4941 
[move LH down from left to the middle of the body] 4942 
 4943 
In Peng’s Chinese description, he felt more relaxed and proud with intensive emotional 4944 
investment. He moved his hands frequently near and above his shoulder level, away from the 4945 
body instead of in the middle of the body in the English description. To make a contrast, he made 4946 
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many presentation gestures in the whole process with larger space and more muscular tension 4947 
than in English, showing his pride and excitement during the Chinese description.  4948 
Additionally, when he was talking about the “past year” in Chinese (Figure 22.a), his 4949 
hand moved upward and backward above the shoulder level to refer to what happened in the 4950 
past. He also moved his hand down at the shoulder level to refer to “next year” (Figure 22.b) to 4951 
show the contrast. His gesture while speaking in Chinese was consistent with the Chinese way of 4952 
describing time spatially with vertical movement instead of moving the hand horizontally like 4953 
English native speakers (Boroditsky, 2009, 2011). This is also one outstanding difference 4954 
between Chinese and American gesture.  4955 
Peng did not see his gesture in the video because of time limit during the online 4956 
interview. In his reflection, Peng said that he was conscious of his gesture in the Chinese 4957 
description, but his gesture in the English description was subconscious. He did not “ŸÉ( 4958 
ɑµǧɐɀŸ"ľǕʅʚ attribute this to language differences but to his own habit”. He did 4959 
not think gesture affected meaning making except for pointing gestures for direction or 4960 
highlighting his point. Moreover, he did not notice any difference while speaking Chinese and 4961 
English and did not see a link between motivation for learning English and gesture.  4962 
Group 4 summary. Qian and Peng were aware of the cross-cultural differences between 4963 
Chinese and American gestures. Their gesture production, however, manifested the influence of 4964 
Chinese culture as they were in the EFL context currently. They attributed their gesture use to 4965 
personal habit, which was related to their immersion in the context. Although the two 4966 
participants had different English fluency, both of them gestured for communicative coherence.  4967 
 4968 
 4969 
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CHAPTER SIX  4970 
DISCUSSION 4971 
 This chapter discusses findings in Chapters 4 and 5 through the lens of Vygotsky’s 4972 
sociocultural theory (SCT) and relevant studies introduced in the literature review. Discussion is 4973 
organized into sections with reference to the three research questions: 4974 
1. Are there differences in motivation as related to goal-directed activity and gesture 4975 
awareness as well as their interplay for Chinese learners of English in EFL and ESL 4976 
contexts?  4977 
 2.  In what ways do motivation as related to goal-directed activity and gesture awareness 4978 
as well as their interplay for Chinese learners of English differ in EFL and ESL contexts?  4979 
 3. What are the differences for co-speech gesture production in the L1 and L2 for Chinese 4980 
learners of English in EFL and ESL contexts?  4981 
  Quantitative and qualitative findings are integrated in the chapter. RQ1 concerns the 4982 
mean differences for the constructs in the surveys on motivation and gesture awareness and is 4983 
centered on the first phase of the study. RQ2 and RQ3 contrasted and compared participants 4984 
across each of the two groups in the EFL and ESL contexts as derived from the second 4985 
qualitative phase of the study. To address the question of differences between EFL and ESL 4986 
contexts, the topics of motivation as related to goal-directed activity and gesture awareness are 4987 
discussed separately. In addition, the relationship between motivation and gesture awareness, 4988 
particularly as based on the qualitative findings, is discussed as well.  4989 
Motivation  4990 
EFL versus ESL Contexts 4991 
 The expectation for the L2MSS survey results was that Chinese learners of English in 4992 
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the EFL contexts (G1 & G2) would be less motivated than those in the ESL contexts (G3 & G4). 4993 
The quantitative results, however, only supported the hypothesis in terms of ideal L2 self, a 4994 
finding which aligns with Li (2014), who argued that direct interaction with native speakers over 4995 
a long period of time was helpful to the development of a stronger ideal self for ESL as opposed 4996 
to EFL learners. However, Li (2011, 2014) also found significant differences between ought-to 4997 
L2 self and attitudes toward learning English for EFL and ESL learners, while the current study 4998 
did not. In support of these findings Li (2014) argued that English is a compulsory course for 4999 
EFL learners, making them feel more obligated to learn the language than ESL learners, which 5000 
she argued contributed to their greater sense of ought-to self than for ESL learners. Neither of 5001 
these two findings was supported in the current study, either with regard to quantitative results or 5002 
when examining motivation as related to goal-directed activity in phase two. This study also 5003 
supported the importance of vision (Dörnyei, 2009; You et al., 2016) that ESL learners created in 5004 
the process of inhabiting the L2 languaculture.  5005 
EFL Contexts  5006 
Quantitative results found that G2 proved significantly more motivated than G1, having  5007 
stronger ideal L2 self and more favorable attitudes toward learning English. Additionally, the 5008 
goal-directed activity of G1 was grounded in pursuits centered on school work, passing exams, 5009 
and obtaining certificates, which although provided motivation for studying English as a subject 5010 
in coursework, did not translate into efforts to actually learn the language. Although most 5011 
participants in G1 and G2 were studying in Beijing with access to a variety of opportunities to 5012 
engage in learning English, interviewees in G2 actively sought out internships, paying private 5013 
tutors, and so on – a conscious, agentive construction of goals and goal-directed activity. G1 5014 
participants indicated little effort, comparatively, along these lines. G1 findings are consistent 5015 
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with previous non-L2MSS inspired studies, that Chinese EFL sociocultural settings oriented 5016 
students to exam and career preparation and emphasized memorization in English courses (Chen 5017 
et al., 2005; Gao et al., 2004; Shi, 2000; Warden & Lin, 2002; Xu & Yang, 2015). When 5018 
interviewed, regarding their ideal L2 self, participants from G1 did not consider speaking 5019 
English beyond “travel,”  “showing off,” or “translating books,” indicating the lack of coherence 5020 
that this line of motivational inquiry held for them: English only occupied a marginal role in their 5021 
planned futures. In contrast, the desire of being involved in English-speaking communities was a 5022 
driving force for participants in G2, who also realized the discrepancy between their current 5023 
proficiency and the need for increased fluency if they were to converse in English when 5024 
studying, travelling, and/or working abroad. They found their ideal image challenging but 5025 
accessible. The imagined international community was an important motivator for G2 and tied to 5026 
goal-directed activity as central to their “future-in-the-making” (McCafferty, 2018), which 5027 
clearly impacted ought-to self as well as ideal L2 self goals - the necessity for improved 5028 
proficiency in the language. 5029 
Additionally, the quality of L2 experience affected attitudes towards learning the 5030 
language (You & Dörnyei, 2014). Participants in G1 were limited by their resources, and 5031 
although they expressed a desire for more opportunities to communicate with English native 5032 
speakers, they did not seek out such opportunities for the most part, even when they were readily 5033 
available. An additional feature of classroom learning for G1 was that it provided them a safe 5034 
and caring learning environment, an aspect of which was being able to interface with Chinese 5035 
teachers and not native-speakers of English (Lee, 2018). G2, on the other hand, sought out 5036 
native-speaking teachers and tutors in addition to other forms of interaction with them. 5037 
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ESL Contexts 5038 
Quantitative results showed that G3 was less motivated than G4 in terms of attitudes 5039 
toward learning English, but no significant differences were found with regard to ideal L2 self 5040 
and ought-to L2 self for both groups. Additionally, qualitative finding showed that goal-directed 5041 
activity was critical to understanding motivation in the ESL contexts.  5042 
The six participants in G3 in the interview manifested the importance of agency. Chao 5043 
immersed himself socially in the target languaculture while Miao just wanted to interact with 5044 
members of the Chinese community. However, communicating in English was a must for all of 5045 
the participants in this group, even in the case of Miao, who although avoiding native English 5046 
speakers when she could, still needed to attend classes, write papers, and interact with people in 5047 
the local environment for transactional purposes.  5048 
Compared with G3, G4 participants had returned to China from their study/live abroad 5049 
experience. Two of the four interviewees, like the participants in G3, were immersed in reading 5050 
and writing in English as part of their academic environment in China. The other two 5051 
interviewees were working, and although they said that they did not wish to lose their 5052 
competency in English, they did not suggest specific goal-directed activity to pursue this matter. 5053 
Participants in both G3 and G4 were focused on their ought-to L2 self as based on their current 5054 
situations. There were no significant differences between ought-to and ideal L2 self for 5055 
participants for participants in both groups. 5056 
ESL contexts affected attitudes toward learning English. G3 had significantly less  5057 
favorable attitudes than G4. Some of the interviewees in G3 indicated that “English learner” was 5058 
an unwanted label, causing them to lose face in relation to those from the target culture. Chao, 5059 
for example, did not like being pulled out of his high school classes for “English improvement.” 5060 
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The emotional component of an experience is crucial, affecting psychological constructs such as 5061 
attitudes (Vygotsky, 1994). Interviewees in G4 were pricing the value of learning English in 5062 
relation to the demands of their real-world environments, having, in effect, reached a plateau, no 5063 
longer wanting to pursue proficiency as an “ideal.”   5064 
Integration: EFL and ESL Contexts 5065 
The findings of this MMR study suggested that the designation of the categories of EFL 5066 
and ESL were misdirected without considering L2 learners’ agency and engagement in goal- 5067 
directed activity. First, studying abroad was much more of a figured world for G1, G2 5068 
participants having had experiences abroad and/or extensive interaction with native speakers of 5069 
English, if not specifically having studied abroad. The salience of the imagined international 5070 
community was as such much more approachable for G2. The future made them anticipate and 5071 
prepare to adapt to different contexts and to engage in the target community. 5072 
In the ESL contexts, Miao in G3 had limited her exposure to and interaction with the 5073 
English-speaking environment, retreating back to the L1 languaculture by primarily associating 5074 
with other Chinese speakers. Her case seemed like an outlier in the ESL contexts, particularly in 5075 
the eyes of EFL learners. G1’s figurative understanding of ESL contexts, although not entirely 5076 
manifested by Miao’s purposeful distance from direct English interactions, is however, an 5077 
expression of the kind of motivation they displayed, that is, she was only interested in the utility 5078 
the language would bring her, concentrating on her classwork, not use of the language for social 5079 
purposes beyond these limited contexts. 5080 
In addition, this study provided supporting evidence that students with a stronger ideal 5081 
self image had reached an advanced educational level, highlighting the importance of vision as 5082 
an aspect of  L2 motivation (You, Dörnyei, & Csizér, 2016). Participants in G4, who were older 5083 
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and had attained higher educational levels than G1, had higher ideal L2 self than G1. 5084 
Additionally, international posture or involvement in the international community (Munezane, 5085 
2015; Kormos, Kiddle, & Csizer 2011; Yashima 2002) was important because English is an 5086 
important means of international communication. This was related to future self in the 5087 
international community for G2, who also had held a higher level of L2 self image.  5088 
With the ideal self (the sense of inclusiveness in the local community) in mind, L2 and 5089 
FL learners operationalized their learning practices to enact the image of future self. Participants 5090 
across groups G2, G3, and G4 wanted to approach the level of being native-like English speakers 5091 
and were clearer about what their future expectations were as well. Because participants in G2, 5092 
G3, and G4 were pursuing immediate engagement with the language for use, and although G2 5093 
was still concerned with achievement on tests, these scores had real-world significance in 5094 
relation to gaining proficiency. Thus, their motivation classroom experience was pragmatic and 5095 
functional with regard to English language usage. Additionally, the external regulator of ought-to 5096 
L2 self was, again, connected to meeting pragmatic goals associated with living within the L2 5097 
languaculture and not just getting good grades or certificates as the end goal.  5098 
Qin and Dai (2013) and other authors (Magid, 2009; You & Dörnyei, 2014) have noted 5099 
the need to consider the influence of others when evaluating ought-to L2 self in relation to 5100 
agency, a perspective this study emphasizes as well, particularly in the case of parents with 5101 
regard to ought-to L2 self and the decision to study abroad. This study supported the pressure on 5102 
achievement and exam-oriented education as important socio-educational factors (Kormos, 5103 
Kiddle, & Csizér, 2011). In China, parental expectations play a vital role in the culture, children 5104 
feel obliged to adhere to their parents’ wishes, following the still-salient influence of Confucius 5105 
(Chen, 2014; Gao, et al., 2004; Taguchi et al., 2009). 5106 
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Effort and Goal-directed Activity 5107 
This study diverged from previous L2MSS studies by linking goal-directed activity to 5108 
investigate how participants in different contexts are motivated to learn English instead of 5109 
mainly relying on intended effort as the criterion measurement of motivation (Csizér & Kormos, 5110 
2009; Khany & Amiri, 2018; Kim & Kim, 2014; Kormos & Csizér, 2008; Kormos, et al., 2011; 5111 
Magid, 2009; Olsen, 2017; Papi, 2010; Taguchi, et al., 2009; You, et al., 2016). Qualitative data 5112 
from G3 on goal-directed activity suggested most participants’ engagement in the local 5113 
community, which contrasts dramatically with G3 having had the lowest score for all groups on 5114 
intended effort. This finding appears to align with the discrepancy between intention and 5115 
behavior (Alqahtani, 2015; Godin & Conner, 2008; Ryan, 2008; Sheeran, 2002), that although 5116 
intention was not signaled as important on the survey, the actual activity of the participants in the 5117 
group was heavily influenced by the ESL surroundings – perhaps participants did not feel that 5118 
intended effort was manifested by them, but in fact they were exhibiting language learning 5119 
activity, whether with intention or not. The influence of social contexts and the environment is 5120 
important not to separate if a more reliable analysis is to be achieved regarding differences 5121 
between learners’ intended and actual efforts in relation to agency, remembering that Chao said 5122 
that he was “forced by the environment” to learn the language. Qi, on the other hand, also in G3, 5123 
emphasized her goal-directed efforts over the environment, indicating the diversity to be found in 5124 
this regard to what constitutes intended effort.  5125 
This study also supported the inconsistent correlation between L2MSS components and 5126 
L2 achievement (Lamb, 2012; Maskovaky et al., 2016) as determined by participants’ self- 5127 
reported English test scores. The four groups in this study varied in terms of their English 5128 
proficiency and ages in addition to different learning contexts. Moskovsky et al. (2016) found 5129 
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that L2 learners at lower proficiency levels reported greater effort. This was true for G1, but not 5130 
true for G4, who were older and at higher English proficiency level, reporting more effort and 5131 
goal-directed efforts towards learning English than G1. Moskovsky et al. (2016) also found that 5132 
fluent participants did not report effortful behaviors, although they did not go into why this 5133 
proved to be the case in any depth. This perspective is supported by findings for G3, particularly 5134 
for Chao. Several reasons might explain Chao’s denial of conscious effort on learning English. 5135 
He did not mention “studying” as an important factor, instead emphasizing social activity in the 5136 
the different L2 environments he inhabited, not attributing any internal agency to the process. It 5137 
appeared as if he wanted to prove to himself and others that he could become proficient without 5138 
any particular goal-directed efforts as such. The inconsistent findings at this level of analysis, 5139 
again, as with previous studies suggests individual variation and highlights the possible role of 5140 
environmental affordances and differences in how “agency” is construed. 5141 
Gesture Awareness 5142 
Quantitative Discussion: GAS 5143 
This study established and validated a gesture awareness scale among Chinese learners of 5144 
English in SLD and FLD, the first scale to gauge gesture awareness for comparative research by 5145 
examining the construct of gesture awareness in different educational contexts. Important 5146 
constructs and items were derived based on the gesture literature in SLD and FLD. The items fit 5147 
a two-factor structure after an EFA, CFA, and ESEM. From a measurement perspective, the two 5148 
factors of comprehension and production represent major constructs of gesture awareness, and 5149 
results demonstrated the reliability and validity of the instrument. This practical and brief 5150 
measurement is applicable to the study of co-speech gesture and SLD and FLD as a reliable and 5151 
valid instrument.  5152 
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The results for the survey supported the generalizability of the ESEM approach in 5153 
relation to CFA. Also, ESEM was used to test the construct validity of the GAS and to explore 5154 
the application of the survey for the four groups with measurement invariance tests, which 5155 
presented better fit indices with ESEM than CFA. ESEM incorporated EFA and CFA features, 5156 
and overcame the limitation of overly restrictive factor loading found for CFA (Perera et al. 5157 
2015; Perera et al. 2018). The ESEM analysis considered nontrivial factor cross-loadings and 5158 
resulted in a lower estimated factor correlation than CFA, in line with previous ESEM studies 5159 
(Marsh et al., 2011). 5160 
Contrary to the hypothesis that G3 would have a higher level of gesture awareness than 5161 
other groups, the quantitative results showed that these participants had the lowest scores in 5162 
terms of gesture comprehension and production of the four groups. Interestingly, no difference of 5163 
gesture awareness was found between G2 and G4. The constructs of comprehension and 5164 
production were evaluated based on participants’ self-reported assumptions without triangulation 5165 
from situated gesture production and reflection. Thus, qualitative data were collected to examine 5166 
their gesture production for tasks in both the L1 and L2 and their reflection on their gesture 5167 
production after watching their video-recordings to further validate the quantitative results and 5168 
provide reasons for group differences.   5169 
Qualitative Gesture Reflection 5170 
 Qualitative findings showed that participants in G2 and G3 were more aware of their 5171 
gesture, and their gesture production was tied to illustrating their speech than was found for other 5172 
groups. G1, in particular, was less conscious of gestural differences between Chinese and 5173 
English than other groups. 5174 
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Explicit questioning and tasked-based reflection aroused participants’ conscious 5175 
awareness of gesture (if applicable), particularly a useful approach for participants in the ESL 5176 
contexts. Participants in G3 initially reported that they were not consciously aware of their 5177 
gesture in English communication. Their gesture production while speaking English and their 5178 
reflection after watching their video clips, however, demonstrated that they were consciously 5179 
awareness of their use of American features of gesture, particularly for pragmatic, social  5180 
functions as part of the process of SLD. G3 was in naturalistic contexts where social encounters 5181 
in the L2 were frequent. They were learning target-like ways of expressing themselves while 5182 
immersed in the target languaculture, and either purposefully or unconsciously had come to 5183 
mirror English native speakers’ speech and gesture. Chao, Qi, and Mei in G3 recognized some of 5184 
the features of American gestures, even if they did not acknowledge purposeful imitation, 5185 
attributing this as a natural outcome to their lengthy immersion in the contexts of the 5186 
languaculture. 5187 
Participants in G1 gestured less frequently and using limited space/gesture boxes, which 5188 
appeared related to their lower English proficiency and focus on semantics. They were not 5189 
consciously aware of other’s gesture in English communication, except for their English 5190 
teachers’ gesture, which they regarded as an illustration of native speakers’ gesture. 5191 
Additionally, G1 had exaggerated assumptions of emotional expression and gesture 5192 
expressiveness for English native speakers’ gestures, because their understanding of gesture in 5193 
English communication was mainly from watching English movies, lacking much direct contact 5194 
with English native speakers.  5195 
Participants in G2 were conscious of gesture in communication, particularly in English. 5196 
They had more target languacultural exposure in their learning process than G1 and had come to 5197 
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realize the pragmatic value of L2 competence includes gesture. G2 was preoccupied with the 5198 
goal of studying abroad and the target languaculture was an imagined world for them to a large 5199 
extent, but they recognized gesture as facilitating communication in the target community.  5200 
Participants in G4 had come back to China and leaving behind the context of using 5201 
English for daily communication. Their reflection on gesture was attuned to the Chinese way of 5202 
gesturing, although they realized cross-cultural gesture differences owing to their L2 5203 
languaculture immersion while studying abroad.  5204 
Across Group Similarities 5205 
Participants across groups used gestures to facilitate their communication semantically 5206 
and pragmatically, as aligned with previous studies (Balhiah, 2013; Dahl, & Ludvigsen, 2014; 5207 
Gullberg & McCafferty, 2008; Roth & Lawless, 2002). When SL and FL learners had difficulty 5208 
expressing themselves in speech, they used gestures to materialize their thinking processes. 5209 
Gesture also aided in comprehension and expression, and was especially relied on by participants 5210 
in G1 at an intermediate level of English proficiency. Participants across groups contended that 5211 
they gestured to compensate for missing vocabulary and indexed objects in the environment 5212 
through deictic gestures. Gesture also functioned as self-regulation when monitoring speech, 5213 
particularly in the form of beats, and materialized meaning for their interlocutors. Moreover, 5214 
gesture facilitated speech and expressed the metaphoricity of speech, especially apparent through 5215 
participant’s use of presentation and container gestures, when functioning as a conduit to express 5216 
ideas as concrete objects in their hands (Cienki & Müller, 2008). Participants also used 5217 
counting/listing gestures when undertaking an exhaustive search of their linguistic corpus to find 5218 
accurate expression. 5219 
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Emotional Investment 5220 
Findings for this study also suggest the role of gesture as an aspect of emotional 5221 
expression. Participants in G1 produced gesture to disguise uneasiness or a lack of confidence 5222 
while trying to express themselves in English (e.g. Ke’s searching gesture while thinking of the 5223 
phrase of “watch a movie”). Another finding of interest is participants’ suggesting that using 5224 
gesture increased the sense of “acting natural” when speaking the L2. Additionally, confidence 5225 
when speaking English fluently was accompanied by use of a larger gesture box. Chao in G3, 5226 
unlike G1 participants, who felt intimidated because of their lack of English proficiency, 5227 
gestured frequently while speaking English, which appeared to allow him to monitor his speech 5228 
and make the conversational atmosphere more relaxed.  5229 
Furthermore, emotional conflicts affected participants’ individual perezhivanie in relation 5230 
to their agency in SLD and FLD. Ke and Kai in G1 felt stiff while speaking in English and 5231 
regarded English native speakers as acting positively towards the confidence they displayed 5232 
when they were able to do so. Chao and Lian in G3, who preferred to speak English in the 5233 
interview, also demonstrated their confidence when speaking English fluently through deploying 5234 
gestures with American features.  5235 
Synthesizing static and dynamic dimensions of communicative channels also affected 5236 
participants’ gesture awareness. This was evident from the contradiction between Rui’s assumed 5237 
high-frequency of gesture in English and her thick description of gesture use in Chinese. Rui in 5238 
G1 realized her strong emotional reaction while “catching” the word in English (finding a word), 5239 
which affected her assumption that she gestured more in English than in Chinese. Her gesture 5240 
production in Chinese, however, provided more information with vivid description than her 5241 
English description. Gesture while speaking English functioned as a triumphant horn to celebrate 5242 
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her semantic improvement, something that was not present when she was speaking Chinese, 5243 
which made her more aware of her gesture while speaking English. In contrast, her gesture 5244 
illustration in Chinese was natural to be neglected, without a conscious awareness. The strong 5245 
emotional investment while speaking English infused the misconception that she gestured more 5246 
in English than in Chinese.  5247 
Teachers’ Gesture 5248 
As aligned with previous studies on the role of teachers’ gesture in FLD and SLD 5249 
(Belhiah, 2013; Churchill et al., 2010; Kamiya, 2012; Lazaraton, 2004; Porter, 2012; 5250 
Rosborough, 2012, 2014; Sime, 2008; Smotrova, 2017, 2018), this study found evidence of the 5251 
influence of teachers’ gestures on language students. Teachers set the stage for English learning, 5252 
hoping to propel students towards immersion into the target languaculture, and in some cases 5253 
using L2 forms of gesture for meaning making. English learners listened for understanding while 5254 
watching teachers’ gesture in the process of learning the language and how it is used for making 5255 
meaning (Funigama, 2000).  5256 
Imitation has been found to be a substantial factor in developing higher forms of human 5257 
behavior (Vygotsky, 1998), and learners imitate language teachers’ gesture as a part of the 5258 
learning process (Peltier & McCafferty, 2010; Smotraova & Lantolf, 2013; Smotrova, 2015). 5259 
Participants in G1 recalled their English teachers’ gesture as a source of imitation but did not 5260 
remember instances of purposeful imitation, probably because they lacked conscious 5261 
understanding of the meaning of the gestures for the most part. Also, Qi in G3 suggested the 5262 
importance of natural immersion for gesture production in addition to imitating English teachers.  5263 
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Cross-cultural Differences 5264 
Cross-cultural differences were not explored in the quantitative phase of the study 5265 
because of the difficulty of designing the needed items and validating them in the process of 5266 
scale development, but such differences were examined in the qualitative phase. Findings 5267 
supported that cultural differences affected gesture awareness and use (Boroditsky et al., 2011; 5268 
Kita, 2009; Jungheim, 2006; Nagpal et al., 2011; Pika et al., 2006; Smithson et al., 2011; So, 5269 
2010; So et al., 2012). Littlewood (2001) argued that it is important for language learners to 5270 
consciously increase their cultural awareness. Chinese are expected to appear humble, control 5271 
their emotions, and not bring attention to themselves. This is related to cultural values, that 5272 
children should behave politely without moving their hands and feet frequently. Americans, on 5273 
the other hand, are much more expressive, showing emotions or bringing attention to themselves. 5274 
Additionally, Chinese collective culture emphasizes conformity instead of individualism as 5275 
found in American culture.  5276 
Shi in G2 planned to drop the intention of appropriating American forms of gesture 5277 
because of his advisor made a negative comment about Americans’ exaggerated forms of 5278 
gesture. In contrast, Lian in G3 did not realize that the “quotation” gesture he used had a similar 5279 
form in America. In his English expression, he closed his fists (a common form of Chinese 5280 
gesture, rarely used by Americans) and used open palm gestures (a common American gesture). 5281 
This mix of gesture could indicate competing L1 and L2 cultural norms, demonstrating his 5282 
gradual adaptation to gesture in the L2 languaculture, that L2 gesture development had been 5283 
taking place. Additionally, Chao was found to purposefully avoid gesturing with American 5284 
features while talking to Chinese friends instead of “acting American,” which might have served 5285 
to increase his sense of solidarity with them, that despite his extensive experience outside of 5286 
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China, he was still one of them. Qi in G3 also addressed her process of L2 gesture appropriation. 5287 
She imitated English native speakers’ gesture and avoided using gestures later as she recognized 5288 
the necessity to first become familiar with the situated meaning of a gesture within the culture. 5289 
Both she and her friend circle were affected by English native speaker’s stereotypical 5290 
understanding of Chinese as bound to one another culturally and their less-frequent gesture. 5291 
Proficiency and Gesture 5292 
This study also offered evidence that participants gestured differently according to 5293 
proficiency level, corroborating previous findings that L2 and FL learners showed more target 5294 
language features of gesture with advanced L2 proficiency (Cadierno & Robinon, 2009; 5295 
Gregersen et al., 2009; Ibáñez et al., 2010; Negueruela et al., 2004; So, et al., 2013). Participants 5296 
in the four groups varied not only by proficiency in speech but also gesture articulation and 5297 
degree of expressiveness. Different features illustrated learners’ different processes of acquiring 5298 
L2 TFS patterns (Slobin, 2003).  5299 
Participants in G3, those with advanced English proficiency, produced more American 5300 
features of co-speech gesture, with larger gesture box dimensions and with more muscular 5301 
tension. They also gestured metaphorically in a manner consistent with American speakers. 5302 
These dynamic features of gesture made meaning clearer and conspicuous when conversing in 5303 
English. Additionally, such forms of “natural” communication indicated that G3 participants 5304 
were situationally motivated, that they were adopting L2 TFS patterns as they attuned to the 5305 
target languaculture. In contrast, participants in G1 evidenced a lack of fluency between speech 5306 
and gesture as they struggled to find the correct grammar and words in English, which was 5307 
obvious from the less frequent gesture in English expression and limited gesture space. It was 5308 
evident in Rui’s case, who also used more gesture for the Chinese description task. However, in 5309 
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relation to individual differences, it should be mentioned that Peng in G4 continued to maintain 5310 
his L1 TFS patterns when referring to the time of “past years” and the “present” despite 5311 
advanced English fluency, a finding that corresponds to Negueruela et al., (2004). 5312 
This study did not find notable differences for gesture categories (e.g. symbolic or deictic 5313 
gestures) across participants (Gullberg,1999; Sherman & Nicoladis, 2004) - symbolic gestures 5314 
were prevalent for participants in all groups. It is also worth mentioning that Qian in G4 was the 5315 
most fluent English speaker across all groups, but her gesture was typical of the cultural image of 5316 
a gentle Asian woman in regard to use of a limited gesture box and a lack of muscular tension. 5317 
Her gesture, however, was synchronized with the accompanying speech, illustrating her English 5318 
fluency. Overall, there does not appear to be a direct relationship between language proficiency 5319 
to gesture categories for the participants in the study. Instead, it seems that gestures can hold a 5320 
strong cultural attachment, making them at times resistant to change for L2 and FL learners, 5321 
highlighting the influence that the L1 languaculture can continue to have.  5322 
Motivation and Gesture 5323 
 This dissertation examined second and foreign language motivation as related to goal- 5324 
directed activity and gesture awareness. After investigating these two topics separately and in 5325 
relation to each other in each group, findings do not support a strong link between the two. Each 5326 
participant’s process of SLD and FLD was individualized in relation to their situated learning 5327 
environment. As indicated above: Qian in G4 was motivated to learn English but her gesture 5328 
production appeared largely confined to the Chinese culture; Shi in G2 was motivated and aware 5329 
of gestural differences, but held a negative attitude toward using expressive forms of gesture per 5330 
Chinese culture; Peng in G4, was a rebel, and although he realized there were gestural 5331 
differences between the L1 and L2, he chose not to consider gesture production in relation to 5332 
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learning the L2; and Lian in G3, who showed bi-directional influences on his gesture production 5333 
(Brown & Gullberg, 2008; Brown, 2015).  5334 
 Participants in the two EFL groups, contrasted with each other. Those in G1, were, for 5335 
the most part, simply not motivated to learn English and did not pay attention to cross-linguistic 5336 
and cross-cultural differences of gesture use. Wang, Deng, and Bei in G2, on the other hand, 5337 
were future-oriented and conscious of L2 pragmatics, which had resulted in a high level of 5338 
gesture awareness in connection to motivation. Therefore, analysis of individual participants, 5339 
overall, was more productive in finding a relationship between motivation and gesture 5340 
awareness, despite some patterns found in relation to group and proficiency level. 5341 
Contextual Influences 5342 
 This study provided evidence that different environments affect gesture appropriation and 5343 
that naturalistic learning conditions facilitate more native-like gestures (McCafferty & Ahmed, 5344 
2000; Morett, 2014; Roth, 2003; So et. al., 2012).  The importance of ESL contexts for pragmatic 5345 
awareness (Schauer,2006; Song, 2005; Yang, 2012) was also supported in this sense.    5346 
Kozaki and Ross (2011) argued that the interaction between the individual and 5347 
environmental contingencies created a synthesis as the key premise of sociocultural 5348 
interpretations of language learning phenomena. As per the analysis of this study, the integration 5349 
of individual and contextual factors showed the plasticity of SLD and FLD with regard to 5350 
motivation and gesture awareness in relation to environment. 5351 
Communicative awareness is composed of both verbal and nonverbal means of 5352 
communication (Knapp, 2008; Scarvaglieri, 2017). To meet their communicative needs, 5353 
participants in each context used both speech and gesture in accord with the different demands of 5354 
the contexts they inhabited. Additionally, their linguistic engagement (Svalberg, 2009) was 5355 
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related to their communicative surroundings both in the past and present, signifying the 5356 
importance of time and experience in building communicative awareness. The utilitarian 5357 
approach of G1 made participants less motivated to learn the language. This was not at all the 5358 
profile for participants in G2, who were primarily focused on English as a form of 5359 
communication that needed to be put into practice within naturalistic contexts of use. Motivation 5360 
as situated in these circumstances, calls for a reconsideration of L2 curricular content to include 5361 
the link between speech and gesture, promoting conscious awareness of the role of gesture in 5362 
communication. 5363 
Reflexivity 5364 
This study differed from previous studies by investigating participants’ motivation and 5365 
gesture awareness, pursuing clarification from the learners’ perspectives, instead of interpreting 5366 
gesture solely from the researchers’ analysis of the quantitative measures and learner’s use of 5367 
gesture as found in the two recorded tasks. Through extensive interview time concerning 5368 
motivation in contexts, gesture awareness and the learner’s own analysis of her or his gesture 5369 
production, this study manifested the importance of reflexivity on the part of participants in order 5370 
to understand L2 phenomena in both second and foreign language development (Byram, 2012; 5371 
Thompson, 2014).  5372 
Participants’ responses to the gesture awareness survey were different from what they 5373 
said in the reflective interviews after watching their video clips in the gesture tasks. This 5374 
incongruence suggests the importance of critical thinking related to real-world data as opposed to 5375 
methods of self-report. Shi, Deng, Chen, Chao, and Long were all surprised after recognizing 5376 
that their gestures were different from what they thought they were, and admitted that they had 5377 
not really thought about gesture before joining this study, an indication that when the gesture 5378 
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survey was taken, they had not really given gesture much thought and that it proved an 5379 
inadequate stimulus for this purpose.  5380 
Exploration of the relationship between motivation and goal-directed activity in relation 5381 
to gesture awareness propelled participants to examine their thoughts and experiences from this 5382 
lens, triggering greater awareness of SLD and FLD through the reflexive processes. SLD and 5383 
FLD require conscious awareness of both verbal and nonverbal aspects of communication, 5384 
particularly at the level of pragmatics. Participants in each context were active agents in relation 5385 
to macro-level of orientation they pursued in studying, something particularly important in the 5386 
study with regard to engagement in goal-directed activity as an aspect of motivation. The 5387 
reaching of decisions concerning what avenues to pursue in order to meet L2 goals was not only 5388 
a process that stemmed from an imagined future, but a reflexive process as well, learner’s taking 5389 
into account past and present experiences. 5390 
The influence of the environment on the individual and how events are interpreted in the 5391 
process of psychological development (Vygotsky, 1994) is supported by the findings of this 5392 
study. This is especially clear in relation to the immersion experience of G3 where participants 5393 
responded to what they experienced in very different ways depending on a host of “factors” 5394 
including individual personality, cultural influences, goals, goal-directed activity, the influence 5395 
of the immediate environment, and so on. 5396 
 5397 
 5398 
 5399 
 5400 
 5401 
 5402 
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CHAPTER SEVEN  5403 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 5404 
Conclusions 5405 
This study focused on motivation as related to goal-directed activity and gesture 5406 
awareness as well as their interplay in different EFL and ESL contexts by including four groups 5407 
of Chinese learners of English. Three research questions were formulated and quantitative and 5408 
qualitative data were collected. The study design was based on the foundational assumption that 5409 
students in EFL and ESL contexts would differ in accordance with contexts. The L2MSS 5410 
questionnaire (Dörnyei, 2005; 2009) was used to examine motivation across groups as one aspect 5411 
of understanding motivation in the study and goal-directed activity. Importantly, a usable scale 5412 
of gesture awareness was developed and validated specifically for this study and used in the 5413 
quantitative phase. Mean differences of motivation and gesture awareness were found after 5414 
MANOVA and measurement and structural invariance tests to answer RQ1. The unexpected 5415 
quantitative results showed that G3 was less motivated and less aware of gesture in the process 5416 
of English learning, and there were no significant differences between G2 and G4. These results 5417 
were supplemented with qualitative data and analysis.  5418 
The qualitative phase included verbal tasks, to generate gesture production without 5419 
participants being aware of any research focus on co-speech gesture. There was a follow-up 5420 
interview in which detailed questions on motivation were asked, particularly with regard to goal- 5421 
directed activity, which helped understand why participants in G3 appeared to be less motivated. 5422 
In fact, they appeared “caught up” in the study-abroad contexts to such an extent that they did 5423 
not initially recognize the degree to which their activity was related to language learning, instead 5424 
viewing language learning as just a part of what happened in the environment. Participants also 5425 
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were asked explicit questions on their understanding of gesture after viewing their own video- 5426 
recordings to gather further data in relation to the gesture survey on phase 1. The qualitative data 5427 
cross validated the quantitative results in most cases and added information on participants’ 5428 
motivation and gesture awareness in relation to RQ2 and RQ3.  5429 
The integrated data from both phases were analyzed within the SCT framework. The 5430 
main tenets of Vygotsky’s SCT framework, including mediation, internalization, activity theory, 5431 
and perezhivanie were considered. Overall, the results provided nuanced and in-depth 5432 
information on what motivated participants and why, and in the case of each of the contexts, how 5433 
motivation shaped experience and how experience shaped motivation. Investigation of gesture 5434 
awareness among individual participants in the qualitative phase revealed the importance of 5435 
languacultural immersion. As participants’ English proficiency levels increased, their use of 5436 
American features of gesture was more visible, particularly as found for participants in G2 and 5437 
G3.  5438 
The possibility of a relationship between motivation as related to goal-directed activity 5439 
and gesture awareness was examined in the qualitative phase. Participants in G1 were less 5440 
motivated to learn the language and were not aware of gesture in English communication for the 5441 
most part. Participants in G2, G3, and G4 who were either planning to study abroad, studying 5442 
abroad, or had returned to China after studying abroad, regarded ideal-self as a strong motivator 5443 
and were aware of cultural differences between Chinese and American features of gesture in 5444 
their English learning experience. The relationship between motivation and gesture awareness 5445 
differed individually as well, and should be considered within situated contexts in relation to 5446 
communicative needs in addition to other concerns. As a result, participants’ goals and agency as 5447 
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related to goal-directed activity is critical to explore beyond the simple categorization of EFL 5448 
and ESL contexts. 5449 
Implications 5450 
It is clear from the study that interaction within a specific environment operates as a 5451 
source of development, signifying the importance of contexts in relation to individual orientation 5452 
within contexts. The results of the study highlighted English learners participating in different 5453 
goal-directed activities and preparing for learning opportunities in different ways. The topic of 5454 
motivation for Chinese learners of English in FLD and SLD has generated a number of empirical 5455 
studies that have validated the L2MSS approach to motivation. However, only one previous 5456 
study addressed the issue of goal-directed activity as related to motivation (Qin & Dai, 2013). 5457 
The analysis of goal-directed activity as an aspect of motivation in this study provided a form of 5458 
triangulation, finding that motivational differences ranged according to individual goals and 5459 
activity undertaken to reach those goals, extending the L2MSS approach if at the same time 5460 
validating the L2MSS scale for previous and new EFL and ESL contexts. To better understand 5461 
L2 motivation, goal-directed activity needs to be taken into consideration, something that applies 5462 
to learning languages in addition to English.  5463 
Gesture studies occupies only a small part in the field of applied linguistics. However, 5464 
this study provides evidence that speech and gesture form an integrated dynamic system in SLD 5465 
and FLD. Additionally, a usable scale of gesture awareness should prove useful to the field of 5466 
gesture studies as a whole, beyond applied linguistics concerns. On the individual level, this 5467 
scale might also possibly serve as a reflective tool to enable ESL and EFL learners to become 5468 
more aware of their own gesture, and perhaps leading them to monitor their gesture as part of the 5469 
language- learning process. On a social and cultural level, as learners gain heightened awareness 5470 
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of co-speech gesture, they also reflect on gesture differences between the L1 and L2 and think 5471 
about the social and cultural influences that shape gesture use. Furthermore, the study highlights 5472 
L2 and FL teachers’ mediational role in developing students’ gesture awareness. Students’ 5473 
reflection of English teachers’ gesture indicates pedagogical influence. Teachers should be aware 5474 
of their gesture influences students, and as such, might provide insights into the language and 5475 
culture.  5476 
Methodologically, the mixed-methods analysis uncovered aspects of motivation and 5477 
gesture awareness through the qualitative phase that complemented the quantitative findings. 5478 
Additionally, the awareness-raising that the qualitative participants demonstrated concerning 5479 
motivation, gesture awareness, and the combination of the two, is a benefit to participants that 5480 
such a design offers. 5481 
 5482 
Future Research 5483 
This study examined only the current understanding of motivation and gesture awareness 5484 
of participants. A more diverse participant sample would be helpful for future research as would 5485 
a longitudinal study of participants across time and contexts of learning to examine the dynamic 5486 
nature of the language learning process in relation to motivation and gesture awareness. Also, 5487 
future studies are needed to validate the gesture awareness scale, make modifications, and so on. 5488 
Moreover, the gesture awareness survey was designed for Chinese learners of English, and its 5489 
application to other language learners among different cultural groups should be explored.  5490 
This study is the first to examine the relationship between motivation and gesture 5491 
awareness in SLD and FLD and the relationship proved to be highly individualized as related to 5492 
learning context. However, given that the study is only an initial attempt, it is important that the 5493 
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relationship between motivation and gesture awareness receive exploration in future research. 5494 
Finally, attention to conscious agency in SLD and FLD is clearly deserving of greater attention 5495 
in general in relation to applied linguistics as a whole and SLD and FLD in particular.  5496 
I am hopeful that the above recommendations will inspire continued research, expanding 5497 
the existing body of literature on motivation and gesture awareness. 5498 
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APPENDIX A: MOTIVATION QUESTIONNAIRE 5517 
Part I  5518 
In this part, we would like you to tell us how much you agree or disagree with the following 5519 
statements by simply choosing a number from 1 to 5. Please do not leave out any items.  5520 
Éʓʚ,ɒ1 1-5ɴŕĻɁɳǕŮë,ȵŷĻ,üɏʉɲǕɁǪĜ 5521 
ɒȹɻƶ 5522 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Slightly 
Disagree 
Slightly Agree Agree Strongly Agree 
Ƌɛ  ɛ  Úɛ  Îƃɛ  ɛ  ʒĕɛ  
1 2 3 4 5 6 
 5523 
1 
My parents/family believe that I must study English to be an 
educated person. ņƿƟ/õ,ɁņȹŅɬȨàŭȚǕ,
ĄįʗíȬɐ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
2 
Studying English is important to me in order to gain the approval of 
the society.  
íȬɐüņƉɑĪʁȹÃɰƑ3ȮĬǤ:ǕɁ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
3   I always look forward to English classes. ņĹŸĪƁĩ
Ȭɐ
ɔ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
4 
I can imagine myself speaking English in the future with foreign 
friends at parties. ņȝĿəĬhȣčþƉÉƯü
®ÕÇƀǌ
Ȭɐ+ɖǕļĦ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
5 
Studying English is important to me in order to gain the approval of 
my peers.  
íȬɐĪʁȹÃņĿȮĬ íüņǕɁ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
6 I study English because close friends of mine think it is important. ņǕàɁȬɐĪʁȹň3ņŊíȬɐ 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 
I can imagine myself in the future giving an English speech 
successfully to the public in the future. ņȝĿəȣčþƉŅwÊÉ
W9ʓsǌȬűƷɆǕļŻ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
8 
 
I really like the actual process of learning English. ņʒĕ»ƛí"
ȬɐǕɬǪ 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
9 
Studying English is important to me in order to gain the approval of 
my teachers. íȬɐüņĪʁȹÃņĿĬpȏĒǕɁ  1 2 3 4 5 6 
10 I find learning English really interesting. ņȽĬíȬɐĪſɡ 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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 5524 
 5525 
Part II  5526 
Please provide the following information by highlighting in the box or writing your response in 5527 
the space to help us to better interpret your previous answers. 5528 
ǳ'ɽiɒĄ3,JĺʅʚƒŠĻǕòʈļdÏa,3Gņ4ŽàÊ%。ĻŦFǕ 5529 
Jĺ 5530 
 5531 
22. Gender ĸo  5532 
Male Ǐ 
Female Þ 
11 
I can imagine a situation where I am doing business with foreigners 
by speaking English. ņȝĿəþƉȣčǌȬɐ®ÕÇ,+ɖNǋ
ŀǕËŻ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
12 
I think time passes faster while studying English.  
ņŁȽíȬɐŶŶʆɬĬĪĲ 1 2 3 4 5 6 
13 
I consider learning English important because the people I respect 
think that I should do it. ņȽĬíȬɐĪʁȹÃņÿʁǕ,Ɂ
ņĚɏíàï 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
14 
I can imagine that in the future in a café with light music, a foreign 
friend and I will be chatting in English casually over a cup of 
coffee. ņȝĿəpþƉƍÙÉūǜɦʔǕ¯·ʜʀņ
®ÕÇƀ¼ǜ¯·ǌȬűɦ Ɗ+ɖǕËŻ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
15 I really enjoy learning English. ņʒĕ»ƛí"Ȭɐ 1 2 3 4 5 6 
16 
I can imagine myself in the future having a discussion with foreign 
friends in English. ņȝĿəȣčþƉ®ÕÇƀǌȬɐɂɈǕË
Ż 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
17 
I am prepared to spend a lot of effort in learning English.  
ņfÔĪ|uÊí"Ȭɐ 1 2 3 4 5 6 
18 I would like to spend lots of time studying English.  ņłŀȫØʂǕŶʆƉí"Ȭɐ  1 2 3 4 5 6 
19 
I would like to concentrate on studying English more than any other 
topic.  
ǘơ[ïǨǖņŽłŀŐTpȬɐí" 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
20 
Even if I failed in my English learning, I would still learn English 
very hard.  
DņȬɐíĬĪàņɯŸ:ʒĕ|uÊí"Ȭɐ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
21 
English would be still important to me in the future even if I failed in 
my English course. DŸȬɐȐɍŚǨ%ņȽĬȬɐüņǕþ
Ɖ0ƻʒĕʁȹ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
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23. Your Age: ĻǕĘʡƞ 5533 
under 18 
18ċ3 18~25 26~29 30~39 40~49 50~59 
above 60 
603
 
 5534 
24. Which group do you belong to? Ļĉ(3µǸȬɐí",Ȏ  5535 
No intention of studying abroad ƪſhÇǓíǕŋǶ 
Currently studying English in China to be prepared to study abroad ÉÇ^ƜÉfÔhÇǓ
í 
Currently studying and living abroad for academic purposes ƜÉȬɐÇõí"Ňȑɉʅ 
Have studied abroad and returned to China ðŅǓíęĎȃÂÇ 
Other [2 
24. If you choose other, please specify. áƌŸ[2ɒ\@ɑŷļd.  5536 
If you plan to study, are studying, or have studied abroad, please specify which country and for 5537 
how long. áƌhÇǓíɒĻkh\@ǕÇõ¡ǩ®ǓíƁʊ  5538 
_________________________________ 5539 
 5540 
25. Your current English proficiency level ĻǖsǕȬɐƥė  5541 
Not pass CET-4 ƂɶɬȬɐÁǽȐɍ 
Pass CET-4 ɶɬȬɐÁǽȐɍ 
Pass CET-6 ɶɬȬɐXǽȐɍ 
Pass TEM-8 ɶɬȬɐVǽȐɍ 
TOEFL score below 70 ŌǥŅȊ 70i3 
TOEFL score 70-80 ŌǥŅȊ 70-80i 
TOEFL score 80-90 ŌǥŅȊ 80-90i 
TOEFL score 90-100 ŌǥŅȊ 90-100i 
TOEFL score 100-110 ŌǥŅȊ 100-110i 
TOEFL score 110-120 ŌǥŅȊ 110-120i 
IELTS below 6.5 ʎĶŅȊ 6.53 
IELTS 6.5-7 ʎĶŅȊ 6.5-7 
IELTS 7-7.5 ʎĶŅȊ 7-7.5 
IELTS 7.5-8 ʎĶŅȊ 7.5-8 
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IELTS 8-8.5 ʎĶŅȊ 8-8.5 
IELTS 9 ʎĶŅȊ 9 
26. Is your major English? ĻǕŸȬɐ¤?  5542 
Yes Ÿ 
No ¥ 
27. Where did you grow up? ĻÉµʀʄØ 5543 
Urban areas Íđ 
Rural areas #Ɔ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5544 
 5545 
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APPENDIX B: GESTURE AWARENESS QUESTIONNAIRE 5546 
ŉ~ɐɁǞǕʅɕƎ 5547 
In this part, we would like you to tell us how much you agree or disagree with the following 5548 
statements by simply choosing a number from 1 to 5. Please do not leave out any items.  5549 
Éʓʚ,ɒ1 1-5ɴŕĻɁɳǕŮë,ȵŷĻ,üɏʉɲǕɁǪĜ 5550 
ɒȹɻƶ 5551 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Slightly 
Disagree 
Slightly 
Agree 
Agree Strongly 
Agree 
Ƌɛ  ɛ  Úɛ  Îƃɛ  ɛ  ʒĕɛ  
1 2 3 4 5 6 
 5552 
 5553 
 5554 
 5555 
 5556 
 
1 
 
I consciously use gestures to memorize English words. ņſŀɊÊ
ǌŉ~ƉHɱņɅİȬɐɌ 1 2 3 4 5 
 
6 
2 
 I imitate gestures that I have seen in movies or other forms of 
English-language media at a later time.   ņ:ÉǙð*Ȭűǎħ
Ňȑ[2ȬɐȪǖ¢ƙ7ʀʓǕŉ~   
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
6 
3 Gesture can reveal aspects of meaning not found in speech. ŉ~ȝȵɫɀɐƪſȵɫhǕŀĶ    1 2 3 4 5 
 
6 
4 
 I am consciously aware of the imagistic representation that my use of 
gesture provides when I am speaking English. ɑȬɐǕŶKņ:
ſŀɊÊƬŀņǌŉ~ȵɫǕŀə 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
6 
5 
 I imitate gestures used by my English teachers when they are 
speaking English at a later time.  
ņƙ7ȬɐȏĒɑȬɐŶǕŉ~ 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
6 
6 My use of gesture is something that helps me to communicate in English.ŉ~ǕDǌſ{(ņǕȬɐ+ư 1 2 3 4 5 
 
6 
7 
Native speakers’ gestures help me understand what they are saying 
when I am speaking English with them.  Ĥņ®ȬɐƟɐȑ+ư
Ŷ24Ǖŉ~ſ{(ņŽàÊǊ。24ǕŀĶ 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
6 
8 I use gestures when people are not understanding my English. ĤȣčɑȬɐo,Ǌ。ǕŶKņ:ǌŉ~ 1 2 3 4 5 
 
6 
9 I plan to imitate American gestures in learning English. ņŋǶÉȬɐí"ɬǪƙ7ȍğŉ~ 1 2 3 4 5 
 
6 
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APPENDIX C: GESTURE AWARENESS SCALE DEVELOPMENT 5557 
This study created and validated a usable scale of gesture awareness with regard to aspects 5558 
of comprehension and production. This scale was tested among Chinese learners of English in 5559 
three different samples. The central objectives of the study were to design and test a structure of 5560 
gesture awareness with factor analysis. This research included three studies. First, I conducted an 5561 
exploratory factor analysis (EFA) in Study One to examine the factor structure and distinctive 5562 
dimensions of the GAS. Second, I conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to validate the 5563 
multidimensional factor structure to check the convergent and discriminant validity of the GAS. 5564 
Given the unsatisfactory goodness of fit indices, I used an exploratory structural equation 5565 
modeling (ESEM) approach as an alternative in Study Two. Later, I validated the scale in two 5566 
groups in the dissertation study with measurement and structural invariance tests. This appendix 5567 
included the first two pilot studies.  5568 
I followed major steps in the scale development (DeVellis, 2016). First, I reviewed 5569 
existing literature of empirical studies on co-speech gesture in foreign language development 5570 
serving as the basis for generating an initial item pool. Specifically, items were generated based 5571 
on the congruence to specific constructs, including comprehension, production, cross-linguistic 5572 
and cross-cultural variations, and social involvement. The initial Chinese-English bilingual 5573 
survey consisted of 23 items on a 5-point Likert scale as 5 representing strongly agree and 1 5574 
representing strongly disagree. One native Chinese speaker back-translated the information on 5575 
this survey to avoid any misunderstandings. Later, I revised the item pool after discussions and 5576 
generated feedback about the content from experts on gesture and foreign language development. 5577 
Specifically, items were examined based on the congruence to the specific constructs in gesture 5578 
studies in SLD and FLD in the first round of coding. The inter-rater reliability for item 5579 
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assignments showed discrepancy in terms of cross-linguistic and cross-cultural variations and 5580 
social involvement, which lead to the deletion of the factors. In addition, I discussed with experts 5581 
on survey design and deleted items that were repetitive and uninterpretable. This survey was then 5582 
presented to four Chinese learners of English, who were learning English in China, to refine 5583 
items and provide feedback on the content, wording and translation of the questionnaire. This 5584 
cognitive pre-testing was helpful to evaluate the item clarity and content (Gehlbach & 5585 
Brinkworth, 2011). Based on the feedback from experts in gesture studies and scale 5586 
development, as well as four Chinese learners of English, several items were eliminated for easy 5587 
application and feasibility, which left nine items representing two major factors: comprehension 5588 
and production. Based on the initial content validation, I assessed the scale through an 5589 
exploratory factor analysis in Study One. 5590 
Pilot Study One 5591 
Participants 5592 
The targeted participants included undergraduate and graduate students who were 5593 
learning English as a foreign language in China. Participants were recruited through an online 5594 
survey website across China. The targeted population fitted the general criteria: age ranging from 5595 
18 to 50 years old; sharing the same Chinese culture; Mandarin Chinese as the first language; 5596 
English as a foreign language. Participants fitting the sampling criteria were asked to join the 5597 
study and were directed to complete the online battery of questionnaire. A total of 215 students 5598 
participated in this study. Approximately, 51% were males and 49% were females, which only 5599 
few participants were English majors (17%). The demographic characteristics was diverse to 5600 
represent Chinese learners of English across different provinces in China.  5601 
 5602 
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Statistical analysis 5603 
The exploratory factor analysis of responses to the nine observed items were analyzed 5604 
with the weighted least squares mean and variance adjusted (WLSMV) estimation conducted in 5605 
the software of Mplus 7.4 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2015). This study used an inclusive 5606 
approach for model fit evaluation. Because the χ2 was oversensitive to sample size and model 5607 
misspecifications, and contained a restrictive hypothesis test (i.e., exact fit), this study used three 5608 
approximate fit indices: Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), which was 5609 
regarded as acceptable and excellent fit when the value was larger than .900 or .950; and Root 5610 
Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA), for close and reasonable fit when the value was 5611 
less than .050 and .080. 5612 
Psychometric Multidimensionality due to Item Fallibility  5613 
 Researchers have conducted exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and confirmatory factor 5614 
analysis (CFA) conventionally to examine the latent structure of item response data. Based on 5615 
the assumption behind CFA, items were constrained to load on the primary factor without cross- 5616 
loadings on other factors (Guay et al., 2015; Marsh et al., 2009). Without thinking of 5617 
multidimensionality, this approach might result in distorted factors, model misfit, and 5618 
overestimated factor correlations (Asparouhov & Muthen, 2008). 5619 
In the current study, I used an alternative approach of exploratory structural equation 5620 
modeling (ESEM), which incorporated CFA, EFA, and structural equation modeling (SEM) in a 5621 
single framework. Studies have shown that primary and secondary loading are freely estimated 5622 
with available rotation procedures for EFA factors in the ESEM, subject to a minimal number of 5623 
identifying restrictions, which provides a less restrictive framework (Marsh, Morin, Parker, & 5624 
Kaur, 2014; Perera, McIlveen, Burton, & Corser, 2015). In this study, the gesture awareness 5625 
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scale (GAS) consisted of items surrounding two distinct constructs as central to the approach: 5626 
production and comprehension. Item content inspection led to doubts about the item 5627 
multidimensionality that reflected nontrivial cross-loadings. For example, item 4, “I am 5628 
consciously aware of the imagistic representation that my use of gesture provides when I am 5629 
speaking English”, primarily loaded on production but also be related to comprehension with 5630 
regards to how L2 and FL learners understood the communicative role of gesture and how they 5631 
produced gesture in the learning process. Whereas CFA has not considered cross-loadings as an 5632 
appropriate analytic tool to examine the latent structure, the ESEM could be used as a less 5633 
restrictive approach to examine the latent structure. Additionally, the factor correlations in 5634 
ESEM were lower than CFA because of cross-loadings. Given the assumed psychometric 5635 
multidimensionality of items in the GAS, ESEM was considered as an alternative approach to 5636 
investigate the latent structure of the scale. 5637 
Results 5638 
This analysis resulted in a two-factor model with a good fit to the data: χ2 (19) = 37.776, 5639 
p < .001, RMSEA = .068 (90% CI: .035, .99), CFI = .986, TLI = .973. All items loaded strongly 5640 
onto their primary factor (larger than .3), and each factor was clearly interpretable (Table C1). 5641 
The first-factor was characterized by appreciable loadings from items 1, 2, 4, 5 and 7, and near- 5642 
zero loadings of items 3, 6, 8 and 9. On the contrary, there were strong loadings of items 3, 6, 8 5643 
and 9 on factor 2 and relatively weaker loadings from items 1, 2, 4, 5 and 7. The pattern of 5644 
loadings suggested that the first factor reflected production and the second-factor reflected 5645 
comprehension. Factor loadings were found to overlap but were distinct to represent two 5646 
different factors. Importantly, item 4 loaded non-trivially on the factor of comprehension, 5647 
suggesting that inferences about production functioned, to some extent, the communicative role, 5648 
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which aligned with previous studies of co-speech gesture in foreign language development. 5649 
Estimates of communalities show that 33% to 65% of the variation in observed variables was 5650 
accounted by the factors. At last, a positive correlation existed between the constructs (r = .687). 5651 
Those two factors were internally consistent, demonstrating Cronbach’s alpha estimates of .791 5652 
(production), .719 (comprehension). The result of this study offered preliminary support for a 5653 
two-factor model with nine items.  5654 
 5655 
Table C1 5656 
Factor Loadings, Correlations, and Communalities  5657 
Note. N=215, *p<.05. 5658 
 Production Comprehension h2 
1. I consciously use gesture to help me to memorize 
English words. 
0.503*          0.219                        .453 
2. I imitate gesture that I have seen in movies or other 
forms of English-language media at a later time. 
0.692*          0.008                        .487 
4. I am consciously aware of the imagistic 
representation that my use of gesture provides when I 
am speaking English. 
0.381*          0.331                        .428 
5. I imitate gesture used by my English teachers when 
they are speaking English at a later time. 
0.890*         -0.130                        .650 
7. I plan to imitate native English-speaker’s gesture in 
learning English. 
0.669*          0.086                        .534 
3. Gesture can reveal aspects of meaning not found in 
speech. 
0.089            0.510*                      .330 
6. My use of gesture is something that helps me to 
communicate in English. 
-0.011           0.818*                      .685 
8. Native speakers’ gesture help me understand what 
they are saying when I am speaking English with them. 
0.002            0.780*                      .610 
9. I use gesture when people are not understanding my 
English. 
0.147             0.580*                     .474 
Factor correlations Production Comprehension  
 -   
Production     
Comprehension 0.687*         -  
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Pilot Study Two 5659 
Participants 5660 
The resulting two-factor model identified via EFA in Study One was utilized and cross- 5661 
validated in Study Two. Participants were recruited by following the similar procedure in Study 5662 
One from an online survey website across China. A total of 222 students participated in this 5663 
study. Approximately, 48% were males and 52% were females, among which few participants 5664 
were English majors (16%). Almost half participants had passed College English Test at Bank 4 5665 
and Bank 6 (CET 4 or CET 6, a national English as a foreign language test in China), 5666 
representing 43% and 49%.  5667 
Material and procedures 5668 
I used a 6-point Likert scale in Study Two with 6 representing strongly agree and 1 5669 
representing strongly disagree to avoid a neutral or ambivalent answer choice. In addition, this 5670 
present data was collected as part of a large study on foreign language development, and a 6- 5671 
point Likert scale was consistent with the whole project. The Cronbach’s alpha of the two factors 5672 
were internally consistent with .791 (production) and .689 (comprehension).  5673 
Statistical analysis 5674 
 A confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was conducted initially to test the expected 5675 
dimensionality of responses to those nine items, and ESEM was conducted as an alternative 5676 
thereafter. The study followed similar procedure in Study One using the software of Mplus 7.4 5677 
(Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2015) to analyze data and WLSMV to estimate models. Similarly, 5678 
CFA, TLI, and RMSEA including 90% confidence interval were considered as approximate fit 5679 
indices to assess model fit. Additionally, χ2 difference (MD χ2) test was reported, although this 5680 
test was oversensitive to minor model misspecification and sample size. Changes of CFI (ΔCFI), 5681 
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TLI (ΔTLI) and RMSEA (ΔRMSEA) were major fit indexes considered in this study. 5682 
Specifically, a decrease of CFI and TL < 0.010 and increase of RMSEA < 0.015, indicated 5683 
support of a more parsimonious model (Chen, 2007; Guay et al., 2014). 5684 
Results 5685 
In line with expectations of CFA, the two-factor was modeled with nine items specified 5686 
to load on the primary factors. The test of the two-factor model with CFA structure resulted in a 5687 
poor fit to the data: χ2 (26) = 88.202, p < .001, RMSEA = .104 (90% CI: .080, .128), CFI = .940, 5688 
TLI = .917. Given the unsatisfactory model fit, the test of the specified two-factor model with an 5689 
exploratory structural equation modeling (ESEM) was used as an alternative, resulting in a good 5690 
fit to the sample data: χ2 (19) = 30.848, RMSEA=.053 (90% CI: .010, .086), CFI = .989, TLI 5691 
= .978. In comparing ESEM and CFA, a significant improvement in fit with ESEM was found 5692 
(Table C2) with increased CFI (ΔCFI= .049) and TLI (ΔTLI=.061) and decreased RMSEA 5693 
(ΔRMSEA=-.051).  5694 
The factor loadings in the ESEM structure were uniformly statistically significant and 5695 
generally moderate to strong in magnitude (|λ| = .486-.1.037, M = .651), which was weaker than 5696 
the CFA loading estimates (|λ| = .580-.803, M =.677) (Table C3). That is, most indicators of 5697 
comprehension loaded on the factor of comprehension with relatively small cross-loadings on the 5698 
factor of production. Additionally, the weak but non-trivial cross-loadings ((|λ| = .018-.256, M 5699 
=.123) in the ESEM model suggested construct multidimensionality due to indicator fallibility. 5700 
The factor correlation in the ESEM (r=.439) was lower than the one in the CFA (r=.597), which 5701 
suggested that those two factors were interrelated but relatively independent and supported the 5702 
inferences of factor multidimensionality. Taken together, the results suggested that the latent 5703 
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variables of production and comprehension had been adequately measured by the manifested 5704 
indicators and supported the superiority of the ESEM than CFA.  5705 
 5706 
Table C2 5707 
Model Fit Statistics for the CFA and ESEM  5708 
Models χ2 df CFI TLI RMSEA 90%CI ΔCFI ΔTLI ΔRMSEA  
CFA  87.215*** 26 .941 .919 .103 .080, .127 
   ESEM 30.055* 19 .989 .980 .051 .000, .084 +.048 +.061 -0.052 
Note. N=222; df=degrees of freedom; CFI=comparative fit index; TLI =Tucker–Lewis Index; RMSEA= root 5709 
mean square error of approximation; 90% CI = 90% confidence interval for the RMSEA; ***p<.0001; 5710 
*p<.05. 5711 
 5712 
 5713 
Table C3 5714 
Standardized Factor Loading Estimates for the CFA and ESEM  5715 
 CFA ESEM 
  (λ) 1 (λ) 2 (λ) 
1    
Item 1 .694 .523 .256 
Item 2 .677 .708 -.032 
Item 4 .594 .486 .190 
Item 5 .746 1.037 -.196 
Item 7 .738 .533 .018 
2    
Item 3 .580 .120 .496 
Item 6 .803 .148 .689 
Item 8 .676 -.071 .723 
Item 9 .587 -.079 .666 
 Factor Correlations a 
  1 2 
 1 - .439 
 2 .597 - 
Note. N =222; factor 1: production; factor 2: comprehension.  a = Values above the diagonal are the ESEM 5716 
inter-factor correlations and below are the CFA inter-factor correlations.; λ = standardized factor loadings; 5717 
Non-significant parameters (p ≥ .05) are italicized.  5718 
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APPENDIX D: INTERVIEW PROTOCOL  5719 
Site: _____________ Date: __________ Time: ______________ 5720 
Interviewee’s age___________ Years of Exposure to English: _______ 5721 
I. Motivation interview í"zƄʅʚ 5722 
1. What is your goal of learning English? Why? What will you do to realize your goal? 5723 
CǕȬɐí"ǖƏŸ--CŋǶNƉĵƑòǈɰǖƏ­ 5724 
2. Do you have a sense of what you ought to become as an English speaker in the future?  5725 
CɁCĚɏĵNŊȝŅưnǕɑȬɐ 5726 
3. Can you imagine a clear situation in the future when you are a competent speaker of English? 5727 
CȝĿəþƉCȬɐǁoưnǕËŻ¤ 5728 
4. How has your dream of yourself using English in the future changed over the past few years? 5729 
Why? What are the sources of the change?  5730 
Cü(CƔĿǕȬɐĚǌǕǇÐÉɬɰgĘſ¤-ĠɞǕɰǧ 5731 
5. What metaphor will you use to express your feelings when you are speaking English?  5732 
CȝĿpơ½ƉĦöCɑȬɐŶǕŁ¤ 5733 
6. Which kind of activity are you engaged in for your foreign/second language development? 5734 
Cȧɾ:-ƑǕƭzƉHɱCǕȬɐí"®Ĉ 5735 
7. Do you have a strong attachment to your current English learning community? How? Why?  5736 
CɁCü(CǈÉȬɐí"ǇÐſĪĢǕģĉŁ¤- 5737 
II. Gesture-related questions ŉ~ɐʅʚ 5738 
Watch a clip of your gesture production in tasks, and then talk specific topics.  5739 
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ǙƞCsÉ6yǕŉ~ɐƻ¢Âǵ\@Ǖʅʚ 5740 
1. How do you notice about your nonverbal behavior in this video clip? 5741 
CƬŀpCÉɰƞȼʙʀDǌŉ~ɐ%¤ĵƬŀpǕ 5742 
2. Why do you use this kind of gesture in your talk? 5743 
C-ÉɰŶKǌɰŉ~ɐ­ 5744 
3. How do you think that these gestures affect the process of meaning-making? 5745 
CɁŉ~ɐħ³ŀĶǕȵɫ¤ 5746 
4. Do you notice you use gestures different when speaking Chinese and English, respectively? 5747 
Why? 5748 
CŀɊpCɑű®ȬűŶňǌǕŉ~ɐƑ¤ - 5749 
5. Why do you talk in Chinese or English first in this order? 5750 
-CɴŕSɑűŇȑȬű­ɰüCſ-ħ³¤ 5751 
6. Do you notice your use of American gestures in English communication? If so, what do you 5752 
think of your American gestures? Why? 5753 
CƬŀpCėŶǋƭǌŉ~ɐ¤áƌŸǕɎCüŉ~ɐÉŵĕǋƭǕĚǌſ 5754 
-Ǚƫ­- 5755 
7. How do you perceive your use of American/Chinese gestures when having trouble 5756 
expressing yourself in English? 5757 
C:ÉſȬɐȵɫÄʍǕŶKǌŉ~ɐ¤ĵǌ 5758 
8. Do you understand several gestures American gesture use? If so or not, in what situation? 5759 
Cȝ×Ǌ。ȍÇǕŉ~ɐ¤ É-ļdǊ。ŇȑǊ。­ 5760 
9. Have you ever tried to mirror American English native speakers’ gestures? If yes, why?  5761 
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Cɍǜƙ7ɬȍÇ,ɑȬɐŶǕŉ~ɐ¤áƌŸ- 5762 
III. Integrated Question 5763 
Do you see the motivation and gesture are related in English learning? How? Why? 5764 
CɁÉCí"ȬɐǕɬǪí"zƄ®ŉ~ɐſYȕĸ¤-Yȕ­- 5765 
Do you have anything more to add? 5766 
ɯſ-ȹȴRǕ¤ 5767 
Closing the interview  5768 
ȄƇɉɖ 5769 
Thank you very much for your participation. 5770 
ʒĕŁɗĻǕB 5771 
 5772 
 5773 
 5774 
 5775 
 5776 
 5777 
 5778 
 5779 
 5780 
 5781 
 5782 
 5783 
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